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This dissertation is a study of tenants who rented land on the Carroll family's 

western Maryland estate, Carrollton Manor, beginning with the settlement of the manor 

in 1734 and continuing through the era of the American Revolution. Carrollton, located 

in the fertile Monocacy Valley of Frederick County, offers an ideal opportunity for a case 

study of tenancy. The area was a crossroads of Maryland, where tobacco and slaves 

from the tidewater Chesapeake met German grain and livestock farmers from 

southeastern Pennsylvania. Both of these influences successively permeated the manor. 

English tenants, tobacco, and slaves initially predominated there, but these later gave 

way to Germans, the cultivation of wheat, and the employment of free labor. 

Historians have often assumed tenants to have been poor farmers on the margins 

of colonial society, and tenancy as evidence of increasing inequality and a lack of 

economic opportunity. This study demonstrates, however, that tenancy could benefit 

tenant as well as landlord. Tenancy was a long-term strategy that required many years to 



produce significant returns, but it ultimately rewarded the Carrolls with a substantial, 

annual income from the manor. But the tenants benefitted as well, and many individuals, 

even those with other options, chose to rent land on Carrollton. The tenants were free 

to manage their plantations with little interference from the Carrolls. They decided what 

crops to grow on their manor tracts and how to market them, what labor to use, and 

how to allocate their resources. Although most tenants rented at the will of the landlord 

without written lease agreements, the Carrolls recognized their right to transfer their 

tenements to kin or sell their improvements to new entrants. Rents were affordable, and 

generally tenants were able to keep up with their payments. Most importantly, tenancy 

gave non-landowners access to land and the ability to become autonomous householders 

who were able to exercise control over their lives. 

Tenancy on the manor was variegated, and tenants ranged from the very poor to 

exceedingly wealthy land- and slaveowners, but on the whole the tenants were 

remarkably well off. Most never became landowners, but rents on the manor were low 

compared to the value of the land, and some who could have acquired freeho lds instead 

opted to invest their resources in other ways, especially in the purchase of slave laborers. 

Not all Carrollton tenants were successful, but those who remained in the vicinity until 

their death were generally more prosperous than decedents elsewhere in the Chesapeake 

and, over time they became increasingly affluent. 
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Introduction 

Historians have long recognized that tenancy was well-established in many parts 

of the British North American mainland colonies during the eighteenth century. 

Maryland, Virginia, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, and New York all had large tenant 

populations. In some older settled areas, as much as half or more of the free population 

were tenants rather than freeholders. Not only was tenancy widespread, for many 

tenants it was a permanent condition rather than a transitory stage on the road to land 

ownership. 1 

But while the prevalence oflong-term tenancy is generally recognized, its 

meaning has not been fully established. Conceptually, tenancy is often associated with 

grinding poverty and oppressive landlords, which has led to assumptions that tenants 

were near the bottom rung of society, just above slaves and servants. Large tenant 

populations are taken as evidence of a lack of opportunity in an increasingly stratified 

and unequal society. For example, one historian writing about colonial Maryland noted 

that "His Lordship's province was faced with a growing number of landless peasants in 

1See, for example, Paul G. E. Clemens, The Atlantic Economy and Colonial 
Maryland's Eastern Shore: From Tobacco to Grain (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University 
Press, 1980), 146-47; James T. Lemon, The Best Poor Man's Country: A Geographical 
Study of Early Southeastern Pennsylvania (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University 
Press, 1972), 92-96; Louis Morton, Robert Carter ofNomini Hall: A Virginia Tobacco 
Planter of the Eighteenth Century (1941 ; reprint ed., Charlottesville: Dominion Books, 
1964), 72-78; Edward C. Papenfuse, "Planter Behavior and Economic Opportunity in a 
Staple Economy," Agricultural History 46 (1972): 301-2; and Carole Shammas, "The 
Rise of the Colonial Tenant," Reviews in American History 6 (1978): 490-95. 
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an agricultural society ... in want of the chance to rise above a mere grubbing for a 

living. "2 The assumption that tenants were poor "peasants" is, however, simply taken as 

a given, and no effort is made to establish their true condition. 

A few studies--two monographs and a handful of articles--have attempted to 

evaluate the role of tenancy in the British mainland, eighteenth-century colonies. These 

studies, which focus on New York, Pennsylvania, and the Chesapeake, have shed light 

on many aspects of the institution, particularly the reasons for its development, its role in 

plantation management, and the arrangements governing tenant-landlord relations. Most 

of these works do not focus specifically on the tenants themselves, however, and none 

offers an extensive, fully integrated, or definitive picture of the tenantry. 

The earliest of these studies is an article by Willard Bliss published in 1950 that 

briefly describes the rise of tenancy in Virginia. 3 There it developed during the early 

eighteenth century as wealthy planters, seeking to ensure an adequate reserve of fertile 

soil, acquired large landed estates on the frontier. They found it beneficial to lease the 

land (until they had actual need of it) to tenants in order to defray the costs of taxes and 

quitrents, augment their incomes, and develop the land and increase its value. Bliss 

argues that small planters with overworked land, seeking to improve their economic 

condition in the fertile piedmont and Shenandoah Valley, consequently found much of 

the best land already taken, and were forced to become tenants on these large estates. 

2David Curtis Skaggs, Roots of Maryland Democracy, 1753-1776 (Westport, Conn.: 
Greenwood Press, 1973), 42. 

3"The Rise of Tenancy in Virginia," Virginia Magazine of History and Biography 58 
(1950): 427-41. 
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Bliss provides a useful discussion of the contractual agreements between tenants 

and landlords and some of the difficulties the latter faced in attempting to develop land 

by this method. He does not, however, offer more than a general--and sometimes 

contradictory--description of the tenantry, derived almost entirely from correspondence 

between landlords and their agents. Based on these sketchy sources, he suggests that 

tenants were frequently behind in their rents, often violated their agreements, ran away to 

escape debt, and were usually very poor, with no land or slaves, few livestock, and 

entirely dependent on their crop. At the same, time, however, he describes tenants as 

"bold" and "defiant," they sold their places to new entrants (who were evidently willing 

to purchase a tenement) in violation of their agreements, and he notes that landlords 

found it necessary to limit the number of slaves that could work the land. 4 While Bliss 

offers a useful starting point for the study of tenancy, he does not contribute significantly 

to an understanding of the process that motivated individuals to become tenants nor of 

the tenants themselves. 

Bliss's bleak picture of tenancy was echoed nearly three decades later in Gregory 

Stiverson's monograph, Poverty in a Land of Plenty: Tenancy in Eighteenth-Century 

Maryland. 5 This work examines tenancy on the Maryland proprietary manors owned by 

Lord Baltimore and like Bliss, Stiverson offers an overview of the development of the 

institution. The proprietors, who owned all vacant land in Maryland, set aside several 

large tracts--twenty-three manors encompassing some 190,000 acres--throughout the 

4Ibid., 437. 

5Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1977. 
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colony with the intention of deriving a lucrative income from them once population 

increased and land prices rose. With this aim, they pursued a policy oflong-term 

developmental leasing, offering low rents in exchange for tenant improvements to the 

land. Ultimately this policy failed miserably due to poor management and the absentee 

status of the landlords. The tenants neglected to meet the terms of their agreements or, 

often, even to pay the rent. Eventually the proprietors abandoned leasing and in 1765 

began to sell off the manors. Those that remained were confiscated during the 

Revolution and sold at auction between 1781 and 1783. 

Stiverson offers a more in-depth, but also somewhat inconsistent, view of the 

tenants who leased land on the proprietary manors. These tenants enjoyed many 

advantages, including secure long-term leases, the ability to develop their tracts with 

almost no interference from the landlord, and low rents that were not much higher than 

the quitrents on freehold land. The average tenant stayed on his manor lot for many 

years, near friends and family who lived on neighboring tenements, and was a member of 

a "remarkably stable rural community. "6 Nevertheless, Stiverson argues that economic 

opportunity was severely limited. Most tenants never acquired freehold land, their 

dwellings and other improvements on their leaseholds were of poor quality, and poverty 

was probably endemic. 

The relationship between their economic status and their position as tenants is, 

however, not clear. These tenants paid very low rents--when they bothered to pay them 

at all--and thus their economic opportunity was not impaired by this burden. Stiverson 

6lbid. , 41 . 
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himself cites poor soil, depleted woodlands, crude agricultural practices, large families 

with a high ratio of dependents to laborers, and a lack of extrafamilial laborers. Some 

tenants were also "victims" of the tobacco staple, he argues, tied to the crop by tradition, 

debts to tobacco factors, and a trade network oriented to that market.7 But many, if not 

all, of these conditions would have remained regardless of whether they owned or rented 

their land. In fact, Stiverson himself suggests that in most respects the tenants were 

"barely distinguishable from small :freeholders. "8 Certainly he does not adequately 

explain the relationship between tenancy and poverty, or evaluate how tenants fared 

compared to small farmers who owned their land. 

Sung Bok Kim offers a very different perspective on tenancy in his monograph, 

Landlord and Tenant in Colonial New York: Manorial Society, 1664-1775,9 which 

appeared the year after Stiverson's work. Kim's study is primarily a history of the great 

landed estates of colonial New York, and he offers a revisionist interpretation of the 

relationship between landlord and tenant, particularly during the agrarian conflicts on the 

manors during the 1750s and 1760s. Kim challenges the earlier view of tenancy on these 

estates as "onerous, oppressive, and degrading." 10 He describes tenants as thriving, 

prosperous, and independent, with opportunities for economic mobility no more limited 

7Ibid., 138. 

8Ibid., 137. 

9Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press for the Institute of Early American 
History and Culture, 1978. 

10Ib.d ... I ., Vlll. 
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than those of freeholders. The agrarian disturbances were not precipitated by a revolt of 

oppressed tenants against tyrannical landlords but primarily involved conflicting land 

claims that arose because of the vague and uncertain boundaries of some of the original 

manor grants. 

Kim provides a good overview of the development of tenancy in the Hudson 

Valley and the terms and conditions regulating the institution. He argues that landlords 

were not tyrannical or exploitative, were mainly concerned with getting and keeping 

tenants, and offered good lease terms and other incentives to this end. Rents were 

reasonable, the tenants decided what and how much to grow, and most importantly they 

owned their improvements on the manors, the value of which rivaled that of the 

landlords' in the real property. 

The main focus of the book is not the tenants themselves, although one chapter is 

devoted to an informative, though general, discussion of the tenantry. Kim describes the 

types of tenants who were attracted to the manors but makes no attempt to reconstruct 

the lives of individual tenants or tenant families. He is not concerned with tenant 

agriculture, kinship or community networks, religion, or the tenants' daily life 

experiences. Nor does he utilize land or probate records, which he characterizes as an 

"inadequate" guide to tenant property holdings. 11 But while he does not offer a fully 

integrated view of the tenants' economic condition, he does argue, based on a 1779 tax 

assessment, that most tenants were fairly well off and that their average total wealth was 

greater than in other agricultural areas of New York where freeholding prevailed. 

11lbid., 270. 
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Kim's work offers a fresh and provocative perspective on tenancy and raises 

questions about the apparently very different nature of the institution in the Hudson 

Valley and the Chesapeake. Lucy Simler introduces a third locale in her 1986 article 

"Tenancy in Colonial Pennsylvania: The Case of Chester County."12 In this article Simler 

looks at the different types of tenancy that developed in Chester County during the 

eighteenth century and, like Kim, she offers a much more positive assessment of tenancy 

than that advanced by Bliss and Stiverson. 

Simler found that two types of tenancy emerged in Chester County in response to 

distinctive economic conditions, and that each performed a different function and filled 

diverse needs. More traditional "farm tenants" rented tracts suited for commercial 

production and provided a means by which landowners could hold, improve, and earn a 

return on their land until they had need of it. A second type of tenant, "smallholders" 

who leased twenty acres or less, emerged during the 1 720s in response to the demands 

of the wheat economy, which required a free labor force available to meet the seasonal 

demands of the crop, particularly the need for extra hands at planting and harvest time. 

Simler argues that both types of tenancy offered opportunities to tenants, and 

that tenants, although not landowners, were landholders, and as such enjoyed the 

privileges ofland ownership because they had the use of the land and the income derived 

from it. As landholders, tenants were able to structure their time and control their day

to-day lives, unlike landless laborers who lived within the household of their employers. 

Tenants also voted and held office, and they were free to market their goods and services 

12William and Mary Quarterly, 3d ser. 43 (1986): 542-69. 
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as they chose. In sum, tenancy provided non-landowners the opportunity for upward 

economic mobility. 

Simler is unable within the space of an article to offer a full or extended 

discussion of the tenant population, but it is clear that her work is based on 

comprehensive research in a wide array of sources. Of particular interest is her 

conception of tenants as landholders and, like Kim, she presents a picture of an 

independent and prosperous tenantry, in contrast to the poor and oppressed tenants of 

Stiverson's Chesapeake. Not only in New York but also in Pennsylvania, tenancy seems 

to have offered advantages to tenants as well as landlords. 

Lorena Walsh offers a more positive assessment of tenancy in the Chesapeake as 

well, however, in her 1985 article, "Land, Landlord, and Leaseholder: Estate 

Management and Tenant Fortunes in Southern Maryland, 1642-1820."13 In this article 

Walsh traces the management of a single tract ofland--Cedar Point Neck, a 3,500-acre 

Jesuit-owned estate in Charles County Maryland--across a 175-year period. She 

analyzes the changing aims and management strategies of the Jesuit landlords and how 

they affected tenant fortunes and opportunities over time. 

Initially the Jesuits, like other landlords, offered low rents in exchange for 

improvements made by the tenants. By the 1680s improvements had sufficiently 

increased the value of the land to permit the Jesuits to subdivide the property into smaller 

units and raise the rent. At the same time, they began leasing for long terms--three lives 

13Agricultural History 59 (1985): 373-96. 
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--which minimized turnovers and attracted tenants more likely to husband and improve a 

tenement. The Jesuits pursued this strategy until the 1750s, and during these years 

tenancy "mutually benefitted both landlords and tenants." 14 The Jesuits collected 

substantial quantities of rent tobacco, which gave them leverage with their London and 

Scottish merchants and allowed them to obtain a discount on merchandise, which they 

sold to the tenants at a profit while undercutting local retailers. Life leases gave tenants 

long-term security, a saleable asset, an inheritance for at least one child, and the same 

political privileges as :freeholders. Even though they did not own their land, Cedar Point 

leaseholders achieved the same living standards as small :freeholders in the area. While a 

few purchased freeholds and moved away, most families remained on Cedar Point for 

several generations, often intermarrying and creating a stable neighborhood bound by kin 

ties and religion. 

Beginning in the late 1750s, the Jesuits phased out the life-lease system in favor 

of shorter terms at higher rents, which led to more intensive cultivation of the land by 

more laborers and attracted different types of tenants, almost all of whom were wealthier 

than the old life tenants. Ultimately this new policy proved disastrous for the landlords. 

The new tenants had no incentive to maintain the quality of the land and worked it far 

more intensively with slave labor than had the former life tenants. Once this exhaustive 

agriculture had wreaked its havoc the tenants simply moved on. By the 1820s the Jesuits 

14Ibid., 384. 
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were left with "exhausted land, depleted timber, and mostly decayed housing" on Cedar 

Point that no longer attracted solvent tenants. 15 

Although Walsh looks at how the Cedar Point tenants fared in changing 

conditions, she is primarily interested in the way that Jesuits used tenancy as a method of 

land management. Like Simler and Kim, she offers convincing evidence that tenancy 

could benefit both landlord and tenant, but her focus is more on the Jesuits than the 

tenants who rented from them. 

Each of the works surveyed here makes an important contribution to a better 

understanding of tenancy, why it developed, what purpose it served, the relationship 

between landlord, and how it differed over place and time. All offer insights into the 

meaning of tenancy and how tenants fared under this arrangement, but none provides a 

fully developed or completely satisfactory picture of the tenantry, integrating all aspects 

of their lives. 

The aim of this dissertation is to offer such an in-depth, integrated view of 

tenants by focusing on a specific population in a given locale over an extended period of 

time. Although the dissertation addresses questions of plantation management and 

tenant-landlord relations, the primary focus is the tenants themselves, and it seeks to 

reconstruct all aspects of their lives. Carrollton Manor, an estate of some 10,000 acres 

belonging to the Carroll family, offers an ideal opportunity for such a study. The manor 

was well situated, nestled between the Potomac and Monocacy rivers in the heart of the 

Monocacy Valley, an area endowed with exceptionally fertile farmland suited to the 

15Ibid., 393. 
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cultivation of both tobacco and wheat. The valley was a crossroads of Maryland, 

drawing settlers from tidewater Maryland counties to the southeast where tobacco and 

slaves prevailed, as well as Germans from Pennsylvania who pursued a grain-livestock 

tradition. Both of these influences permeated the manor, where English tenants, 

tobacco, and slaves initially took hold but later gave way to an ethnic and agricultural 

shift to Germans, the cultivation of wheat, and the employment of free labor. 

This study begins in 1734, when the Carrolls began leasing land to tenants, and 

continues through the era of the American Revolution, a half century that saw the 

settlement, growth, and development ofthis dynamic economic region of western 

Maryland. Using all available records, including county land and probate records, court 

proceedings, military records, church records, and immigration lists, as well Carroll 

account books, correspondence, and other documents, this dissertation seeks to offer a 

comprehensive understanding of the nearly two hundred men and women known to have 

rented on Carrollton Manor during the eighteenth century. 16 It examines not only the 

tenants' economic condition but also explores their origins, ethnicity, kinship, religion, 

political and civic participation, and agricultural practices. It evaluates the choices they 

made, their motivations in becoming tenants, how they fared, and how they responded to 

changing conditions. This study also offers an ideal opportunity to explore the impact of 

the American Revolution on the lives of ordinary people in a given locale. 

16Biographical data files have been compiled for each tenant using these records, 
which are housed at the Maryland State Archives in Annapolis, Md. 
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Tenancy clearly benefitted the Carrolls, who derived a substantial income from 

the manor. But the tenants benefitted as well, and many evidently chose to rent land on 

the manor. The tenants were free to manage their plantations with little interference 

from the Carrolls. They decided what crops to grow on their manor tracts and how to 

market them, what labor to use, and how to allocate their resources. Only those before 

midcentury enjoyed written agreements, but nevertheless throughout the entire period of 

this study the Carrolls recognized the tenants' right to transfer their tenements to kin or 

sell their improvements to new entrants. Most tenants never became landowners, but 

rents on the manor were low compared to the value of the land, and some who could 

have acquired freeholds instead opted to invest their resources in other ways, especially 

in the purchase of slave laborers. 

Tenancy on the manor was variegated, and tenants ranged from the very poor to 

exceedingly wealthy land and slaveowners. T errants who remained in the vicinity until 

their death were, however, generally quite prosperous, and increasingly so over time. 

Probate records were located for nearly half of all the tenants, and the majority of those 

for whom such records were found were either upper middling or wealthy based on the 

standards of the day. Not all tenants were successful, but based on evidence from estate 

inventories, the Carrollton tenants were generally more prosperous than decedents 

elsewhere in the Chesapeake, including both landowners and those who did not own 

land. 

It is clear from this study that tenants cannot simply be characterized as poor 

farmers, nor tenancy taken as evidence of a lack of economic opportunity and increasing 

12 



inequality. Tenants did not constitute a separate economic class at the bottom of the 

social pyramid of freemen. Some were poor, but this was often true of small landowners 

as well, and many tenants were prosperous. Perhaps most importantly, tenancy gave 

non-landowners access to land and the ability to become autonomous householders who 

were able to exercise control over their lives. The degree of opportunity open to them 

over time was shaped by various factors, including fluctuations in the regional economy, 

location, soil fertility, access to markets, pressure on land resources, and the aims and 

strategies oflandlords. But the Carrollton tenants were not merely victims of these 

forces, and indeed, many of them were able to carve out a comfortable, even prosperous, 

living for themselves and their families. 

13 



PART I. 
SETTLEMENT AND EARLY DECADES: 
CARROLL TON LEASEHOLDERS, 1734-1750 

When Charles Carroll of Annapolis (1702-1782) patented 10,000-acre Carrollton 

Manor in 1723, it was an unsettled wilderness on Maryland's western frontier. Carroll 

no doubt recognized the future potential of the land, however, and some eleven years 

later was able to begin leasing tracts on the manor, less than a decade after the earliest 

settlers reached the Monocacy Valley. During the next twenty years Carroll pursued a 

developmental strategy, charging low rents in exchange for tenants clearing the land and 

improving their tenements. Income during these years was not great, but this policy 

eventually paid off handsomely when the Carrolls were able to significantly increase rents 

and revenues from the manor. 

Although Carrollton was called a "manor," it was not one in the feudal sense, and 

the relationship between Carroll and his tenants was strictly an economic one. The 

Carrolls had no feudal rights or privileges, and the tenants owed no obligations other 

than those included in their contractual agreements--written or oral--with the landlord. 

Carroll imposed some--very few--restrictions on the use of the land in order to protect 

his interest in the property but did not attempt to control other aspects of his tenants' 

lives. As long as they paid the rent, the tenants were free to manage their manor tracts 

with little interference. They decided what crops to grow, what labor to use, and how to 

allocate their resources. 
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Only incomplete records of the leaseholders who rented on the manor before 

midcentury survive, but existing evidence indicates that the majority were men of modest 

origins, most of whom had migrated westward from the tidewater area. Tenancy 

provided these early leaseholders--at least some of whom had been dependents living in 

the households of other men--with access to land in exchange for very low rents and the 

labor required to create farms out of the wilderness. As landholders--that is, men who 

had access to land through leases or other agreements but did not own it--the tenants 

enjoyed an autonomy that distinguished them from large segments of the colony's 

population, including black slaves, white servants, and landless laborers. Most of these 

early tenants did not achieve great prosperity, but they did enjoy a moderate degree of 

success. Some became landowners, while a greater proportion remained on their manor 

tracts until they died. But whether freeholders or tenants, a majority of those who lived 

in the vicinity at death had achieved at least middling economic status, and a few had 

become quite wealthy. 
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Chapter 1 

Settlement of the Monocacy Valley, Lease Agreements, 

and Origins of the First Tenants 

I. Settlement of the Monocacy Valley 

The Monocacy Valley lies at the heart of present Frederick County, 1 separated 

from the smaller Middletown Valley to the west by Catoctin Mountain, the easternmost 

ridge of the Appalachians in Maryland. The Catoctin range, a natural barrier, channelled 

thousands of migrants :from Pennsylvania into the Monocacy Valley and beyond into the 

Virginia and Carolina backcountry. The Monocacy River flows southward through the 

center of the valley :from its headwaters in Pennsylvania until entering the Potomac in the 

far southeastern comer of the county. Here, on a fertile stretch ofland where the 

Monocacy and Potomac meet, Carrollton Manor was located. 

Although trappers and traders reached the Monocacy as early as 1712, 

permanent settlers did not arrive until the middle of the next decade, when two distinct 

streams of migration began to penetrate the valley almost simultaneously. One stream 

flowed southwest, directly :from Pennsylvania, bypassing the largely unpopulated 

1An act of Assembly created Frederick County in 1748, and it initially included 
present Montgomery, Washington, Allegheny, Garrett, and part of Carroll County. The 
present boundaries of the county were largely established in 1776 when Montgomery 
was set off to the east and Washington_to the west, and further modified when Carroll 
County acquired a northeastern chunk m 1837. Carrollton Manor was located within the 

bounds of the present county. 
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northern reaches of Baltimore County, which was subsequently settled by people moving 

east from the Monocacy. These settlers, many of German extraction, brought with them 

a grain-livestock tradition, and they subsequently contributed both to the county's ethnic 

and religious diversity and to its emergence by midcentury as a major wheat producing 

area. Meanwhile, the population of the older tidewater counties to the southeast had 

been advancing steadily westward, reaching the area around Rock Creek in the late 

seventeenth century and the Monocacy Valley by about 1730. These migrants, in 

contrast to those from Pennsylvania, were primarily of English origin and, initially at 

least, sought to replicate the tobacco and slave economy of the tidewater counties.2 

Several factors contributed to the settlement of the Monocacy region in the 

1 720s and I 730s, but the primary cause was population pressure on land resources. The 

population of Maryland had initially advanced along the shores of the many navigable 

rivers that flowed into the Chesapeake, which provided easy water access for the 

transportation of the colony's primary export staple, tobacco. The area that became 

Frederick County had no navigable rivers, and although the Potomac formed its southern 

boundary, it was not accessible to ocean-going ships above the fall line at Rock Creek, 

some forty miles southeast of the Monocacy. By 1730, however, all habitable waterfront 

sites were taken, and the population of the province had grown steadily from about 

2Arthur E. Karinen, "Numerical and Distributional Aspects of Maryland Population, 
1631-1840" (Ph.D. diss., University ofMaryland, 1958), 143-45, 158; James D. Rice, 
"Crime and Punishment in Frederick County and Maryland, 1748-1837: A Study in 
Culture, Society, and Law" (Ph.D. diss., University of Maryland, 1994), 26-27; Grace L. 
Tracey and John P. Dern, Pioneers of Old Monocacy: The Early Settlement of Frederick 
County, Maryland, 1721-1743 (Baltimore: Genealogical Publishing Co., 1987). 
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30,000 in 1700 to over 80,000.3 Pennsylvania's population, like that of Maryland, also 

grew rapidly during the eighteenth century, augmented by a large German immigration. 

Settlement gradually moved westward until encountering the Appalachian Mountain 

range, which, coupled with the Penn proprietors' policy of noninterference with the 

Indians, who claimed the area west of the Susquehanna River, channelled the settlers into 

the Monocacy Valley. 4 

Expansion into western Maryland was also facilitated by the absence of hostile 

Native Americans. The region had never been more than sparsely populated, and by 

1730 even the few Native Americans who once resided in the area had moved on. The 

Iroquois still made some claims to the territory of western Maryland, but they did not 

live within the colony's boundaries, and in 1744 they relinquished all right to the land 

between the Potomac and the Susquehanna rivers in exchange for payments from 

Maryland, Virginia, and Pennsylvania. Until the French and Indian War, Native 

Americans posed no serious obstacles to the settlement of western Maryland. 
5 

Finally, Maryland's proprietor took steps to encourage the settlement of the 

backcountry in order to increase revenues from quitrents and to buttress the colony's 

territorial claims against Pennsylvania. In March 1732/33 he issued a proclamation 

3Karinen, "Numerical and Distributional Aspects," 3, 36, 107. 

4E1iz.abeth A. Kessel, "Germans on the Maryland Frontier: A Social History of 
Frederick County, Maryland, 1730-1800 (Ph.D. diss., Rice University, 1981), 16, 40-41, 

48-49. 

5Karinen, "Numerical and Distributional Aspects," 26, 30; Kessel, "Germans on the 

Maryland Frontier," 16-20. 
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providing that anyone settling the back lands on the northern or western boundaries of 

the province within three years would receive 200 acres if married or 100 acres if single 

without paying the usual caution money and without paying quitrents for three years. 6 

Recent scholarship has concluded, however, that most settlers did not benefit directly 

from the proclamation. In their study of the peopling of the Monocacy Valley, for 

example, Grace Tracey and John Dem found that of the 109,326 acres surveyed in the 

county by 1743, only 20,653 acres, less than twenty percent, were for actual settlers, 

while the remainder was held by absentee investors like the Carrolls. 7 

II. Carrollton Manor Leases 

Charles Carroll of Annapolis's aim during the first two decades of the manor's 

settlement was to bring the land under cultivation and to effect improvements with a 

view toward increasing rents and revenues in future years. In order to attract tenants to 

perform the arduous labor required to settle this undeveloped region, Carroll initially 

offered low rents, and the manor produced little income until at least the 1750s. 

Ultimately, however, this long-term strategy proved immensely successful, and by the 

time of the American Revolution the manor was generating an average annual revenue of 

more than £600 sterling. 

6William Hand Browne et al., eds. Archives of Maryland, 72 vols. (Baltimore, Md.: 
Maryland Historical Society, 1883-1972), 28: 25-26 (hereafter cited as Arch. Md.). 

1Tracey and Dern, Pioneers of Old Monocacy, 44. 
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With the exception of one lease for three lives granted to Carroll kinsman John 

Darnall,8 all of the Carrollton leases were for short terms. Leases made in 1734 were for 

21 years, and the terms of subsequent agreements grew progressively shorter. The last 

recorded lease in 1750 was for 11.5 years, after which Carroll apparently stopped 

drawing up written contracts, except for a mill on Tuscarora Creek. No other leases 

were recorded in the land records, and Carroll reported in 1764 that the manor was let to 

"Tenants at Will," that is, with agreements (probably oral) annually renewable at the 

pleasure of the landlord.9 

By contrast, most of the leases on proprietary manors, both in Maryland and 

Virginia, initially offered longer tenure, usually three lives. Lorena Walsh also found that 

the Jesuits offered leases for three lives on Cedar Point Neck, their Charles County, 

Maryland, estate. After 1754 tenure on Lord Baltimore's estates was reduced to twenty

one years, and in the late 1750s the Cedar Point leases were also shortened to twenty-

8John Darnall and Charles Carroll of Annapolis (CCA) were first cousins, sharing a common 
grandfather in Henry Darnall I ( 1645-1711 ). Darnall was also the uncle of Henry Darnall IV, 
whose estranged wife, Rachel Brooke Darnall, was living in the Carroll household by 1759, and 
whose daughter, Mary, married Charles Carroll of Carrollton (CCC) in 1768. 

9CCA to CCC Apr. 10, 1764, Carroll-McTavish Papers, Maryland Historical Society, 
Baltimore (hereafter MdHi). The absence ofleases in the land records is not definitive 
evidence that none were granted, as leases were only recorded at the request--and 
expense--of the tenant. Nevertheless, the absence of any additional leases, coupled with 
Carroll's 1764 statement, suggests that he dispensed with such formal contracts around 
1750. 
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one years. By this point, however, Carroll was phasing out short term leases in favor of 

"at will" agreements. 10 

Most manor leases were for 100 acres, and all included certain standard 

provisions. Tenants were required to pay their rent to Carroll at his Annapolis dwelling 

semiannually "at the two most usual feasts in the year" in "even & equal portions," with 

Carroll reserving the right to distrain--or seize--the goods and chattels of any tenant 

whose rent was more than forty days in arrears. Leaseholders were to plant within six 

years an apple orchard of 100 trees planted forty feet apart or pay a penalty of £6 

sterling. All of the leases included prohibitions against subtenancy and stipulated that the 

tenants "keep the houses & plantation in good order & tenantable repair" and deliver up 

the same at the expiration of the term. The 1734 leases made no restrictions on the 

amount of timber that could be cut, but subsequent agreements specified that tenants not 

"sell or destroy any timber on the premises, nor apply any but to the necessary repairs & 

use of the demised premises." 

Lease terms were designed to effect improvements while preserving Carroll's 

interest in the land but otherwise did not attempt to control how the tenants managed 

their manor plantations. Other than the prohibitions against subtenancy and the 

destruction of timber and the requirement that tenants plant orchards, the leases included 

no restrictions or obligations. There was no mention of either a minimum or maximum 

10Gregory Stiverson, Poverty in a Land of Plenty: Tenancy in Eighteenth-Century 
Maryland (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1977), 10-13, 24; Lorena S. 
Walsh, "Land, Landlord, and Leaseholder: Estate Management and Tenant Fortunes in 
Southern Maryland, 1642-1820," Agricultural History 58 (1985): 373-96. 
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number of acres to be cleared, no stipulation regarding crops to be grown, and no 

prohibition on the use of bound labor. Tenants were not required to market their 

produce through the landlord, nor did Carroll endeavor to supply them with tools or 

consumer goods. There was also no reference to dwellings or other farm buildings to be 

constructed by the tenants. During the 1730s Carroll built or paid tenants to build 

dwellings on several other tracts he leased, but there is no evidence that he followed this 

practice on Carrollton. 11 Most surprisingly, leases did not specify that the holders were 

to reside on the manor, and while most tenants did, a few large landowners evidently 

worked their Carrollton tracts with slave laborers. 

As long as they paid their rents, tenants in effect owned their places on the manor 

for a specified term. Their leases guaranteed them the right to "hold occupy possess & 

enjoy the sd. parcel of Land with all & singular the demised premises with the 

appurtenances without any let trouble or interruption of the sd Charles Carroll his heirs 

or assigns." Leaseholders also had the right to sell or devise their agreements to "heirs 

or assigns," an important privilege that became increasingly valuable as they made 

improvements to the land and as the county grew and developed. 

Except for their shorter tenure, Carrollton leases were similar to those of other 

Chesapeake area landlords during this period. Leases on both Cedar Point Neck and the 

proprietary manors required tenants to plant an orchard, placed restrictions on wasting 

11Charles Carroll, "An Old Cash Book and Accots: raised in 1749 with People 
indebted to John Digges whose Bonds are assigned to C: Carroll," Manuscripts Division, 
Library of Congress, Washington, D.C., fols. 48-65. Most entries are for tenants 
identified as residents ofDoohoragen or other Carroll tracts, none were for known 
Carrollton leaseholders. 
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timber, prohibited subtenancy, and many stipulated that tenants construct dwellings and 

other buildings of a specified design. Neither Lord Baltimore or the Jesuits seem to have 

placed restrictions on the use of bound labor, but Willard Bliss found that Virginia leases 

limited the number of slaves that could be used and charged more rent for extra hands, 

although he does not specify time period. 12 Carroll did restrict the use of labor on the 

other Prince George's County tracts that he leased during the 1730s, permitting the 

tenants only the labor of their wives and children in addition to their own, with the 

exception of"one able hand" if the children were unable to work.
13 

Carroll did not 

prohibit the use of bound labor on Carrollton, however, perhaps initially because of the 

work required to clear and establish farms out of the frontier's undeveloped wilderness. 

At least one third of the early leaseholders held slaves (with a median of four), and two 

others owned at least one bound servant. But slaveholding continued to increase after 

the developmental period came to a close, and by 1768 nearly half the tenants owned 

slaves. 

Rent on most Carrollton leaseholds began at 8s. 4d. sterling for 100 acres, then 

doubled twice at specified intervals, first to 16s. 8d. and finally to £1.13.4, in addition to 

the quitrents of 4s. sterling per 100 acres. 
14 

Although these rents were higher than the 

12willard Bliss, "The Rise of Tenancy in Virginia," Virginia Magazine of History and 

Biography 58 (1950): 427-41. 

13Ronald Ho:ffinan, Princes oflreland, Pl~ters of Maryland: The Carroll Saga, 1500-
1782 (Chapel Hill: University ofNorth Caro~ Press for the Omohundro Institute of 

Early American History and Culture, forthconnng). 

14Under the 21 year agreements the rent doubled at se~en year intervals; in 
subsequent leases the initial period was shortened dependmg on the term, with the higher 
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10s. sterling per 100 acres charged on most of the Maryland proprietary manors, the 

difference during the 1730s was negligible, and without the quitrents the Carrollton rents 

would have been lower.15 

Carrollton rents were considerably lower than those charged by the Jesuits on 

Cedar Point Neck and on other Carroll tracts in older, longer settled areas of Prince 

George's County. During the 1730s while the manor tenants were paying £.417 sterling 

per hundred acres, Cedar Point rents averaged between 650 and 1200 pounds of 

tobacco, or approximately £1.979 to £3.650 sterling. During the same years Carroll 

tenants in settled areas of Prince George's County agreed to pay from 600 to 1200 

pounds of tobacco (£1.775 to £3.650 sterling) for 100 acres. The following decade 

manor rents increased to £.833, while Cedar Point tenants were then paying from 800 to 

1000 pounds of tobacco, or about £2.167 to £2.704 sterling, plus 100-200 pounds of 

corn fed pork for less than 200 acres. 16 

Gregory Stiverson has argued that because the Calverts were primarily interested 

in the long-term revenue potential of the proprietary manors, they "adopted a plan of 

developmental leasing that deferred income in exchange for improvements intended to 

rents prevailing during the last fourteen years; those for less than fourteen years began at 
16s. 8d. 

15Stiverson, Poverty in a Land of Plenty, 13 . 

16Tobacco rents cited by Walsh ("Land, Landlord, and Leaseholder," 375, 379) and 
Hoffinan (Princes oflreland) have been converted to current money using the price 
series created by Russell Menard for Historic St. Mary's City (courtesy of Lois Green 
Carr) and then to sterling using the exchange rates in John J. Mccusker, Money and 
Exchange in Europe and America, 1600-1775 (Chapel Hill: University ofNorth 
Carolina Press for the Institute of Early American History and Culture, 1978), 202-3 . 
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increase the value of the manor tenements." 17 The Calvert's developmental policy failed, 

however, due to the absentee status of the proprietors, the lax, negligent, and inefficient 

management of their stewards, and the subsequent failure of the tenants to meet the 

conditions of their leases or often even to pay rent. 18 

Charles Carroll of Annapolis pursued a similar strategy on his Monocacy estate, 

and while the rents gradually increased, they remained relatively low during the first two 

decades. Manor income was insignificant during these early years, amounting to at most 

£20 sterling annually during the 1730s, about £38 in the 1740s, and £76 in the early 

I 750s. 19 Carroll apparently did not closely supervise the management of the manor 

during these years, and in 1760 stated that he relied on his steward and had "not been at 

Monocacy for 12 years past."20 Nevertheless, the developmental policy on Carrollton 

proved immensely successful. Once the initial leases began to expire during the 1750s 

Carroll was able to demand much higher rents and to increase the number of tenants on 

the manor. Income rose to £250 sterling in 1764 and a decade later the manor was 

generating a return of about £600 sterling annually. 

11Stiverson, Poverty in a Land of Plenty, 1. 

18Ibid., 14-21. 

19 Assuming 46 tenants--the number renting in 1768--at £.417 each during the 1730s, 

£_833 in the 174os, and £1.667 in the early 1750s. 

zoccA to Clement Hill, Nov. 21, 1760, Carroll Papers, MS 214, MdHi. 
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III. Origins of the First Carrollton Tenants 

The majority of the first generation of Carrollton tenants were men ofEnglish21 

extraction who had migrated from older, longer settled areas to the southeast. Kinship 

played an important role, with tenants coming to the manor in family groups. A few 

owned land before contracting their leases, but most were men of modest origins, 

probably young, and at least some had been dependents living in the households of 

others. Lease agreements included provisions designed to protect the Carrolls' interest in 

the land, but otherwise did not attempt to micro-manage the tenants' manor plantations 

or to control other aspects of their lives. Developing farms entailed a great deal of work, 

but low rents provided an opportunity for men with few assets to become independent 

landholders, and many achieved a moderate degree of economic success. 

Surviving Carroll account books do not begin until a later period, so it has not 

been possible to recover all of the names or even the number of tenants who rented on 

the manor before midcentury. Leases recorded between 1734 and 1750 survive for 

twenty tenants, and twelve others have been identified from other sources. 
22 

Theoretically the manor's 12,000 plus acres could have supported more than 100 

tenements, but the maximum number never exceeded 70 during the 1770s (the years for 

which the best records survive), and the first extant rent roll, dated 1768, lists only forty-

21"English" is used to denote ethnic origin, not place of birth. 

22prince George's County Land Records, Liber BB no. 1, fols. 179-89, 196, 264-65, 
379, Maryland State Archives, Annapolis, Md. (hereafter MSA); Frederick County Land 

Records, Liber B, fols. 91, 18l, MSA. 
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two tenants. 23 It therefore seems likely that these thirty-two identified tenants, while 

they were not all present simultaneously or for the entire period, represent a fair 

proportion of the manor population during the early decades. 

The fathers of nineteen of the thirty-two original tenants could be identified with 

some certainty. Four of the fathers were tenants themselves, and five of Carrollton's 

tenants came from the vicinity of Chester County, Pennsylvania, four from Anne 

Arundel, six from Prince George's, three from Charles, and one from Calvert County. 

Eleven other tenants, whose parents have not been identified, lived in eastern Prince 

George's County before migrating to the manor, but their place of birth is unknown. 

Altogether, twenty-six, or 81 percent, came from the older tidewater region to the 

southeast. Although German immigrants and their descendants early dominated the 

northern reaches of the county, before 1750 only one tenant on the manor can be 

identified as almost certainly German--George Cost, who rented 100 acres from 1742 

until his death in 1768.24 

A surviving list of taxables compiled in 1733, just before Carroll began leasing 

tracts on the manor, provides a rough overview of the tenants' status before they reached 

Carrollton. The assessment was based on a head tax, with taxables defined as all males, 

23CCC, List of Rents on [Carrollton], Aug. 16, 1768, Carroll Papers, MS 216, Box 2, 
Md.Hi. The rent roll, which records only amounts paid, appears to be complete with the 
exception of four tenants not listed because they did not make any payments at the time. 

24No lease for Cost survives, but his later account with Carroll notes that his his term 
of21 years expired in 1763 (CCA, Account Book and Index, 1754-1784, [hereafter 
Ledger MT], fol. 37, Md.Hi). The inventory of his personal estate, appraised by 
Germans (who signed the document in German), indicates that he had "no kindred in this 
country," and he may have been the George Cost who was naturalized in 1765. 
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white or black, over the age of sixteen, and black females, slave or free, of the same age. 

The assessment does not value taxpayers' real or personal property, but lists only 

householders and the taxables--both slave and free--for whom they were responsible. 

Eighteen of the first generation of tenants (56 percent) appear on the 1733 tax list, one in 

Charles County and the remainder scattered in various Prince George's hundreds. Four 

others were too young to be taxables in 1733, but were the sons of other tenants who do 

appear on the assessment. The lists thus provide information indicative of the economic 

origins of nearly 70 percent of the early tenants.25 

Twelve tenants appear as heads of households, most responsible only for one 

taxable (themselves), and none had any dependents of the same name (that is, sons 

sixteen or older). None of the householders owned slaves, but three were charged for 

dependent whites with different surnames who may have been servants. Six lived with 

someone with a different surname, indicating that they were either servants or free 

laborers, but in either case dependents employed in the household of another. Two of 

the six lived on outlying quarters and were either overseers or bound servants laboring 

beside black slaves. The absence of any white dependents of the same surname suggests 

that these men were either single, or if married, had only young children. Overall, in 

1733 the future tenants appear to have been young, largely without access to bound 

labor, and several were dependents, possibly servants, laboring in the households of 

other whites. For the latter, tenancy certainly represented upward mobility, elevating 

them to the status of independent householders. 

25Black Books, II, fols. 110-24, MSA. 
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About one fifth of these first-generation tenants owned land before moving to 

Carrollton. Even though rents were initially low, Carrollton was located in a newly 

settled area where inexpensive freehold land was available. Acquiring land by patent 

required some effort and expense, but nearly one third of the early tenants did so, 

indicating that the fees were not beyond their reach.26 Evidently, however, most of the 

tenants found the tenns on Carrollton more attractive--at least initially--than the process 

of patenting land. Rents were low, the land was extremely good, and the manor's 

location in the southeast comer of the Monocacy Valley made it accessible either by road 

or by shallow watercraft along the Potomac, which formed its southern border, to 

markets in the east. 

Family connections played an important role in the migration of tenants to 

Carrollton. Four main family groups came to the manor before 1750: the Duvall

Griffiths, the Hills, the Pearles, and the Matthews. William Griffith, who was born in 

Anne Arundel County in 1697, the son of an English immigrant, was one of the first 

tenants on the manor, taking out a 21-year lease in 1734 at the age of 37. It is not 

known how long he remained a tenant, but he became a landowner in the area and served 

as a justice of the peace from 1748 until his death in 1757. His wife's brother, Alexander 

Duvall, also born in Anne Arundel County, probably also became a tenant in 1734 and 

remained on the manor until 1775 when he was 65 years old.
27 

The connection between 

26Land ownership is discussed in chapter two. 

21No lease for Duvall was recorded in the land records, but he probably became a 
tenant at the same time as Griffith. He was definitely a householder in Monocacy 
Hundred (where Carrollton was located) by 1734, when he was presented for failing to 
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Griffith,, who married Comfort Duvall before 1720, and Alexander Duvall long predated 

their tenancy, and the two probably moved to the manor together. Another ofDuvall's 

brothers-in"'.law, Henry Maroney, also became a tenant during the 1740s. 

Henry Hill was born in Charles County about 1695 and probably migrated to 

Frederick County in 1744, when he leased a tract on Carrollton for 17.5 years. His sons 

Henry Truman, Philip, and Robert, daughter-in-law Penelope, grandson Joseph, and 

Joseph's widow Margaret also subsequently became tenants on the manor. Although Hill 

later bought land in the county, he retained his tenement on the manor until three years 

before his death in I 773. 

Robert Pearle, a free mulatto, also migrated to the manor in 1744 with his sons, 

several of whom became tenants, and like Henry Hill was about 50 years old at the time. 

Perhaps Hill and Pearle lacked the resources to help establish their sons in the more 

densely populated older counties and saw the migration to Carrollton as a means to 

acquire access to land as well as to keep their families together. If so, their strategy 

proved successful, for members of these families remained on the manor for generations, 

and some became quite prosperous. 

Religion as well as kinship linked other early tenants on the manor. Both the 

Matthews and Wright families were part of a Quaker migration to the Monocacy Valley 

from southeastern Pennsylvania that began during the 1720s. At least four of the early 

tenants were members of the Monocacy Quaker community established around 1726 that 

burn tobacco according to law. Since he never owned land in the county, and was a 
tenant by 1767 when Ledger MT begins, it is likely he was one of the original 
leaseholders. 
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met at the Cold Spring Meeting House, located just north of Carrollton. George and 

William Matthews (probably brothers) both contracted Carroll leases in 1734, and their 

kinsman Thomas Matthews, who also owned land in the vicinity, took up a tract in 1744. 

George Matthews's brother-in-law, James Wright, also leased a plantation on the manor 

in 1734. These families were linked not only by extensive kin ties but were also part of a 

thriving religious community centered near the manor. 

Altogether, two thirds of the early leaseholders were related to at least one other 

tenant, and more than half (53 percent) were kin to other tenants renting on the manor 

before 1750. Additional ties predating their migration to Carrollton linked others as 

well. Both Thomas Jaco and Richard Clements (who served as administrator of Jaco's 

estate in 1745) were living in Mattapany Hundred in 1733, as were Daniel Pearle and 

William Marshall. Benjamin Chitty and John Burgis, to whom Chitty assigned his 

Carrollton lease, lived in Western Branch Hundred, both in households of the Sprigg 

family. 28 Jacob Duckett and John Jacobs, both of whose offspring remained on the 

manor for decades, were probably first cousins. And Richard Touchstone, who was 

born in Cecil County, had no known tenant relations, but his brother-in-law was the well

known western Maryland explorer, Indian trader, and surveyor Thomas Cresap. 

These connections indicate that the tenants were not drifting about in search of 

opportunities but made a conscious and deliberate choice to rent land on Carrollton, and 

often did so as part oflarger kin and friendship networks. The ties that they shared 

before moving to the manor suggest that the tenants were knowledgeable about the 

28[Prince George's County] , Lists of taxables, 1733, Black Books, II, fols. 110, 124. 
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conditions and opportunities that existed before opting to rent land on the manor and 

support the conclusion that Carroll offered attractive terms that could potentially benefit 

both him and his tenants. 

IV. Free Blacks on Carrollton 

One of the most interesting families to settle on the manor during this period was 

that headed by Robert Pearle, a free mulatto from Prince George's County who leased a 

200-hundred-acre tract on Carrollton from 1744 until his death in 1765.29 Robert came 

to the manor with his son, Daniel, and son-in-law, William Marshall, both of whom 

became tenants at the same time.30 Ultimately four of Robert's sons, a son-in-law, four 

grandsons, and the husband of one of his granddaughters all became Carrollton tenants. 

Historians have argued that as a slave labor system based on racial separation 

developed in the Chesapeake colonies during the early eighteenth century, free blacks, 

who had no place in this society, saw their status and opportunities decline as they were 

29There is much evidence to establish that Robert Pearle alias "molatto Robin" was 
the same Robert Pearle who leased land on Carrollton. Tenant Robert Pearle was 
undoubtedly (based on his 1765 will) the father of the mulatto Pearles presented by the 
county court in 1742. And when Pearle purchased land from Jonathan Prather in 1724 
he is called "molatto Robin"; when he sold the land in 1751 the deed specifically 
identified him as having purchased the land from Prather, but he was no longer called a 
mulatto, and he was then living in Frederick County (Prince George's County Land 
Records, Liber I, fol. 568, Liber PP, fols. 141-42; Frederick County Wills, Liber 33, fols. 
351-52, MSA). 

30Leases for Robert Pearle and William Marshall are recorded in Prince George's 
County Land Records, Liber BB no. l, fols. 264-65, 379-80. Daniel Pearle's lease was 
not recorded, but the line of his tenement is referred to in John Adams' 1744 lease (ibid., 
fols. 186-87). 
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forced into an increasingly marginalized and insecure existence.31 Most free blacks in the 

eighteenth-century Chesapeake were not far removed from slaves, but Robert Pearle 

stands out as a striking exception. 32 Although he did not pass as white, Pearle 

participated as a member of white society, buying land, owning slaves, holding minor 

office, signing petitions, and suing his adversaries in court. And despite harsh legal 

penalties designed to prevent miscegenation, at least two of Pearle's children and one 

grandchild found white marriage partners. 

The patriarch of the family, Robert Pearle, was probably born about 1695, 

possibly in Prince George's County, where he lived for at least two decades before 

moving to Carrollton. Neither of his parents has been identified, nor is anything known 

about the mother of Pearle's seven children, except that she was almost certainly free, 

given the free status of her progeny.33 Presumably she and Robert were married, since 

the children all bore his surname, but no record of their union survives. Nor is she 

31See T. H. Breen and Stephen Innes, "Myne Owne Ground": Race and Freedom on 
Virginia's Eastern Shore, 1640-1676 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1980), chaps. 
4 and 5; Douglas Deal, "A Constricted World: Free Blacks on Virginia's Eastern Shore, 
1680-1750," in Colonial Chesapeake Society. ed. Lois Green Carr et al., (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press for the Institute of Early American History and 
Culture, 1988), 303-5. 

32Philip D. Morgan, Slave Counte1:point: Black Culture in the Eighteenth-Century 
Chesapeake and Lowcountry (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press for the 
Omohundro Institute of Early American History and Culture, 1998), 485-97. 

33Statutes passed in 1699, 1704 and 1715 specified that all children borne of slaves 
were to be slaves for life (Arch. Md .• 13: 546-49; 22: 546-53; 26: 254-61; 30: 283-92). 
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mentioned in his will, and there is no reference to the release of her dower right in a 

1751 deed. 

Statutes passed by the General Assembly in 1699, 1704, and 1715 placed severe 

penalties on miscegenation, stipulating that any white woman who "Suffer[ ed] herselfe to 

be got with child by a negroe or other Slave or ffree negroe" shall "become a servant for 

and dureing a terme of Seven years." If free, the father was also to become a servant for 

seven years, and the "Children of such Unnaturall and Inordinate Copulations" were to 

become servants until age 31.34 It is not clear, however, if these statutes would have 

applied to Robert Pearle, for the 1715 act made a distinction between mulattoes and 

other blacks, apparently excluding free mulattoes. 

While it is possible that Pearle may have married a white woman without 

penalty,35 a supplementary act passed in 1717 definitively prohibited such unions in the 

future. Noting that the 1715 act failed to include penalties for interracial marriage, the 

new law specified that a white who married any "Negro, or Mulatto" was also to become 

a servant for seven years. The "Free Negro, or Mulatto," who entered such a union was 

to become "a Slave during Life, excepting Mulattoes born of White Women," who 

"shall only become Servants for Seven years."36 

34Ibid. All three statues included these provisions; the quotes are from the 1715 
statute (Arch. Md., 30: 289-90). If the woman was a servant, the seven years were to be 
added at the completion of her original term. 

35If Pearle's wife was not white, she was either deceased by 1733 or did not bear his 
name, for she does not appear on the assessment that year, which includes as taxables 
free black and mulatto women. 

36Arch. Md., 33: 111-13. 
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Despite the harsh penalties for interracial marriage, at least three Pearles and their 

white spouses were willing to risk the punishment prescribed by law. In November 1742 

the Prince George's County grand jury presented William Marshall, a Carrollton tenant 

from 1744 until his death in 1778, for the crime of marrying an unnamed mulatto 

woman, subsequently identified when his case came before the court in August 1743 as 

Ann Pearle, the daughter ofRobert.37 At his trial the court directed that Marshall was to 

"Become a Servant for Seven Years," but his attorney produced a writ of habeas corpus 

removing the trial to the Provincial Court, where it was later struck off the docket. 38 

There is no indication as to why the case was not prosecuted, but it was not because 

Marshall reconsidered his marriage to Ann. Robert Pearle's 1765 will left 5s. to his 

daughter Ann Marshall, and she was also listed as kin on William Marshall's 1778 

inventory. 39 

The same jury that presented Marshall also charged Elizabeth Graves, alias 

Pearl, the sister of a later tenant, William Graves, with the crime of marrying mulatto 

37Prince George's County Court Records, Libers AA, fol. 191 and CC, fol. 17, MSA. 
This was the only case of white man attempting to marry a mulatto that Alan Kulikoff 
found in the Prince George's Court Records between 1720 and 1780 (Tobacco and 
Slaves: The Development of Southern Cultures in the Chesapeake, 1680-1800 [Chapel 
Hill: University of North Carolina Press for the Institute of Early American History and 
Culture, 1986], 386). 

38Provincial Court Records, Liber EI no. 9, fol. 227, MSA. 

39Frederick County Wills, Liber 33, fol. 351; Frederick County Inventories, Liber GM 
no. 1, fols. 142-44, MSA. In addition, William Marshall's son James is identified as a 
mulatto in the Frederick County Court Records during the 1770s. 
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Daniel Pearl, another of Robert Pearle's children.40 Elizabeth's case was not transferred 

to the Provincial Court, but in March 1744/45 was struck from the county court docket 

with no explanation, "by order of Attorney General."41 Although Ann and Daniel Pearle 

faced potentially more severe punishment--the law directed that, depending on the race 

of their mother, they were to become either servants for seven years or slaves for life-

neither was presented by the court. Nor was Elizabeth's brother William Graves, who 

was also a Carroll tenant, prosecuted when he later married Priscilla Marshall, the 

daughter of William Marshall and the granddaughter of Robert Pearle. Although 

Priscilla was a mulatto, neither she or Graves were prosecuted, or even presented, for 

the crime. 

Statutes prohibited not only interracial marriage, but miscegenation in general. 

Yet when Robert Pearle's grandson Samuel was convicted of bastardy with Sarah Yaunt, 

the white daughter of tenant John Yaunt, neither was tried for the more serious crime of 

miscegenation, which under the statutes could have resulted in seven years servitude for 

them both.42 The same was true when Pearle's granddaughter was convicted of bastardy 

with tenant Benjamin Stewart.43 These incidents, as well as the Pearle marriages to 

4°Frince George's County Court Records, Liber AA, fol. 191. William Graves was a 
tenant by 1767 until his death in 1783. 

41Prince George's County Court Records, Liber DD, fol. 26. 

42Frederick County Court Minutes, Mar. 1769, fols. 461 , 474-75, MSA. 

43lbid., Nov. 1768, fol. 392. Two other Pearles were also convicted of bastardy, but 
their partners were members of the Burgess family, which had intermarried with the 
Pearles and who were probably mulattoes. 
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white partners, indicate that race relations were more fluid than statutes implied. 

Nevertheless, at least two white women were convicted of mulatto bastardy by the 

Frederick County Court and sold into servitude for seven years, and their bastard 

children for thirty-one, as required by law.44 Both of these women were servants, 

however, suggesting that the law may have been used primarily to control bound 

laborers. 

Aside from prohibitions on miscegenation, statutes placed few restrictions on 

free blacks. Slaves and free blacks were not permitted to give evidence in a court oflaw, 

but this restriction applied to mulattos only during their term of servitude as prescribed 

by law (that is, until age thirty-one if they were the children of a white mother). "No 

Negroe or other Slave" was "permitted to Carry any gun or Any other Offensive 

weapon," but the subsequent phrase "without License from their said Master" suggests 

that the law applied only to slaves.45 The law also "exempted" from military training and 

service "all Negroes and Slaves whatsoever. "46 The Pearle family does seem to have 

been "exempted" from military service, at least until the Revolution. Although all of 

Pearle's sons were of age to serve, none appears on a c. 1757 militia list for Lower 

Monocacy Hundred, which included the names of several tenants. 

No records survive to reveal whether the Pearles could vote, but no family 

members appear to have served on a jury, suggesting they were excluded on racial 

44The cases, against Ann Grimes and Ann Dunn, are in ibid., Aug. 1773, fols. 41 , 46. 

45 Arch. Md., 30: 291. 

46Ibid., 277-83. 
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grounds. Otherwise they do not seem to have been barred from participation in white 

society. Robert Pearle never held major office, but neither did most tenants. Like them, 

however, he participated in local government by signing petitions, and he held the minor 

office of road overseer on three different occasions in the late 1740s. While this office 

was more of a burden than a privilege, Pearle's appointment does demonstrate that he 

was not excluded because of his race. 

The law did not prohibit free blacks from owning land or slaves, and Robert 

Pearle acquired both at an early date. In 1724 he purchased a 100-acre tract of land in 

Prince George's County, and he owned slaves at least as early as 1729 when he 

mortgaged two of them to Prince George's County sheri:ffRichard Lee for 8,411 pounds 

of tobacco, probably to pay for an expensive suit he was then prosecuting in the 

Provincial Court.47 How Robert procured the means to acquire land and slaves is 

unknown. During the 1720s and 1730s he is usually identified as a carpenter in the 

records, and perhaps this artisanal skill afforded him greater opportunities than other free 

blacks.48 As a land and slaveowner Pearle apparently enjoyed some status in the 

47Prince George's County Land Records, Liber I, fol. 568, Liber M, fol. 464. For the 
court case see below. 

480ther prosperous eighteenth-century free black carpenters included Azaricum 
Drighouse of Virginia and Gideon Gibson of South Carolina (Deal, "A Constricted 
World," 289-90; Winthrop D. Jordan, "American Chiaroscuro: The Status and 
Definition ofMulattoes in the British Colonies," William and Mary Quarterly, 3d ser. 19 
[1962]: 189-91). 
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community, for in 1729 he posted a £200 sterling security bond for Benjamin Lloyd's 

administration of the estate of Thomas Lloyd, a white landowner.49 

Pearle also made frequent use of the courts to collect debts and settle disputes. 

In 1728 for example, he sued Charles Drury, a white Prince George's planter, for assault, 

requesting £200 sterling damages. Because of the amount involved the case was 

transferred to the Provincial Court, and in May 1729 a jury found for Pearle, awarding 

him £45 sterling and 2,363 pounds of tobacco costs and charges.50 In 1747 Pearle lost 

an expensive suit in which a creditor sought to recover 16,000 pounds oftobacco--an 

immense sum--but Pearle obtained an injunction from the Chancery Court preventing 

execution of the judgement. 51 

Pearle still owned his 100-acre Prince George's County tract when he moved to 

Carrollton, perhaps renting it out or working it with slaves, but sold it in 1751.52 Five 

years later he bought a 150-acre tract in Frederick County on the Seneca River, several 

miles east of Carrollton in what is now Montgomery County, which he sold in 1761. 53 

49prince George's County Administration Accounts, Liber 10, fols. 308-9, MSA; 
Prince George's County Land Records, Liber M, fols. 460-61. 

50Provincial Court Records, Liber RB no. 2, fols. 135-37. Since the record, which 
identifies Pearl as "molatto," does not give Drury's race, he was presumably white. 
Drury appealed the judgment, and the case went to the Court of Appeals, where the 
docket indicates that it was "Agreed." 

51 Chancery Court Records, Liber IR no. 5, fols. 154,236,249,461, 539, MSA. 

52Pearle was definitely living in Frederick County; he was appointed road overseer 
near Carrollton on three occasions during the 1740s. 

53Frederick County Land Records, Liber F, fols. 93-95, Liber G, fols. 318-20, MSA. 
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When he died in 1765 Pearle did not own land, but neither did the majority of early 

manor leaseholders, some of whom, including Pearle, were nevertheless quite prosperous 

when they died. 

Unfortunately no probate inventory survives to permit a detailed analysis of 

Pearle's personal property, but his will indicates that he died possessed of an extensive 

estate. 54 Pearle's most valuable assets were undoubtedly his fourteen slaves, which he 

divided among his sons Daniel, James, and Basil. At least some of these were working 

hands, for his will directs that they remain to finish the crop in the ground, which he left, 

along with his cattle and hogs, to the same three sons. To Daniel he also left a riding 

horse and a bed and furniture. 

Another bequest, to an Elizabeth Jervis, a free widow who apparently lived with 

him, reveals that in addition to livestock, Pearle's economic pursuits included the 

cultivation of tobacco, com, and wheat. Pearle directed that his executors pay Jervis-

who had charged him with assault two years earlier but later dropped the charges--four 

barrels of com, one barrel of wheat, one crop hogshead of tobacco, and weight of pork 

"each Year for two years." He also left her one bed and furniture "that is in the Chapell" 

and one "duch Cow forever." To his other four children, Charles, Thomas, Ann 

Marshall, and Catherine Dean, he left 5s. each. The remainder of the estate was to be 

divided between sons James and Basil. 

Pearle's will specifically mentions only one additional asset, his Carrollton 

tenement--referred to as "my now dwelling plantation"--which he left to his son Basil. 

54Frederick County Wills, Liber 33, fols. 351-52. 
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Although his original agreement with Carroll had expired and he was probably renting 

"at will," Pearle evidently considered the Carroll tract his property to dispose of as he 

chose. Normally the Carrolls acknowledged this right, but Carroll Sr. was annoyed 

when informed by his son that Basil Pearle had "forsook his 50 a. and is gone to his 

father's Rob. Pearl's place." Carroll fumed that "Basil Pearle has no better right to his 

father's place than he has to ye. 50 a. he took of me," suggesting that his grievance was 

not so much with Basil's move, but with the way he had evidently appropriated his own 

50-acre tenement without Carroll's knowledge or permission. "If therefore he does not 

chuse to hold ye. 50 a," he continued, "I do not chuse he shall hold his father's place. "55 

Although the Carrolls generally recognized the tenants' right to transfer their places to 

kin, this evidently was a privilege that--after the leases had terminated--could be 

withdrawn or restricted at will.56 Basil--who is charged with 150 acres--probably did 

take over his father's place, but Carroll also apparently compelled him to keep his 

orignial 50-acre tenement as well. 57 

Members of Robert Pearle's family--the most extensive tenant kin group 

identified--continued to rent on the manor for decades. Altogether 11 family members--

6 percent of the total tenant population--rented land on Carrollton. Some were 

remarkably successful. Robert Pearle's son James, son-in-law William Marshall Sr., and 

55[CCC], Queries and answers about tenants [ on Carrollton], [I 765?], MS 216, 
Carroll Papers, MdHi. 

56This subject is treated at greater length in chapter three. 

57Ledger MT, fol. 33. 
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grandson William Marshall Jr. (who probably stayed on the manor until his death about 

181 O), were all wealthy slaveowners--and landless tenants--when they died. Others were 

less successful. Robert Pearle's son Daniel, for example, was moderately well off when 

he died, but his heirs could not maintain his place on the manor and his son Jeremiah was 

reduced to the status of a landless laborer in the employ of other Carrollton tenants. 

As tenants Robert Pearle and his family were not unique. Many Carrollton 

tenants were, like Pearle, quite prosperous. Like the Pearles, not all tenants succeeded, 

and some fell into cycles of debt and decline. As mulattoes, however, the Pearles 

differed not only from most other tenants but also from most other free men in the 
' 

eighteenth-century Chesapeake, a society based on slave labor and in which the 

overwhelming majority of blacks were enslaved. But while slavery, racism, and 

patriarchy were firmly entrenched by the mid eighteenth century, the Pearle family 

demonstrates that racial lines were not insurmountable. Robert Pearle's children not only 

married whites, he himself successfully participated in white society, buying and selling 

land, owning slaves, holding minor office, signing petitions, suing his adversaries in 

court, and accumulating an estate that made him a prosperous man by the standards of 

the day. 

V. Civic Participation 

While the early leaseholders on the manor were willing to move to the frontier 

and build farms out of the wilderness in order to become landholders, they at the same 

time sought to maintain their connectiions with the political and economic world they 
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had left behind. Numerous petitions for roads and bridges reveal their desire for 

transportation routes connecting them and their produce to the settled areas of the 

colony and their effort to secure the extension of civil authority to their new locale. 

During the eighteenth century the county courts were the center of local 

government authority. In addition to civil actions for debt, they had jurisdiction over 

criminal matters concurrent with the Provincial Court--except where punishment 

extended to life or limb--and responsibility for a number of administrative functions, 

including the building and maintenance of roads, bridges, and ferries, the care of orphans, 

poor relief, economic regulation, and the levying and assessment of taxes. The county 

courts exercised the most direct authority over ordinary citizens and were the level of 

government with which citizens had the most involvement and participation. Almost one 

half (44 percent) of the early tenants held some type oflocal appointment--mainly as 

road overseers--during the period 1734-1750. Nearly all of the appointees were 

freeholders in the county, though not all had acquired land at the time of their 

appointments. 58 

At the apex of the county government were the justices of the peace and the 

other major o:ffices--clerk of the court, clerk of indictments, and sheriff. Two of the 

early Carroll tenants received appointments to the highest county offices: William 

Griffith, a justice of the peace from the inception of the new county in 1748 until his 

death in 1757, and John Darnall Sr., who served as clerk of the court, also from 1748 

58Information regarding civic participation is from the tenant biographical dat files. 
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until his death in 1768.59 That Darnall, the largest landholder, probably the wealthiest 

tenant, and a member of a prominent and powerful family, held such high office is 

unremarkable. The career of William Griffith, however, suggests that the newly settled 

county offered substantial opportunities for advancement--economic, political, and 

social--to ambitious men of modest backgrounds. 

In her study of county government in Maryland Lois Carr found that twenty-four 

of the twenty-seven justices appointed in Prince George's county between 1696 and 1709 

owned at least 1,000 acres ofland during their lifetime, while the others had substantial 

mercantile interests.60 In contrast, William Griffith at the time of his appointment held 

only a warrant for 100 acres, and eventually acquired--all by patent--a total of only 453 

acres in the county. It is unknown whether he was still renting land on the manor at the 

time he became a justice, but his original twenty-one-year agreement for 200 acres, made 

in 1734, had not yet expired. 

Born in Anne Arundel County in 1697, Griffith inherited no land from his father, 

an English immigrant who died shortly after his birth in 1699. He subsequently acquired 

a certificate for 50 acres of land in that county in 1734, but apparently found better 

prospects on the manor, for the patent went to his brother-in-law Lewis Duvall. From 

59 Although a member of a prominent Catholic family, Darnall had converted to 
Anglicanism by 1740 and was therefore not excluded from holding public office (Beatriz 
Betancourt Hardy, "Papists in a Protestant Age: The Catholic Gentry and Community in 
Colonial Maryland, 1689-1776" [Ph.D. diss., University of Maryland, 1993], 457). 

60Lois Green Carr, County Government in Maryland, 1689-1709, 2 vols. American 
Legal and Constitutional History, ed. Harold Hyman and Stuart Bruchey (New York: 
Garland Publishing, 1987), 614-15. 
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his arrival in Prince George's County in 1734 he appears :frequently in the records, and he 

held a greater number and variety of positions than any other tenant. He served as road 

overseer (1740-41), as grand juror (1744, 1747), as deputy ranger for the county (1738), 

and as constable for Monocacy Hundred (1736 and 1738) before becoming a justice, 

after which he was also named county ranger (1749). He appears in the court records 

during the 17 40s in several cases as security for others' appearance in court or good 

behavior, suggesting he was a man of some stature in the community. Apparently his 

neighbors thought highly ofhim, and sometime before 1748 some forty-five inhabitants 

above the Monocacy petitioned the governor that they had "greatly suffered by the loss 

or want of a proper person for the office of justice" and recommended Griffith and two 

others as "proper candidates for that office. "61 Eleven tenants and several other tenant 

relations signed the petition. 

No other tenants held major office during this period, but they did receive 

appointments to lesser positions. One tenant in addition to Griffith served as constable, 

and also as tobacco burner, for Monocacy Hundred, and four others served on the grand 

jury. All of these men were landowners when they held these appointments. The most 

:frequently held position, and the only one held by non-landowners, was that of road 

overseer. Eleven (one third) of the tenants during this period performed this duty; four 

never owned land in the county, and three others, though they subsequently acquired 

:freeholds, were landless at the time of their appointments. With the exception ofroad 

61Black Books, IX, fol. 22. The petition also named tenant Jacob Duckett as a proper 
candidate; he was not appointed justice at that time, but later served briefly during the 
1750s. 
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overseer, a burdensome and onerous obligation, tenants who were not landholders did 

not participate directly in the functioning of local government. 

Their lack of direct participation in government apparently did not undermine the 

tenants' respect for and deference to local authority. On the contrary, the evidence 

suggests that the county residents--including tenants--viewed the courts and the law as 

essential to their well being. Frequent petitions to the legislature requesting a division of 

Prince George's county--one specifically complaining that the court house was too far 

distant--indicate the desire for greater, or at least more local, government. Tenants' 

regular recourse to the court to settle disputes also demonstrates their faith in and 

reliance on that institution. The petition to the governor (signed by one third of the 

tenants) requesting the appointment of a proper person as justice of the peace, and 

recommending men deemed suitable to fill the position, reveals that even if they did not 

hold office themselves, they believed that they should have some say over who did. The 

subsequent appointment of Griffith as justice suggests that those in authority seriously 

considered the views of the petitioners. 

Finally, the numerous petitions--many signed by tenants--to both the county 

court and the assembly concerning sundry subjects, such as roads, bridges, ferries, 

division of the county and parish, were an important means by which those who did not 

hold office could participate in government and influence decisions that affected them on 

a daily basis.62 The frequent use of petitions, and the consideration accorded them by the 

62There were at least nineteen petitions from the back inhabitants of Prince George's 
county to either the court or the legislature on a variety of subjects between 1734-1748. 
Fifteen were signed by at least one tenant, while the signatories of two others are not 
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recipients, indicates the faith of those who did not hold office in those whose did, and 

their acquiescence in the system of government. 

Other than holding the office of road overseer, the majority of tenants did not 

participate directly in local government, and none held office other than overseer who 

were not also landowners. They did participate indirectly, however, and the use of the 

courts to settle civil suits, the petitions to the court and legislature, and the scarcity of 

criminal prosecutions all indicate a respect for local authority and a sense of belonging to 

the civic polity. 

VI. Conclusions 

The early leaseholders on Carrollton manor were in general men of modest 

origins who were willing to move to the colony's western frontier in order to gain a 

measure of autonomy. Rents were low, and Carroll imposed few restrictions on the 

tenants, leaving them free to manage their individual manor plantations without much 

interference. They decided what crops to grow and how to allocate their resources, and 

organized their daily and seasonal work routines as they saw fit. 

Carroll did not receive much income from the manor before midcentury, 

deferring profits in exchange for the improvements the tenants made. This strategy 

eventually brought great returns, but during the early years the more immediate benefits 

accrued primarily to the tenants. Access to land on the manor not only accorded them a 

preserved in the records. Sixty percent of the tenants signed at least one petition, and 
there was no correlation between petitioners and landholding; about half of both signers 
and nonsigners owned land. 
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degree of personal independence, it gave them the means to achieve economic success. 

Most tenants did not become wealthy, but they did achieve a modest degree of 

prosperity. 
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Chapter 2 

Economic Opportunity Before Midcentury 

Before midcentury the majority of Carrollton leaseholders were men of modest 

origins who had not owned either land or slaves before coming to the manor. These 

early settlers faced daunting tasks--building farms out of the wilderness and working 

with other area residents to develop a transportation network that would connect them 

with markets in settled areas to the east. But rents were low, and even without 

additional laborers tenants could produce enough to pay for their places on the manor 

and, in time, acquire land or slaves. Some moved on in search of other opportunities, 

but a few became landowners. Others remained as tenants on the manor until they died. 

At least a third owned slaves, and wealth levels attained by these early tenants--even 

those without land--were comparable to those of all decedents elsewhere in the 

Chesapeake. Renting on the manor did not make most tenants rich, but it did give them 

access to land and the ability to become independent householders, support families, and 

achieve a moderate degree of success. 

I. Tenant Economic Activities 

The majority of early Carrollton leaseholders probably grew tobacco. Few 

probated tenants died before 1750, but tobacco was the principal crop in the inventories 

of those who died before 1776, including a few early leaseholders who remained on the 
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manor after midcentury. In fact it accounted for 71 percent of the crops found in the 

inventories of tenants who died before 1776, including those of five of the original 

leaseholders, enabling Carroll to shift to tobacco rents after the original leases expired 

during the 1750s and 1760s. While none of the tenants on the 1733 assessment held 

slaves, at least a third of the leaseholders did eventually acquire them. Thus, while little 

direct evidence survives regarding tenant agricultural pursuits before midcentury, the 

high incidence of slaveholding, the predominance of tobacco in tenant inventories , 

Carroll's transition to tobacco rents in the 1750s, and tenant origins primarily in the 

tidewater counties all indicate that tobacco, rather than wheat, was the primary staple of 

the early manor residents. 

At least one leaseholder, however--Willic:µn Matthews, who began renting in 

1734 and died six years later--was almost certainly involved in the production and 

processing of wheat. His inventory included no crop
1 

but listed plow irons and a plow 

harness, a scythe, four sickles, wheat riddles, and a third part of the hogs and cattle "at 

the mill." He also owned shoemakers' tools and shoe leather, sheep, spinning wheels, a 

wooling wheel and cards, and a loom. While his possessions certainly speak of 

considerable diversification at an early date, Matthews was not representative of the 

majority of the tenant population. A Quaker, he had come to the Monocacy Valley from 

the vicinity of Chester County, Pennsylvania, a wheat producing area, and hence did not 

share the slave and tobacco culture of the tenants who came to Carrollton from 

1M tth , · entory was taken in May 1740, after the previous crop had been sold 
a ews mv d (P . G , c 

d be
~ th urrent one had been harveste rmce eorge s ounty Inventories, 

an 1ore e c hi Ann Ii [h aft Liber 2
5

, fols. 427-29, Maryland State Arc ves, apo s ere er MSA]). 
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Maryland's tidewater counties. Except for his English origins, Matthews was more 

representative of the wheat producing, non-slaveholding, primarily German immigrants 

who came to the Monocacy Valley from the northeast and who were a distinct minority 

on the manor during the early decades. 

Numerous petitions to the county court during the 1730s and 1740s from 

inhabitants of the Monocacy region, including tenants, testify to their desire for roads to 

connect them with the tidewater in order to market their crops, pay their rents, and 

purchase needed goods. "Sundry [of] the Inhabitants of Potomack near the Mouth of 

Monocosie" petitioned in 1735 that it was "Absolute Necessary" that a rolling road "be 

made and deemed as a publick road ... About Two Miles below the Mouth Monocasie" 

as they had "no Conveniency of Rolling Tobacco for Shipping." Another petition the 

same year from the "Inhabitants ofMinockasy and Potomack" requested that a road be 

laid out from Henry Ballinger's plantation (just north of Carrollton) across the Monocacy 

and "along near the Sugar loaf Mountain and so on till it fall into the old road." 

A 1744 petition concerned a road for rolling tobacco "either to Rock Creek or 

Beall Town." The following year "Sundry Back Inhabitants about and above 

Manocosey" complained that the bridge over Little Monocacy (just southeast of the 

manor) was insufficient "for such heavy carriage as frequently goes up & down the said 

Road." And finally, a 1746 petition complained that while most of the road from 

Frederick Town to Marlborough had been cleared as directed, the local inhabitants of the 

section near Rock Creek had persuaded the overseer to neglect his duty, possibly "from 

a desire of obliging our waggons & c. to pass by their houses & from thence having an 
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Opportunity of Purchasing with more Ease to themselves our Commodities." 

Altogether, the inhabitants of the Monocacy area presented at least eight petitions 

concerning either roads, or in one case a bridge, to the county court between 1735 and 

1750. All were signed by least one known tenant, and one third of the early tenants 

appear on at least one petition. 
2 

While it is clear that early settlers in the Monocacy Valley were concerned with 

access to markets, only two petitions specify tobacco as the item to be transported. On 

the other hand, in 1739 residents in the vicinity of"Monoccacy" and "Chenandore 

Mountain" petitioned the General Assembly for a road to Annapolis, "for the more Easy 

Carriage of their Grain Provisions and other Commoditys." The same year several 

inhabitants of the back parts of Prince George's County set forth the "many hardships 

they labour under by paying their Publick dues in Tobacco" and prayed leave to 

"Discharge their Taxes in money. "3 And a 1740 petition to the county court, signed by 

six tenants, requested a public road for the benefit of the "Mill" and church, implying at 

least some economic diversification at an early date. 

Tenant agricultural productivity was restricted both by the eighteenth-century 

technology available to them and the demands of the crops they raised, and it also 

2Prince George's County Court Records, ~iber V, fols. 642-33; Liber X, fol. 656; 
Liber CC, fols. 294-95; Liber DD, fol. 271; Liber FF, fols. 12-13, MSA; Grace L. Tracey 

d J hn p Dern, Pioneers of Old Monocacy: The Early Settlement of Frederick 
~un~y, M~land, 1721-1743 (Baltimore: Genealogical Publishing Co., 1987), 56. 

3William Hand Browne et al., eds., Archives of Maryland, 72 vols. (B~timore, Md.: 
Maryland Historical Society, 1883-1972), 40:2!9, 305,307 \hereafte: cited as Arch. 
Md.). Unfortunately, they are only_ referre.d to m the Proceedmgs, while the petitions 

themselves are not extant and the signatories unknown. 
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depended upon the agricultural methods and practices the tenants employed. During the 

seventeenth century, Chesapeake planters had developed a long-fallow, hoe-based 

agriculture suited to an environment in which labor was scarce and expensive. In this 

system planters did not completely clear fields, a difficult task where virgin forest 

prevailed, instead girdling the trees and using hoes to plant between the stumps rather 

than plowing. Nor did they pen their livestock or use animal fertilizer on their crops, 

instead using a system of field rotation. There were definite limits to the crop that could 

be produced per laborer and to the number of years land could be planted before it 

required a long period of fallow. Using hoes instead of plowing limited the crop a 

laborer could plant and care for and inhibited growing extra com for livestock. Animals 

were therefore not penned, which in tum prevented the use of animal fertilizer ( which 

could not be collected) and the availability of livestock trained to the plow, which in tum 

limited the crop that could be grown, and so on.4 

During the eighteenth century, modifications to this system allowed some 

tobacco planters to increase com production and introduce wheat without cutting back 

on their main staple. Two changes increased productivity per hand. Increasingly 

planters used plows instead of hoes, which increased the amount of com or tobacco a 

worker could plant. And second, the transition from a servant to a slave labor force 

extended the work week and thus the amount oflabor available per worker. With this 

increased productivity planters were able to pen and feed livestock, which enabled them 

4This paragraph is based on Lois Green Carr et al., Robert Cole's World: Agriculture 
and Society in Early Maryland, (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press for the 
Institute of Early American History and Culture, 1991 ), chaps. two and three. 
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hills, and the number of hills that a hand could make before planting had to be completed 

determined how much could be grown. Without plowing, a hand could make enough 

corn hills, in addition to the tobacco hills for the staple crop, sufficient for subsistence 

but no extra to feed livestock or to market. 1 

Because corn and tobacco were very debilitating to the soil, especially without 

manuring, this system of agriculture required large amounts of land per laborer. The 

land required for the crop that one hand could plant and tend, without plowing or 

manuring, was not great in any given year--about three acres for tobacco and two or 

three for corn. But after planting three years in tobacco followed by three in corn, the 

land had to lie fallow for twenty years to restore its fertility. To prevent land overuse a 

planter needed a minimum of twenty acres of plantable land per hand for tobacco and 

com. Planters also needed to keep some land in forest and pasture, so that a minimum of 

:fifty acres per household was necessary over the long term.8 

Assuming that the early tenants followed these agricultural practices--girdling, 

hoes rather than plows, rotation rather than fertilizer--they could have placed two or 

three laborers on their 100-acre tenements and have produced from 2,000 to at most 

4,500 pounds of tobacco and enough corn for subsistence for themselves and their 

families. Rents during the 1730s and 1740s were relatively low, beginning at 8s. 4d. and 

increasing to a maximum of£ 1.13 .4, plus 4s. quitrent, for 100 acres. During the 1730s, 

8s. 8d. (rent plus quitrent) was equivalent to just 142 pounds of tobacco at the average 

7Carr et al., Robert Cole's World, 36-41; Carr and Menard, "Land, Labor," 413. 

8Carr et al., Robert Cole's World, 35, 39. 
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. und sterling.9 The following decade rents (including the quitrent) varied 
pnce per po 

from Ss. Sd. to £1.17.4 sterling (160 to 689 pounds oftobacco), and during the 1750s 

from 17s. to £1. 17.4 sterling (155 to 342 pounds of tobacco). The last leases expired 

between 1760 and 1763, 10 at which time they all carried a rent of £1.17.4, then worth 

about 309 pounds of tobacco at the average price sterling. 

For men without capital Carrollton offered many potential benefits. It afforded 

them the opportunity to become householders, and little capital was needed to get 

started. Only a few simple tools were necessary to grow tobacco and com using the 

methods described above, and even a tenant family working alone, without additional 

hands, could easily produce enough tobacco to pay his annual rent as well as create a 

marketable surplus that would enable him to purchase land or laborers. As the tenants 

cleared the land and improved their tenements, those who remained became more 

prosperous. Many acquired slaves and probably gradually adopted the eighteenth

century agricultural innovations, which Lois Green Carr and Russell Menard have 

labelled the "plow-com-livestock-manure complex." How quickly this shift occurred 

cannot be determined, but as already noted at least one third of the leaseholders 

9Tobacco prices have been taken from the price series created by Russell Menard for 
Historic St. Mary's City (courtesy of Lois Green Carr). Prices in current money are 
converted to sterling using the exchange rate in John J. McCusker, Money and Exchange 
in Europe and America 1600-1775 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press for 
the Institute of Early American History and Culture, 1978), 198-203. 

10With the exception of John Darnall's lease for three lives and the lease for the mill 
on Tuscarora Creek. 
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eventually owned slaves. And while tobacco predominated in tenant inventories before 

1776, some diversification into wheat had occurred and 50 percent also included plows. 

Ultimately, the lease agreements contracted during the 1730s and 1740s 

bene:fitted both Carroll and his tenants. In exchange for improving their plantations, the 

first tenants on the manor paid relatively low rents. Building a farm out of the wilderness 

required considerable labor but promised many future rewards. Many of those benefits 

accrued to Carroll, who received little income during the early years but was able to 

increase rents substantially once the original leases expired. During the 1760s rents rose 

to about £6.450 sterling per 100 acres, four times the highest level charged under the 

lease agreements, and sixteen times the amount paid during the first decade of 

settlement. 11 

But the early tenants bene:fitted as well. They could, and some did, remain on the 

manor after their leases expired, albeit at the higher rents. They could also pass their 

improvements along to heirs or sell them to new entrants who were willing not only to 

pay higher rents but to purchase places on the manor. 12 Most importantly, tenancy gave 

men with no land and few assets the opportunity to become independent landholders. 

Not all succeeded. Some moved on, and a few died poor. But enough did achieve 

moderate prosperity to demonstrate that the tenants as well as Carroll bene:fitted from 

leasing land on the manor. 

11This subject is treated at greater length in chapter three. 

12Evidence for these statements comes from the 1760s and is analyzed in chapter 
three. 
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II. Land and Slave Ownership before Midcentury 

Patterns of land ownership strongly support the conclusion that lease agreements 

were advantageous for tenants who rented before midcentury. About a fifth of the early 

leaseholders were freeholders13 before taking up places on the manor. 14 They evidently 

chose to rent land from Carroll because it served their interests, not because they had no 

other options. Leaseholders before 1750 were also more likely to acquire freeholds 

while renting on the manor than tenants who succeeded them in later years, primarily 

because unoccupied land could be obtained by patent during the early decades of the 

area's settlement. But despite the availability of inexpensive freehold land, a number of 

leaseholders opted to remain landless tenants long after their agreements ended and the 

rents increased, and to invest their assets in other ways, particularly in the acquisition of 

bound laborers. And finally, although more leaseholders owned land, tenants in 

subsequent decades were in general wealthier, suggesting that possessing a freehold did 

not necessarily lead to greater prosperity. 

Tenants who rented before 1750 were more likely to own land--both during their 

lives and at death--than those who rented in later years. 
15 

Table 2-1 summarizes land 

13 A freeholder was synonymous to a landowner, that is, a person who owned land 
outright, in contrast to a landholder, who_ controlled access to land through a lease or 

other agreement but did not hold title to it. 

14Information regarding landholding is from the tenant biographical data files. 

1sThe analysis of landholding refers almost _exclusively t~ Frederick and Prince 
George's (and later to Montgomery and Washington) counties because of the difficulty 
of establishing a reasonable connection between t~nants and landowners elsewhere. 
Land in other Maryland counties is included ~nly ma few ~ases where a definite 
connection was known, such as through a will. Land outside of Maryland acquired by 
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TABLE 2-1 
CARROLL TON MANOR TENANTS, 1734-1790 
LANDHOLDING 

¾OF 
# % TOTAL 

WITH wrrn WITH 
LAND LAND LAND DESCRIPTION # % LIFE LIFE LIFE 

ALL TENANTS 189 100 75 40 40 
LAND BEFORE TENANT 38 20 38 100 20 
NO LAND BEFORE TENANT 143 76 29 20 15 
UNKNOWN 8 4 8 100 4 

TENANTS BEFORE I 750 32 100 15 47 47 
LAND BEFORE TENANT 7 22 7 100 22 
NO LAND BEFORE TENANT 24 75 7 29 22 
UNKNOWN (UK) I 3 I 100 3 

TENANTS 1750-1768 69 100 27 39 39 
LAND BEFORE TENANT 14 20 14 100 20 
NO LAND BEFORE TENANT 51 74 9 18 13 

UNKNOWN 4 6 4 100 6 

TENANTS 1768-1790 138 100 50 36 36 
LAND BEFORE TENANT 26 19 26 100 19 
NO LAND BEFORE TENANT 107 75 19 18 14 
UNKNOWN 5 4 5 100 4 

# % ¾OF 
MEDIAN WITH wrrn TOTAL MEDIAN 

ACRES LAND LAND OWNED ACRES 
OWNED AT AT LAND OWNED 

LIFE DEATII DEATII DEATII DEATII 

186 35 47 19 218 

192 15 39 39 260 

189 17 59 12 183 

150 3 38 38 594 

263 9 60 28 334 

275 4 57 57 676 

240 4 57 17 322 

UK I 100 100 UK 

248 12 44 17 435 

250 4 29 29 1924 

221 6 67 12 246 

299 2 50 50 594 

175 23 46 17 186 

151 IO 38 38 186 

179 12 63 I I 175 

70 1 20 20 448 

Source: Tenant data files, landholding. Compiled from land records, Frederick, 
Montgomery, Prince George's, and Washington counties, Maryland State 
Archives, Annapolis, Md. 
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ownership among all tenants who rented on Carrollton during the eighteenth century. 

Nearly half of all early leaseholders eventually owned land in the county, compared to 

less than forty percent of the tenants in later years. The median number of acres also 

declined over time, from 263 acres for those who rented before 1750, to 248 for those 

during the 1750s and 1760s, to only 175 during the Revolutionary period. More early 

leaseholders--28 percent--also owned land when they died than tenants in later years, 

only 17 percent of whom owned land at death. Median acres at death increased slightly 

for tenants during the middle decades (from 334 to 435 acres) then declined to 186 acres 

for those after 1768. 

Throughout the entire period covered by this study about one fifth of all tenants 

0 wned land before taking up places on the manor, a proportion that did not change over 

time. Before 1750, however, tenants with no land before coming to the manor were 

more likely to become :freeholders, that is, to acquire land while renting on the manor. A 

little more than one fifth of the tenants before 1750 acquired :freeholds while renting on 

Carrollton. In subsequent years, only 14 percent of those who did not own land before 

Coming to the manor became :freeholders. Decreasing land ownership after 1750 was 

due, therefore, not to a smaller percentage oflandowners who chose to take up places 

on the manor, but rather to fewer nwnbers of tenants who acquired freeholds while 

renting on Carrollton. 

The decrease in the proportion of tenants who became landowners was not great 

but is significant in view of the rising prosperity of tenants over time. The median estate 

tenants who migrated from the state is not included. 
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value ( deflated) of inventoried tenants--a subject treated at greater length below-

increased from £125 for the early leaseholders before midcentury, to £173 for those who 

rented during the 1750s and 1760s, and to £252 for those on the manor during the 

Revolutionary period. As tenants grew wealthier, they were less likely to acquire land. 

And the higher incidence ofland ownership before 1750 did not, on the whole, translate 

into greater wealth for the early leaseholders, who were in general less prosperous than 

the tenants who succeeded them in later generations. 

Leaseholders before 1750 were more likely to acquire freeholds primarily 

because as early settlers in a developing area they had access to unoccupied land that 

could be procured by patent. Although no tenants took advantage of Lord Baltimore's 

1733 proclamation discussed above, most of the leaseholders who acquired land while 

renting did so either through patent or resurvey. Leaseholders who did not own land 

before coming to the manor patented or resurveyed some 2,018 acres, 80 percent of the 

total 2,521 acres they acquired in the area. Tenants who came to the manor without land 

in subsequent years were far less likely to patent land. Only 45 percent of the land 

acquired by prior non-landowners renting during the 1750s and 1760s was by resurvey 

or patent, and the proportion declined to only 8 percent during the Revolutionary period. 

As the population of the Monocacy Valley grew, the amount of unoccupied land 

available for patent declined, and tenants were less able to acquire land by this method. 

The early leaseholders did have this option, however, and more could have 

acquired land by patent or even by purchase. Initially, leaseholders might have chosen to 

rent while they accumulated a little capital, became familiar with the area, and decided 
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where best to acquire freeh Id B · . · h d" d 0 s. ut while some did acqmre land, and ot ers 1e or 

moved on, several non-landowners rented for long periods. George Cost continued to 

rent until his death in 1768, James Pearle until 1774 Alexander Duvall until 1775, 
' 

William Marshall until he died in 1778. Others stayed until death as well. Altogether at 

least nine (28 percent of the total before 1750) remained landless tenants on the manor 

for many years. 

Not only could these long-term landless tenants have patented land, at least some 

could have purchased it as well. Land prices fluctuated greatly depending on location 

and quality but were relatively low before midcentury. Although few in number, tenant 

deeds before 1750 suggest that land in the area sold for about 4s. sterling per acre, or 

£20 for a 100-acre tract. Five of the early tenants who stayed on the manor as landless 

tenants left inventories, with a median estate value (deflated) of £343, indicating that the 

price of a freehold was not beyond their reach. But if, for example, a tenant bought a 

100-acre tract for £20 sterling with a mortgage at 6 percent (the legal rate in Maryland), 

the annual interest alone would have amounted to £1.2 sterling, more than the manor 

rents of £.417 during the 1730s and £.833 the following decade. Furthermore, 

Carrollton had the attractions of location and excellent soil quality that might have been 

difficult to find in land available for patent, or to afford in land obtainable by purchase. 

And finally, at least six of the nine long-term landless tenants owned slaves (median 4.5), 

suggesting that they made a rational choice to invest their resources in the purchase of 

laborers rather than in land. 
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Information regarding slave ownership among all early leaseholders supports this 

conclusion. As mentioned earlier, a minimum of one third of the tenants before 1750 

eventually owned slaves, with a median of four each. Most of the slaveowners (73 

percent) were landless tenants renting on the manor when they died. 16 On the other 

hand, less than half of the slaveowners possessed freehold land during their lives, and 

even fewer did so at death. 

Looking at this question from a slightly different perspective, a majority (64 

percent) of the early tenants who did not own land and who rented on the manor until 

they died owned slaves. In contrast, only one third of the tenants who owned land also 

owned slaves. 17 Thus, for tenants known to have held slaves, ownership was clearly 

concentrated among those who did not possess freehold land. Too few inventories 

Survive to permit a definitive assessment of these choices. It is suggestive, however, that 

the three inventoried tenants with slaves but no land each left estates worth over £300 

(deflated), while the two with land but no slaves had estates worth only £83 and £125. 

That tenants made choices to rent land is also suggested by the fact that, as 

noted, a number of freeholders--who obviously had other options--held leases on the 

manor. About one fifth of all tenants owned land before taking up places on the manor, 

16Eieven of the thirty-two leaseholders held slaves, eight of whom did not own land 

and rented on the manor until death. 

17Most information regarding slave ownership i_s deriv~d from probate records, which 
were found for only half of the early tenants, so it IS poss1b!e that others held them as 
well. Other than the 1733 assessment, no tax records sUTV1ve for the area where 
Carrollt 

1 
t d and although the federal census returns are useful for later 

on was oca e , . . · d 
tenants they provide no data for those renting m this perm . 
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and others continued to rent even after acquiring freeholds of their own. Because dates 

of tenure on the manor are in many cases uncertain, it is impossibly to say precisely how 

many tenants owned land while renting on the manor. For example, George Matthews 

and William Griffith, 1734 leaseholders, both began to patent land in the area during the 

1740s, and it is unknown whether they left the manor, or continued to rent until their 

leases expired in 1755. At least three large landowners did, however, definitely rent on 

the manor at the same time they owned land in the vicinity. These three, who evidently 

found leasing on the manor to be an attractive proposition, merit closer attention. 

The largest landowner, John Darnall, the first cousin of Charles Carroll of 

Annapolis, owned 4,318 acres in the area that became Frederick County, much of it near 

the manor, during his lifetime and at least 3,364 acres at his death. Originally from Anne 

Arundel County, Darnall probably moved to the Monocacy Valley about 1747, the year 

that his wife's uncle, Richard Bennett, a wealthy Catholic, gave the couple 2,757 acres of 

the tract "Hope," on the east side of the Monocacy, just across the river from Carrollton. 

Soon after, in 1749, Darnall contracted a 240-acre lease on the manor for three lives (the 

only one with this tenure), and fifteen years later he purchased his Carrollton tract for 

£240 sterling. Since John Darnall Sr.'s lease contained no restrictions on the use of 

bound labor, it is possible that he worked his Carroll tract with slave laborers. The 

number of slaves he owned is unknown, but his sons Henry, John, and Thomas, who 

were to divide Darnall's personal estate after the death of his widow, owned a total of83 

slaves in 1790. But by the time of his death in 1768, Darnall had purchased and was 

living on his Carrollton tract, which his will describes as "my dwelling Plantation." 
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The second large landowner, Thomas Wilson, owned 1,136 acres in what is now 

Frederick and Montgomery counties when he died in 1744, but its location in relation to 

the manor is unknown. Wilson was living in Prince George's County by 1 716 when his 

son was baptized in Queen Anne's parish church, and in 1733 he was listed in Rock 

Creek Hundred with one taxable. Evidently Wilson did not use his manor tract, which he 

acquired just before his death in 1744, to employ slave workers. Unlike Darnall, Wilson 

did not own a large labor force; his personal inventory included only two slaves ( a man 

and child), and his will also mentioned an additional slave girl bequeathed to a daughter. 

Perhaps Wilson, who divided his land between six sons and one daughter, did not 

consider his 1,000 plus acres an adequate legacy and viewed the Carrollton tract as a 

way to expand his holdings and increase the amount ofland he had to distribute. It may 

also have been intended as a dwelling plantation for his widow, to whom he left no land, 

in lieu of her dower right. Wilson bequeathed the 62-acre Carrollton lease to his son 

Josiah, but with the stipulation that he was not to interrupt "his mother during her life for 

n,~J,:_ ll 1118 "Jal\.U1g use of the land as she sha see proper. 

Unlike Darnall and Wilson, who owned land before leasing on Carrollton, the 

final large tenant-landholder, Jacob Duckett, acquired his entire 902 acres in the area 

While renting on the manor. Duckett procured all of this land by patent between 1746 

and 1763, and he continued to hold 802 acres until his death in 1764. Although Duckett 

owned several hundred acres :freehold, he remained a tenant until his death, even though 

18Prince George's County Wills, Liber 23, 495-97, MSA. It is unknown if either 
Josiah or Priscilla Wilson took over the Carrollton tract. 
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his l 7-year lease contracted in 1744 had already expired. Duckett's widow Sarah and 

son Thomas succeeded him on the manor, despite the fact that both inherited land. Like 

Wilson, Duckett did not own a large labor force (his inventory included only two slaves), 

and also like Wilson, he had a large family--:five sons and five daughters--to provide for. 

Duckett did not, however, bequeath land to all his children, probably because most were 

underage. Two tracts (63 acres) were to be sold, one (85 acres) went to a son-in-law, 

and the remaining 654 acres went to his son Thomas and widow Sarah. Four of his sons 
' 

all minors, were each to receive £50 current from the estate as well as £35 current from 

Thomas Duckett as a condition of his inheritance when they reached the age of 21. 

While Jacob Duckett's land acquisitions did not go directly to his sons, they did 

nevertheless provide an inheritance for them. 

Most tenants, even those who rented before midcentury, did not own land, and 

not all who did held places on the manor at the same time. But the fact that at least 

some tenants owned land before coming to the manor, and others continued to rent after 

acquiring freeholds, indicates that Carrollton was not a last resort for men without 

alternative options. At the same time, others who could have acquired freeholds either 

by patent or purchase nevertheless chose to remain on the manor as landless tenants and 

to invest their resources in the purchase oflaborers instead. Both scenarios--landowners 

choosing to rent on the manor and landless tenants opting not to acquire freeholds--lead 

to the unmistakable conclusion that terms and conditions on Carrollton bene:fitted tenant 

as well as landlord. 
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III. Wealth Status of Early Leaseholders 

Although the first generation of leaseholders were more likely to own land, they 

were on the whole somewhat less prosperous than those who rented on the manor in 

later decades. Initially, Carrollton provided opportunities to men of modest origins with 

few assets. Once the early leaseholders had cleared the land and improved their places, 

and as the county grew and developed, the land became more valuable, rents increased 
' 

and tenants required more capital to obtain a place on the manor. A few of the early 

leaseholders, and some of their descendants who inherited places on the manor, shared in 

this growing prosperity, but most of the original tenants achieved only modest success. 

But while early leaseholders were less prosperous than subsequent manor tenants, on 

average they nevertheless attained slightly higher wealth levels than the average found 

for all decedents--both those who did and did not own land--elsewhere in the 

Chesapeake. 19 

In the absence of tax assessments, which with the exception of the 1733 poll tax 

do not survive for the area where Carrollton was located, probate records, especially 

estate inventories are the best measure ofwealthholding.
20 

Estate inventories provide a 
' 

detailed list and valuation of a decedent's personal property, including slaves, servants, 

livestock, crops, agricultural implements, craft tools, and household goods. These 

records provide a wealth of useful information, not only about the amount but also the 

19Infonnation regarding tenant wealthholding is from tenant biographical data files. 

2°Neither the 1776 census, which enumerates slave ownership, nor the tax 
assessments of 1782 or 1783, survive for the hundred where Carrollton Manor was 

located. 
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type of property accumulated by decedents. To be useful, however, these records must 

be properly understood and utilized with care. 

Probate inventories in the Chesapeake included only personal, not real property 

(land), and occasionally goods distributed in a will were omitted. Crops were listed only 

if they were on hand at the time of death, and their presence thus depended upon the 

season of the year. Debts owed the estate were sometimes inventoried separately, and 

these lists do not always survive. Administration accounts do, however, often rectify any 

omissions in the inventory. They list not only the value of the inventory but also any 

additions, often crops that were not included, and debts owed both to and by the estate. 

A decedent's total estate value includes not only the inventory but, when possible, debts 

and any other additions to the account. Estate values thus provide a remarkable 

overview ofwealth--excluding land--owned by decedents at the time of death.21 

Estate values do not, however, accurately reflect patterns ofwealthholding 

among the living population. They are inherently biased towards the rich because wealth 

increased with age, and decedents were generally older than those still living. Poorer 

decedents are also probably underrepresented in these records. Nevertheless, estate 

values can be used to measure wealthholding at death among various groups (for 

example, tenants as compared to others in the Chesapeake) and to evaluate the relative 

economic status of decedents over time. In order to make these comparisons, all tenant 

21If only an inventory survives its value alone comprises the total estate value. 
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estate values have been converted to a common currency and deflated to 1700-1709 

prices.22 

Tenant wealthholding can be placed in the context of the larger Chesapeake 

region thanks to the work of Lois Green Carr and Lorena Walsh, who used data from 

the inventories of some 7,500 decedents who died in four Chesapeake counties between 

l636 and 1777.23 Carr and Walsh divided inventoried decedents into five wealth levels 

based on their total estate values. 24 The poorest decedents left estates worth less than 

£50, lower middling £50 to £94, upper middling £95 to 225, and wealthy £226 to £490 
' 

while the estates of the very wealthy were valued at more than £490. 

Inventories were found for eleven--or 34 percent--ofthe early tenants, all of 

whom were probably still renting on the manor when they died. Estate values ( deflated) 

ranged from a low of £8 to a high of £590, with a median of £125. Based on their estate 

values, leaseholders before 1750--though more likely to own land--were less well off 

22Inventory and account values have been deflated to 1700-1709 prices using the 
deflator created by P.M.G. Harris for the St. Mary's City Historic Commission (1988). J 
especially want to thank Lois Green Carr for her assistance with the complex but 
essential task of converting tenant estate values to a common deflated currency. 

23 ''The Standard of Living in the Colonial Chesapeake," William and Mary Quarterly, 
3d ser. 45 (1988): 135-45, especially 138; and "Changing Lifestyles and Consumer 
Behavior in the Colonial Chesapeake," in Of Consuming Interests: The Style of Life in 
!h_e Eighteenth Century, Cary Carson et al., eds. (Charlottesville: University Press of 
Virginia, 1994), 59-166, especially 70, 81, n.13._ ~he data used by Carr and Walsh was 
compiled by the Historic St. Mary's City Corruruss1on. 

24Carr and Walsh, "Changing Lifestyles," 68. Total estate value includes a decedent's 
inventory plus any other moveable assets ~dded to the a~tration account such as 
crops, debts receivable, or other items omitted from the mventory (personal 
communication with Lois Green Carr, July 16, 1998). Carr and Walsh converted estate 
values to 1700-1709 prices using the same deflator employed in this study. 
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than tenants who came after them on the manor. As shown in Table 2-2, the median 

estate value ( deflated) for tenants on the manor between 1750 and 1768 increased to 

£173, and for those during the Revolutionary period to £252. 

Landless early tenants renting on the manor when they died had a slightly higher 

median estate value (£131) than did those who owned land at death (£118). This 

unlikely distribution may be somewhat distorted by the small number of inventories, but 

it also suggests that acquiring land during the early years did not necessarily signify or 

lead to prosperity. At least some tenants who eschewed investments in land in favor of 

laborers were better off than those who did not. And as discussed earlier, tenants 

without land were far more likely to own slaves than those who acquired freeholds. 

Although less prosperous than tenants in later years, the early leaseholders on the 

whole were somewhat wealthier than decedents in the counties studied by Carr and 

Walsh. As shown in Table 2-2, 18 percent of all inventoried early leaseholders were 

poor, 36 percent middling, and forty-five percent wealthy or very wealthy. At the very 

top of the scale only one tenant, accounting for 9 percent of total decedents, was very 

Wealthy, compared to 5 to 10 percent of Carr and Walsh's inventoried wealthholders.25 

Only 18 percent were poor (two tenants, both who died by 1750), whereas Carr and 

Walsh found that by the 1770s poor decedents (with estates worth less than £50), 

although in decline, still accounted for 30 percent of inventoried decedents. They also 

found that by the 1770s those worth less than £95 (lower middling or poor) comprised 

25"Changing Lifestyles," 70, n.1. 
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TABLE 2-2 

CARROLL TON MANOR TENANTS, 1734-1790 
WEALTH STATUS OF TENANTS WITH INVENTORIES 

# 
TOT WITH DESCRIPTION # INV 

ALL TENANTS 189 72 
owned land life 75 30 
no land 114 42 
owned land death 35 22 
tenant at death no land 55 43 
tenant at death 64 50 

TENANTS BEFORE 
1750 32 11 
owned land life 15 4 
no land 17 7 
owned land death 9 4 
tenant at death no land 11 7 
tenant at death 15 11 

TENANTS 1750-1768 69 27 
owned land life 27 l I 
no land 42 16 
owned land death 12 6 
tenant at death no land 25 20 
tenant at death 29 23 

TENANTS 1768-1790 138 53 
owned land life 50 21 
no land 88 32 
owned land death 23 16 
tenant at death no land 41 31 
tenant at death 43 32 

Note: 
WS 1 = very wealthy 
WS2 = wealthy 

% 
WITH 
INV 

38 
40 
37 
63 
78 
78 

34 
27 
41 
44 
64 
73 

39 
41 
38 
50 
80 
79 

38 
42 
36 
70 
76 
74 

WS3 = upper middling 

MEDIAN 
ESTATE 
VALUE 

£ 
DEFLATED 

182 
261 
157 
313 
158 
165 

125 
118 
131 
118 
131 
125 

173 
270 
144 
634 
129 
156 

252 
311 
177 
316 
182 
214 

% % % 
WITH WITH WITH 

# INV # INV # INV 
WSJ WSJ WS2 WS2 WS3 WS3 

13 18 21 29 21 
7 23 10 33 9 
6 14 11 26 12 
6 27 9 41 5 
6 14 11 26 15 
7 14 15 30 16 

I 9 4 36 2 
0 0 2 50 l 
1 14 2 29 1 
0 0 2 50 l 
I 14 2 29 I 
I 9 4 36 2 

4 15 8 30 10 
3 27 3 27 3 
I 6 5 31 7 
3 50 3 50 0 
I 5 5 25 10 
2 9 7 30 10 

11 21 17 32 13 
6 29 7 33 6 
5 16 10 31 7 
5 31 6 38 4 
5 16 10 32 8 
5 16 11 34 8 

WS4 = lower middling 
WS5 =poor 

29 
30 
29 
23 
35 
32 

18 
25 
14 
25 
14 
18 

37 
27 
44 
0 

50 
43 

25 
29 
22 
25 
26 
25 

% % 
WITH WITH 

# INV # INV 
WS4 WS4 WS5 WS5 

7 10 10 14 
2 7 2 7 
5 12 8 19 
2 9 0 0 
4 9 7 16 
5 10 7 14 

2 18 2 18 
l 25 0 0 
1 14 2 29 
l 25 0 0 
I 14 2 29 
2 18 2 18 

l 4 4 15 
0 0 2 18 
I 6 2 13 

0 0 0 0 
I 5 3 15 
1 4 3 13 

6 11 6 11 
I 5 I 5 
5 16 5 16 
I 6 0 0 
4 13 4 13 

4 13 4 13 

Source: Tenant data files, total estate values. Compiled from tenant probate inventories 
and administration accounts, Maryland State Archives, Annapolis, Md. 
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38 to 45 percent of decedents,26 whereas only 36 percent of the tenants fell into these 

categories. On the whole, the early leaseholders were more prosperous than decedents 

elsewhere in the Chesapeake. 

Landless early tenants renting on the manor at death were somewhat less 

prosperous but still attained the same wealth levels as all decedents (both landowners 

and landless) elsewhere in the Chesapeake. Landless tenants before 1750 had a nearly 

identical wealth profile to Carr and Walsh's population--29 percent left estates worth less 

than £50 while 43 percent left estates under £95. But Carr and Walsh's distribution was 

for all decedents, not just men who did not own land. Remarkably, landless tenants 

show the same wealth distribution as that of as all decedents elsewhere in the 

Chesapeake. 

Estate values of landless tenants who rented before midcentury ranged from very 

poor (£8) to very wealthy (£590). The two smallest estates were left by men who died 

shortly after taking up their places on the manor. Richard Clements, who became a 

tenant in 1744 and died five years later, left the smallest estate, worth only £8. Thomas 

Jaco, also a 1744 leaseholder, had probably been an indentured servant ·in 1733 when he 

was listed as a resident of a outlying quarter belonging to another person rather than as 

an independent head of household. After completing his service Jaco may have looked 

to tenancy on Carrollton as an opportunity for upward mobility, but he died the 

following year before acquiring any property and left an estate worth only £12. On the 

other hand, three very wealthy landless tenants had been renting on the manor for more 

26Ibid., 132, n. 60. 
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than two decades when they died. William Marshall Sr. , a 1744 leaseholder, died in 

1778 leaving an estate, including five slaves, valued at £343. John Jacobs's 1769 

inventory included ten slaves and was worth £384. And Marshall's brother-in-law, James 

Pearle, a mulatto, died in 1774 leaving an estate including eight slaves valued at £590. 

Inventories survive for enough early leaseholders (34 percent) to permit a 

comparison of their wealth levels with decedents in the counties studied by Carr and 

Walsh; by the end of the colonial period Carr found a reporting rate of 32, 39, 53, and 65 

percent of the decedents in the four counties they studied. Nevertheless, relying solely 

on inventories leaves more than half of the early population unclassified. Fortunately 

sufficient evidence survives for other tenants who left wills but not inventories to classify 

them by wealth status as well, thus raising the total number to seventeen, or 53 percent 

of the total. 

No inventories were found for a number of tenants who were evidently quite 

prosperous. For example, neither an inventory nor an administration account survives 

for Carroll kinsman John Darnall Sr., who served as clerk of the county court and owned 

more than 4,000 acres of land, and who was probably the wealthiest tenant on the manor 

before 1750. Nor were inventories found for William Griffith, who owned over 400 

acres :freehold and served as a justice of the peace for several years, or Robert Pearle, 

whose will mentions fourteen slaves. Classification on the basis of all probate records, 

not just inventories, is somewhat tentative, but permits the inclusion of many more 

tenants. It should be noted, however, that such classification is not intended and has not 
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been used as a basis for comparison with the work of Carr and Walsh, which is based 

• • 27 exclusively on probate mventones. 

Table 2-3 summarizes the wealth status of all probated tenants who could be 

classified. Altogether 41 percent of the probated tenants who rented before 1750 were 

wealthy, 4 7 percent middling, and only 12 percent poor. The remainder, who either did 

not die in the area or did not leave estates that went through probate, have not been 

classified. Some, possibly most, of those unclassified were lower middling or poor, but 

just over half owned either land or slaves during their lives. George Matthews patented 

over 500 acres in the vicinity and probably lived in the area until his family was given a 

Quaker certificate of transfer to North Carolina in 1755. Alexander Duvall bought two 

slaves in 1750, and he lived on the manor until 1775 but then disappears without a trace. 

And Basil Waring was probably a member of the wealthy Waring family of Prince 

George's County (which included several Basils) but no definite link could be established. 

Unclassified tenants were not therefore necessarily poor, though probably in general 

were less prosperous than probated tenants who died in the area. 

On the whole, the early tenants achieved a remarkable degree of economic 

success, especially considering their modest origins. Not all tenants were as affluent as 

John Jacobs, William Marshall, and James Pearle, but evidently with sufficient time, and 

perhaps luck, it was possible for them to prosper and accumulate substantial property, 

even without owning land. And even landless tenants who did not achieve such stunning 

270nly tenants with inventories have been compared to decedents in the counties 
studied by Carr and Walsh. 
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TABLE 2-3 
CARROLLTON MANOR TENANTS, 1734-1790 
WEALTH STATUS OF PROBATED TENANTS 

DESCRIPTION 
ALL TENANTS 

, owned land life 

~no land 

, owned land death 

tenant at death no land 

tenant at death 

TENANTS BEFORE 
1750 

owned land life 

no land 

owned land death 

tenant at death no land 

tenant at death 

TENANTS 1750-1768 

owned land life 

no land 

owned land death 

tenant at death no land 

tenant at death 

TENANTS 1768-1790 

L. owned land life 

no land 

L. owned land death 

tenant at death no land 

L. tenant at death 

% 

% # % WITH 

TOf 
# 

OF WITH WITH # 
TOf PROB PROB WS I 

PROB # 
WSI WS2 

189 100 88 47 17 19 23 

75 40 43 57 11 26 12 

114 60 45 39 6 13 11 

35 19 32 91 10 31 10 

55 29 49 89 6 12 12 

64 34 58 91 7 12 17 

32 100 17 53 2 12 5 

15 47 9 60 1 11 3 

17 53 8 47 1 13 2 

9 28 8 89 1 13 2 

11 34 9 82 1 11 3 

15 47 13 87 1 8 5 

69 100 34 49 6 18 9 

27 39 17 63 5 29 4 

42 61 17 40 1 6 5 

12 17 11 92 5 45 3 

22 88 I 5 6 
25 36 

26 90 2 8 8 
29 42 

63 46 14 22 18 
138 100 

50 36 28 56 9 32 8 

88 64 35 40 5 14 IO 

21 91 8 38 7 
23 17 

41 30 36 88 5 14 10 

5 13 12 
43 31 

% % % % 
WITH WITH WITH WITH 
PROB # PROB # PROB # PROB 
WS2 WS3 WS3 WS4 WS4 WS5 WS5 

26 26 30 11 13 11 13 

28 12 28 5 12 3 7 

24 14 31 6 13 8 18 

31 8 25 4 13 0 0 

24 17 35 6 12 8 16 

29 18 31 8 14 8 14 

29 5 29 3 18 2 12 

33 3 33 2 22 0 0 

25 2 25 l 13 2 25 

25 3 38 2 25 0 0 

33 2 22 l 11 2 22 

38 3 23 2 15 2 15 

26 12 35 3 9 4 12 

24 4 24 2 12 2 12 

29 8 47 6 2 12 

27 l 9 2 18 0 0 

27 11 50 5 3 14 

31 11 42 2 8 3 12 

29 16 25 8 13 7 11 

29 7 25 2 7 2 7 

29 9 26 6 17 5 14 

33 5 24 5 0 0 

28 10 28 6 17 5 14 

32 IO 26 6 16 5 13 

Note: WSI = very wealthy 
WS2 = wealthy 

WS4 = lower middling 
WS5 =poor 

WS3 = upper middling 

Source: Tenant data files, wealthholding. Compiled from probate records, 

Maryland State Archives, Annapolis, Md. 
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success were as well off as all decedents--both with and without land--elsewhere in the 

Chesapeake. Clearly renting on Carrollton--at least in the early decades--provided 

opportunities for success to men who did not own land. 

IV. Debts and Wealth 

Debt litigation did not necessarily imply economic difficulties. Debt was an 

integral part of life in an agricultural society, with farmers frequently purchasing goods 

or services against the next year's harvest. Many debt suits were either settled or struck 

0 ffbefore trial, and were probably entered simply as a means to publicly record 

obligations. In some cases debt litigation did, however, clearly indicate problems. Suits 

that resulted either in the incarceration of a defendant who could not satisfy his creditors 
' 

m an attachment of a debtor's goods, or in a precipitous departure from the area all 

suggest serious :financial troubles. Only one tenant, whose case is discussed below, 

seems to have experienced such difficulties. 

The county courts had exclusive jurisdiction in civil debt cases involving less than 

1,500 pounds of tobacco or £6. 5s. sterling ( except for small causes under 200 pounds of 

tobacco which were heard by single justices) and concurrent jurisdiction with the 

Provincial Court in actions under 30,000 pounds of tobacco or £100 sterling.28 One 

problem with these records, however, is that they usually provide no infonnation about 

the Parties involved, making it difficult to positively identify tenants as litigants, 

28Lois Green Carr County Government in Mruyland, 1689-1709, 2 vols. American 
Legal and Constituti~nal History, ed. Harold Hyman and Stuart Bruchey (New York: 

Garland Publishing, 1987), 157. 
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particularly those with common names. In the absence of (rare) evidence to the 

contrary, all defendants and plaintiffs with tenant names have been treated as such, which 

has undoubtedly resulted in an overstatement of their involvement in such cases. 

Nevertheless, county court records provide useful infonnation about tenant debt and 

credit relationships and are likely to reveal any serious problems with debt. 

At most, 17 tenants on the manor during this period (53 percent of the total) may 

have been defendants in a total of 49 suits, and 1 O (31 percent) may have been plaintiffs 

in 33 suits brought in the county court between 1734 and 1750.29 None of the suits 

involved Carroll prosecuting tenants or tenants suing each other. More than half (31 of 

the 49) of the defendant suits never came before the court but were agreed, struck off, 

countennanded, or abated before trial. The amount involved is rarely given in cases that 

did not come to trial and is known in a total of only 20 cases involving 10 tenants. Most 

defendants in the suits in which the amount involved is known were upper middling or 

wealthy, and men in these wealth groups owed 84 percent of the total debt. 

The biggest debtor was William Griffith, who was sued for a total of £4 77 

current money in four suits between 1745 and 1747. Most probably the debtor in these 

suits was not, however, William Griffith the tenant but another man of the same name 

who lived further west, in what is now Washington County, and who died indebted 

around 1751. 30 In any case, the tenant William Griffith was a prosperous landowner who 

29The following discussion is based on an analysis of the court records of Prince 
George's County, 1734-1748, and Frederick County, 1749-50, MSA. 

3°Frederick County Administration Accounts, Liber 30, fols. 149-50, MSA. A 
transcript of Griffith's account, dated 1751 , was also later entered in the Liber for 
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served as a justice of the peace from 1748 until his death in 1757.31 Ifhe was indeed the 

debtor in these suits, he does not seem to have suffered any debilitating consequences. 

Several cases were against the mulatto Robert Pearle, who was sued for a total of 

£86 current, most of which was in one action for a debt of16,000 pounds of tobacco, or 

about £72 current. Pearle lost this case, and the court issued a writ ordering the sheriff 

to seize his goods and chattels to satisfy the judgement. The case was later struck off, 

however, when Pearle obtained an injunction from the Chancery Court preventing 

execution. In the long run Pearle does not seem to have been seriously hampered by this 

litigation, for when he died in 1765 after renting two decades on Carrollton, he left a 

substantial estate including fourteen slaves. 

Only one of the ten defendants, Thomas Richards, the largest debtor after 

Griffith, appears to have been deeply and inescapably mired in debt. In 1748 the court 

issued two attachments against the goods and chattels of Richards when it was reported 

that he had "removed from his abode in a secret manner" while indebted to other county 

residents. On the first attachment, issued in August for a debt of £41.0.5 sterling and 

4,140 pounds of tobacco plus and additional 10,000 pounds of tobacco for costs and 

charges, the sheriff returned an inventory of Richards' goods valued at £42 current 

money, which were subsequently condemned for the use of the plaintiff. The sheriff 

retllrI)ed the second attachment, issued in November for a debt of £8.6.11 current money 

Washington County (Liber 1, fols. 157-58, MSA), which did not exist at the time he 
died. 

31Even excluding .Griffith, upper middling and wealthy tenants owed 60 percent of the 
defendant debt. 
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plus 600 pounds tobacco for costs and charges, nulla bona--no goods.32 Since Richards 

subsequently disappears from the county records, he most likely left the province to 

escape his debts and begin again someplace else. It should be noted, however, that when 

this financial misfortune befell him, Richards was no longer a tenant. Less than two 

years after contracting a 19-year agreement for 113 acres, and well before these debt 

cases came to court, Richards in September 1744 had assigned his Carroll lease to 

Richard Clements. 

Tenants also sued to collect debts owed them. As with defendant suits, the 

majority of cases with tenant plaintiffs did not reach trial, and the amount of debt is given 

in less than half (15) of the cases. Wealthy tenants sued for most (56 percent) of the 

known debt, upper middling 17 percent, and persons of unknown status the remainder. 

Overall, as with defendant suits, upper middling and wealthy tenants were most likely to 

sue, and they held the largest proportion of debts prosecuted before the court. 

With the exception of the case of Thomas Richards, whose goods were attached 

and who evidently fled the area, debt suits were not indicative of economic problems. 

Debt suits were often settled before trial, and as mentioned earlier were often probably 

entered merely to record obligations. Litigants--both plaintiffs and defendants--in cases 

that went to trial were usually upper middling or wealthy, and these classes both owed 

and sued for the greatest proportion of the debt. And finally, the lack of any Carroll 

suits prosecuting tenants during this period supports the conclusion that the early 

32Prince George's County Court Records, Liber HH, 464; KK, 125-26. 
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leaseholders were able to produce enough to pay their rents and provide for their families 

without falling victims to a persistent or recurring cycle of debt. 

V. Conclusion 

All evidence regarding economic activities and opportunities leads to the 

unmistakable conclusion that at least before midcentury, renting land on Carrollton was 

an arrangement that on the whole proved beneficial to the early tenants. Taking up a 

place on the manor required little capital, and a even a tenant working alone could grow 

enough tobacco and com to pay his annual rent, feed his family, and have a marketable 

surplus that would enable him to purchase goods he could not produce himself, and 

possibly to acquire land or slaves. Several landowners chose to lease land on Carrollton, 

clear evidence that terms on the manor were advantageous. Some tenants who did not 

0 Wn land before coming to the manor did eventually acquire freeholds, but others elected 

to remain landless tenants, investing their resources in the purchase oflaborers rather 

than land. 

Some tenants moved on in search of other opportunities, and at least one seems 

to have fled to escape debts, but the majority remained in the vicinity their entire lives. 

Those who died in the area--whether tenants or freeholders--almost all attained at least 

middling economic status, and they were more prosperous than all decedents elsewhere 

in the Chesapeake region. No doubt the tenants would have been better off if they had 

0 Wned their Carrollton tracts freehold. But their status as tenants did not impede their 
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ability to succeed. On the contrary, tenancy provided them access to land and the 

opportunity to become autonomous landholders who controlled their own lives. 

Not all tenants succeeded, but enough did so to demonstrate that during the early 

years lease agreements probably bene.fitted the tenants more than Carroll, whose long 

tenn strategy deferred pro.fits from the manor to a later date. After midcentury, 

however, Carroll began to reap the benefits of his developmental policy, a topic explored 

in the following chapters. 
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PART II 

CARROLLTON MANOR, 1750-1768 

By 1750 Carrollton Manor was no longer a wilderness on the colony's western 

frontier. Leaseholders had cleared the land, brought fields under cultivation, planted 

orchards, and constructed dwellings and other fann buildings. The county had grown 

and prospered, and a network of roads, bridges, and ferries connected the diversified 

agricultural products of the region's fertile fields to export markets in the east. The value 

of the manor had therefore greatly increased, and as the original leases terminated during 

th
e 17SOs and 1760s, Carroll was able to shift to short-term "at will" agreements at 

substantially higher rents. Carroll's long-term developmental policy at last began to yield 

significant returns, and income from the manor grew substantially in the decades after 

midcentury. 

The Carrolls' gains meant, of course, that tenants after midcentury paid higher 

rents and eajoyed less secure agreements. Nevertheless, the Carrolls did not lack 

tenants, and many new entrants--evidently with some resources--were willing to pay 

either Carroll or the previous occupant for their places on the manor. Leaseholders also 

remained after the expiration of the agreements or transferred their places to kin. In 

addition, men who owned land--and who therefore had other options--also continued to 

rent from the Carrolls during the 1750s and 1760s. 

Clearly, then, the new terms were not on the whole disadvantageous to the 

tenants, and while the at will agreements certainly gave the Carrolls the upper hand, the 
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tenants seem to have enjoyed a number of privileges, most importantly the right to 

transfer their places to kin or--with some restrictions--sell them to newcomers. As under 

the lease agreements, renting after midcentwy gave tenants access to land and the 

freedom to manage their plantations without much interference from the landlord. In 

addition, although rents were higher, the land was more valuable, the tenants who rented 

during this period were in general more prosperous than the leaseholders before 

rnidcentury, and they bene:fitted from the improvements made by previous renters and 

from the economic expansion of the county. 
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Chapter 3 

"A t Will" A greements and the Tenant Population, 1750-1768 

I. Frederick County Expansion and Economic Growth 

The population of Frederick County--established as a separate administrative unit 

in 1748--increased rapidly during the decades after the area's initial settlement. The 1733 

assessment for Monocacy Hundred, which included present Frederick County and all 

Maryland territory further west, listed only 107 taxables, 81 of whom were heads of 

households. 1 By 1755, the year for which the :first census data is available, the 

population had reached 13,969, making Frederick County the third largest in the 

province. The number of inhabitants declined slightly during the French and Indian War 

(I 756-1763) due to the abandonment of frontier areas west of Frederick Town, 

decreasing to 12,300 between 1758 and 1762. After 1763, however, the population 

quickly recovered its prewar level, rising to 13,800 in 1765 and to about 14,000 by 

1768.2 

Immigration flowed into the area from Pennsylvania and tidewater Maryland. 

During this wave of settlement Frederick Town (established in 1745) and other 

1
cPrince George's County], Lists of taxables, 1733, Black Books, II, 120, Maryland 

:tate Archives, Annapolis, Md. (hereafter MSA). While this figure is gi_ves number of 
axables, rather than all inhabitants, it does suggest a small total population. 

2
Arthur E. Karinen, "Numerical and Distributional Aspects of Maryland Population, 

,! 631-1840" (Ph.D. diss, UniversityofMaryland, 1958), 134-35; ClarenceP. Gould, 
The Economic Causes of the Rise of Baltimore," in Essays in Colonial History 
~ed to Charles McLean Andrews (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1931 ), 228. 
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backcountry towns were founded, linked together along the migratory corridor known as 

the "Great Wagon Road" that stretched from Pennsylvania through the Monocacy Valley 

and into the Virginia and Carolina backcountry. By 1750 Frederick Town was the 

largest urban center in Maryland, with a population of 1,000; Annapolis, the next largest 

toWn, had 800 inhabitants, while Baltimore had only about twenty-five houses in 1752.3 

By the 1750s the frontier had advanced beyond the Monocacy Valley, and 

Carrollton manor was no longer an undeveloped wilderness isolated from the tidewater 

region. Settlement extended far beyond Carrollton, west of the Blue Ridge Mountains 

into present Washington County. Tenants had brought the manor under cultivation, and 

a network of roads crisscrossed the Monocacy Valley, connecting it to Baltimore, 

Annapolis, and the tobacco inspection warehouse at Rock Creek. Bridges spanned many 

rivers and creeks, and ferries operated across the Monocacy and Potomac. 4 

During the French and Indian War the western part of the county suffered heavily 

from Native American raids and depredations, and many settlers abandoned the frontier 

for the safety of the Monocacy Valley. 5 The area around Carrollton did not suffer from 

these attacks, but tenants did serve in the militia, and the muster rolls of a militia 

company raised by Elias Delashmut in Lower Monocacy Hundred include the names of 

3
Carville Earle and Ronald Hoffinan, "Staple Crops and Urban Development in the 

~ighteenth-Century South," Perspectives in American History 10 (1976), 51 , 55; Gould, 
Economic Causes," 229. 

4
Clarence P. Gould, Money and Transportation in Maryland, 1720-1765, Johns 

Hopkins University Studies in Historical and Political Science, 33d ser., no. 1 (1915): 
126-27; Frederick County Judgement Records, June 1749, 66, Nov. 1750, 168, Nov. 
1755, 992, MSA. 

5
Karinen, "Numerical and Distributional Aspects," 134, 160. 
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seventeen tenants who rented during this period. 6 But on the whole, the Monocacy 

Valley experienced no severe disruption during the war. Although settlers abandoned 

the frontier, the population of the Monocacy and Middletown valleys increased, and the 

economy of the region continued to grow as well. 7 

Settlers in the vicinity of the Monocacy River had grown tobacco as early as the 

1730s, and Frederick County tobacco inspection records show that production increased 

d . 
llnng the two decades after midcentury. In an effort to improve the quality and raise 

Prices of the province's principle export, the Maryland legislature in 1747 passed an 

lllSpection act requiring planters to have their tobacco inspected at designated 

Warehouses before exporting it from the colony.8 The number of hogsheads inspected at 

the Frederick County warehouse, located at the mouth of Rock Creek, just below the fall 

line of the Potomac River, fluctuated from year to year, but on the whole increased 

stihstantially in the twenty years after the act's passage. Before the French and Indian 

War officials at Rock Creek inspected an average 751 hogsheads each year. During the 

War the average increased to 1,042, and after 1764 it rose to 1,280 annually.
9 

6ln response to a threat against the Conococheague settlement, some miles west of 
the manor, Governor Horatio Sharpe on Aug. 3, 1757, ordered Delashmut to march his 
company to patrol the :frontiers. The muster rolls are printed in Murtie June Clark, 
~nial Soldiers of the South, 1732-1774 (Baltimore, Md.: Genealogical Publishing 
Co., 1986), 94, 98. 

1
Karinen, "Numerical and Distributional Aspects," 160. 

M 8
William_Han? Brow~ et al., eds., Archive.s of Maryland, 72 vols. (Baltimore, Md.: 

aryland H1stoncal Society, 1883-1972), 44. 595-96. 

9
Tobacco Inspection Proceedings, Frederick County, MSA. 
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While the inspection records indicate that the county's tobacco exports increased 

gradually during this period, far more spectacular was the rise of the commercial grain 

trade. The North American colonies had exported wheat and flour to southern Europe 

and the West Indies throughout the eighteenth century, but demand increased 

substantially about midcentury, initially fueled by population growth in Europe and the 

West Indies. A series of bad European harvests during the 1760s further escalated the 

demand, and by the middle of that decade three-fourths of the Atlantic world needed 

food. 
1° Frederick County's growing population was ideally situated to help meet this 

demand. Some of the early settlers in the region had cultivated wheat and other grains 

since at least the 1730s, and many of the immigrants flowing into the county during the 

l 740s and 1750s from Pennsylvania, especially those of diverse nationalities, were 

culturally tied to mixed grain farming rather than tobacco. 

Planters with poor tobacco soils on Maryland's lower Eastern Shore, where 

diversification had begun as early as the 1680s, also increased production of wheat and 

corn, as did colonists in the Virginia backcountry and the lower James River Valley. 

Although tobacco continued to predominate, the grain trade to the West Indies and 

southern Europe accounted for nearly 20 percent of the export earnings of Maryland and 

Virginia by the end of the colonial period. By 1753 Maryland was exporting 110,567 

bushels of wheat and 6 327 barrels of bread and flour. A decade and a half later the 
' 

10Earle and Ho:ffinan, "Staple Crops," 28-31. 
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colony's exports had increased to 349,762 bushels of wheat, 3,461 tons of flour, and 

226,946 bushels of com. 11 

Although most Carroll tenants during this period concentrated on tobacco as 

their primary staple, some also diversified into grain agriculture and were able to take 

advantage of these new opportunities. In addition, while the Carrolls marketed their rent 

crop, tenants had greater options in selling any surplus tobacco that they produced. 

During the 1740s, English and Scottish merchant firms began to conduct the tobacco 

trade through resident agents or factors who operated stores throughout Maryland and 

Virginia, purchasing planters' crops, supplying consumer goods, and extending store 

credit. These stores often located at the falls of rivers, played a dominant role in ' . 

Illarketing the tobacco grown in the Maryland and Virginia piedmont and backcountry. 12 

Evidence from court debt cases reveals that during this period the Carroll tenants dealt 

With a number of different firms. Although easy credit posed risks, the store system 

offered small planters greater opportunities and facilitated the marketing of their tobacco 

crop. 

l!Ibid., 28-32, 56-57; David Klingaman, "The Significance of Grain in the 
Development of the Tobacco Colonies," Journal of Economic History 29 (1969): 269-
72; LeWis Cecil Gray History of Agriculture in the Southern United States to 1860, vol. 
1 (New York: Peter Smith, 1941), 164-65; Gaspare John Saladino, "The Maryland and 
Virginia Wheat Trade from Its beginnings to the American Revolution" (M.A. thesis, 
University of Wisconsin, 1960), 13-14, 19-22, 91-111; John J. Mccusker and Russell R. 
Menard, The Economy of British America, 1607-1789 (Chapel Hill: University ofNorth 
Carolina Press for the Institute of Early American History and Culture, 1985), 128-30. 

12T. M. Devine The Tobacco Lords: A Study of the Tobacco Merchants of Glasgow 
~their Trading Activities c.1740-90 (Edinburgh: John Donald Publishers Ltd., 1975), 
55-66. 
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II. Carrollton: Its Management and Returns 

As the original manor leases expired during the 1750s Charles Carroll of 

Annapolis's long term developmental strategy finally began to bear fruit. Tenant 

unprovements on the manor as well as the growth and development of the county greatly 

enhanced the value of the land, and Carroll was able shift from relatively long-term 

Written contracts to annual "at will" agreements at much higher rents. During the 1760s, 

probably in response to Carrollton's greater value and potential revenues, both Carroll of 

Annapolis and his son, Charles Carroll of Carrollton, also began to devote closer 

attention to its management, and despite higher rents and less secure agreements were 

able to increase the total number of tenants on the manor. All of these changes brought 

about substantial increases in manor income, which reached £250 sterling by 1764 and 

more than £600 annually a decade later. 

The 21-year leases contracted in 1734 expired in 1755, and those of 1744, which 

Were for shorter terms, all tenninated by 1763. Only John Darnall's three-life lease 

continued, but in 1764 he purchased his 240-acre tenement and Charles Carroll Sr. was 

able to report that the manor was entirely let to tenants at will. 13 Once the leases 

tennmated Carroll raised rents to 1,000 pounds of tobacco per hundred acres, which 

remained the standard rate :from the 1750s until the American Revolution. 
14 

A few 

13Charles Carroll of Annapolis (CCA) to Charles Carroll of Carrollton (CCC), Apr. 
10, 1764, Carroll McTavish Papers, Maryland Historical Society, Baltimore (hereafter 
MdHi); Frederick County Land Records, Liber H, fols. 678-79, MSA. 

14Most accounts in Carroll's tenant ledger (Ledger MT) do not begin until 1768 or 
~ater, but one account copied over from the previous ledger (probably because it was 
lllsolvent) dates from 1754 to 1758. This account shows an annual rent of two capons, 
1,000 pounds of tobacco and 4s. sterling for 100 acres, the standard rent from the time 
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tenants, who evidently did not produce tobacco, continued to pay sterling rents, though 

at much higher rates than under the lease agreements. 15 

The leases, as discussed in chapter one, had all stipulated sterling rents that 

doubled at specified intervals so that by the end of their tenns tenants were paying 

£I.13.4 sterling annually for 100 acres in addition to 4s. quitrent. During the 1750s 

tobacco rents at the average price of tobacco in the colony--1.31 pence sterling per 

pound--were equivalent to £5.9.2, 16 while the amount charged tenants who did not pay 

tobacco increased to about £5 5s. 17 After the leases expired, therefore, rents--whether 

assessed in sterling or tobacco--increased more than threefold and were about thirteen 

times the amount charged in the 1730s. In addition, all tenants continued to pay the 

proprietary quitrent of 4s. sterling, as well as a new charge of two capons per 100 acres. 

Carroll evidently switched to tobacco rents because tobacco prices were 

mcreasing and as a large producer he was able to command higher than the average price 

for his and his tenants' crop. The average price in the colony rose from .65 pence 

Ledger MT begins until 1775 (CCA, Account Book and Index, 1754-1784 [hereafter 
Ledger MT], fol. 64, MdHi). 

15
Seven of the 46 tenants on the manor in 1768, at least 5 of whom were Germans 

Who did not grow tobacco, paid sterling rents. 

16All tobacco prices have been taken from the price series created by Russell Menard 
for Historic St. Mary's City (courtesy ofLois Green Carr) and converted to sterling 
Using _the exchange rate in John J. McCusker, Money and Ex~hange in Europe an~ 
Amenca, 1600-1775 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press for the Institute of 
Early American History and Culture, 1978), 198-203 · 

17Precise data on sterling rents during the 1750s is not available because the only 
Carron account book--Ledger MT--does not begin until about 1767,_ but sterling rents 
for George Cost and John Yaunt increased from £5 5s. to £6 5s. durmg the 1760s 

(Ledger MT, fols. 37, 44). 
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erling per pound during the 1740s, to 1.31 during the 1750s when he shifted to tobacco 

rents, to 1.57 in the 1760s, and to 1.80 in the years just before the Revolution. The 

sterling value of 1,000 pounds of tobacco increased from £5.458 during the 1750s to 

£6·54 I in the 1760s. Evidence from correspondence during the 1760s and 1770s also 

indicates that because they offered large quantities of tobacco for sale the Carrolls were 

able to effectively bargain with merchants to receive the highest possible price. 18 

Tobacco rents thus permitted the Carrolls to obtain growing revenues from the 

manor without charging higher rates. Under the at will agreements the Carrolls 

presumably could have raised rents annually, and those paid in sterling did in fact 

mcrease during the 1760s to £6 5s., evidently in response to rising tobacco prices. But 

though tobacco prices continued to climb, the Carrolls did not again adjust sterling rents 

to reflect this growth, suggesting that annual increases might have engendered tenant 

resistance. Ahnost all tenants paid tobacco, however, and rising tobacco prices brought 

greater returns without the need for higher rents that might have provoked discontent. 

Although the Carrolls apparently preferred tobacco payments, they were willing 

to accept sterling--at a fixed rate below the sterling value of tobacco rents--from tenants 

Who did not produce that staple. The leases had not dictated crops grown on the manor, 

and the fact that some tenants did not pay tobacco rents suggests that this was true under 

the at will agreements as well. Tenants who chose to grow tobacco did so because it 

best served their interests, not because the Carrolls demanded it for rent. It seems likely, 

18CCA to CCC, Aug. 27, 1770 and Oct. 27, 1774, Carroll Papers, MS 206, MdHi. 
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in fact, that Carroll Sr. would not have been able to switch to tobacco rents if most 

tenants had not already been growing that crop. 

Probably in response to increasing revenues the Carrolls also began during this 

period (though not until the 1760s) to devote greater attention to managing the manor. 

As noted earlier, Charles Carroll of Annapolis had neglected this task before 1760 and 

had relied on his steward to look after his interests on Carrollton, which he had not 

visited "for 12 years past." 19 But following Charles Carroll of Carrollton's return to 

Maryland in 1765, after completing his studies abroad, his father delegated to him the 

lllanagement of the Carroll's tenanted lands.20 In embarking on this task, the younger 

Carroll apparently visited the manor and met with steward Joseph Johnson, after which 

he compiled a list of "Queries and answers about tenants." This document and a similar 

one--entitled "Notes on tenants"--drawn up by Carroll Sr. about the same time, both 

reveal a wide range of problems with the supervision of the manor. 21 

Leasing land to tenants was a potentially effective way to develop an estate and 

generate improvements that would increase its value, but attaining these benefits 

required a long-term strategy. The Jesuits on Cedar Point Neck, Lord Baltimore on his 

19
CCA to Clement Hill, Nov. 21, 1760, Carroll Papers, MS 214, MdHi. 

20
Hoffinan, Princes oflreland, Planters ofMaryland: The Carroll Saga 1500-1782 

(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press for the Omohundro Institute of Early 

American History and Culture, forthcoming). 

21 [CCC], Queries and answers about tenants [on Carrollton], [1765?], Carroll Papers, 
Ms 216, Box 2, MdHi (hereafter "Queries and answers about tenants"); [CCA], Notes 
on tenants, [ c.1765], Carroll Papers, MS 216, Box 2 ~hereafter "Notes on t~nants"). It is 
not clear to whom CCA's questions, generated sometune after 1761, were drrected. 
Possibly to his son, but more likely to steward Joseph Johnson. 
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proprietary estates, and the Carrolls all pursued developmental policies that did not 

envision substantial profits for at least two decades. To ensure that they did eventually 

reap these benefits landlords had to make certain that tenants :fulfilled their obligations. 

n· 
llnng the early years on Carrollton the payment of rents, which were so low as to 

produce negligible profits even if collected, was probably the least important 

consideration. Most essential was that tenants make improvements but at the same time 

not be allowed to overwork the land by clearing too much and failing to leave sufficient 

ill reserve for rotations necessary to restore fertility to the soil. 

The two documents underscore the fact that in prior years Carroll Sr. had not 

paid much attention to who was living on the manor. "What has become of ... ?" he 

Wrote concerning several tenants who "ran away," apparently without settling their 

balances. Others had taken up places without Carroll's knowledge and without paying 

the required alienation fee, and some had swapped places without permission. Accounts 

We . re ill some cases overcharged, and in others credited the wrong amount. None of 

these problems had been of major concern during the developmental period, when the 

Important thing was to improve the land rather than to collect rents. But once Carrollton 

became more valuable, it was necessary to determine just who was on the manor and to 

ensure that they paid the required and now profitable rents. The Carrolls thus compiled 

the first surviving rent roll in 1768 (and subsequent lists in 1771 and 1777), straightened 

out the accounts, and transferred them to a new ledger designated "MT," for Monocacy 

tenants, beginning around 1768. 
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In addition to these relatively minor problems, Carroll's neglect did, however, 

also give rise to one abuse that if not corrected could have ultimately undermined the 

value of the land. Apparently some tenants had cleared too much land, failing to leave 

adequate timber to supply their tenements with fencing and firewood or presumably-

though Carroll does not mention this aspect--sufficient acreage for future crop rotations. 

Alth0ugh leases contracted after 1734 had stipulated that tenants were not to "Sell or 

destroy any Timber on the premises, nor apply any but to the necessary repairs and use 

of the devised premises," they did not specify a limit to the amount ofland that could be 

cleared. 

Evidently Carroll expected tenants to adhere to standard agricultural practices, 

and he compelled those who had not done so to add fifty acres of woodland to their 

tenements. Informed by his son that tenants were now complaining "of not being to 

Permitted to clear the 50 a added to their old tenements," Carroll launched into a tirade 

that reveals his expectations of tenants renting on the manor. "Had they acted honestly 

& used my land as they would have used it had it been their own," he wrote, "they would 

not have been under the necessity of adding 50 a to their old tenements, but as they 

destroyed my timber by deadening of it & over running their tenements common 

Prudence obliged me not to suffer them to do so again & therefore I only grant the 

additional 50 a to supply their old places with fencing & firewood." Carroll, who had a 

free hand to deal with the tenants under the at will agreements, went on to point out that 

11
• h t t d ff "22 
Instead of complaining they ought to be thankful that t ey are no urne o . 

22 bo t " All quotes are from "Queries and answers a ut tenan s. 
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The Carrolls also evidently had the manor and all existing tenements resurveyed 

around 1768, the cost of which they passed on to the tenants, adding a 16s. 8d. current 

money " bar f . . c ge o surveymg" to all accounts m Ledger MT. The resurveys were 

probably undertaken preparatory to the addition of several new tenements the following 

Year on previously unoccupied land, which expanded the manor population by 25 

percent. The Carrolls continued to gradually increase the population over the next 

several years, and by 1776 there were sixty-eight tenants on the manor.23 

The Carrolls' greater oversight, the addition of new tenements, higher rents, and 

rising tobacco prices all combined to significantly increase revenues from the manor. At 

the highest rate (£1.667) under the lease agreements, which did not all terminate until 

1764, forty-six tenants (the number in 1768) would have paid a total of £77 sterling. 

Many leases had begun to expire during the 1750s, however, and assuming that during 

the 1750s half the tenants were still under lease agreements and half paid the new 

tobacco rents, revenues might have increased to about £168 sterling. In 1764, when the 

manor was let entirely to tenants at will, income reached £250 but was still "greatly 

improving as not half of the 12700 Acres [was] let. "24 A decade later, tenants on the 

manor paid the Carrolls an average of about £600 sterling each year, an immense sum 

that by itself would have made the Carrolls one of the wealthiest families in Maryland.25 

23
Shortly thereafter the number of accounts in ledger MT began to decline, as that 

ledger became full and Carroll began to carry accounts forward to another nonextant 
ledger. 

24
CCA to CCC, Apr. l 0, 1764, Carroll-McTavish Papers, MdHi. 

25Lois Green Carr and Lorena Walsh found that only 5 to 10 percent of inventoried 
decedents during the colonial era left estates worth more than £490, compared to the 
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Carroll S , l 
r. s ong-term strategy had taken years to bear fruit, but ultimately the returns 

proved the efficacy of this method ofland development. 

III. Tenant "At Will" Agreements 

The tennination of the lease agreements led not only to much higher rents but left 

tenants without formal written agreements protecting their rights on the manor. 

Nevertheless, while the Carrolls presumably could have raised rents and evicted tenants 

at will, they did not do so indiscriminately. In addition, tenants apparently did enjoy 

certain privileges--most importantly, the right to transfer their improvements to heirs or 

sen them to a new entrant. Like leases, these agreements also imposed few restrictions 

on the tenants, who were largely free to manage their manor plantation as they saw fit. 

At will agreements gave the Carrolls more flexibility, but they did not undermine the 

tenants' ability to prosper and to transmit the fruits of their labor to their heirs. 

None of the at will agreements--which were probably oral--survive, but the terms 

and conditions governing tenant-landlord relations after the expiration of the leases can 

be inferred from a number of surviving sources. The tenant account book (Ledger MT), 

rent rolls, the Carrolls' "Queries and answers about tenants" and "Notes on Tenants," and 

family correspondence all provide information regarding rents, restrictions, and 

Privileges on the manor after the leases ended. Although these sources date from the 

Carrolls' cUlllual income of £600 from their Monocacy estate alone ("Changing Lifestyles 
and Consumer Behavior in the Colonial Chesapeake," in Of Consuming Interests: The 
~of Life in the Eighteenth Century, Cary Carson et al., eds. [Charlottesville, 
Dillversity Press of Virginia, 1994], 70). 
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176
0s and 1770s, they nevertheless indicate prevailing terms and conditions after the 

expiration of the leases beginning in the 1750s. 

Under the lease agreements tenants were required to pay their sterling rents 

directly to Carroll at his home in Annapolis twice yearly, on Mar. 25 and Sept. 29. By 

th
e l 760s, however, Carroll employed a resident steward to oversee the manor and 

collect the rents, which were now charged annually on Sept. 29 rather than twice a year. 

Evidence from the Carroll account book indicates that the tenants had about a year after 

the rent was charged to make their payments. Charles Carroll Sr. normally met with 

steward Joseph Johnson in late August or early September, after which he credited 

PaYments received against the rents charged the previous September. Payments for rent 

charged Sept. 29, 1771, for example, were credited under the date of Sept. 7, 1772, after 

Carroll had met with Johnson. Carroll then tallied the accounts, and before charging the 

next year's rent on Sept. 29, 1772 (which was due by Sept. 29, 1773), converted overdue 

amounts into current money bonds which accrued interest until settled.26 Tenants thus 

had one year from the date the rent was charged to make payments, after which the 

overdue balances were subject to interest. 

It is not clear exactly when or where the tenants delivered their tobacco rents to 

the steward. Maryland's 1747 inspection act required that all tobacco be examined by 

Provincial officers at designated warehouses before it was exported from the province. 

Once inspected the tobacco remained in the warehouse until shipped, and planters 

26Although C 11 ·d tly had the right to charge interest on accounts more than a arro evi en . bal . 
Ybear in arrears, he often waited longer to convert outstandmg ances to mterest bearing 
onds. 
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received cro t . d" . h . h f . P no es 111 1cat111g t e we1g to each hogshead, which could be used as legal 

tender to pay taxes or private debts.27 The Carrollton rents, all of which were exported, 

evidently were due in inspected tobacco, and it seems likely that the tenants were 

responsible for transporting their crop to the inspection station at Rock Creek. They 

then d Ii e vered their crop notes to steward Joseph Johnson, who oversaw the transfer of 

tobacco to the purchaser once the Carrolls had determined how to dispose of the crop. 

When the tenants actually paid the steward is unclear,28 but payments credited in 

August or September were certainly paid from the previous year's rather than the current 

crop, Which was only just ripening in the field when Carroll settled with Johnson, and 

Which still required several weeks of cutting, hanging, and curing before it was ready to 

be packed and shipped. Tenants might have delivered their tobacco payments to 

10hnson or to the inspection station in mid-October at the earliest, but certainly not by 

late August or early September. The precise amounts credited--948, 909, 913, 981 

P0unds and so on--were evidently for payments rendered, and Carroll correspondence 

COnfirms that the steward had actually received the tobacco. On Sept. 5, 1771, for 

example, the elder Carroll wrote his son that "Johnson Received & Has payed to Mr 

West 59857 tobo. 1129 

27Allan Kulikoff, Tobacco and Slaves: The Development ofS~uthern Cultures in the 
~apeake, 1680-1800 (Chapel Hill: University ofNorth Carolina Press for the 
Institute of Early American History and Culture), l 10-116. 

28Carroll credited all of the tenants in Ledger MT wi~ tobacco payments on the sru_ne 
date each year, apparently the date he did_ his !'°okkeep111g, rather than the date on which 
they paid_ The payments are always credited 111 late August or early September. 

29
CCA to CCC, Sept. 5, 1771, Carroll Papers, MS 206, MdHi. 
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Although tenants had a year from the date the rent was charged to make their 

payments, this was insufficient time for a new entrant to plant and harvest a tobacco 

crop. The production of a tobacco crop took nearly an entire year of intensive labor, 

beginning with the preparation of the seedlings and the ground for planting in late winter 

and spring, and not completed until the harvested crop, which required several weeks of 

hanging and curing, was :finally ready to be packed and shipped in the late fall. A tenant 

who took up a place in September would not have a rent crop ready to pay the Carrolls 

until at least October or November of the following year. A new entrant after 

midcentury therefore required some assets to carry him through the first year and to 

purchase either a crop already in the ground from a prior tenant or crop notes to pay his 

rent before his own tobacco was ready. 

In addition, after the leases expired the Carrolls began charging some new 

entrants an alienation fine of one year's rent upon assuming a place on the manor. About 

one third of the new entrants during the period covered by Ledger MT were assessed 

this fee. Tenants who took up newly created tenements (about one fifth of all new 

entrants) were not charged an alienation fine, undoubtedly because they did not benefit 

from improvements made by a previous occupant, and like the early leaseholders, faced 

the task of clearing the land and building farms. But though not charged an alienation, 

these new entrants paid the same rents as tenants on cultivated lots, evidence that the 

value of the manor had greatly increased regardless of specific improvements. The 

Carrolls also did not charge alienation fines to new entrants who were kin to the 

previous occupant (about one quarter of the total). For reasons that are not clear, a 
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number of new entrants who did not occupy new places and who had no known 

relationship t th . . o e previous tenant were also not assessed this charge. The remainder, all 

Who took over the places of nonrelations, were however charged this fee. 

New entrants also assumed any outstanding balances left by the previous 

occupants of their tenements, regardless of their relationship. A number of tenants also 

Paid either Carroll or the previous tenant for their places, and at least some sold their 

unprovements on leaving the manor. Carroll charged ten tenant accounts various 

amounts ranging from £25 to £60 current "purchase money," which he specified in some 

cases as half the price that the new entrant had paid to the prior tenant. He charged nine 

0ther tenants a percentage of the price for which they sold their places, amounts ranging 

from £10 to £500 current. It is not clear why he sometimes assessed the buyer and 

sometimes the seller, but he never charged both parties. New entrants who occupied 

new places were never charged for the purchase of their places, nor, with one exception, 

Were kin. But as with alienation fines, not all new entrants who took over the places of 

nonkin were assessed this charge, and it is unclear why some were while others were 

not.3o 

It is possible that some new entrants paid Carroll any fees up front, which were 

not therefore added to their accounts in Ledger MT. In this event fees would appear 

0 nly in accounts of tenants who lacked the necessary capital to acquire places but to 

Whom Carroll was willing to extend credit. It nevertheless still seems clear that these 

30
There is no correlation between charges for alienat~on and purchase; some tenants 

Were charged both, some one or the other, and some neither. 
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fees were not assessed against kin or against tenants who took up unoccupied and 

undeveloped tracts on the manor. 

Once they managed to acquire a place on the manor the tenants at will, like the 

leaseholders before them, faced few regulations governing their use of their tenements. 

The Carrolls were concerned with protecting their long-term interest in the land and 

therefore, as noted above, limited the amount of acreage that could be brought under 

cultivation but otherwise imposed few restrictions. The Carrolls do not seem to have 

prescribed the crops to be grown, and though most tenants planted tobacco, those who 

did not were permitted to pay sterling rents. Not even all tenants charged tobacco paid 

in that staple, and the Carrolls were quite flexible about accepting alternative payments, 

Which they credited as whatever was due at current prevailing rates. There is no 

evidence that they sought to market the tenants' crops other than rent. Amounts of 

tobacco from Carrollton sold by Carroll correspond closely to the amounts received from 

the tenants for rent payments. Tenants were free to grow what crops they chose and to 

Illarket those they did not pay in rent where and how they wished. 

Nor did the Carrolls restrict the use of bound labor on the manor, and in the 

decades after 1750 slaveholding gradually increased. Whereas a third of the leaseholders 

0 Wned slaves, the proportion increased to at least 43 percent of those renting between 

l 750 and I 768, and to 46 percent of the tenants listed on the first extant rent roll 

compiled in the latter year. Some of the slaveowners owned land o:ffthe manor, but less 

than half did so, while the remainder, who held a median of four slaves each, evidently 

Used their laborers on their Carrollton tracts. As was true under the leases, the Carrolls 
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evidently did not require tenants to live on the manor, and though most did so, a few 

large landowners apparently did not and worked their tracts with slave laborers. 

The most important privilege the tenants enjoyed was the ownership of their 

unprovements on the manor. Under the leases tenants in effect owned their places for a 

specified number of years, with the right to sell or devise their interest to a third party. 

The Particular tenns of the at will agreements are unknown, but the Carrolls evidently 

continued to recognize the tenants' right to transfer their improvements to heirs or to sell 

them to new occupants. Tenants believed they enjoyed this right, and a number devised 

their places to specified heirs. But even in the absence of a will, the places of tenants 

Who died while renting on the manor were almost always taken over by kin, usually 

Widows, but also sons and in a few cases other relations, none of whom were charged 

alienation fines. 31 Widows who remarried also transferred their places to their new 

husbands without paying this fee. In a few cases tenants who did not die but who left the 

IDanor--usually landowners--transferred their places to kin, again without paying an 

alienation. Thomas Richardson's brother William, Jacob Paw's son-in-law Michael 

Stoker, and Thomas Johnson's brother Basil all took over the places of their kinsmen 

Without payment of an entrance fee. 

Tenants also evidently could sell their places on the manor to new entrants, but 

the Carrolls were apparently free to restrict or withdraw this privilege altogether at will. 

At least nineteen new entrants paid "purchase money" to obtain their places. In some 

31
At least 64 of the total 189 tenants were renting on the manor at death, 26 of whom 

died during the years covered by Ledger MT. Kin took over 23 (88 percent) of the 26 
places. 
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cases they seem to have paid the Carrolls, but usually they paid the previous tenant, in 

Which case Carroll appropriated part of the proceeds, usually half of the sale price. In 

1775, for example, Carroll charged Frederick Bonhill £40 current, for "1/2 you gave 

[Willi am Barton] Pedicord. "32 In other cases he charged the seller. John Lane was 

charged £20.14.11 for "1/2 ye Sale ofyr Place to Pe Hergat."33 Carroll could also 

evidently withdraw altogether the tenants' right to sell their improvements. In 1780, 

concerned about the possibility of tenant out migration, he wrote that he had "prohibited 

the Sale of Tenements to prevent Emigrations."34 

The rights of tenants at will were far less secure than those ofleaseholders, but 

the Carrolls were also constrained by their desire to attract and keep tenants. They did 

not raise the standard tobacco rent throughout this period, nor did they immediately evict 

tenants who fell into arrears. Carroll fumed and :fulminated about tenants who misused 

his land, but did not turn them o:ffthe manor. For the most part, the Carrolls left the 

tenants free to manage their plantations without interference, and they evidently 

accorded them liberty to transfer their places to kin without the payment of entrance fees 

or to sell them--with some restrictions--to new entrants. What is most remarkable is that 

new entrants who did not enjoy the prospect of secure rights under written agreements 

Were willing to pay either the previous occupant or Carroll for a place on the manor. 

Carrollton must have promised good returns to tenants able to acquire places, and those 

J2L 
edger MT, fol. 72. 

33
Ibid., fol. 52. 

34CCA to CCC, Apr. 11, 1780, Carroll Papers, MS 206, MdHi. 
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Who rented during these years were in fact generally quite prosperous, a topic discussed 

at length in the following chapter. 

IV. Tenant Population, 1750-1768 

Tenants who rented on Carrollton during the approximately two decades after 

midcentury were in general more prosperous but otherwise quite similar to early 

leaseholders. About the same percentage--one fifth--owned land before coming to the 

Illanor, and most had their origins in the tidewater Maryland counties to the southeast. 

Kinship again played an important role in bringing tenants to the manor, and several were 

related to those who had contracted agreements before midcentury. 

As was the case with leaseholders, only incomplete evidence survives regarding 

tenants who rented on the manor after 1750 and before the only surviving Carroll tenant 

account book begins around 1768. Carroll evidently stopped contracting written 

agreements around 1750, after which no leases were recorded in the county deed books. 

Nevertheless, fragmentary evidence from various sources has yielded the names of sixty

nine men and women who rented on the manor during these years, although the exact 

dates of their tenure is in most cases unknown. These sixty-nine were undoubtedly not 

the only tenants who rented during this period (1750-1768), but only forty-two tenants 

are listed on the first surviving rent roll compiled in 1768, and thus those identified are 

Probably a representative sampling of the entire population. 
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Twenty of the sixty-nine were leaseholders whose terms had not yet ended or 

Who remained after their agreements expired.35 Only twelve of the original leaseholders 

had left the manor by 1750. Two had assigned their leases to other tenants after one or 

two Years, five had died, three became landowners, and two others, who disappear from 

county records, probably died intestate or moved on. The twenty leaseholders who 

remained were joined by forty-nine new entrants after midcentury. 36 Like the 

leaseholders, most of the new entrants (thirty-one) had origins in the tidewater, primarily 

mp. 
rmce George's County. Three others came from present Loudoun County, Virginia, 

JUSt across the Potomac River from the manor. One tenant had migrated from Cecil 

County, in northeast Maryland, and another, Joseph Johnson, who served as the Carroll 

steward on the manor for several years, was an English immigrant. 

Although tenants of English origin continued to predominate, at least six of the 

new entrants, and seven (or 10 percent) of the total renting during this period, were of 

German origin. George Cost, a 1742 leaseholder, remained on the manor until his death 

in l 768, while six others--Roderick Keller, Godfrey Kephart, Andrew Michael, Jacob 

Toup, Conrad Winemiller and John Yaunt--were new entrants after 1750. How these 
' 

German tenants made their way to the manor is unknown. Charles Carroll of Annapolis 

35
In the absence of Carroll account books this discussion is based on largely tenuous 

evidence. For example, leaseholders known to be living in the area and who did not own 
land are assumed to have remained on the manor until their agreements terminated. 
More definitive evidence does, however, survive in many cases; John Darnall was a 
tenant until he bought his place in 1764, and both Jacob Duckett (d. 1764) and Robert 
Pearle (d. 1765), were still tenants when they died. 

36
The new entrants have been identified from Ledger MT, from "Queries and answers 

about tenants," and from "Notes on tenants." 
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stated in 1761 that he had aggressively recruited tenants to settle the family's extensive 

landholdings (not just Carrollton) via "printed and written advertisements & many long 

letters writ to Several parts of Europe with conditions on which the Lands were to be 

let."
37 

Some German tenants may have come to Carrollton in response to these 

advertisements, but little information survives to clarify how or when they reached the 

manor. 

At least one German, Gottfried Kephart--whom Carroll calls Godfrey Caper-

arrived in Philadelphia some eleven years before following the common migratory 

pattern west and then south to the Monocacy Valley and renting fifty acres with a grist 

and saw mill on Tuscarora Creek around 1765.38 Although he did not own land in 

Frederick County, Kephart's 1771 will bequeathed his plantation and mills--presumably 

his Carrollton leasehold--to sons Peter and Godfrey after the death of his wife Margaret, 

Who took over his place on the manor.39 His son Peter, the co-executor of his will, 

probably immigrated with his parents as a child, and is probably the Peter Kephart who 

was naturalized in 1767. 

Less is known about how or when the other Germans came to the manor. 

Andrew Michael who was naturalized in 1764, had purchased land near Frederick Town 
' 

37
Quoted in Ronald Ho:ffinan, Princes oflreland. 

38Godfrey Caper and Kephart were almost certainly the same person. Caper (the 
tenant) continued to rent until his death in 1771, when he was succeeded by his widow 
~argaret, and a second Godfrey Caper also took up a place in 1775. No Caper appears 
many Frederick County records, but a Godfrey Kephart (var. Gebhard and other 
spellings) died in 1771 leaving a widow Margaret and a son Godfrey (Frederick County 

Wills, Liber A, fols. 392-93, MSA). 

3
91,edger MT, fols. 52-53. 
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in l 762, and he began renting on the manor sometime before 1767. He gave up his 

Carrollton tract in I 773 but remained in the vicinity until he died three decades later, 

living on a 340-acre freehold he had patented near Carrollton in 1768. John Yaunt 

(variously Jundt) was probably kin to Magdalena Jundt, a German Swiss who 

immigrated from the town of Benken in 1752 and married Jacob Pfaw, also later a tenant 

on the manor.40 Yaunt had apparently been on the manor for some years when Charles 

Carroll of Carrollton informed his father around 1765 that he had "improved the 

tenement & built a good large house upon it," and his account indicates that his 

unspecified "term" ended in 1769.41 Jacob Toup/Doub began renting 100 acres 

sometime before 1767, but when or how he first reached Carrollton is unknown. 

Roderick Keller had left the manor by 1765, and Conrad Winemiller had rented Carroll's 

mill and fifty acres (probably the same parcel subsequently held by Kephart) before 1760. 

Most of the English tenants probably learned of opportunities to rent on 

Carrollton from kin or friends and by word of mouth. The majority were either born or 

lived in the vicinity before coming to the manor, and nearly one-fifth of the new entrants 

after 1750 were kin to early leaseholders.42 Many without kin ties to prior tenants were 

related to others who also rented after midcentury. Altogether nearly three-quarters of 

those renting on the manor during this period were related to at least one other tenant. 

4°C. E. Schildknecht, ed., Monocacy and Catoctin, Some Early Settlers of Frederick 
filld Carroll Counties Maryland, vol. 1 (Shippensburg, Pa. : Beidel Printing House, 1985), 
265-66. 

41 "Queries and answers about tenants"; Ledger MT, fol. 44. 

42Kin ties refer to relationships among spouses, parents/children, 
grandparents/children, siblings, :first cousins, aunt/uncles, and in-laws. 
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As in earlier decades, a few large kin groups stand out for their multiple ties and 

interrelatedness. The Quaker Matthewses had left the manor, but the Pearles and Hills 

remained and were joined by other family members. Two new kin groups--the Thomases 

and the Johnsons--also came to the manor during this period. Brothers William and 

Daniel Thomas, the sons of Daniel ( d. 1742) and Elizabeth ( d. 1746) Thomas of Prince 

George's County, probably began renting on the manor during the l 750s. By l 767 

Daniel's son Jonathan and William's son William Jr. were also on the manor, and 

ultimately six members of the family rented from the Carrolls. The origins of the 

Johnson family, who were of no known relation to Carroll steward Joseph Johnson, are 

unknown, but Johnsons lived in Monocacy Hundred as early as l 733 and John Johnson, 

the first tenant of that surname, contracted a 21-year lease in l 744. Thomas Johnson Sr. 

( d. 1767) and his sons Thomas Jr. (I 729-1778) and John were tenants by 1767; another 

son, Basil, as well as the widows of both Thomas Sr. and John also subsequently rented 

on the manor. 

Prior to midcentury all of the identified tenants were male, but during this period 

the first females joined the manor population as independent tenants. Sarah Duckett and 

Sarah Peddycoard both succeeded their deceased husbands, and Mary Luck, a woman of 

obscure origins, began renting a place in l 766. Other women who could not be 

identified from surviving sources probably rented as well, for during the years for which 

the best records survive (I 768-1790) widows almost always took over their husbands' 

places on the manor. More than IO percent of the tenants after l 768 were women, a 

subject treated in a later chapter. 
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About a fifth (18 to 26 percent) of new entrants after 1750 owned land before 

coming to the manor, about the same proportion as under the lease agreements. 43 Most 

continued to own land while renting on Carrollton, but at least two probably sold their 

holdings either before or shortly after taldng up places on the manor. John Eason 

patented 150 acres and purchased another 50 in the county between 1752 and 1755, all 

ofit east of the manor in present Montgomery County. Eason sold off this land by 1761, 

probably about the time he moved to Carrollton. William Barton Peddycoard, whose 

mother Sarah rented the place formerly held by her deceased husband, bought 101.5 

acres in the county for £30 in 1761 . He sold the tract for £50 two years later, again 

Probably about the time he began renting on the manor. Neither of these men were 

Wealthy, but Peddycoard's father had left an estate--including one slave--valued at £111 

When he died in 1759, and Eason's estate, which included two servants, was worth £103 

at his death in 1772.44 There is no evidence that :financial necessity (such as a debt suit) 

compelled either to sell his land and move to the manor. Both men, however, were 

members of the Moravian church on Carrollton Manor and possibly wanted to live closer 

to their brethren. 

Unfortunately no tax assessment comparable to the one compiled in 1733 

Sllfvives to reveal the economic status of the new entrants before taldng up their places 

0 n the manor. Those who died in the vicinity were somewhat more prosperous than the 

43 f h . Exact figures are unknown because dates o tenure on t e manor are m many cases 
~certain. About the same proportion--19 to 25 percent--of ~ tenants after 1750 
(mcluding leaseholders who remained) owned land before commg to the manor. 

44As is the case throughout this study, values are deflated to 1700-1709 prices (see 
chapter two). 
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leaseholders who rented before midcentury, suggesting they may have been more 

prosperous to begin with. It does seem that alienation fines and purchase money would 

have made the manor less accessible to poor men like ex-servant Thomas Jaco, who was 

able to acquire a lease during the developmental period. If tenants were more 

prosperous before coming to the manor, then evidently the new terms did not dissuade 

th0se who had greater assets from taking up places. Higher rents also did not prevent 

these tenants, regardless of their origins, from attaining greater prosperity, a subject 

taken up in the next chapter. 

V · Religion, Community, and Civic Life 

Laid out roughly in the form of an inverted "T," Carrollton Manor, resurveyed 

for 12,553 acres in 1744, encompassed approximately twenty square miles at the center 

of the lower Monocacy Valley, stretching southward from Buckeystown to the Potomac, 

Where it broadened to follow the river for several miles in either direction. This part of 

the valley--bounded by the Monocacy River to the east, the Potomac to the south, and 

the Catoctin mountain range to the west--fonned a geographically defined community in 

Which the tenants lived, worked, worshipped, and interacted with their neighbors. Male 

tenants joined together to petition the county for roads and worked together to keep 

those roads repaired, met for militia drills, served together during the French and Indian 

War, and socialized in the local tavern kept by tenant William Luckett at the mouth of 

the Monocacy River. Tenants infrequently sued one another in court but were often 

involved in credit networks that did not lead to litigation, and they probably routinely 
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exchanged goods and services. Although tenants produced exports for the greater 

Atlantic world, their everyday lives were largely confined to the kin, religious, and 

community networks of their local neighborhood. 

Almost all of the tenants who rented land from the Carrolls during this period 

lived on the manor. A few tenant freeholders may not have resided there, but even so, 

most owned land in the neighborhood and lived in the community. Only one tenant was 

definitely a nonresident who lived at some distance from Carrollton--William Williams, a 

large landowner whose 1,000 plus acres lay several miles to the east, across the 

Monocacy River in what is now Montgomery County, and who evidently worked his 

manor tract with slave laborers. 

Good roads were important for the tenants, especially in the early years, and 

before 1750 tenants signed at least seven road petitions and another for a bridge. Only 

three petitions found in the county court records after 1750 sought roads in the general 

vicinity of Carrollton, probably because much of the basic infrastructure had already been 

laid. 45 A 1751 petition prayed for a road on "Tuscarora Run," possibly the Tuscarora 

Creek that ran through the manor.46 Another, dated 1752, was for a road to connect the 

"Sugar Lands," across the Monocacy, to the main road that ran through the manor to the 

mouth of the river. And finally, a 1755 petition sought a cart road from the Potomac 

River to Frederick Town, a route that may have traversed Carrollton, but its starting 

45Tenant involvement in these petitions is unknown, as those entered in the court 
records do not, unlike those before 1750, list the names of the signers. 

46There was also another creek of that name north of Frederick Town. 
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Point " h ' w ere John Nelson formerly Kept Ferry," was upriver from Philip Noland's ferry, 

Which crossed over to Virginia at the southern end of the manor. 47 

Although tenants less :frequently needed to join with their neighbors to petition 

for roads after 1750, the law required that all male taxables assist the court appointed 

overseer in maintaining the public transportation routes. Carrollton tenants were 

appointed road overseers in the vicinity of the manor in ten of the years from 1751 to 

1767
· These men had responsibility for all of the main roads in the area bounded by the 

Potomac and Monocacy rivers to the south and east, the top of "Kittocton" Mountain to 

the West, and Ballenger's Creek, which flowed eastward across the valley just above the 

lllanor, to the north. The number of separate routes is unclear, but the records specify 

roads "from Monocacy ferry to Ballenger's Branch" (part of the main road to Frederick 

ToWn), from the mouth ofMonocacy to Powell's ford on the Potomac, and at least one 

to the top of "Kittocton" Mountain. How :frequently the overseers called on their 

neighbors to work on the roads in unknown, but tenants undoubtedly joined with the 

0ther men in the community to perform this task. 

Tenant relations were not always harmonious, and occasionally differences 

between them reached the county court. But while tenants often brought suit, or were 

themselves sued for debt few of these cases involved one tenant against another. In only 
' 

l3 of the total 368 debt suits (3.5 percent) involving tenants during this period were they 

both plaintiff and defendant. Only nine men, 13 percent of the entire population during 

47Frederick County Judgement Records, Mar. 1750/51 , fol. 296; Aug. 1752, fol. 243 ; 

Nov. 1755, fol. 992. 
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th
ese years, were litigants in suits involving other tenants. None of these suits involved 

the very al hi . we t est tenants nor IS there any pattern of more prosperous tenants suing 

th
eir poorer neighbors. Such credit relationships may have existed but did not lead to 

litigation in the county court. 

Most tenants involved in litigation with other tenants were parties to only one or 

two suits. Richard Norwood appears in three suits but all stemmed from the same case. 

He was first sued by John Jacobs who halted prosecution and was ordered to pay costs 

and charges to Norwood, who then brought suit twice to collect. William Thomas Sr., 

Who had serious debt problems,48 was also sued three times, once by James Dickson and 

tWice by Jacobs. Jacobs, who frequently appears in the court records, was the plaintiff 

or defendant in the majority (ten of the thirteen) of debt suits involving other tenants. 

OthefWise, tenants rarely sued one another to recover debts. 

Nor did tenants often bring suit against one another in other civil actions. 

Thirteen tenants either brought suit or were sued for assault or slander in twenty-four 

cases between 1750 and 1768. Only two of these suits involved tenants as both plaintiff 

and defendant, and not surprisingly, John Jacobs was involved in both. In 1760 he 

brought a slander suit against Alexander Duvall for allegedly claiming that Jacobs had 

stolen his hogs. Duvall denied guilt, but a jury found for Jacobs and awarded him £5 

current money damages plus 1,779 3/4 pounds of tobacco for his costs and charges. 

Perhaps the large court costs assessed Duvall persuaded Thomas Johnson Jr. to reach 

agreement with Jacobs before trial when Jacobs charged him with assault the following 

4ss 
ee chapter four. 
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Year. Again with the exception of Jacobs, most tenants managed to resolve any 

differences among themselves without resorting to the legal system. 

In addition to the absence of litigation between tenants, the court records also 

offer positive evidence that many enjoyed good relationships. Nearly one-third (twenty

one) of the sixty-nine tenants either pledged security for their neighbors or vice-versa 

during these years. Nine posted security bonds to guarantee another tenant's appearance 

m court, none of which are recorded as forfeited for non compliance. On three other 

occasions two tenants--James Dickson and William Williams--pledged security for tenant 

William Luckett's fulfillment of agreements he made with the court to keep a ferry over 

the mouth of the Monocacy and to maintain a bridge over Little Monocacy. Nine 

tenants were also willing to give security for neighbors involved in debt litigation, a risky 

proposition. When Edward Trafford and Sons won a judgment against William Thomas 

Sr. for 29,244 pounds of tobacco in 1763, for example, fellow tenant Thomas Johnson 

Jr. pledged security for the debt and execution was stayed until August of the following 

Year. 

Although tenants did not :frequently sue one another in court, evidence from 

Probate records indicates that they were enmeshed in a web of credit relationships with 

their neighbors. Administration accounts and probate inventories reveal that tenants 

often owed one another small sums.49 Eleven of the twenty-one administration accounts, 

49
This discussion focuses on debts owed to or by the sixty-nine tenants renting on the 

Inanor during this period. Because their death dates span the entire period, however, 
~tuns owed to or by all other tenants, regardless of when they rented on the manor, are 
Included. 
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Which itemiz d b ·d . e e ts pai by a decedent's estate, show a total of twenty-eight payments to 

nineteen other tenants. Several estate inventories also list other tenants as creditors. 

Altogether, nearly half of the twenty-seven tenants with either an inventory or an 

account owed money to other tenants when they died. 

Information regarding debts owed to tenant decedents is less complete. Probate 

accounts usually record the total amount received in payment of debts owed a decedent's 

estate, but not by whom paid. Itemized lists of debts received were found for only six 

decedents, but all included the names of other tenants, indicating that these credit ties 

Were widespread. Altogether, twenty-two tenants are listed as owing "sperate" 

(collectible) debts to their neighbors on Carrollton, and nearly fifty are listed as owing 

"d esperate" debts, that is, sums that might be difficult for the administrator to collect. so 

The large number of desperate debts might suggest widespread economic 

difficulties, but this was not in fact the case. Almost all were owed to James Dickson, 

Whose administrators in 1767 :filed a list of some 1,250 desperate debts due his estate, 

including about 40 from tenants. The majority were for small sums (often less than £1), 

and the debtors encompassed all wealth levels, including justices William Griffith 

( deceased for ten years when the account was :filed) and William Luckett. Even Charles 

Carron, Esquire, of Anne Arundel County, is listed as owing 159 3/4 pounds of tobacco. 

Possibly these debts which were taken from Dickson's "Book," were uncollected fees 
' 

from his years as sheriff. Alternatively, a few entries refer to a "store book," suggesting 

• 
50

Desperate debts could have been owed by people with few assets or who had died 
;:th small estates or who had run away; or in some cases they had already been paid, or 

d gone too long uncollected. 
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that Dickson may have been a merchant or storekeeper. Some of the debtors were 

deceased in 1767, but others were alive and clearly able to pay the small sums owed.51 

The inventory of Nathan Peddycoard, taken in 1760, also includes an extensive list of 

about a hundred desperate debts for small sums. All of the debts date to the 1740s and 

are undoubtedly related to Peddycoard's occupation as an innkeeper at Rock Creek 

during those years. Only four tenant names appear on the list, three Pearles and Thomas 

Johnson; altogether, the four owed a total of 4s.52 

Most of the sperate debts (sixteen of the twenty-three) were paid to George 

Cost, a German who rented on the manor from 1742 until his death in 1768. Cost's 

inventory included coopers' tools, a skill he may have provided to his neighbors. In 

addition his possessions included a still, tubs, and casks, together worth 10 percent of his 

entire estate (excluding the debts), suggesting that he was probably a neighborhood 

supplier of spirituous beverages. 53 

Probate accounts and inventories, which do not survive for all tenants, can only 

give some idea of the full range of tenant credit relations. Nevertheless, they do indicate 

that such ties were widespread. Nearly half of all those renting during this period either 

paid or received payments from other tenants upon the death of one of the parties for 

sperate debts. These exchanges involved tenants of all wealth levels as both debtor and 

creditor, and like the debt suits brought before the county court, do not hint at any sort 

51Frederick County Inventories, Liber 94, fols. 217-52, MSA. 

52Ibid., Liber 72, fols. 95-100. 

53Ibid. , Liber 96, fols. 58-59, 77-78. 
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of patron-di t l . hi be . . en re ations p tween wealthier men and their less prosperous neighbors. 

Nor do they imply economic difficulties, for they appear at all wealth levels and were 

settled when one of the parties died. 

These payments probably involved a running exchange of goods, services, or 

credit between tenants, whose accounts were balanced and settled at the time of their 

deaths. The twenty-six inventories found for tenants during this period offer some 

lllSights into goods and services that might have been exchanged. Seven of the twenty

six decedents owned carpenter's, six cooper's, four shoemaker's, two blacksmith's, and 

one joiner's tools. Six inventories included a still and five a churn, and four tenants kept 

bees. Almost all inventories included evidence of yarn processing--cards or spinning 

Wheeis--but only two included the looms necessary to weave the spun yarn into cloth. 

A few tenants were particularly well endowed; Jacob Duckett, for example, 

0
Wned every type of craft tool, a loom, a churn, a still, and bee hives. 54 More 

commonly, however, a tenant owned only one or two of these items, which were widely 

scattered among inventories, with more than half the decedents owning at least one tool 

that Would have enabled him or his wife to sell goods or services to neighbors who 

lacked the skills or equipment. It is also likely that the manor residents patronized the 

grist and saw mills operated by fellow tenants on Tuscarora Creek. 

While the various craft tools fell within the purview of male tenants, their wives 

Participated in the other types of production for exchange. Women would have taken 

responsibility for making butter and cheese to trade with their neighbors, either 

54
Ibid., Liber 86, fols. 73-76. 
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perfonning th k h . 
e wor t emselves, or, if they had servants or slaves, overseeing these 

tasks. Wives would have also been involved in gathering honey from bee hives and in 

collecting and preparing fruit to be distilled into alcoholic beverages. And :finally, the 

production of yam and cloth were tasks either performed or supervised by women. 

Al
th0

ugh the tools of production are listed in male tenant inventories, women played an 

unportant role in the exchange of goods within the community. 

Manor residents living on 100-hundred-acre tracts were relatively isolated by 

modem standards, probably about a half mile distant from their nearest neighbors. A half 

mil e was considerably less than an hour by foot, however, and the tenants were 

connected by the main road that led from Frederick Town to the mouth of the 

Monocacy, which traversed the length of the manor. All of the probate inventories 

founct for these tenants included horses, and nearly half of these decedents also owned a 

Wagon. Visits among tenants were probably common, and men also no doubt socialized 

at the local tavern run by tenant William Luckett at the mouth of Monocacy. The 

connections between tenants who remained in the vicinity often continued until the end 

of their lives. Tenants frequently attested to the last will and testament of their neighbors 

and Were also called upon to appraise the estates of deceased neighbors. 

Tenants during this period were immersed in a network of community 

associations, but they were not ethnically homogenous nor did they all share the same 

religious beliefs. Religious diversity had characterized the manor population since the 

earliest years. Anglicans predominated but there were some Quakers and Catholics 

scattered among the population, as well as a small minority of Germans who belonged to 
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th
e Gennan Reformed or Lutheran churches. A group of English speaking Moravians-

including Carroll steward Joseph Johnson--also established a congregation on the manor. 

German tenants during this period seem to have lived in a different world than 

that inhabited by the other tenants. They paid sterling rents, grew grain rather than 

tobacco, and did not own slaves. They ahnost never appear in the county court records; 

none sued to recover debts, served on juries, or were appointed to any county offices, 

even that of road overseer. Nor did any serve with the other tenants in the militia 

company raised in the lower Monocacy Valley during the French and Indian War. 

German tenants married, baptized their children, and served as godparents to 

their coreligionists in the Lutheran or Reformed churches, which had been established by 

th. 
err countrymen soon after they reached the Monocacy valley. When they died, other 

Germans witnessed their wills and appraised their estates. They signed deeds, wills, and 

other documents in their native language. In short, they formed an ethnically and 

religiously discrete group, interacting primarily with their countrymen and exhibiting 

cuJtUral, ethnic, and linguistic persistence. 

One of the wealthiest tenants who rented during this period, and one of the best 

documented Germans, Andrew Michael, exemplifies some of these characteristics. 

Michael, who lived in Frederick County for a minimum of nearly four decades, seems to 

have retained strong cultural ties to his German origins. He and his wife Barbara 

baptized nine children in the German Lutheran and Reformed churches between 1764 

and 1789. They also frequently served as sponsors for other Germans, and in 1788 
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Andrew was nominated church deacon. 55 That Michael signed a 1768 deed in German is 

unremarkable, but that he also signed his will--written nearly three decades later, in 

1796--in his nat· 1 · d' 1 1 · 56 1ve anguage m 1cates strong cu tura persistence. 

Despite their differences, however, the German tenants also participated to some 

extent in the local manor community. The German tenants who rented the mill on 

Tuscarora Creek--Conrad Winemiller and Godfrey Kephart--undoubtedly served the 

manor population and interacted with their neighbors. George Cost, as noted, probably 

provided his neighbors with the products of his still and his coopering skills, and at least 

sixteen tenants paid small sums to his estate after his death. But the breakdown of 

barriers was slow. George Cost's estate was appraised by non-tenant Germans despite 

the fact that he had lived on the manor some twenty-six years. 

Most tenants during these years were probably at least nominally Anglican, but it 

is difficult to determine the extent of their involvement. The incomplete church register 

for All Saints Parish, which included the manor, does not list any tenants. Other parishes 

registers, mostly in Prince George's County, record the birth, marriage, or children born 

to fifteen of the sixty-nine tenants, but at least four of these later joined the Moravian 

congregation on the manor. A handful of tenants signed petitions to the General 

55
Frederick S.Weiser,, ed. and trans., Maryland German.Church R~cords. Vol. 4. 

~elical Lutheran Church, Baptisms, 1780-1811, Frederick, Frederick County. 
Westrninister, Md.: Historical Society of Carroll County, 1989, 113· 

• 
56Frederick County Land Records, Liber L, fols. 241-42; Frederick County Wills, 

Liber GM no. 3, fols. 366-69. 
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Assembly requesting the establishment of the parish (1742) and later its division (1756 

and 1769), indicating that at least some were active in the established church. 57 

At least one family of tenants--the Pearles--were almost certainly Catholic. 

Cath0lics were barred from holding office or from openly practicing their faith, but they 

could hold services in privately owned chapels, and Robert Pearle's 1765 will refers to 

such a chapel on his premises. 58 At least two wealthy officeholding tenants, William 

Luckett and Carroll's cousin John Darnall Sr., became Anglicans, possibly to avoid the 

legal restrictions on Catholics. Darnall died before the American Revolution brought 

about the disestablishment of the Anglican church and the removal of all religious 

discfimination, but his son evidently reverted to the family's original faith, and his 1797 

Will directed that he be buried with the rites of the Roman Catholic Church.59 

The once thriving Quaker community centered just north of the manor petered 

out dUring this period, and only two tenants are known to have been Friends. The few 

Germans, Catholics, and Quakers contributed to religious diversity on the manor but the 

Moravians were the most successful in attracting adherents, making converts of one-fifth 

of the tenants who lived on the manor during the 1750s and 1760s. Foremost among 

them was Carroll steward Joseph Johnson, the moving spirit behind the establishment of 

the Moravian church there. According to "An Account of the beginning to Preach to 

0 

57
Black Books, x, fols. 46, 66, MSA; Grace ~- Tracey and John P. Dern, Pioneers of 

~onocacy: The Early Settlement of Fredenck County, Maryland, 1721-1743 
(Baitunore: Genealogical Publishing Co., 1987), 371. 

~F 2 rederick County Wills, Liber 33, fols. 351-5 · 

5
'1:bid., Liber GM no. 3, fols. 154-57. 
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gospel on Esqr. Carrolls manor" Johnson, who had been "awakened" during his 

childhood in England, began to associate with the Moravian church at Graceharn, several 

miles to the north, about 1760.60 Probably at Johnson's request, a series of visiting 

rninisters came to preach on the manor, and by 1762 four tenant families--the Johnsons 
' 

Ducketts, Padgetts, and Toones--are listed as English members of that predominantly 

German congregation. 61 

After repeated requests from church members living on "Carrolls Manor," in 

1766 the Moravian Conference in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, sent Brother Joseph Powell 

and his wife to minister to the congregation. Soon after the minister's arrival several 

tenants petitioned Carroll for a piece ofland on the manor for the use of their church. 

Carron evidently refused, but Moravian records indicate that he did offer them a 21-year 

lease of a 10-acre tract on the resurvey of Carrollton. According to Moravian records, 

Carron made this agreement in September 1768, and the Moravian meeting house was 

buij t soon thereafter. A surveyor's plat of the ten acres was not made, however, until 

1771. 62 

Ultimately twenty-five tenants--fourteen of the sixty-nine during this period-

joined the Moravian church on the manor, along with other non-tenants who lived in the 

area. Almost all of the church members were English, the Germans, Powell noted in his 

6
°I>rinted in George Ely Russell, Moravian_Families of Carroll's Manor, Frederick 
~ (Middletown, Md.: CatoctmPress, 1989), 24-36. 

61
Ibid., 34-35, 52. 

62
Ibid., 36, 87-92. 
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diary, "seeming well sattis:fied with their religion."63 Several of these families left the 

manor in 1773, migrating to the English Moravian settlement of Hope, in North 

Carolina. 

The tenants' connections to the world beyond the Monocacy Valley were limited. 

At least some of the tenants were able to vote for delegates to the General Assembly, 

Maryland's only elective office, but the assembly exercised little direct authority or 

influence over their lives. Tenants who served in the militia during the French and Indian 

War were at least technically involved in a larger contest for empire but undoubtedly 

were more immediately concerned with the province's frontier, which, while not in their 

backyards, was not so very far to the west. . Moreover, when they served they did so 

with men of their community, enlisting in a company raised by a local landowner, in 

which fellow tenants Nathan Peddycoard and William Marshall held the rank of sergeant 

and corporal. 

Tenants did pay both county and provincial taxes, but both were assessed and 

collected under the direction of the county court, which as noted earlier exercised the 

most direct governmental authority over their lives. The tenants did not vote to select 

men to fill the county offices, all of which were appointive, but several joined their 

neighbors in filling local, mostly minor, positions. A smaller percentage oftenants--28 as 

compared to 44 percent--held offices than before midcentury, probably because 

population density had increased and there were more potential appointees for each 

63Diary of Joseph Powell, 1766, printed in Russell, Moravian Families, 57-66; quote 
p. 62. 
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position As . th Ii . d ffi · m e ear er peno , most o ceholders were landowners, but more non-

landholding tenants were appointed to a wider variety of positions. Altogether, eighteen 

of the sixty-nine tenants were appointed to various offices during these years. 64 

Four tenants, all wealthy landholders, held major county offices. John Darnall 

continued as clerk of the court until his death in 1768. His son-in-law, James Dickson, 

served as undersheri:ff (1748), sheriff (1757-59), and justice (1756, 1763-66), and was 

also appointed on various occasions to lay out or view roads. Jacob Duckett, named 

W:ith William Griffith as "a proper person for the office of justice" on petition to the 

governor from inhabitants above the Monocacy around 1748, was appointed to that 

office in 1758. William Luckett, who moved to the county around 1750, served as a 

justice (I 757-67) and as coroner (1762-64, 1766); he was also later elected a delegate to 

the General Assembly. Luckett was also appointed to view roads, to agree with a 

Workman to build a bridge over Seneca Creek, he contracted with the court to keep a 

feny over the Monocacy for most years between 1750 and 1768, and he also agreed to 

build and maintain a bridge over the Little Monocacy. 

Three tenants served as constable of Lower Monocacy Hundred, none of whom 

0 Wned land at the time of their appointment. John Jacobs, a prosperous tenant who did 

not own land, held the position on two separate occasions, in 1754 and 1758. Thomas 

10hnson Jr. eventually owned land and an estate that placed him in the ranks of the 

Wealthy, but was not a freeholder at the time of his appointment in 1762. And William 

fil 
64Information regarding tenant civic participation is from the tenant biographical data 

es. 
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Thomas Sr hil h ha . ·, w e e d previously owned land, had been compelled to mortgage, and 

then sell both his landh Id. d his I · · · · · ' o mgs an s aves Just pnor to rece1vmg appomtment to 

offi · 
ce m 1768. Although in greatly reduced circumstances, Thomas evidently still 

conunanded respect from his neighbors. 

All three constables also served on the grand jury, and Jacobs was twice 

appointed bailiff. Several other tenants also served on the grand jury, a few of whom did 

not 0 Wn land at the time. Both Jacobs and Thomas Johnson Jr. also filled the post of 

road overseer, and again neither owned land at the time. Seven other tenants also were 

assigned that task, two of whom did not own land. All were assigned roads near 

Carrollton except William Williams, who five times served near Rock Creek, in the 

Vicinity of his extensive landholdings. Whereas the highest offices were reserved for 

Wealthy landowners, the lowest--road overseer--was not confined to men oflesser 

economic status. Jacob Duckett was assigned the task in two consecutive years (1761-

62), a few years after he served as a justice. And William Williams, who as noted served 

five tenns, was one of the very wealthiest and largest landowners. 

The families who rented land on Carrollton Manor participated in the 

transatlantic economy, producing crops for export and purchasing :finished goods from 

the mother country. Their direct contact with the larger world of province and empire 

Was limited, however, and their daily lives confined largely to the local vicinity. Most did 

not Participate directly in local government by holding office or even electing those who 

did, but tenants served together in the militia, worked together to maintain the local 

roads, and met in the local tavern. Those who stayed any length of time on the manor 
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Were enmeshed in a web of relationships with their neighbors. Kin ties were widespread, 

and b thi · Y s penod some tenants had grown up on the manor, while others were born and 

raised in the immediate area. They traded goods and services, posted security before the 

court, and extended one another credit. Relations were not always harmonious, and 

differences occasionally came before the court, but for the most part the manor 

comm · uruty peaceably coexisted without resort to the legal system. 

VI. Conclusion 

During the years after the leases terminated Carroll began to reap the benefits of 

his long tenn development strategy, which meant higher rents and less secure agreements 

for tenants on the manor. Leaseholders nevertheless remained after their agreements 

encted or passed their tenements to kin, landowners still chose to rent on the manor, and 

some new entrants were willing to pay either Carroll or the previous occupant for their 

Places. Tenants were connected by a web of.kinship and other ties to their neighbors, 

Perhaps making them less willing to leave in search of other opportunities. Despite 

hi . gher rents, however, tenants after midcentury nevertheless contmued to prosper and 

Were somewhat better off than those who preceded them, a topic taken up in the next 

chapter. 
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Chapter 4 

Agricultural Practices, Rent, Wealth, and Debt, 1750-1768 

I. Agricultural Practices, Production, and Rent 

The early tenants were able to grow more than enough tobacco to pay the low 

rents under their lease agreements, even using the less productive agricultural methods 

best suited to the development of previously uncleared land. After the leases expired and 

the rent increased, however, tenants needed to produce more in order to pay the Carrolls 

and still have a marketable surplus. Evidence on agricultural production for tenants who 

rented after midcentwy indicates that most probably adopted the plow-corn-livestock

manure complex, enabling them to produce enough to pay the higher rents and taxes, 

feed their families, and still have a surplus they could apply towards the purchase of land, 

laborers, or other capital or consumer goods. 

The plow-corn-livestock-manure complex allowed planters to improve 

productivity by preparing fields using plows rather than hoes and to expand grain 

cultivation without reducing the amount of tobacco they could grow. Excess grain could 

either be sold or fed to livestock, in which case the livestock could be penned rather than 

left to roam, and manure could then be collected and used to fertilize fields, thus 

pennitting more plants per acre and postponing rotations. These planters were also 

more likely to use slave laborers, thereby extending the work week and the productivity 

per hand. 
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Without adopting these agricultural innovations, a tenant with a 100-acre plot 

could still produce 1,000 to 1,500 pounds of tobacco and enough com for subsistenc e, 

even without plowing or manuring his fields and using no labor but his own. But after 

1750 such a tenant would have been reduced to a marginal existence, with all of the 

tobacco crop going to pay rent and nothing left over for market. By the 1750s, 

however, much of the land on the manor was cleared of virgin forest, and tenants, free of 

that task, could introduce the use of plows and the whole plow-com-livestock-manure 

complex, thereby increasing the productivity per hand, as well as the number of hands 

that could be placed on the land. Evidence from inventories for tenants who died after 

1750 but before 1776 indicates that many tenants were using plows, and that although 

most were growing tobacco, several had diversified into the production of various 

grains. In addition, many of the tenants on the manor during the 1750s and 1760s had 

access to bound labor. 

Probate records found for tenants who rented during this period and who died 

before 1776--when the Revolution began to disrupt agricultural production and when the 

Carrolls switched from tobacco to cash rents--give some idea of the crops grown and 

methods employed on the manor. These records provide information on crops grown by 

fifteen tenants who died between 1750 and 1776. 
1 

Eleven of the fifteen included 

tobacco, twelve wheat, nine other grains (rye, barley, or oats), and nine com. In terms 

ofvalu h tobacco predominated. Tobacco accounted for 71 percent of the e, owever, 

1A terminal date of 1776 was selected because in that year the C~oll's began 
charging cash in lieu of tobacco rents, and also because the Revolutionary War began to 

disrupt agricultural production. 
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total value of the crop and wheat 18 percent, while corn, other grains, hemp, and flax 

made up the remainder. 2 Clearly tenants continued to put most of their agricultural 

productivity into tobacco, but most had also diversified to some extent into grain 

production. 

Agricultural implements in the inventories of the tenants who rented after 1750 

and who died before 1776 also indicate that their owners had moved beyond hoe culture 
' 

not surprising given the high incidence of grain production ( only two probates did not 

include wheat or other grain). Nine of the fourteen that specified agricultural implements 

included plows, and eight (two of which did not include plows) included scythes, sickles, 

or harrows. Almost all included hoes as well, but clearly most tenants had adopted more 

complex and more productive farming methods. 

While these probated decedents represent only a small proportion of all tenants 

on the manor during the 1750s and I 760s, it is instructive to analyze in some detail what 

their estates reveal about agricultural production. Complete crop values are available for 

five tenants during this period who did not own land and who were still renting on the 

manor when they died. Although few in number, these are of interest because they shed 

light on what men who did not own land were producing on their Carroll tracts. 

The first tenant in this sample, Nathan Peddycoard, died in I 759, about eight 

years after he moved to Carrollton Manor from Prince George's Cowity, where he had 

kept an ordinary near Rock Creek during the I 740s. He owned only one slave girl 

2y alues have been deflated using the deflator created by the Historic St. Mary's City 

commission (courtesy of Lois Green Carr). 
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valued at £30,3 but Nathan himself was only about fifty, and he had three sons of age to 

work in the fields. His inventory includes cattle, sheep, horses, and swine, a stack of 

oats, two stacks of wheat, and twelve bushels of rye. It also includes 350 gallons of 

cider, cider casks, and a cider mill and hopper. No tobacco is listed, but 2,918 pounds of 

inspected tobacco and 792 pounds of hemp were later added to his administration 

account.4 

With little labor beyond that of himself and his sons, Peddycoard produced a 

tobacco crop nearly three times the size of the annual rent, as well as a variety of other 

grains, and a marketable surplus of cider. The wheat, rye, and oats were valued at £10 

10s., the cider at £5.16.8, the hemp at £1 L7.7, and the tobacco was worth £20.1.2 at the 

current price (1.65 pence per pound) the year his estate was settled. The total value of 

all agricultural products was £47.15.5 current money, nearly seven times the value ofhis 

1,000-pound tobacco rent--£6.17.6--at the current price that year. Peddycoard sold his 

hemp in Frederick Town--his administrator paid £1 "for breaking the Hemp & carrying it 

to Fred Town"--and he apparently marketed surplus tobacco through the Scottish 

3 Although values from probate records are generally deflated to 1700-1709 prices 
throughout this study, those used in this survey have been taken directly from inventories 
and accounts and have not been deflated in order to compare them to rent at current 
prices. Tobacco rents have been converted to current money using the prices given in 
Carville V. Earle, The Evolution of a Tidewater Settlement System: All Hallow's Parish, 
Maryland, 1650-1783, University of Chicago Dept. of Geography Research Paper no. 
170 (University of Chicago Department of Geography, 1975), 228-29, as have tobacco 
crops in cases where they are listed but not valued by appraisers. 

4Frederick County Inventories, Liber 72, fols. 94-95, Maryland State Archives, 
Annapolis (hereafter MSA); Frederick County Administration Accounts, Liber 49, fols. 
374-76, MSA. 
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mercantile firm of John Glassford and Co., which operated a store at Rock Creek, and to 

whom his administrator paid 1,776 pounds of tobacco. The cider he no doubt sold 

locally, possibly to his Carrollton neighbors. 

The next decedent, Daniel Thomas, died in 1766 at about age sixty. He was born 

in Prince George's County, where he previously owned land, but sold all of his land 

before moving to Frederick County during the 1750s. At the time of his death he owned 

three slaves--an adult male, an adult female, and one child--and he had five sons, one of 

Whom was a tenant himself by 1767. At least one son, who took over Daniel's tenement 

after the death of his widow in 1779, probably lived at home and helped Daniel in the 

fields. Like Peddycoard, Thomas owned cattle, horses, sheep, and swine, and he 

apparently produced the latter for market. His herd of twenty-eight hogs and four pigs 

Was large, and his inventory includes I 90 pounds of bacon. The inventory also includes 

eight barrels oflndian corn, ten bushels of wheat, and eleven and a half bushels of rye. 

Thomas's administration account added 4,745 pounds of tobacco not included in the 

• 5 
inventory and listed a payment of 1,271 pounds to Carroll for rent. 

Thomas's tobacco, worth £38.3.1 ½ at the current price, considerably exceeded 

the value of the grain, appraised at £6.15.10, but his tobacco crop was more than four 

times the size of his annual rent of 1,080 pounds (for 108 acres). The value of the entire 

crop was £4
4

.
18

_ 
1 

O; adding the bacon (valued at £3. I 9.2) brings the total to £48 17s., 

more than fi . . ua1 t £8 13 9 at the current price the year he died. Like 
ve tunes his ann ren -- · · 

5p d . . L"ber 90 fols 269-71; Frederick County 
re enck County Inventones, 1 ' · 

Administration Accounts, Liber 57, fols. 312-14· 
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Peddycoard, Thomas also sold his surplus tobacco to John Glassford and Co., to whom 

his administrator paid 6,802 pounds of that staple. 

When he died in 1768 Richard Loflin was only about thirty-three years old. 

Orphaned at fifteen, he was bound out by the Frederick County court in 1751 until age 

twenty-one to Absalom Wilson, the son of a previous tenant, Thomas Wilson, who 

obliged himself to teach Richard to read and write and to give him a mare and saddle and 

a decent suit of apparel at the expiration of his term.6 Loflin, who did not own land in 

the county, may have begun renting from the Carrolls when his term of servitude ended 

about 1756. 

Despite his humble beginnings and early death, he had managed to acquire a 

modest estate worth £136 current money (deflated), plus 1,837 pounds of tobacco added 

to his administration account. Unless his wife worked in the fields, his labor was limited 

to his own plus that of one adult female slave; his son George was not old enough to 

sign the inventory and was probably a child.7 In addition to a tobacco crop almost three 

times his annual rent, Loflin's inventory included four bushels of wheat, five bushels of 

rye, six and a half bushels of corn plus £1 3s. cash received for com (about 11.5 

bushels), eight pounds of flax, and seven pecks of flax seed. Loflin also owned the usual 

6Frederick County Judgement Records, June 1751, fol. 384, MSA. 

1Presumably Richard would not have been able to marry until after his term of 
servitude, in which case George could not have been older than ten or eleven. 
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livestock, and like Thomas had a large heard of swine (twenty-four hogs), and his 

inventory included seventy-seven pounds of bacon and thirty pounds of hog fat. s 

Although larger than his annual rent, Loflin's crop was much smaller than that of 

the other tenants in this sample. The value of the grain and flax was only £3.11.6, the 

tobacco £22.16.1 at the current price, and the bacon and hog fat £2.5.6. Almost 

certainly because of the limited labor available to him, however, Loflin rented only 63 

acres, and the total of all his agricultural products (£28.13.1) amounted to more than 

three times his rent (£7.16.5 in current money). Loflin's disadvantage was not so much a 

lack of access to bound labor, but the absence of grown sons. 

John Eason's origins are unknown, but he was in Frederick County by 1750 when 

he sold an indentured servant. He patented 200 acres ofland in the county in 1752 and 

1755, but sold all of it by 1761. When he died about 1772 he owned no slaves but did 

hold two convict servants, one having fourteen months and the other five years and 

seven months to serve. At least one son, William, was also of age. Unlike the others so 

far examined, Eason's tobacco crop, 1,545 pounds, was not much larger than his annual 

rent. The value of his other crops together, however, exceeded the value of his tobacco. 

His inventory included tbirtY-four bushels of wheat, twenty-nine bushels of rye, and 

thirty-five bushels of oats, while bis account added cash received for nine barrels of 

corn.9 

'Frederick County JnventorieS, Liber 99, fols. 111-13; Frederick County 

Administration Accounts, Liber 63, fols. 
79

-
80

· 

9p d . k C t 
1 

entories, Liber 108, fols. 307-8; Frederick County 
re enc oun y nv . 2 :6 1 296_ 

Administration Accounts, Liber B no. ' 
0 

· 
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While all the tenants in this sample show some agricultural diversification, Eason 

shows a much larger commitment to grain and a corresponding reduction of tobacco 
' 

which he may have produced only to pay his rent. The value of his tobacco crop was 

£14.3.2, while that of his grain crop totaled £17.4.5. Eason's inventory also included a 

wide array of agricultural implements--two plows, two harrows, two scythes and a 

cradle, several hoes, and three sickles. The total value of his crop, £31. 7.6 in current 

money, was more than three times that of his annual rent (£9.3.4 at the current price of 

tobacco). 

The final tenant in this survey is the mulatto James Pearle, son of tenant Robert 

Pearle. The inventory of Pearle's estate, made in April 1774, included no crop, but his 

administration account, :filed in December of that year, added 9,037 pounds of tobacco. 

Unlike the other tenants, Pearle's estate gives no indication of any agricultural 

diversification. No grain appears in either the inventory or the account, and his 

plantation tools do not point to grain production. He owned no plows, harrows, sickles, 

scythes, or cradles. Apparently he concentrated his productive energies on tobacco, and 

with success for he died a wealthy man, with an estate valued at £590 including nine 
' 

slaves. 10 

Absent from the April inventory and later added to the December account, when 

the crop would have been ready for shipment, Pearle's 9,037 pounds of tobacco--more 

than nine times his annual rent--was evidently the crop produced the year he died. 

JOFrederick County Inventories, Liber 118, fols. 142-45; Frederick County 

Administration Accounts, Liber 71, fol. 367· 
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Pearle's labor force consisted of three prime hands--two males and one female--as well as 

one old male, one adult female, one "lad," two girls, one boy, and one "child." Except 

for the child, the younger slaves were worth from 75 to 90 percent and the old man 60 

percent of the value of the prime hands. Pearle thus had roughly the equivalent of about 

seven full hands. He also may have worked in the fields himself, and possibly one or 

more of his three children (whose names and ages are unknown) did so as well. 

Assuming eight full hands ( seven slaves and himself), he had sufficient labor to produce 

9,000 pounds of tobacco annually. 

Assuming that the crop listed in their accounts and inventories was that produced 

in one year, all of the tenants in this survey were producing well over the amount needed 

to pay their rents. Evidence suggests that they marketed their surplus tobacco through 

local factors, and they probably sold their grain in Frederick Town. Most still relied 

most heavily on tobacco, but almost all had diversified into some grain production. Most 

were using plows, and all had access to some form of bound labor. 

Of course, these :five tenants represent only a small sample of the entire manor 

population during this period. With the exception of Pearle, however, the men surveyed 

here were not among the most prosperous decedents for whom probate records were 

found. All but Pearle were of middling status, and the median estate value of all five was 

£156, lower than the median (£173) for all tenants who rented during this period but 

higher than the median for non-landowning tenants at death (£129). Except for Pearle, 

who owned an extensive labor force and whose crop amounted to more than nine times 

hi h d ed by the tenants surveyed probably represent the minimum 
s rent, t e crops pro uc 
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that most tenants were capable of producing. Although rents increased considerably 

after the leases expired, tenants no longer needed to clear the land and build fi arms, and 

the evidence from the Carroll account book 11 indicates that most were able to produce a 

considerable surplus, three or more times their annual rent. 

II. Land and Slave Ownership 

Tenants who rented on Carrollton during the 1750s and 1760s were less likely to 

own freehold land than the early leaseholders. Only twenty-seven of the sixty-nine (39 

percent) owned land during their lifetime, and less than one fifth continued to do so at 

death, compared to 47 and 28 percent of leaseholders before midcentury. This decline 

was due to a decrease in the number of tenants who acquired land either while or after 

renting on the manor. About the same proportion of tenants owned land before renting 

from the Carrolls, but fewer of those who did not subsequently became landowners_ 12 

Only nine tenants who rented between 1750 and 1768 (13 percent of the total 69) 

who did not own land before coming to the manor subsequently became freeholders ' 

compared to one more than a fifth of the early leaseholders. Only four of those nine 

were new entrants after midcentury, while the others were early leaseholders who 

remained after 1750. Clearly tenancy on Carrollton did not lead to landownership for the 

majority of tenants who rented after midcentury. This decline was probably due in part 

to a decrease in the amount of unoccupied land available for patent as the population of 

11s ha t c.
0
r an analysis of the tenant account book. ee c p er seven 11 

12
1

_c. . dm· g tenant landholding is from the tenant biographical data files 
mormat1on regar · 
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the county grew. Whereas 71 percent of early leaseholders who acquired land while 

renting on the manor patented land, only 33 percent of those after 1750 did so. The cost 

of land also steadily increased over time. The median price of land bought and sold by 

tenants increased from about 4s. to 6s. 6d. sterling per acre during the 1750s and 1760s, 

or from £20 to £33 sterling for a 100-acre tract. 

But while land prices seem to have risen about 50 percent, rents increased 

threefold after the leases terminated. The annual interest (at 6 percent) on £33 would 

have been £3 6s. sterling, or about half the manor rent, probably not out of the reach of 

most tenants. But affordable land probably did not have either the qualities or location 

offered by Carrollton Manor. Land on or near the manor was considerably more 

expensive than the median price found in tenant deeds during this period. For example, 

Samuel Peny paid £100 sterling for a 105-acre tract on the Monocacy River in 1759. 

Matthias Pooley paid £40 current ( about £24 sterling) for a 40-acre tract on Tuscarora 

Creek in 1761, and Richard Richardson bought a 170-acre parcel near Ballenger's Creek 

and the main road that ran through the manor for £380 current--more than £1 sterling 

per acre--in 1766. All of these tracts were near Carrollton, and in 1764 John Darnall 

actually purchased part of the manor, paying £240 sterling for his 240-acre tenement. If 

manor land was indeed worth £1 sterling per acre--and prices in the vicinity suggest it 

was--then the tenants' places were quite valuable. Annual rents of approximately £6.5 

sterling do not seem excessive for property worth £100 sterling, bringing the Carrolls a 

return of 6.5 percent, close to the legal interest rate. 
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While some tenants probably could have bought land on the frontier, or even 

inferior land in the vicinity, good land in the Monocacy Valley was probably out ofreach 

for most. For those who could acquire it, land led to much greater wealth, unlike earlier 

decades when there was not significant difference in the estate values of tenant 

freeholders and non-landowners. Estate values of tenants after midcentury who owned 

land were twice that of those who did not. Landownership was the key to great wealth, 

and for most tenants--and almost none who did not own it before coming to the manor-

good freehold land was not attainable. But while non-landowners were not as wealthy, 

most achieved middling economic status, a subject discussed at greater length below. 

At least 43 percent of the tenants who rented between 1750 and 1768 owned 

slaves. As in earlier years, many non-landowners held slaves, but tenants who owned 

freehold land were more prosperous and more likely to own bound laborers than before 

midcentury. More than half (52 percent) of the tenant-landowners after 1750 owned 

slaves, compared to only one third in earlier years. On the other hand, the proportion of 

non-landowners who held slaves also increased slightly, from 35 to 38 percent. In 

addition, the majority of slaveowners (57 percent) were still landless tenants renting on 

the manor when they died. And while tenants who owned land at death were generally 

very wealthy, only 67 percent owned slaves, with a median of eight. Nearly the same 

proportion (68 percent) of non-landowning tenants renting on the manor when they died 

also owned slaves, though they held a median of only four. 

Slaveholding was less concentrated among those who did not own land, but 

clearly some tenants continued to devote their resources to the acquisition of laborers 
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rather than land. Landless, slaveholding tenants who left inventories had a median estate 

value of £176. 13 These tenants may not have been able to afford land with Carrollton's 

qualities, but less expensive land was available in the county and was within their reach. 

Evidently they preferred to rent on the manor and devote their resources to the 

procurement of slaves. 

Despite higher rents and other disadvantages, men who owned land continued to 

rent places on the manor at about the same rate as before midcentury. Between one 

quarter and one fifth of all tenants who rented during the 1750s and 1760s owned land 

before coming to Carrollton. Others continued to rent after they acquired freeholds. 

Altogether, more than one third of the tenants after 1750 owned land either before or 

while they rented on the manor, clear evidence that tenns were not entirely 

disadvantageous, and that tenants expected to receive good returns from their manor 

tenements. 

As before, a number of large landowners rented on the manor during the 1750s 

and 1760s. John Darnall and Jacob Duckett, both early leaseholders, continued to rent 

until 17 64, when Darnall purchased his tenement and Duckett died. Three new wealthy 

landowners took up places during these years--James Dickson, William Luckett, and 

William Williams. Dickson, the son-in-law of John Darnall Sr., first appeared in the 

vicinity in 1742 when he patented land west of the manor, in present Washington 

County. When he began renting on Carrollton is unknown, but he married Ann Damail 

13Inventories were found for twelve of the seventeen landless slaveowners still renting 
on the manor when they died. Inventory and estate values have been deflated to 1700-

1709 prices ( see chapter two). 
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around 1755 and was a tenant when he died some eleven years later. Dickson purchased 

or patented a total of 1,766 acres in the area, much of it in present Washington County. 

He did not own all the land simultaneously and sold many of the tracts after a few years. 

Whether Dickson lived on Carrollton is unknown, but he certainly did not need 

additional land on which to work an extensive slave labor force. When he died he owned 

740 acres freehold, but his personal estate included only five slaves. 14 It seems likely that 

Dickson lived on or worked his manor tract and acquired most of his landholdings for 

speculative purposes. 

The second wealthy landowner, William Luckett, owned over 2,500 acres ofland 

during his lifetime and about 1, 700 acres in Prince George's, Frederick, and Montgomery 

counties when he died about 1783. Born in Charles County in 1711, Luckett, like 

Darnall, was born into a Catholic family but had converted to Anglicanism. He probably 

moved to the Monocacy Valley about 1749, the year he first contracted with the county 

court to keep a ferry over the mouth of Monocacy, and it is possible that he began 

renting his 200-acre Carrollton tract about that time. 
15 

He began acquiring land in the 

area in 1755, when he purchased a 498-acre tract close to the manor, near the mouth of 

the Monocacy. Despite acquiring hundreds of acres, he continued to rent until 1778, 

14Frederick County Inventories, Liber 95, fols. 194-97; Liber 96, fols. 80-81. 

1sFrederick County Judgement Records, Mar. 1748/49, fol. 15. The previous year he 
had kept a tavern at Bladensburg (Prince George'~ Co~ty Court ~ecords, Liber HH, fol. 
339, MSA). Although Luckett own~d 170 acres m Prmce Georges County, he did not 

acquire land in Frederick County until 1755· 
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when he seems to have had a disagreement with the Carrolls. 16 Possibly he rented on the 

manor in conjunction with his ferry, which he continued to operate until l 771, or with 

the tavern he kept at the mouth of the Monocacy from at least l 751 to l 755, both of 

which must have been very close to Carrollton. 17 Or possibly Luckett, who owned 

twenty-two slaves in l 776, employed some of his slaves on his Carrollton tract. 

The final large landowner, William Williams, almost certainly did not live on the 

manor and worked his Carrollton tract with slaves. Deeded 400 acres as a gift from his 

father in 1747 when he was in his early twenties, Williams continued to add to his 

holdings, acquiring a total of2,228 acres, 1,844 of which he owned when he died in 

l 769. Most of his land was located in eastern Frederick County, near Rock Creek, in 

what later became Montgomery County. Williams's inventory, which included twenty

four slaves, mentions "Plantation Tools at Monocasey Quarter, 
11 

evidently a reference to 

his Carrollton tract, which he still held at his death.
18 

Williams's widow Barbara, who 

received the most highly valued slave (Pompey, a blacksmith) in addition to her thirds 

( eight slaves), continued to rent on the manor until 177 5 · Barbara Williams, who owned 

an unspecified number of acres on "Captain John's Branch of Poto mack, 11 probably 

19 
continued using slaves on her Carrollton tract. 

16Charles Carrroll ofCarollton to Charles Carroll of Annapolis (CCA), Apr. 18, 1779, 
Carroll Papers, MS 206, Maryland Historical Society, Baltimore (hereafter MdHi). 

11His agreement with the court to keep the ferry is recorded in sixteen of the twenty-

one years between 1750 and 1771 · 

1sFrederick County Inventories, Liber 101, fols. 121-25. 

t9r- d . k C ty Wills Liber B fols. 436-37, MSA. ·rre enc oun , ' 
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Although large landowners comprised only a tiny minority of the manor tenants 
' 

they demonstrate that men with other options considered the terms on Carrollton 

advantageous even with the higher rents. On the other hand, renting on the manor did 

not lead to land ownership in the vicinity for most tenants, more of whom may have left 

the area in search of new opportunities. Whereas two thirds of the early leaseholders are 

known to have died in the vicinity, only 57 percent of the tenants after 1750 definitely 

did so.20 But tenants who remained in the area until death continued to prosper and were 

in general better off than the leaseholders who preceded them. 

III. Wealthholding 

As in earlier decades, probate records are the best surviving source of 

information regarding the economic status of tenants who rented during the 1750s and 

1760s. Three measures of tenant wealthholding are available. Estate values, derived 

from inventories and accounts and, as before, deflated to 1700-1709 prices, are the 

primary measure of tenant wealthholding.21 The classification of tenants by wealth status 

on the basis of their estate values using the categories established by Lois Green Carr 

and Lorena Walsh is a second measure and permits a comparison of tenants with 

d d 1 h 
· the Chesapeake. And :finally, all probated tenants have been 

ece ents e sew ere ID 

20This difference may simply be due t~ poor rec~r~, as ::;ou~ the same prop?rtion of 
tenants are definitely known to have left ID both per10 s, w e t e fate of more is 

unknown after midcentury. 

2 
68-69 and nn.22-24, for an explanation of deflators and 

1 See chapter two, PP· 
sources. 
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classified based on evidence from wills, inventories, administration accounts, and land 

records, which permits the inclusion of a greater proportion of the tenants. 

Inventories were found for twenty-seven of the sixty-nine tenants who rented 

during the 1750s and 1760s, or 39 percent of the total. The median estate value, £173, 

was higher than that for leaseholders who rented before midcentury (£125). Unlike 

earlier, however, there was a significant difference between estates oflandowners and 

non-landowners. Tenants who owned land during their lives had a median estate value 

of £270, compared to only £144 for tenants who never acquired freeholds. Those who 

owned land at death were very wealthy, with a median estate value of £634. Landless 

tenants who rented on the manor at death were the least well off, with a median estate 

value of only £129, slightly lower than that for early leaseholders in the same position 

(£131). Nevertheless £129 was still within the upper middling range (£95-225), albeit at 

the lower end. 

Although the median estate value oflandless tenants renting on the manor at 

death was slightly lower for those during the 1750s and 1760s than for early 

leaseholders based on their wealth distribution the former were generally better off. 
' 

Most landless leaseholders before 1750 who were renting on the manor at death were 

either wealthy (43 percent) or lower middling or poor (43 percent). In contrast, those 

who rented during the 1750s and 1760s were mostly upper middling (50 percent) or 

wealthy (30 percent), while very few (20 percent) were lower middling or poor. The 

median estate value was almost the same in both periods, but a much larger proportion 
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oflandless tenants who rented during 1750s and 1760s were upper middling or wealthy 

(80 compared to 57 percent). 

Tenants who rented after midcentwy were also well off compared to decedents 

elsewhere in the Chesapeake. In the counties studied by Carr and Walsh, 38 to 45 

percent of all inventoried decedents (regardless of landownership) were lower middling 

or poor, while only 5 to 10 percent were very wealthy. In contrast, 15 percent of the 

tenants who rented after midcentwy were very wealthy, 30 percent wealthy, and 37 

percent upper middling, while only 19 percent were lower middling or poor. Even non

landowners renting on the manor at death were better off than decedents in the other 

Chesapeake counties. Only 20 percent were lower middling or poor, less than half of the 

38 to 45 percent elsewhere in the Chesapeake. The tenants on the manor after 1750 who 

remained in the vicinity until death--whether as freeholders or tenants--were remarkably 

prosperous, and even non-landowners were better off than other Chesapeake area 

decedents. 

While probate inventories are the best surviving source for wealthholding, they 

were found for only 39 percent of the tenants who rented during the 1750s and 1760s. 

Enough evidence survives to permit classification of all tenants who left some type of 

probate records--wills, inventories, or accounts--increasing the proportion who can be 

assigned a wealth status to 49 percent. Tenants renting during the 1750s and 1760s who 

left probate records--and who by definition died in the vicinity--were remarkably 

prosperous. Forty-four percent were wealthy and 35 percent upper middling, while only 

21 percent were lower middling or poor. Probated tenants who rented after 1750 were 
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more prosperous than early leaseholders, 30 percent of whom were lower middling or 

poor. Those who did not own land and who rented on Carrollton until they died were 

also more prosperous. Only 19 percent of those who rented after 1750 were lower 

middling or poor, compared to 33 percent of the early leaseholders. 

Although men who owned land at death were generally much wealthier, a 

number of non-landowners renting on the manor when they died were quite well-to-do. 

Some of the very wealthy tenants who rented during the 1750s and 1760s were early 

leaseholders who remained after their agreements terminated, such as William Marshall 

and James Pearle. Others were new entrants after 1750. Carroll steward Joseph 

Johnson, who also rented a 113-acre tract on the manor for about two decades, left an 

estate worth £318 when he died in 1781. Benjamin Norris, who came to the manor 

sometime before 1767, left an estate valued at £334 when he died about 1778, including 

eight slaves. And John Johnson (no relation to Joseph Johnson), the son of tenant 

Thomas Johnson ( d. 1767), left a personal estate, including three slaves, worth £434. 

All of these men were landless tenants renting on Carrollton when they died. 

In addition, at least two wealthy tenants who acquired freeholds and left the 

manor had started their rise to prosperity while Carroll tenants. Thomas Johnson Jr. 

(1729-1778), another son of tenant Thomas Johnson Sr., inherited only 5s. from his 

father and owned no land before ta1cing up his 200-acre tract on the manor sometime 

before 1767. Johnson purchased over 400 acres near the manor from ex-tenant Thomas 

Duckett for £500 current money in 1773 and gave up his place on the manor two years 
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later. When he died in 1778 his estate, which included ten slaves, was valued at £84 l. 22 

The son of a tenant, Johnson managed to acquire a substantial freehold and a personal 

estate that placed him among the top 10 percent of inventoried decedents in Maryland. 

Although most tenants did not enjoy such success, Thomas Johnson Jr. is a remarkable 

example of upward economic mobility. 

Andrew Michael ( c. 1730-1800), a German immigrant naturalized in 1764 
' 

probably did not begin his life in Maryland with much greater assets than had Johnson, 

but like him attained great economic success. Michael first appears in the Frederick 

County records in 1762 when he bought two lots on Tasker's Chance, near Frederick 

Town, for £14 current money. Probably because of the location, this purchase proved to 

be a spectacular investment for Michael, who sold the lots in 1768 for £100 sterling, the 

same year he patented 340 acres near Carrollton Manor. By that time he was already 

renting 100 acres on the manor, which he held until 1773. He continued to live near the 

manor and purchased another 108 acres, also from Thomas Duckett, in 1786. When he 

died about 1800 Michael owned nearly 400 acres near the manor, which although rated 

"poor" in the 1798 assessment, was valued at £575. Michael also left a personal estate, 

including no slaves, valued at £1 ,128, the second largest inventoried estate of all tenants 

during this period. 23 

Not all tenants who rented during the 1750s and 1760s were wealthy, but only 

four of the 34 probated tenants (12 percent) were poor. Two of the poor men were 

22Frederick County Inventories, Liber GM no. I , fols. 131-34. 

23Ibid., Liber GM no. 3, fols. 277-79. 
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definitely tenants on the manor when they died--William Barker, who died in 1770 
' 

leaving an estate worth £44, and Jacob Toup, whose 1771 inventory was also appraised 

at £44--and a third, William Thomas Jr. , whose 1793 inventory was worth only £28, 

probably was as well. Neither Barker nor Toup's inventory included any crops, but even 

so the value would not have much exceeded £50. 

William Thomas Sr., one of the few tenants Carroll seems to have evicted, was 

no longer a tenant when he died about 1770. Thomas, who had owned--and lost--more 

than 900 acres of land in Frederick and Prince George's counties as well as at least six 

slaves, followed a remarkable downward trajectory in life. Born in Prince George's 

County around 1702, Thomas began life on a promising note when his father deeded 200 

acres ofland to him and his brother Daniel (also a Carroll tenant) in 1710 and 1714. The 

land was resurveyed for 328 acres in 1728, and six years later William purchased Daniel's 

share. In 1733 he was living in Piscataway Hundred with one slave and two servants. A 

few years later he bought another 227 acres in the county, and in 1743 patented 100 

acres in Frederick County. Thomas probably moved to Frederick County around 1755, 

when he first appears in the county records, and may have begun renting on Carrollton 

about that time. In 1758 he bought 322 acres near the manor, transferring part to two 

sons and designating the remaining 182 acres as his "dwelling plantation. "
24 

At some point things started to go wrong for Thomas, and he became 

overwhelmed by enormous debt problems, which are discussed below. Ultimately he 

was forced to mortgage and then sell all of his land and slaves, and he died a poor man, 

24Frederick County Land Records, Liber J, fols. 239-41 , MSA. 
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with an estate valued at only £42.25 The precise causes ofThomas's debt problems, 

which seem to have brought about his impoverishment, are unknown. But just as very 

wealthy landowners were the exception rather than the norm, so too was Thomas a 

novel case. Very few tenants were poor, and none is known to have followed a similar 

downwardly mobile path. 

While probated tenants who rented during the 1750s and 1760s were with few 

exceptions remarkably prosperous--79 percent were upper middling or wealthier--these 

records survive for only half (34) of the tenants who rented during these years. Some, 

perhaps most, unprobated tenants were undoubtedly poor, but nearly half owned either 

land or slaves during their lives. Many had probably left the area in search of new 

opportunities, and how well they fared is for the most part unknown. Others probably 

died in the vicinity, some of whom were probably poor, and at least one, Robert Toone, 

was renting on the manor when he died. 

An English Moravian of unknown origins, Robert Toone probably began renting 

on the manor about 1755, the year the county deed books record his purchase of two 

cows and a calf, and two years later he served in a militia company raised in Lower 

Monocacy Hundred. No probate records survive for Toone, who died around 1767 

most likely at a young age, but he probably owned few assets and his death brought 

about the impoverishment of his family. His widow Sarah assumed his place on the 

manor but was unable to pay the rent, and she herself had died by 1770 when the county 

25Frederick County Inventories, Liber 104, fols. 183-85. 
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court bound out the couple's four young children. 26 Subsequent suits brought against her 

executor, coreligionist Joseph Johnson, reveal that she died indebted and poor. Her 

poverty was mainly brought about by the early death of her husband, but he apparently 

had not acquired enough property for her to carry on without him. The widows of more 

prosperous tenants did not fall into poverty, suggesting that Toone probably did not 

subsist much above that level. 

Other tenants for whom no evidence survives probably remained on the manor 

until death as well, and some like Toone were undoubtedly lower middling or poor. But 

others left the area in search of new opportunities, and their economic status is for the 

most part unknown. At least nine tenants who rented during the 1750s and 1760s, 

mostly Moravians who migrated to the sect's English settlement in North Carolina, 

definitely left Maryland, at least some of whom were moderately well off. Sarah and 

William Barton Peddycoard were the son and widow of Nathan Peddycoard, a tenant of 

middling economic status, and Sarah sold her place on the manor for £80 when she 

migrated to Hope, North Carolina, in 1774. Sarah and Thomas Duckett were also 

widow and son of a tenant, in this case the very prosperous Jacob Duckett, and they 

together had inherited over 600 acres in the county, most of which they sold to fellow 

tenant Thomas Johnson Jr. before moving to South Carolina in 1773. Less is known 

about the other out migrants, but clearly not all were poor. 

More of the tenants who rented during the 1750s and 1760s may have left the 

area in search of better opportunities than had early leaseholders, and slightly fewer (42 

26prederick County Judgement Records, June 1770, fol. 633, Aug. 1770, fol. 20. 
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as compared to 47 percent) are known to have stayed on the manor until death. But 

those who remained were on the whole remarkably prosperous. Nearly 80 percent of the 

tenants who could be classified by wealth status--half of the total who rented during 

these years--were upper middling or wealthy. Tenants who could not be classified were 

probably less prosperous, but many had left the vicinity and little is known about their 

future destinies. 

IV. Tenant Indebtedness and Wealthholding 

An analysis of tenant debt suits prosecuted in the Frederick County court 

between 1750 and 1768 demonstrates that, as was true of early leaseholders before 

midcentury, these cases did not normaily indicate economic distress. Debt, as noted 

earlier, was an integral part of agricultural society, and it is clear that many suits were 

entered as a means to publicly record obligations or possibly force debtors to settle their 

accounts. More than half of the tenants were never sued by their creditors, and a 

majority of debts were owed by the more prosperous tenants. No tenants were 

incarcerated during this period for inability to pay their debts, and none seems to have 

fled the vicinity as Thomas Richards had done in 1748. At least one tenant--William 

Thomas Sr.--did, however, suffer overwhehning indebtedness that ultimately led to his 

impoverishment, and a few others seem to have experienced significant problems as well. 

A little more than half (39 of the 69) of the tenants who rented during the 1750s 

and I 760s may have been either plaintiffs or defendants in a total of286 suits initiated in 
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the county court during these years. 27 About half of the cases never reached trial d · , an m 

a . . . 
IllaJonty of those that did the role of the court was not to determine guilt or adjudicate 

disputes. Most suits that came before the court (73 percent of the total) were 

determined in a pro forma manner by the justices, who did not impanel juries or call 

witnesses, and who invariably ruled in favor of the plaintiff. Evidently these cases did 

not involve questions of merit, and the role of the court was simply to enforce 

contractual obligations. 

Thirty-one tenants may have been the defendants in a total of 133 suits, and the 

amount of debt, which is not recorded in many actions dropped before trial, is known in 

92 of these cases. Table 4-1 lists the twenty-three tenants whose names appear as 

defendants in these cases, their wealth status, the number of suits, and the total amount 

of debt owed by each.28 As shown in the table, 75 percent of the total debt was owed by 

six tenants, three of whom were wealthy, two poor, and one of undetermined status. 

One tenant alone--William Thomas Sr.--was sued for £541 , one quarter of the total. But 

while Thomas was poor, the next three largest debtors, James Dickson, William 

Marshall, and John Jacobs, were also sued for substantial sums, and all were wealthy 

27 As before these cases usually give no evidence that can be used to positively 
identify tenant; and all cases involving tenant names are therefore included. This 
problem has undoubtedly led to an overstatement of tenant involvement in debt suits, 
particularly in the case of the numerous Johnsons living in the county during these years. 

28A11 debts were converted to current money using the tobacco price series given in 
Carville v. Earle, The Evolution of a Tidewater Settlement _System, 228-29, and the 
exchange rates in John J. McCusker, Money and E~change m Europe ~d America.,. 
1600-1775 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press for the Institute of Early 

American History and Culture, 1978), 198-203. 
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TABLE4-1 
CARROLLTON MANOR TENANTS, 1750-1768 
DEBTS SUED FOR IN DEFENDANT SUITS 
FREDERICK COUNTY COURT 

,LASTNAME 

BRASHEARS 
PEDDYCOARD 
WILLIAMS 

,MACCLAJN 
TUCKER 
NORWOOD 

JLATER 
STOKES 
JOHNSON 

JOHNSON 

PEDDYCOARD 

PEARLE 

TOONE 
MARONEY 

NOLAND 
JOHNSON 
JOHNSON 

BARKER 

RAY 
D ICKSON 
MARSHALL 

JA COBS 

OMAS TH 

TO TAL 

Note: 

AL TOT 
#OF 

FIRST NAME ws SUITS 

THOMAS 0 I 

WILLIAM 0 1 

WILLIAM 1 I 

JOHN 3 1 

WILLIAM 0 l 

RICHARD 3 I 

THOMAS 0 I 

JEREMIAH 0 l 

THOMAS I 2 

JOHN 2 1 

NATHAN 3 3 

DANIEL 3 I 

ROBERT 0 I 

HENRY 0 5 

PHILIP 
2 3 

THOMAS 3 4 

JOHN 
0 7 

WILLIAM 
5 6 

LUKE 
0 4 

J AMES 
2 4 

WI LLIAM 2 2 

JO HN 
2 25 

WI LLIAM 
5 16 

92 

WSO == wealth status unknown 
WS 1 == very wealthy 
WS2 == wealthy 

TOTAL DEBT 
AMOUNT AS% 

OWED OF 

£CURRENT TOTAL 

5 <I 

6 <I 

6 <I 

7 <l 

7 <l 

7 <I 

9 <l 

13 I 

20 1 

21 1 

22 1 

40 2 

40 2 

75 3 

80 4 

90 4 

95 4 

104 5 

127 6 

174 8 

258 12 

424 20 

541 25 

2171 100 

WS3 == upper middling 
WS4 = lower middling 
WS5 = poor 

Source: Frederick county Judgement Records. J 750-1768, Maryland State Archives, 

Annapolis, Md. 
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slaveowners who left estates worth over £300. Overall, wealthy tenants were sued for 

45 percent of the total debt, upper middling 8 percent, poor 30 percent, and those of 

undet · ermmed status I 7 percent. Aside from Thomas, however, poor tenants owed only 

5 percent of the total; ifhe is excluded altogether upper middling and wealthy tenants 

owed nearly 70 percent of the remaining debts. 

William Thomas Sr. was sued regularly by his creditors in sixteen different 

actions beginning in 1755, about the time he moved to the county. More than half of his 

debt (61 percent) was owed to merchant firms, suggesting that Thomas purchased on 

credit goods that he could not afford. The largest single judgement against Thomas, for 

29,244 pounds of tobacco (about £240 current) was granted to Edward Trafford and 

Sons in 1763. The following year Thomas mortgaged 182 acres ofland and six slaves 

to his sons Edward and Notley Thomas and to fellow tenant Thomas Johnson Jr. as 

security for their payment of several of his debts. In addition to the tobacco owed 

Trafford and Sons, Thomas was also indebted to Benjamin Tasker for £130 current, and 

to yet another merchant firm, John Glassford and Co., for an additional 23,396 pounds 

of tobacco. This debt was paid by Thomas's securities before the company initiated legal 

proceedings, and thus is not included in the £541 sued for in actions before the court. 

Thanks to the intercession of his family and friends, Thomas was not incarcerated 

for his debts, but he never recovered :financially. As noted earlier, the land and probably 

the slaves mortgaged in 1764 were sold, and when he died around 1770 Thomas left a 

poor estate valued at only £42. His problems did not end with the settlement of his huge 

debts in 
1764 

h and Carroll probably evicted him from the manor about 1767 for , owever, 
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nonpayment ofrent, at which time he owed 7,969 pounds of tobacco as well as £3.13.4 

½ sterling and 12 capons. Carroll wrote off more than 4,000 pounds of the tobacco-

four years rent--noting that Thomas was "insolve~:;,29 but subsequently brought suit to 

collect the remainder from Thomas's widow, who settled the balance in 1771. How 

Thomas managed to incur such staggering debts is unknown, but no other tenants 

experienced problems of this magnitude. Clearly his difficulties were not related to his 

status as a tenant. Although behind in his rent, the sums Thomas owed Carroll pale into 

insignificance compared to the nearly 50,000 pounds of tobacco he owed two merchant 

firms in 1764--the equivalent of fifty years' rent on the manor. 

The second largest debtor, John Jacobs, was sued for £424, one fifth of the total 

defendant debt. 30 Unlike Thomas, however, Jacobs's debts do not seem to have either 

resulted from or led to severe economic problems. Apparently of an extremely litigious 

nature, Jacobs was sued more :frequently (in twenty-five suits) than any other tenant 

during this period, and he also initiated numerous actions against others. Unlike the 

majority of debt suits, which were primarily straightforward contractual obligations, 

many of the cases against Jacobs were not for debts per se, but for transgressions that 

led his opponents to seek :financial redress from the court. 

29CCA Account Book and Index, 1754-1784, (hereafter Ledger MT), fol. 51 , MdHi. 
' 

30It is possible that these cases involved m?re than ~~e man ~ed John Jacobs, but 
many of them involved tenants or tenant rel~t1ons--as litigants, witnesses or securities-
and no other county records point to the existence of two men of that name. Jacobs did 
have a son John, but he was born after 1754 and could not have been the litigant in these 

cases. 
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In 1750, for example, Jacobs was sued for failing to comply with the terms of an 

agreement under which he had rented a plantation some years earlier. The following 

year he was charged with refusing to relinquish a horse that came into his possession, in 

1753 with failing to break and train a horse per agreement, in 1755 with failing to return 

slaves belonging to the plaintiff, and in 1761 with selling as a servant a woman who was 

actually free. He was also twice convicted--in the same year--of fathering illegitimate 

children by two different women, and on another occasion of assaulting a magistrate 

(former tenant William Griffith). He also sued fellow tenants Alexander Duvall, for 

slander, and Thomas Johnson, for assault. Like William Thomas, however, Jacobs was 

highly unusual. With the exception of James Dickson, who frequently brought suit to 

settle his sheriffs account, no tenants were involved in anywhere near the same number 

or type of cases. Ultimately Jacobs's litigation suggests a disagreeable personality and an 

unwillingness to honor agreements, rather than an inability to do so. When he died about 

1769 Jacobs owned ten slaves and left a substantial estate valued at £384. 

Two other large debtors, James Dickson and William Marshall, were also 

wealthy men when they died. William Marshall was the defendant in only two suits, one 

of which seems to have been the same debt of29,244 pounds of tobacco owed by 

William Thomas to Edward Trafford and Co. The company sued both Thomas and 

Marshall for the same amount during the same court term, suggesting that Marshall may 

have been security for Thomas ( who ultimately mortgaged his property to settle the 

debt). 
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William Thomas's debt problems highlight a new element in these cases that had 

been insignificant before midcentury--suits brought against tenants by merchants or 

commercial firms. Before 1750 merchants were the plaintiffs in only 3 of the 49 suits 

prosecuting tenants for debt. In contrast, commercial firms brought suit to collect debts 

in 34 of the 133 actions (25 percent) against tenants who rented during the 1750s and 

1760s. The firms included Thomas Beatty and Co. (probably Frederick County 

merchants), Edward Trafford and Sons of Liverpool, Christopher Lowndes and Co. of 

Bladensburg, Thomas Hartley and Sons of Whitehaven, and the Scottish firm of John 

Glassford and Co. Like planters throughout the Chesapeake region, tenants took 

advantage of easy credit extended by resident factors of European merchant firms to buy 

on time. 

With the exception of William Thomas Sr., however, none of the tenants 

experienced overwhelming debt problems in their dealings with merchants. At least one 

other tenant, William Barker, does, however, seem to have suffered chronic 

indebtedness, though not of the same magnitude. Creditors brought suit against Barker 

eight times between 1758 and 1765 for amounts (known in six cases) totaling £104, 

about half of which (£50) was owed to merchant firms. Barker also sold four slaves to 

John Glassford and Co. in 1761 for £200 sterling, probably to settle a debt, although the 

firm did not bring suit against him.31 Whether his lack of prosperity led to his debts or 

vice-versa, Barker, who did not own land, died a poor man about 1770, with an estate 

31Frederick County Land Records, Liber G, fols. 315-16. 
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valued at only £44, and his inventory lists both Carroll and John Glassford and Co. as 

d. 32 ere 1tors .. 

A few other tenants also appear frequently as defendants. John and Thomas 

Johnson appear regularly, but not only were there multiple tenants with these names, but 

at least two other unrelated families lived in the county at this time, and it is impossible 

to distinguish among them in court cases.33 Luke Ray and Henry Maroney were 

probably tenants, however, and both seem to have experienced problems with debt. 

Little is known about either; both left the manor before 1767, and probate records were 

found for neither. 

Tenants who rented during this period also sued to collect debts owed them, and 

here wealthy tenants clearly predominated. Twenty-four tenants brought a total of 153 

suits, and the amount of debt is recorded in 94 cases. Wealthy tenants sued for 77 

percent of the total debt and upper middling for another 9 percent, while lower middling 

or poor tenants sued for less than 1 percent of the total and those of undetermined status 

brought suits for the remainder. 

One tenant, James Dickson, initiated one third of all the cases in which the 

amount is known, accounting for half of the total plaintiff debt (see Table 4-2). The 

records specify that at least some of the suits were brought to settle his accounts as 

sheriff, which probably accounts for the high volume of Dickson's litigation. John 

32F rederick County Inventories, Liber 104, fol. 177. 

33This is not however true of probate and land records, which provide sufficient 
information to distinguish the various families. 
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TABLE 4-2 
CARROLLTON MANOR TENANTS, 1750-1768 
DEBTS SUED FOR AS PLAINTIFFS 
FREDERICK COUNTY COURT 

TOTAL 
TOTAL DEBT 

#OF SUED FOR 
LASTNAME FIRST NAME ws SUITS £CURRENT 

POOLEY MATTI-IlAS 4 I 2 

BARKER WILLIAM 5 I 3 

JOHNSON JOSEPH 2 I 3 

JOHNSON THOMAS I I 3 

LOFLIN RICHARD 3 I 4 

THOMAS DANIEL 3 I 4 

NORWOOD RICHARD 3 I 6 

PEDDYCOARD NATHAN 3 2 9 

TUCKER WILLIAM 0 I 13 

MARSHALL WILLIAM 2 I 24 

THOMAS JONATHAN 0 I 25 

PEARLE ROBERT 2 2 29 

WARING BASIL 0 2 32 

LUCKET WILLIAM I 4 33 

DUVALL ALEXANDER 0 4 53 

WILLIAMS WILLIAM I IO 98 

MARONEY HENRY 0 6 106 

JOHNSON THOMAS 3 3 129 

DARNALL JOHN I 5 139 

JACOBS JOHN 2 13 148 

DICKSON JAMES 2 33 839 

TOTAL 94 1702 

DEBT AS 
%OF 

TOTAL 

<I 
<I 
<I 
<l 
<I 
<I 
<I 
<I 

I 
I 
1 

2 

2 

2 

3 

6 

6 

8 

8 

9 

49 

JOO 

Note: WSO = wealth status unknown 
WS 1 = very wealthy 
WS2 = wealthy 

WS3 = upper middling 
WS4 = lower middling 
WS5 =poor 

Source: Frederick County Judgement Records, 1750-1768, Maryland State Archives, 
Annapolis, Md. 
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Jacobs, who as already noted was the most frequently sued tenant, brought 13 suits 

against his own debtors. Other wealthy creditors included John Darnall, William 

Williams, and William Luckett, all very well-to-do land and slaveowners and 

undoubtedly the most affluent tenants who rented on the manor. None of the very 

wealthiest ever brought suit against other tenants, suggesting that they did not serve as a 

source of credit for their neighbors. About 10 percent of the plaintiff suits (16 of the 

total 153) were against other tenants, and John Jacobs was involved in half of them. 

Overall, debt litigation prosecuted in the county court indicates that few tenants 

who rented during the 1750s and 1760s faced economic difficulties. Indebtedness 

seriously encumbered a few, two of whom--William Thomas and William Barker--died 

poor. These two were unusual, however, and the majority of tenants did not become 

embroiled in such difficulties. Significantly, during these years Carroll brought suit 

against only one tenant--Peter Noland, who according to Carroll's account book had 

"run away" sometime around 1755.34 In 1764 Carroll sued Noland for an unspecified 

amount in a case that was settled before trial. What became of Noland is unknown, but 

his brother Philip and nephew Thomas were both tenants, and both were wealthy land 

and slaveowners. A slight majority of all debts were owed by more prosperous tenants, 

and the court issued a writ of attachment against tenants on only two occasions during 

these years, neither of which was executed. No tenants seem to have fled the area to 

escape debts, and none, not even William Thomas, was incarcerated for inability to 

satisfy a creditor. 

34Ledger MT, fol. 55. 
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V. Conclusion 

Tenants who rented on Carrollton during the 1750s and 1760s paid much higher 

rents than early leaseholders, but they were nevertheless able to produce enough to pay 

their rents and a surplus they could invest in capital goods or spend on consumer items 

to improve their standard of living. Very few became landowners while renting on the 

manor, and more probably out migrated in search of better opportunities than before 

midcentury. Nevertheless, at least half were living in the vicinity when they died, and 

those who remained were on the whole very prosperous. Those who owned land were 

considerably wealthier than those who did not, but even non-landowners who rented on 

the manor until death were quite prosperous. More than 80 percent of the latter who left 

probate records were upper middling or wealthy, and they were better off than other 

decedents in the Chesapeake region. Nearly 70 percent of all non-landowners renting on 

Carrollton when they died (and 81 percent of those with probate records) owned slaves, 

while another held two servants. 

Terms and conditions on the manor were less advantageous than under the lease 

agreements, but the land had grown more valuable, and the returns were undoubtedly 

greater. Debt litigation in the county court confirms that tenants were able to pay their 

rents and that few experienced economic difficulties. Despite less favorable agreements, 

the tenants who rented after midcentury continued to prosper and were in general better 

off than the early leaseholders. Although the Carrolls began to finally receive substantial 

returns from their long term investment, the tenants continued to benefit as well. While 
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they would have been better o:ffhad they owned their land, tenancy continued to serve 

the interests of tenant as well as landlord. 
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PART III 

THE REVOLUTIONARY ERA, 1768-1790 

The tenants who re~ted land on Carrollton Manor during the era of the American 

Revolution, from approximately 1768 to 1790, 1 were, on the whole, more prosperous 

than in previous decades and more diverse in terms of gender and ethnicity. The 

majority were still of English origins, but a gradual transition occurred over the period, 

and at least half of those who remained by 1790 were German.2 A number of women 

also held independent places on the manor during these years. In addition, grain 

replaced tobacco as the primary staple, and slaveholding gradually declined. But with 

the exception of the shift from tobacco to grain--precipitated by the disruption of prewar 

trade channels--none of these changes was directly related to the Revolution. Germans 

began to replace the English before the war, tenant wealthholding had gradually 

increased over time, and the decline in slaveholding was due primarily to the changing 

ethnic composition of the population. 

1These dates were chosen not only because they correspond roughly with era of the 
Revolution but also because surviving records--Ledger MT, which begins around 1768, 
and the federal census of 1790--permit a nearly complete reconstruction of the tenant 
population between 1768 and 1790 (U.S. Bureau of the Census, Heads of.Families at the 
First Census of the United States Taken in the Year 1790. Maryland [repnnt ed., 
Spartansburg, S.C.: The Reprint Company, 1964). 

2"English" and "German" are used to denote ethnicity origins, not place of birth. 
Ethnicity was determined from immigration and church records, signatures on deeds or 
wills, and in a few cases from names (for example, Reuben Duttero ). 
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The war itself had no direct impact on the manor. Few tenants left their homes 

and fields to serve in the military, and hostilities never reached Frederick County. Most 

tenants either supported or did not oppose the independence movement, and though 

some showed evidence of dissent, it never took an extreme form, and both supporters 

and dissidents came through the struggle relatively unscathed. The Revolution did not 

result in a redistribution of wealth, increased landholding, or even greater out migration 

in pursuit of opportunities in lands newly opened to settlement in the West. More 

tenants could probably vote, but this increase was due as much to growing prosperity as 

to a Revolutionary expansion of the suffrage, and fewer held public office than in 

previous decades. 

Although the Revolution had no direct impact on Carrollton, the manor did look 

quite different by 1790. But while the landscape had changed--in terms of ethnicity, 

crops, and labor--the tenants' place in it had not significantly altered. As in previous 

decades, access to the means of production--land and labor--gave them a degree of 

autonomy and the ability to decide how to allocate their resources, what to plant, what 

sources oflabor to employ, and when and where to market their crops.· 
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Chapter 5 

Germans, Women, and Changes in the Tenant Population, 

1768-1790 

I. The Tenant Population, 1768-1790 

The majority of all Carrollton tenants who could be identified from surviving 

records--138 of the total 189 included in this study--rented on the manor during the era 

of the American Revolution. Most extant Carroll records--rent rolls and, most 

si nifi 
g cant1y, the only tenant account book3-date from these years and hence provide the 

:fullest information regarding the tenant population during this period. Unlike earlier 

Periods, when incomplete records permit only a partial reconstruction of the tenant 

Population, these 138 comprise the majority renting after 1768. 4 But those on the manor 

at the start of the period were very similar to those known to have rented earlier, 

suggesting that the latter :furnish a representative sampling of the tenants prior to 1768. 

The tenants listed on the first surviving rent roll--compiled in 1768--were, as in 

Previous years, primarily males of English origin whose roots traced back to the older 

3
Charles Carroll of Annapolis (CCA), Acco~t Book ~d Index, 1754-1784 

(hereafter Ledger MT), Maryland Historical Society, Balt1more, Md. (hereafter MdHi). 

4
Carroll's account book provides a complete record of tenants from 1768 until the 

early 1780s, after which probates, land r~c?rd~, and especially _the fede~al cens~s of 1790 
lllak:e it possible to determine those remammg m 1790, but no information SllfVIves 
regarding new entrants after about 1780. 
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tidewater counties to the southeast.5 Eighty percent of the total had kin ties to other 

tenants, close to half owned slaves, and most concentrated on tobacco as their primary 

staple. Most--I05 of the 138--were new entrants in 1768 or later, while the remainder 

had begun renting in earlier years. A handful were early leaseholders whose tenure had 

begun prior to midcentury, though their written agreements had long since terminated 

and, like other tenants during this period, they held their places at will. 

Tenant-landlord relations, governed by oral agreements outlined earlier, did not 

change significantly during this period. 6 Tenants continued to transfer their places to kin 

without payment of alienation fines throughout the Revolutionary era, and to sell them to 

new entrants. As before, the Carrolls do not seem to have mandated the crops grown on 

the manor. Most tenants grew tobacco until the Revolutionary War, but many had 

diversified into grain as well. In 1775 the Carrolls shifted from tobacco to cash rents, 

and a majority of tenants abandoned their former staple in favor of wheat. A few 

continued to grow tobacco, however, and to pay rent in that crop. 

At least 38 percent of the tenants who rented during the Revolutionary period 

owned slaves, and less than half of these owned land off the manor. For reasons that are 

not clear, Carroll Sr. (who kept the account book) charged a handful of tenants extra 

rent for "taxables," presumably additional laborers. Only seven tenants--who owned 

5[Charles Carroll of Carrollton (CCC)], List of Rents on [Carrollton], Aug. 16, 1768, 
Carroll Papers, MS 216, MdHi. The analysis of the rent roll includes four tenants who 
were renting on the manor but who are not on the list because they made no payments at 
the time it was compiled. 

6See chapter three for a discussion of the "at will" agreements. 
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from two to eleven slaves--were assessed this fee, most of whom probably used the 

slaves on their manor tracts.
7 

But at least twenty-five others not charged--who held 

from one to ten slaves--did not own freehold land and almost certainly employed their 

laborers on the manor. Many of these landless slaveowners (at least nineteen) not 

charged for extra hands were renting on the manor when they died. For example, John 

Jacobs ( d.1769) owned ten slaves, and neither he nor his widow, who took over his 

place, were charged for using extra hands. Neither was Benjamin Norris, who owned 

eight slaves at his death in 1778, nor Norris's widow Priscilla, who assumed his 

tenement, nor many who others could be cited as well. 

Even in cases where Carroll did charge for extra hands, the rationale is not clear. 

William Marshall, who owned five slaves at his death in 1778, was charged for two extra 

hands. Elizabeth Thomas, who evidently inherited her husband's three slaves as well as 

his tenement, was charged with one extra hand during only two of the twelve years she 

rented. Carroll did not assess the fee after 1775, but when he transferred the account to 

Thomas's son in 1779 he noted there were "two working Negroes" on the place. 8 

Barbara Williams almost certainly worked her place with slaves, as had her husband 

before her. But though she owned at least eight slaves, she is charged with only one 

extra hand during just three of the five years she rented, and this is credited back as 

7Two owned land off the manor, at least one ofwhom--Barbara Williams--worked 
her Carrollton tract with slaves. One of the tenants charged with a taxable was not 
identified as a slaveowner from other sources and has not been counted as such. 

8Ledger MT, fo 1. 4 3. 
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" 
over charged" during one of those years. 9 In sum, why Carroll charged this fee to a few 

tenants and not to others cannot be detennined. What is clear, though, is that many 

tenants were using slaves on their manor tracts, and only a few were assessed extra rent 

for the privilege. 

Taken as a whole, the tenants who rented after 1768 were more varied in tenns 

of ethni · c1ty and gender than in earlier years. At least 33 percent of the tenants who 

rented during the Revolutionary period were German, and 12 percent were women who 

independently held places on the manor. IO The ethnic composition of the manor began to 

change significantly in the years before the Revolutionary war, as Germans increasingly 

replaced the English who departed, until by 1790 they comprised at least half, and 

probably more, of the manor population. At the same time, kin networks declined, 

Primarily because Germans were much less likely to have relations on the manor. 

The growing predominance of German tenants is not surprising, given their 

steadily increasing numbers in the county as a whole, but the proportion remained low 

until 1773-1774, when a large number of English Moravian tenants left the manor to 

migrate to that sect's settlement at Hope, North Carolina. They were replaced by 

Germans, in contrast to earlier years, when most tenants who left ( or died) were replaced 

by other English, many of whom were kin, either to the previous occupant (usually 

Widows or sons) or to others renting on the manor. 
11 

By the end of 1772, the Gennan 

9rbid., fol. 38. 

10The women who rented on the manor are discussed below. 

i1S ee Table 5-1. 
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proportion of the population had increased to only 14 percent, but by the end of 1775 it 

had risen to about 30 percent. 

It is unclear whether Carroll thereafter deliberately sought out German tenants, 

or whether their increase merely reflected their growing preponderance in the county. 

After 1772, however, a slight majority (52 percent) of all new entrants were German, 

while only 37 percent were definitely identified as English or mulatto, a shift that is 

outlined in Table 5-1. English and mulatto tenants continued to pass their places along 

to kin, but the majority of places that did not go to kin went to Germans. A few 

Germans also began to transfer tenements to relations, but most of these new entrants 

did not have kin on the manor. Whereas just over half of English and African new 

entrants after 1773 were related to the previous occupant, only 14 percent of German 

newcomers took over the places of kin (see Table 5-1). 

As the proportion of Germans increased, that of the English, of course, declined. 

By 1780 42 percent of the tenants were German, 43 percent English, and 4 percent 

mulatto. 12 Figures are less reliable after 1780 because Carroll transferred a large number 

of tenant accounts that year to a ledger that no longer survives, but by the end of 1782 

60 percent of those who remained were German and 33 percent English. Only 

incomplete evidence survives regarding the tenants still renting in 1790, but at least 

about half of those remaining were German. This latter figure does not include new 

entrants after about 1780, most of whom were probably German, so their proportion in 

1790 was most likely considerably greater than 50 percent. 

12The ethnicity of the remainder could not be determined. 
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TABLE 5-1 

~ARROLL TON MANOR TENANTS, 1734-1790 
THNICITY OF NEW ENTRANTS 

TOTAL %OF 

tNEW ENTRANTS # TOTAL 

105 100 !_OT AL 1768-1784 
52 50 

L ENGLISH/MULATTO 
39 

~ GERMAN 41 

# 
WITH 
KIN 

69 

46 
19 

4 

# % 
RELATED RELATED 

% TO TO 
WITH PREVIOUS PREVIOUS 
KIN occUP ANT OCCUPANT 

66 32 30 

88 24 46 

46 7 17 

33 
8 

,_ UNKNOWN ~-~ _____ _j__---l-_ ___j.--+---1---+-----l 
.!._OT AL I 7 68-1772 

12 11 

38 
27 

6 

5 

100 
71 
16 
13 

31 82 13 

I I 

2 

0 

34 
41 
33 

25 93 
~ ENGLISH/MULATTO 4 67 

2 40 
0 '--GERMAN 

,__ UNKNOWN 
~==-- ------J--~--1---+--t----+----I 
!QT AL 1773-1784 

ENGLISH/MULATTO 

67 
25 

100 
37 

38 57 

21 84 

19 

13 

28 

52 

..._GERMAN 

UNKNOWN 

35 

7 

52 
IO 

15 43 
2 29 

5 

I 

14 
14 

Source: Tenant data files ethnicity, kinship; Charles Carroll of Annapolis, Account Book 
and Index, J 754'. J 784, Maryland Historical Society, Bahimore, Md. 
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Place of origin could be determined with some certainty for 81 of the 138 tenants 

during this period. About half the Germans could be documented as immigrants 

themselves or as sons of immigrants, and the remainder were probably first or second 

generation as well. Scattered evidence indicates that at least some made their way to 

Frederick County via Pennsylvania. Tenant David Prishe (or Preusch), for example, was 

in Frederick County by 1776, when he began renting on the manor, but his son had been 

born in Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, a decade before, and Prishe himself was 

probably an immigrant like his wife Sophia, who was born in Germany in 1742. 13 

As in earlier decades, most tenants of English origin had roots in the tidewater, 

especially in Prince George's County, but also in Anne Arundel, Baltimore, and Charles. 

As the proportion of English declined, so too did those who were more closely attached 

to tobacco and slavery than the German newcomers. During the Revolutionary era, 

grain replaced tobacco as the primary staple on the manor, but this transition affected all 

tenants and cannot be attributed to the changing composition of the manor population. 

Slaveholding also declined significantly after about 1790, a change that was more closely 

related to the increasing German presence. 14 

13Frederick Sheely Weiser, comp. and trans., Records of Marriages and Burials in the 
Monocacy Church in Frederick County, Maryland and in the Evangelical Lutheran 
Congregation in the City of Frederick, Maryland, 1743-1811, special publication No. 8 
(Washington, D.C.: The National Genealogical Society, 1972), 32, 42, 57, 106, 113. 

14Both the agricultural shift and the decline in slaveholding are discussed in later 
chapters. 
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II. Kinship during the Revolutionary Era 

As Germans came to dominate the manor population, kin connections, which had 

linked the vast majority of those of English or mulatto origins to others on the manor 
' 

became less prevalent. 15 Three-quarters of the tenants who rented during the 1750s and 

1760s were related to at least one other tenant, and by 1768 the proportion had reached 

80 percent. By 1777, however, only 62 percent of those listed on a rent roll compiled 

that year were kin to other tenants on the manor, a decline brought about by the 

changing ethnic composition of the manor. 16 Less than half the Gennans who rented 

d . 
urmg the Revolutionary era were related to other tenants, compared to 87 percent of 

th0se with English or mulatto origins (see Table 5-2). 

The decline in kin connections does not seem to have been due to a change in the 

Carrolls' policy of permitting the tenants to transfer their places on the manor to family 

members. A number of tenants who rented during the Revolutionary period--about half 

of those who wrote wills--left instructions for the disposition of their manor lots, even 

after German newcomers began to outnumber the English. In 1778, for example, 

William Marshall Sr. willed "my Goodwill of my dwelling Plantation I now live on" to his 

15Relationships included parents and children, spouses, siblings, cousins, aunts/uncles, 
grandparents/children, and in-laws. Other more indirec~ ties also existed (for example 
marriages between tenant relations) and are often descnbed, but have not been quantified 
and are not included in these :figures. Mulattoes are grouped with the English because 
they were of mixed English and African origin. 

16A Rent Role & List due on Carrollton, Sept. 29, 1777 Carroll-Maccubbin Papers, 

Ms 219, Md.Hi. ' 
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TABLE 5-2 

CARROLL TON MANOR TENANTS, 1734_ 1
790 KINSHIP AND ETHNICITY 

TOTAL # 
DESCRIPTION ¾OF WITH # TOTAL KIN ALL TENANTS, 1768-1790 189 100 127 ENGLISH/MULATTO 119 62 97 GERMAN 

48 25 22 UNKNOWN 22 12 8 

TENANTS BEFORE 1750 32 17 21 

TENANTS 1750-1768 69 37 51 

TENANTS 1768-90 138 73 94 
ENGLISH/MULATTO 76 55 66 
GERMAN 45 33 21 

RENT ROLL 1768 46 100 37 
ENGLISH/MULATTO 36 78 33 
GERMAN 5 11 3 

RENT ROLL 1771 62 100 49 
ENGLISH/MULATTO 47 76 42 
GERMAN 8 13 5 

RENT ROLL 1777 68 100 42 
ENGLISH/MULATTO 35 51 29 
GERMAN 26 38 11 

TENANTS 1790 35 100 25 
ENGLISH/MULATTO 17 49 17 
GERMAN 17 49 8 

% MEDIAN 
WITH # OF 
KIN KIN 

67 2 
82 3 
46 2 
36 l 

66 3 

74 3 

68 2 

87 3 
47 2 

80 3 

92 4 

60 l 

79 2 

89 3 

63 l 

62 3 

83 3 

42 2 

71 3 

100 3 

47 3 

Sources: Tenant data files, ethnicity, kinship; [Charles Carroll of Carrollton (CCC)], List 
of Rents on [Carrollton], Aug. 16, 1768, Carroll Papers, MS 216; [CCC], A 
Rent Role & list ofBallances due on Carrollton, Sept. 29, 1771, Carroll
Maccubbin Papers, MS 219; [CCC], A Rent Role, & List due on Carrollton, 
Sept. 29, 1777, ibid.; Charles Carroll of Annapolis, Account Book and Index, 
1754-1784, Maryland Historical Society, Baltimore, Md .. 
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son Willi 
am Jr. , who took over the place when he died. 17 Elizabeth Jacobs in 1790 

Willed "the plantation I now live on" to sons Benjamin and George, both of whom were 

Carroll tenants when they died some years later. 18 In 1811 Thomas Noland left "the lots 

Which I hold on Carrolls Manor" to his widow Eleanor. 19 

German tenants also willed their places to kin, indicating that this was not a 

Privilege the Carrolls sought to eliminate as the ethnic composition of the manor 

changed. Michael Fyst, a German, left the "God [ sic J will of my place" and all his 

" moveables" to his son Philip when he died in 1794, provided that the latter paid a total 

of £100 to his four siblings. Godfrey Kephart, Powell Lashorn, Adam Shafer, and 

George Winpigler also left directions regarding their manor tenements. But even the 

places of tenants who did not leave wills generally went to kin. Altogether, 30 percent 

of all new entrants during the Revolutionary era assumed the places of kin, none of 

Whom were charged the standard entrance fee. 

The decrease in kin connections did not therefore come about because the 

Carrolls revoked the tenants' privilege of transferring their places to family members, and 

it Was not reflected in tenant continuity on specific tracts but rather in the ability of 

tenant relations to obtain either places vacated by nonfamily members or newly created 

tenements. Before 1773, 82 percent of new tenants were related to someone on the 

17Frederick County Wills, Liber GM no. 1, fols. 65-66, Maryland State Archives, 

Annapolis, Md. (hereafter MSA). 

18
Frederick County Wills, Liber GM no. 2, fol. 360· 

19f rederick County Wills, Liber RB no. 1, fols. 189-92. 
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manor, though usually not to the previous occupant of their tenements. Prospective 

tenants probably learned of vacancies from kin renting on the manor and used these 

connections to obtain their own places. After 1772, however, relations who did not 

actually inherit tenements from kin were less likely to find places on the manor, and only 

57 percent of new entrants had family ties to tenants already renting from the Carrolls. 

Tenements that did not go to kin and newly created places were now more likely to go 

to Germans with no connections, rather than to English with relations on the manor. 

Over the years, several large multigenerational kin groups, such as the Pearles, 

Hills, Johnsons, and Thomases, had taken up places on the manor. Only some of these 

family members inherited their places from kin, while others took over new tenements or 

places vacated by nonrelations. These families were not displaced by new entrants of 

German origins and continued to pass their places to kin. Penelope Hill and Kezia 

Johnson took over their husbands' places in 1774 and 1778, Basil Johnson assumed his 

brother's in 1775, William Marshall took over his uncle James Pearle's the same year, and 

so on. Fourteen members of these family groups were tenants at the time of the 1768 

rent roll, twelve in 1777, and at least ten were still tenants in 1790. These families did 

however decline as a proportion of the whole population--from 30 percent in 1768 to 18 

percent in 1777--because they did not expand their presence as newly created tenements 

became available during these years. 20 

20Twenty-one newly created tenements became available between 1768 and 1777, 
only two of which were acquired by members of these families. 
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New entrants of German origin had fewer kin ties on the manor because they 

Were newcomers to the area. As first or second generation immigrants they had not 

developed extensive kin networks in the county, and they usually came to the manor as 

ind• . 
IVIduais rather than as part of kin groups. Many members of the large English kin 

groups had taken up places at the same time, and they had ties stretching back 

generations, to the original leaseholders on the manor. For example, Robert Pearle, a 

1744 leaseholder, died in 1765, but ten members of the mulatto Pearle-Marshall clan 

continued to rent after 1768. Henry Hill Sr., also a l 744 leaseholder, died in 1770, but 

three sons, a grandson, and his daughter-in-law continued to rent during these years. 

The five members of the Johnson family (excluding steward Joseph Johnson, a 

nonrelation) who remained after I.768 also had kin ties to earlier tenants, as did the 

Thomases. 

Only one new kin group with four or more members--the Richardson brothers 

John, Richard, Thomas, and William--took up places on the manor during these years, 

and they began renting in 1770, before the Gennan in.flux. Although they had no kin on 

the manor (aside from each other), the Richardsons, who were members of the Society 

of Friends, were connected to several earlier tenant families by marriage. The family had 

moved to the Monocacy Valley in 1751 when Richard Richardson Sr. (d.1761), 

originally of Anne Arundel County, purchased land from Henry Ballinger, a member of 

the Society who had settled near Carrollton during the 1720s. Hannah and Sophia 

Richardson (sisters of the Richardson tenants), had married sons of William and George 

Matthews, both Quakers and original Carrollton leaseholders in l 734. After her first 
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husband died Sophia had married Basil Peddycoard, the son of tenants Nathan and Sarah 

Peddycoard. William Barton Peddycoard, who was also a tenant and the son of Nathan 

and Sarah, married Sophia's sister Margaret. And tenant William Richardson (son of 

Richard d.1761), married Ann Davis, the daughter of Sarah Davis Peny, wife of tenant 

Samuel Perry. 

The Richardson family illustrates the ways in which dense kin networks linked 

tenants who were not directly related to one another. These indirect connections 

declined as more direct kinship ties became less prevalent. But while German tenants 

initially had fewer kin ties, over time they probably developed the same sorts of networks 

that characterized the earlier tenants. Few remained until death during the years covered 

by the Carroll account book (simply because, as later arrivals, they died later), but those 

Who did passed their places on to kin. George Cost's place went to his son Francis, 

Jacob Toup's to his brother George, Adam Kile's to his widow Elizabeth, and Martin 

Whip's to his widow Barbara and then to their son Tobias. In addition, John Leather's 

son and grandson, Peter Hargate's descendants Abraham and John, and George Kiphart, 

possibly a son of Godfrey and Margaret Kephart, were all tenants in 1824. Although the 

increasing prevalence of German tenants initially resulted in less extensive kinship 

networks, over time they developed the same widespread, multilayered, and complex 

relationships. 
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III. F ema1e Tenants on Carrollton Manor 

During the Revolutionary era independent women renting their own places 

comprised a significant minority--about 12 percent--ofthe total manor population. Only 

thr
ee Women are known to have held places in earlier decades, but records for those 

Years are incomplete and :fragmentary evidence indicates that there was no significant 

shift in practice after 1768. During the Revolutionary era women almost always took 

over the places of husbands who died while renting on the manor, regardless of their age 

or Whether there were adult children. The Carrolls evidently acknowledged a widow's 

right to assume her deceased husband's place as a matter of course, and never assessed 

the usual alienation fee charged new entrants. This pattern was not, however, inevitable. 

Men could have willed their places to sons or directed that they be sold, and a few did 

so. But almost always the place went to the widow, a practice that afforded these 

Women a degree of independence that they otherwise would not have eajoyed. 

The three women known to have rented before 1768 suggest that others who 

could not be identified by surviving records probably did so as well. When Nathan 

Peddycoard died in 1759, for example, he did not leave a will, but his wife Sarah (then 

age forty-four) took over his tenement, not their son William Barton, who was at least 

twenty. 21 Jacob Duckett a 1744 leaseholder who also owned land, willed his wife Sarah 
' 

one-third of his real and personal property, and she briefly succeeded him on the manor 

21 William Barton Peddycoard was baptized in 1739. He became a_ tenant himself in 
1766, but Sarah maintained her own place until l 774, when she sold 1t upon joining the 
Moravian migration to Hope, N.C. (George Ely Russell, Mora~an Families of Carroll's 
Millior, Frederick County, Maryland [Middletown, Md.: Catoctm Press, 1989], 113-14). 
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after his death in 1764, again despite the fact that their son Thomas, who was named co

executor of the estate, was of age. Sarah was apparently still on Carrollton in 1766 

When she invited the new Moravian minister and his wife to stay in her "small house" on 

"Carro ls Manner," which she also shared with some sixteen other family members. 22 

Mary Matthews, widow of 1734 leaseholder William Matthews, almost certainly 

took over her husband's place after his death in 1740. Matthews's will did not 

specifically mention his Carrollton tract, but his widow was apparently living on the 

manor in 1744, when a lease contracted that year used "Mary Matthews meadow" as a 

point of reference in locating the meets and bounds of a new tenement. 23 While the 

evidence regarding the transfer of tenements in earlier decades is only fragmentary, it 

does suggest that women had taken over their husbands' places in the years before 1768. 

A nearly complete record of the tenant population survives for the years between 

l 768 and 1790, and during this period a surviving widow ahnost always assumed the 

place of her deceased husband. About one-third of the male tenants who rented during 

the Revolutionary period are known to have been tenants at the time of their deaths, and 

infonnation survives regarding the new occupant of about two-thirds--or twenty-four--of 

those tenements.24 In at least four cases the wife had predeceased the tenant, but sixteen 

22[CCC], Queries and answers about tenants [on Carrollton], [1765?], Carroll Papers, 
Ms 216 MdHi· "An Account of the beginning to Preach the gospel on Esqr. Carrolls 
manor b~ the B;etherns united ... ", printed Russell, Moravian Families, 35. 

23Prince George's County Wills, Liber 22, fol. 181, MSA; Prince George's County 

Land Records, Liber BB No.I, fols. 179-80, MSA. 

24Thirty-eight of the 121 male tenants who :ented between l 768_and 1790 were 
tenants at death, 43 were not, and no information was found regardmg the other 40. The 
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0th
ers assumed their deceased husbands' places--or 84 percent of the nineteen widows 

known to survive their spouse. 

In only three cases did a surviving widow not assume her husband's place. James 

Mackey rented in partnership with his kinsmen William, who continued on the place after 

Mackey' s death rather than James's widow Ann. George Winpigler's 1788 will directed 

that his widow Elizabeth "keep in her hands as much of my property as she thinks she 

may have need of," but then specified that his tenement be sold and the proceeds divided 

among his four children. 25 George's son Henry purchased the "good Will of a Plantation 

rented by the deed from Charles Carroll esq" from the estate for £60 and evidently 

became a tenant himself26 And, finally, Jacob Toup's wife was living when he died in 

l 771, but his brother George took over his Carrollton tract. With these few exceptions, 

however, women always assumed the places of the deceased male tenants who rented 

between 1768 and 1790 in cases in which the transfer of tenements can be documented. 

Seventeen women, sixteen of whom were widows, independently held their own 

places on the manor during the Revolutionary period. The husbands of only two of 

them, both of whom had grown sons, left wills specifying that their wives were to remain 

on their places, and another (with no children) left his wife his "dwelling plantation," 

fate the places of l4 of the 38 who died could not be determined because they died after 
Ledger Mr ends, and though some evidence ident~es them as tenants ( such as rent paid 
to Carroll) there is no data regarding the fate oftherr tenements. 

25Frederick County Wills, Liber GM no. 2, fols. 388-89· 

26Frederick County Administration Accounts, Liber GM no. 1, fols. 426-27, MSA. 
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presumably including his tenement. 27 Most husbands did not leave wills specifying the 

disposition of their tenements, in which cases the widow almost always took over, a right 

evidently recognized by the Carrolls. 

The transfer of tenements to widows was in some ways remarkable. Had the 

men owned their lots, the widow by law would have been entitled only to a lifetime 

interest in one-third of the property. The husband might have willed her more than her 

dower right, but Lois Green Carr has found the opposite trend during the eighteenth 

century, with testators favoring children over widows, to whom they tended to bequeath 

their dower or less. 28 The women on Carrollton not only inherited the entire place, but 

they evidently owned the improvements outright, which they could transfer to a new 

husband (at least two did so) or sell (as did Sarah Peddycoard). 

A widow generally took over the place of her deceased husband regardless not 

only of whether he left a will, but also regardless of either her age or the ages of her 

Children. At least ten of the sixteen widows had children of age when they assumed their 

husbands' places.29 There is only incomplete evidence regarding the ages of the female 

tenants, but Sarah Peddycoard was forty-four when she took over her husband's place, 

and Sarah Johnson, whose son Thomas was born in 1729, must have been in her fifties 

. 27The tenant, Mathias Pooley, also owned 140 acres in the county, but his wife, who 

inherited the entire estate, took over his tenement. 

28Lois Green Carr "Inheritance in the Colonial Chesapeake," in Women in the Age of 
~ American Revolu~ion, ed. Ronald Hoffinan and Peter J. Albert (Charlottesville: 

University Press of Virginia, 1989), 155-208. 

29Three had children underage, two probably had no children, and one is unknown. 
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When she became a tenant in 1767. Elizabeth Thomas's husband Daniel, whose place she 

assum d · e m 1766, was born before 1710. Women with grown children were likely to be 

in their forties or fifties, but some with young children--Ann Eason, Eleanor Loflin, 

Sarah Toone--aiso took over their husbands' tenements. 

The deceased husbands of female tenants ranged from very poor to very wealthy. 

William Barker and Philip Hill left very small estates valued at less than £50 ( deflated). 

Willi am Williams, on the other hand left an estate worth over £2,000 (deflated) and 

0 Wned over 2,000 acres ofland when he died. Although Williams specified that his wife 

Barbara was to have one-third of his personal estate, he distributed the majority of his 

land to his four sons and directed that the remainder be sold. Barbara did own land 
' 

Which she willed to her sons in 1791 , but she continued renting William's place on the 

lllanor for several years after his death in 17 69. 30 In general, the wealth status of men 

Whose widows rented during the Revolutionary era showed a distribution similar to that 

of all tenants during the period, indicating that they represent a cross section of the 

population during these years. 

Although the husband's wealth status does not seem to have been a significant 

determinant of whether the widow remained on the place, most of the female tenants did 

share one characteristic--access to labor. Nine of the sixteen deceased husbands owned 

slaves when they died, and another held two servants. Altogether, nearly 70 percent of 

30William Williams, a very wealthy land- and slaveown~r who died~ 1769, was 
definitely the tenant whose account begins in Ledger MT m 1767, for his executors paid 
Carroll "for the rent of a plantation in 1768" (Frederick County A~tration 
Accounts, Liber B no. 2, fols. 233-36). His widow Barbara began paymg the rent in 
1770, and the account runs until 1775 when it is transferred to a new entrant. 
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th
e men held bound laborers when they died, higher than the average for all tenants.31 

Five other women, whose husbands did not own laborers, had grown sons who probably 

lived with them on the manor. Carroll, for example, transferred Elizabeth Barker's 

account to her "son Barker" in 1772 but then switched it back, noting that Barker was 

"living with His Mother. "32 Elizabeth also had a grown son from a previous marriage, 

Garah Harding (b.1749?), who took over her place in 1779, possibly when she died. 

Only two women are not known to have had either grown sons or access to 

bound laborers. Sarah Toone, who was evidently quite poor, took over her husband 

Robert's tenement after his death around 1767. She is credited with making one payment 

in 1769, but by 1770 her rent was nearly three years in arrears, and the place went to a 

new entrant. Sarah herself was dead by the summer of I 770, when the county court 

bound out her four young children. 33 It is highly unlikely that she had access to bound 

labor, and her children, the eldest of whom was sixteen when she died, were likewise 

llnable to supply her labor needs. Sarah probably would have eventually been evicted 

had she not died. 

One other woman, Elizabeth Pooley, probably did not have grown children, and 

it is unknown whether she had access to bound labor. Her husband Mathias left her his 

31Fi:fty-three percent of probated tenants owned slaves when they died. All of the 
deceased husbands but one left probates, ten ofwhom--or 67 percent--held bound 
laborers. 

32L edger MT, fol. 54. 

33Frederick County Judgement Records, June 1770, fol. 633; Aug. 1770, fol. 20, 

MSA. 
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entire estate, real and personal, but did not specify any of his property holdings, and no 

mventory was made of his goods. Mathias had previously owned at least one slave, for 

Which he was disowned by the Quakers several years earlier, but whether he owned any 

at death is unknown. Elizabeth soon resolved any problems she may have faced, 

however, when she remarried within a year after her husband's death. 34 

A few other widows remarried as well, and a few women, like Sarah Toone, died 

shortly after their husbands. 35 Eleanor Loflin and Ann Eason both rented for three years 

and then married new entrants who took over their places. Elizabeth Kile died within a 

Year of her spouse, and Barbara Whip, Margaret Kephart, and Elizabeth Johnson 

probably did not long survive their husbands. But several women remained on their 

Carrollton tracts as independent tenants for a number of years. 

Sarah Peddycoard rented for :fifteen years before selling her place to a new 

entrant in 1774, when she joined the Moravian migration to North Carolina. Penelope 

Bill kept her place until at least 1779, when her account was transferred to a nonextant 

ledger, and almost certainly until at least 1790, when she is listed on the federal census as 

an independent head of household living in the midst of other tenants.
36 

Mary Luck 

rented a minimum of thirteen years, until at least 1779 when her account was likewise 

34Eliz.abeth remarried in January 1772, six months after M~thias's will ~as pro~:d, 
and was disowned by the Society of Friends in May for marrymg out ofumty \William 
Wade Hinshaw, Encyclopedia of American Quaker Genealogy [Ann Arbor, Mich.: 

Edwards Brothers, 1936], vol. 4, 546). 

35Jt IS. • .bl hat happened to all the women because many of the 
unposs1 e to say w 

accounts are transferred to a nonextant ledger after 1780· 

36
Heads of Families ... 1790_. 71. 
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Carried to a 1 d . 
new e ger. Elizabeth Thomas rented for twelve years, until her own death 

in 1779 at whi h . h Willi. 
' c pomt er son am took over. And Elizabeth Jacobs kept her place 

for twenty years, from 1770 until her death in 1790. Jacobs not only owned several 

slaves but had 
a number of grown sons who lived with her on the manor, two of whom 

inherited the place at her death. 

These women successfully maintained their independence for years, a particularly 

remarkable feat given the obstacles they faced. Husbands could, and a few did, pass 

th
eir Places to male heirs. Or husbands might establish conditions on the widow's 

succession, as did Martin Whip, who decreed that his wife could remain on the tenement 

Only if she did not remany, in which case "she must leave the plantation. "37 Most males 

did not make provisions excluding widows, but the few who did highlight the potential. 

And While the Carrolls evidently recognized a widow's right of succession in the absence 

of a Will, they might just as well have accorded that privilege to a male relation. 

Inheriting the place was just the first step. In order to keep it a woman needed 

access to the labor of slaves, servants, sons, or paid workers. A woman with neither 

slaves nor sons risked losing her place, as Sarah Toone no doubt would have had she not 

died. Although most of these women seem to have inherited at least some of their 

husbands' laborers, the men might easily have transferred them to male heirs. And male 

sons, rather than remaining with their mothers, might well have established their own 

Places, as did sons ofEliz.abeth Johnson, Margaret Kephart, Elizabeth Thomas, and 

Sarah Peddycoard. At least some of these women nevertheless seem to have kept some 

37Frederick County Wills, Liber GM no. 1, fols. 209-11. 
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sons . h 
Wit them, possibly using the promise of inheriting their Carrollton lots as an 

inducement. 

Not ail women maintained their independence. Some remarried, relinquishing 

th . 
err places and their independence to new husbands. But some women remained 

independent for remarkably long periods. Their ability to do so, however, to a large 

extent depended on males--on their husbands for their places and their laborers, on the 

Carro11s for recognition of their right to succession, and on their sons or other male kin, 

not just as workers, but probably to help them run their plantations, make decisions, and 

control their slave laborers. 

One extraordinary and mysterious female tenant--Mary Luck--apparently 

.ll1aintained an independent place on the manor without any male support. Unlike other 

Women, Luck does not seem to have inherited her place from a deceased husband, nor 

did she have any male sons living with her, nor evidently any male kin in the area. 38 Luck 

Paid the rent on her fifty acres promptly, in sterling rather than tobacco, but how she 

.ll1ade her living and what sources oflabor she employed are unknown. She maintained 

her place on the manor for a minimum of thirteen years, from 1766 when her account 

begins to at least 1 779 when it is carried to a nonextant ledger. 
' 

Luck is most unusual, not for the length of time she rented independently, but for 

the absence of male connections--husbands, sons, and other kin--that surrounded the 

38Mary Luck ha e been the widow of a prior tenant, but if so no record of his 
· may "' · · · 1766 · h existence survi d h account in MT, which beg111S m , JS new, rat er than t ves, an er h . 

ransferred from a previous tenant. No person oft at surname appears m ~~ county 
land probat t c. Mary and Sarah--court records, and no Luck 1s listed as 
h 

' e, or--excep 1or 
ead of household in the county in the first federal census of 1790. 
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other femaJ t . e enants. Her mdependence crune at a price, however, and she seems to 

have bee . n exceptionally vulnerable. In 1765 one Peter Grosh was convicted and fined 

for forcible entiy into Luck's dwelling, and the next year Willirun Duvall pleaded guilty to 

assaulting Mazy and a woman named Saiy Luck, whose exact relationship is llllknown. 

These incidents taken in isolation are perhaps unremarkable, but some years later Mazy 

and Sarah Luck, who lived alone on the manor, were again the victims of a much more 

serious assault. 

Early on the morning of May 4, 1773, about two hours before dawn, three men 

allegedly broke into their house, committed "Assault and Battery on the Bodies of Mazy 

Luck and Sarah Luck," and robbed them of "Twenty five Shillings and Sixpence Sterling 

Money and four Round Silver Dollars worth One pound Ten Shillings Current Money 

one half Dollar worth three Shillings and Nine pence current Money and Four Quarter 

Dollars worth Seven Shillings and Sixpence Current Money." Evidently the men gained 

entry when at least one of them climbed "up the Chinney [sic] of the dwelling House of 

Mazy Luck and Sarah Luck and going down the Inside of the said Chimney into the 

Dwelling House aforesaid" presumably let the other two in. Two of the men, Andrew 

Ifarding (or Harden) and Herny Green--servants of tenant Willirun Tucker--pleaded 

lilnocent, were tried by a jury, and found not guilty. The third man, Nicholas Fitzgerald, 

Confessed guilt and was sentenced to hang. 
39 

Th · d . "d t specially the early morning assault on their home--ese repeate mc1 en s--e 

Were hi h1 h c. 1 tenants who though independent, were g y unusual. No ot er 1ema e , 

39Frederick County Court Minutes, Aug. 1773, fols. 66-67, 84. 
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surrounded by sons and other male kin, suffered any incidents of this nature. Women 

could and did maintain autonomous places on the manor, but they were never completely 

independent of the males who left them their places, supplied their labor needs, 

recognized their right to succeed their husbands, and by their very presence afforded 

protection and support. 

Although never completely autonomous, women who inherited their Carrollton 

tracts from deceased husbands enjoyed a remarkable degree of independence. Had they 

not taken over their husbands' places they would have had few options--remarriage or a 

dependent status in the household of grown children. In many ways the female tenants 

who rented on the manor were very similar to the husbands who preceded them. 

Control of a place on the manor established them--like their husbands--as autonomous 

landholders. Just as male tenants enjoyed an autonomy in stark contrast to dependent 

laborers, the status of female tenants differed markedly from dependent widows. 

Although not quite as independent as their male counterparts, access to land and labor 

gave these women a large measure of control over their lives. 

IV. Conclusion 

During the era of the Revolution the tenants who rented on the manor were more 

diverse in terms of ethnicity and gender than in earlier years. This diversity did not, 

however, come at the expense of their right to pass their tenements on to family 

members or to sell them to new entrants, which remained unaltered throughout the 

period. They continued to rent under the terms of the at will agreements established 
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after the original leases terminated, and whether male or female, English or German, they 

eajoyed the same privileges, which gave them a large degree of autonomy. 
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Chapter 6 

Wealth and L . . 
andholdmg of the Revolutionary 

Generation, 1768-1790 

As was the case with renters on the manor earlier in the century, the 138 tenants 

on Carrollton during the Revolutionary era ranged from very wealthy land- and 

slavehold 1ik ers e William Luckett and John Darnall Jr. , to very poor men and women 

Whose est t a es, when probated, were worth less than £50. In general, however, the 

tenants Who rented during the Revolutionary period were quite prosperous, more so than 

either th t . . 
e enants who had preceded them or decedents elsewhere m the region. Tenant 

Prosperity had gradually increased over time, and none of the transfonnations of the 

Revolutionary era--the transition from English to Gennan tenants, the agricultural shift 

on the manor from tobacco to wheat, the decline in slaveholding, nor the Revolutionary 

War ·t 1 self--seriously altered that trend. 

I. Land Ownership 

As in previous decades, most of the tenants who rented on Carrollton during the 

Revolutionary era did not own :freehold land prior to renting, and their tenure on the 

lllanor did not, in most cases, lead to land ownership. 1 Nonetheless, a sizeable minority 

• 
1
Information regarding land ownership is from the tenant biographical_ data files. As 

In earlier chapters the discussion of land ownership is confined t? Frederick and adjacent 
counties. Land o~ership of tenants who migrated out of state JS for the most part 
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of 50 (36 ) 
percent out of the 138 tenants who rented during this period owned land in 

Frederick County or vicinity during their lifetime, with a median holding of 175 acres.2 

The population of the county continued to grow rapidly after 1768, increasing 

from 14,000 to 28,000 in 1773, a 100 percent increase during a :five-year period. By 

1776 
the county had grown to such an extent that it was divided in three, with present 

Montgomery set off to the east, and everything to the west of South Mountain 

designated as Washington County. Frederick County lost 12,000 to 13,000 inhabitants 

in this division, but the population of its new delimited territory nevertheless increased to 

nearly 23,000 by 1782 and over 30,000 by 1790.3 

During the 1770s unsettled areas in the piedmont were virtually eliminated, 4 and 

not surprisingly very few tenants were able to patent land. Whereas one-third of the 

tenants before midcentuzy and 14 percent of those who rented during the 1750s and 

1760s had patented land, only 9 percent of the Revolutionary tenants did so. And just 

one tenant who did not previously own land acquired a freehold in this manner while 

renting on Carrollton. A mere 15 percent of the total acres owned by tenants who rented 

during this period, and 7 percent of that acquired by those with no land before renting on 

the manor, were obtained by patent. 

unknown and is not included. 

2This fig d . 1 d c.0 ur tenants who owned town lots only; if they are d ure oes not me u e 11 

a ded the proportion increases to 39 percent. 

3Arthur E. Karinen, "Numerical and Distributional Aspects of Maryland Population, 
1631-1840" (Ph.D. diss., University ofMaryland, 1958), 15· 

4
Ibid., 162. 
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As the population increased land · 1 · 
, prices a so contmued to escalate. Based on 

prices from tenant deeds, during the 1750s and 1760s land in Frederick and adjacent 

counties sold for about £.5 current per acre, or £50 current for a 100-acre tract. The 

price rose to about £ l. l current per acre, or £ 11 O for I 00 acres, during the 1770s, and to 

over £2 during the l 780s. 
5 

Land near the manor was even more expensive, selling for 

about £2 current per acre during the 1770s, and over £3 the following decade. Land was 

still available in the Hagerstown Valley and farther west,6 however, where prices were 

undoubtedly lower.
7 

Even in Frederick County land could be had for £1 current or less 

per acre during the 1770s, when some new entrants were paying from £40 to £100 

current to obtain places on the manor.8 

Clearly most Carrrollton tenants preferred to rent a place on the manor rather 

than purchase land of inferior quality or location. Moreover, while the manor land had 

increased greatly in value, the Carrolls did not raise the rents from the time the leases 

began expiring during the 1750s until 1775. In that year they switched from tobacco to 

cash rents at £20 current per 100 acres which, except for a brief period during the war, 

remained the standard until at least 1 785. The cash rents are difficult to compare to 

5Prices are from deeds for land purchased by tenants, excluding a few deeds during 
the worst years of wartime inflation ( 1779-1781 ), when prices are unreliable. 

6Karinen, "Numerical and Distributional Aspects," 162. 

7Tenant property in Washington and Allegheny counties (established 1776 and 1789) 
is included in the discussion ofland ownership. 

80ne tenant paid £500 in 1779 and another £1,400 in 1781 , prices which evidently 
reflected wartime currency depreciation. 
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those paid in tobacco, which fluctuated in price, but they were certainly higher. The 

value of manor land had, however, increased to between £200 and £300 current per 100 

acres by the 1770s and 1780s. 

About the same proportion of the tenants during the Revolutionary period as in 

earlier years--one fifth--owned land before coming to the manor. Fourteen percent of 

those who did not later acquired freeholds. Some of these became substantial 

landowners during or after their years on Carrollton, but most of the large freeholders 

had acquired their land before taking up tracts on the manor. William Luckett, who had 

started renting before 1768, remained until 1778. John Darnall Jr. had inherited over 

600 acres from his father in 1768, including his 240-acre tract on the manor that the 

latter had purchased in 1764. Darnall Jr. also purchased hundreds of additional acres 

near Carrollton but nevertheless rented a 100-acre parcel from 1773 to at least 1779. 

Probably Darnall, who owned twenty slaves in 1790, worked the land with slaves. 

Thomas Noland owned hundreds of acres in Frederick County as well as land in 

Loudoun County, Virginia. He rented from 1779 until 1811, when his will specifies that 

his lots on Carrollton were to go to his widow. Probably Noland, who lived in Virginia, 

employed slave workers on his manor tract, or it is also possible that he rented the land 

in conjunction with the ferry that his family operated over the Potomac, which crossed 

the river at the foot of the road that ran through the manor. 

While most Carroll tenants did not own land, the number of those who did 

indicates that, as in earlier years, tenants could expect a reasonable return for the rents 

they paid for their places on the manor. Although land prices in the area rose steadily 
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over time, the rising prices increased the value of manor land in relation to the rent. And 

while land was expensive, it could be acquired at lower prices than prevailed near the 

manor and was not beyond the reach of all tenants, especially those who were more 

prosperous. Evidently, however, many of the Carroll's tenants preferred to rent land on 

the manor and were willing to pay for the privilege of doing so. 

II. Slaveholding and the American Revolution 

Although tenants who rented during the Revolutionary era were more prosperous 

than those who rented in prior years, slaveholding declined over the course of the period, 

especially after 1790. This decline was due primarily to the changing ethnic composition 

of the manor. Revolutionary ideals of liberty and equality may have prompted a few 

tenants to free their slaves but do not seem to have strongly influenced the transition 

from unfree to free labor. The agricultural shift from tobacco to grain that occurred 

during the Revolutionary era did play an important role but by itself would not have 

brought as complete nor as rapid a transition. 

Evidence from probate records and other sources9 indicates that slaveholding on 

the manor gradually increased before 1768, reached a peak around the time of the 

Revolution, then declined significantly, especially after 1790, a transition outlined in 

9In the absence of tax lists or census returns, which do not exist for Frederick County 
before 1790, probate records are the most useful source of information on the ownership . 
of slaves. These records alone, which survive for less than half the tenants and which 
reveal only their holdings at death, probably understate slave ownership, but they have 
been supplemented by other sources, most importantly the federal census ( 1790 and 
later), court proceedings, and land and church records. 
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Table 6-1. Only one-third of the tenants who rented before midcentury are known to 

have owned slaves, but after 1750 the proportion increased to 43 percent and by 1768 to 

46 percent of those listed on a surviving rent roll. Slaveholding among the living 

population then began to decline during the war years, and only 41 percent of the tenants 

listed on a 1777 rent roll owned black bondsmen. A similar trend is evident among 

probated tenants, though the timing is somewhat delayed because these records reveal 

only the slaveholding of deceased tenants, not all those living on the manor at the time. 

Among probated tenants, slave ownership increased from 46 percent of decedents before 

1776, to 73 percent of those who died between 1776 and 1790. Slaveholding then 

declined to 47 percent among decedents after 1790 and to 40 percent after 1800. 

The decline in slave ownership during and after the Revolutionary War was due 

primarily to the increasing presence of German tenants, who were much less likely to 

hold slaves. Only 22 percent of the Germans who rented on the manor during the 

Revolutionary era owned slaves, compared to 51 percent of the English. Slaveholding 

on the manor as a whole declined during the Revolution, but not among English tenants. 

Slave ownership among this group increased from 39 percent of those who rented before 

midcentury, to 58 percent of those listed on the 1768 rent roll, and remained steady--57 

percent--in 1777. Probate records show the same trend, with the proportion of English 

decedents who owned slaves increasing from 52 percent of those who died before 1776, 

to an astounding 87 percent of those dying between 1776 and 1790. 

During the war years the English tenants on the manor abandoned tobacco in 

favor of diversified grain agriculture, but this transition did not immediately--or ever 
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TABLE 6-1 
CARROLL TON MANOR TENANTS, 1734-1790 
SLA VEHOLDING 

# % 

DESCRIPTION 
TOTAL OWNED OWNED 

# SLAVES SLAVES 

SLAVES LIFETIME 
ALL TENANTS 189 72 38 

Tenants before 1750 32 11 34 

Tenants 1750-1768 69 30 43 

Tenants 1768 Rent Roll 46 21 46 

Tenants 1777 Rent Roll 68 28 41 

Tenants 17 68-1790 138 53 38 

ENGLISH/MULATTO 

Tenants before 1750 28 11 39 

Tenants 1750-1768 58 30 52 

Tenants 1768 Rent Roll 36 21 58 
Tenants 1777 Rent Roll 35 20 57 

Tenants 17 68-1790 76 39 51 

GERMAN 

Tenants before 1768 7 0 0 

Tenants 1 777 Rent Roll 26 7 27 

Tenants 1768-1790 45 10 22 

SLAVES DEATH 
ALL PROBATED TENANTS 88 47 53 

DIED before 1776 28 13 46 

DIED 1776-1789 22 16 73 

DIED after 1790 38 18 47 

DIED after 1800 20 8 40 

PRO BA.TED ENGLISH/MULA TIO 61 40 66 

DIED before 1776 25 13 52 

DIED 1776-1789 15 13 87 

DIED after 1790 21 14 67 

DIED after 1800 9 5 56 

PROBA..TED GERMAN 22 3 14 

DIED before 1776 3 0 0 

DIED 1776-1789 4 1 25 

DIED after 1790 15 2 13 

DIED after 1800 9 1 11 

MEDIAN 
# 

SLAVES 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4.5 

5 

0 

1 

1 

5 

5 

4 

7 

6 

5 

5 

4 

6 

5 

5 

0 

l 

6 

5 

Source: Tenant data files, ethnicity, kinship, slaveholding; [Charles Carroll of 
Carrollton] (CCC), List of Rents on [Carrollton], Aug. 16, 1768, Carroll Papers, 
MS 216; [CCC], A Rent Role & list ofBallances due on Carrollton, Sept. 29, 
1771, Carroll-Maccubbin Papers, MS 219; [CCC], A Rent Role, & List due on 
Carrollton, Sept. 29, 1777, ibid.; Charles Carroll of Annapolis, Account Book 
and Index, 1754-1784, Maryland Historical Society, Baltimore, Md. 
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cornpletely--lead them to shift their labor base. Slaves comprised a significant 

Proportion ft 0 enant wealth--41 percent of the value of estates inventoried between I 77 5 

and 1790--and it . t . . h h d"d IS no swprISmg t at t ey 1 not rush to undertake a major reallocation 

of their r . . 
esources, especially dunng the war, when money was, as Carroll put it, "in so 

fluctuating a state, that no one can with safety deal in it. .. w Nor did slaveholding on the 

scale of the tenants--a median of four to :five after 1775--impede agricultural 

diversifi . 
cation. Tobacco declined from 71 percent of the value of crops in tenant 

inventories before 1776 to 23 percent during and immediately after the war. This shift 

affected all tenants, including slaveowners, demonstrating that they altered their 

a . 
gncultural base without immediately changing their source oflabor. 

The agricultural transformation did, however, ultimately contribute to a decline in 

slavehold" d lish d mg among the English. The proportion of probate Eng ecedents who 

0 Wned slaves declined to 67 percent after 1790 and to 56 percent after 1800. Tenants 

Who already owned slaves at the time of the Revolution did not divest themselves of 

their bound laborers when they shifted from tobacco to grain during the war years. But 

once grain production dominated the manor, those who did not already own slaves were 

Probably less likely to acquire them. Slaveholding also seems to have peaked among 

German tenants--though at much lower levels--around the time of the Revolution, then 

declined after 1790 ( see Table 6-1 ). This pattern suggests that agricultural 

1°Charles Carroll of Carrollton (CCC) to Charles C~oll of ~apolis (CCA), Dec. 4, 
I 779, Carroll p MS 206 Maryland Historical Society, Balt1more, Md. (hereafter 
MrtIT· apers, , 

u.ru). 
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diversific t. . . 
a ion, as well as the mcreasmg presence of Germans, did contribute to the 

decJin · 1 e m s aveholding on the manor. 

There is also evidence that at least a few tenants were influenced by the ideals of 

liberty and equality associated with the Revolution. Richard Richardson, a wealthy 

tenant-landowner, manumitted his slave "mulatto Darky" in 1783, and the federal census 

of 1790 indicates that he had four "other free persons" living with him, possibly also 

freed slaves. 11 Richardson was a Quaker, however, and his attitude may have been more 

closely associated with his religious faith than with Revolutionary ideology. Tenant 

George Y ose, a Gennan, sold two slaves in 1806 with the provision, stipulated in a 

recorded bill of sale, that they be freed at age thirty. 12 In his will written in 1807 Y ose 

included a clause stating that the slaves had been sold for a term of years only and were 

then to be freed. n 

Only two other tenants owned slaves in 1790 but not when they died, and there is 

no evidence that either manumitted his laborers. John Leather owned one slave in 1790 

but not in 1800 nor when he died in 1803. But Leather (who was eighty-one in 1803) 

had probably passed the slave on to his son, who did own a slave in 1800 and who had 

l!Frederick County Land Records, Liber WR no. 3, fol. 395, Maryland State 
Arc~~es, Annapolis, Md. (hereafter MSA); U.S. Bure~u of the Census, Heads of 
~es at the First Census of the United States taken m the Year 1790. Maryland 
(reprint ed., Spartansburg, S.C.: The Reprint Company), 70. 

12
Frederick County Land Records, Liber WR no. 28, fols. 413-14· 

13Frederick County Wills, Liber HS no. 2, fols. 1149-50, MSA. 
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almost certain] 
Y taken over his father's place on the manor. 14 Samuel Pearle, a mulatto, is 

listed as th 
e owner of two slaves in 1790, and four in 1800 and 1810, but none are 

included · hi . 
m s 1816 mventoiy. What became of them is Wlknown, but Pearle's 

continued sl h ld. . 
ave o mg for decades after the Revolution does not suggest he was deeply 

influenced by its rhetoric. Other tenants may have owned and freed slaves, but there is 

no evidence of a widespread movement in this direction after the Revolution. The only 

recorded tenant manumission is that by Richard Richardson in 1783, and except for 

George Yose, not a single tenant who died after 1775 directed that slaves be freed. 

Although Revolutionary ideals of liberty and equality may have influenced one or 

two tenants, they did not bring about the transition from slave to free labor on the 

lllanor. The shift from tobacco to grain, which was precipitated by the Revolution, did 

Play an important role, but a majority of probated English decedents continued to own 

slaves even after 1800. The primary cause of declining slave ownership on the manor 

Was the ethnic shift from English to Gemian tenants who did not own slaves. Had 

English rather than German newcomers predominated, the shift from slave to free labor 

might still have eventually occurred. But the continuing attachment of non-Gennan 

tenants to slavery after l 800, long after grain had replaced tobacco, suggests that the 

transfonnation would have been neither as rapid nor as widespread. 

14John 1 . d . h th tenants in the 1800 census, and he is listed as a tenant r. IS groupe wit o er 
on a 1824 rent roll. 
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III. Wealthholding 

As in earlier periods, the most complete evidence on individual wealthholding for 

the tenants who rented on Carrollton during the Revolutionary era comes :from probate 

records, especially estate inventories. 15 The same measures used in earlier chapters-

estate values and classification based both on estate values alone as well as on all probate 

records--therefore remain the best means to evaluate the wealthholding of the 

Revolutionary tenants. 16 

Tenants who rented during this period were remarkably prosperous. Inventories 

were found for 53, or 38 percent, of the Revolutionary tenants, about the same 

proportion as in earlier years (see Table 2-2). 17 The median estate value for all tenants 

during this period was £252, which, based on the work of Lois Green Carr and Lorena 

Walsh, was quite wealthy. On the whole, these tenants were somewhat wealthier than 

those who rented during the 1750s and 1760s and considerably more so than the 

leaseholders before midcentury, when the median estate value was £125. 

This increase, it should be emphasized, was not due to inflation, as all these estates have 

been deflated to 1700-1709 values. 18 

15Neither the census of 1776, which documents slave ownership, nor the tax 
assessments of 1782 or 1783 survive for Lower Monocacy Hundred, where the manor 
was located. 

16See chapter two, pp. 67-69, for description of methods and sources. 

17In two cases the actual inventory was not found, but its value is given in the 
administration account. 

18See chapter two, pp. 68-69, and nn.22-24. 
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Tenants who owned land, either during their lifetime only or at death, were 

considerabl . 
Y Wealthier than those who did not. Landowners left estates with a median 

Value of £311 
, compared to £177 for non-landowners. Tenants who did not own land 

andwhow . . . 
ere rentmg on the manor when they died had a median estate value of £182. 

But £I 82 was solidly within the upper middling range, and while less wealthy than 

tenants Wh 0 owned freeholds, these non-landowners were remarkably prosperous. 

Inco.zn 1 Pete account books preclude a full analysis of tenant tenure on Carrollton, but 

.most no 1 
n- andowners renting at death had been on the manor for long periods. Twenty-

nine of the thirty-one inventoried tenants renting on the manor when they died, whose 

dates oft 
enure are known or can be estimated, had been renting for a median twenty 

Years y . . 
· enants who died on the manor had been rentmg for long penods, and most 

ettjoyed . . 
econonuc prosperity despite never owmng land. 

The distribution of Revolutionary tenants by wealth classifications was similar to 

that of h 
t 0 se who rented during the 1750s and 1760s. Eighty-one percent of the latter 

Were u ·ddlin Pper middling or wealthy, and only 19 percent lower mI g or poor. Slightly 

fewer Revolutionary tenants--78 percent--were upper middling or wealthy, but more 

Were w 1 . . f 
ea thy than middling, and fewer were poor. The increasmg prospenty o tenants 

Whod· 
id not own land and who rented on the manor until death was more pronounced, 

W:i
th 

nearly half of the Revolutionary tenants falling into the wealthy range, compared to 

3o Per · 760 cent of those who rented during the 1750s and l s. 

The Revolutionary era tenants were not only more prosperous than those who 

Preced d al hi han · t · d e them on the manor, they were considerably we t er t mven one 
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decedents. . . 
m the counties studied by Carr and Walsh. Based upon their classifications, all 

Probated C 
arrollton tenants, even the early leaseholders, were wealthier than decedents 

elsewhe . 
re m the Chesapeake. As tenant wealthholding increased over time, the 

difference be 
s tween them and other Chesapeake tenants grew. Eleven (21 percent) of 

the Revol . 
utionary tenants were very wealthy, compared to only 5 to 10 percent of 

Inventori d 
e Wealthholders found by Carr and Walsh over the entire colonial period. 19 

Seventee ( 
n 32 percent) were wealthy, thirteen (25 percent) upper middling, and only 

twelve (22 
percent) were lower middling or poor. In contrast, by the 1770s, 38 to 45 

Percent of the decedents studied by Carr and Walsh were still lower middling or poor.20 

Evenno 1 . 
n- andowners renting on the manor when they died were on the whole more 

Prospero 
us than decedents elsewhere in the Chesapeake. About twice as many were 

Very Wealth "ddlin Y ( 16 percent) and only 26 percent were lower nu g or poor. 

It is possible that fewer estates left by poor tenants were inventoried, thus leaving 

thi 
s group more underrepresented than in Carr and Walsh's population. But 38 percent 

Of all t · f enants who rented during these years left inventones, and 44 percent o those not 

knoWn to have left Maryland did so. This proportion is comparable to that of Carr and 

Walsh; by the end of the colonial period Lois Carr reports rates of only 65, 53, 39, and 

Co~"C~anging Lifestyles and Consumer Beha~or in the Colonial Chesapeake," in Of 
~Interests: The Style of Life in the Eighteenth Century, Cary_Carson et al. , 
s s. (Charlottesville, University Press of Virginia, 1994), 59~166, especially, 70, n. l. It 
hould be not d h ha C d Walsh's data stops m 1777; see below. e , owever, t t arr an 

2°Ib" 
Id., 132, n.60. 
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32 percent in the four counties they studied.21 Furthermore, while poor tenants were no 

doubt underrepresented, inventories were also not found for some of the very wealthiest 

tenants. 

Almost all of the Revolutionary tenants died after 1777, however, the year in 

which Carr and Walsh's data ends. Most of the difference in wealth levels seems to be 

due to the increasing prosperity of the tenants over time. Tenants who died before 1778 

(not just those renting during this period) were somewhat more prosperous than 

decedents elsewhere in the Chesapeake but much less so than those who died in later 

years. A substantial proportion (64 percent) were upper middling or wealthy, but the 

proportion of poor or lower middling--36 percent--is closer to that found by Carr and 

Walsh (38 to 45 percent). Tenants who died before 1778 were on the whole somewhat 

more prosperous, but the real difference comes with those who died in later years. After 

1777 only 18 percent of tenant decedents were lower middling or poor, 26 were upper 

middling, and 56 percent wealthy or very wealthy. It is impossible to evaluate how 

Revolutionary tenant decedents compare with those elsewhere in the Chesapeake after 

1 777, as no data for the latter is available, but they were considerably wealthier than 

those who died during the period studied by Carr and Walsh. 

Although inventories were found for enough Revolutionary tenants to compare 

their wealthholding to decedents in other parts of the Chesapeake, focusing on this group 

21For Carr's procedures for establishing reporting rates, see Lois Green Carr, 
"Diversification in the Colonial Chesapeake: Somerset County, Maryland, in 
Comparative Perspective," in Colonial Chesapeake Society Lois Green Carr, Philip D. 
Morgan, and Jean B. Russo, eds. (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press for the 
Institute of Early American History and Culture, 1988), 342-88, Appendix 1. 
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alone excludes the majority of those who rented during this period. As in earlier 

decades, enough evidence survives for all probated tenants to estimate their wealth 

status, thus increasing the proportion that can be classified to close to 50 percent. Just 

over half (51 percent) of the probated Revolutionary tenants were wealthy, 25 percent 

upper middling, 13 percent lower middling, and 11 percent poor. Non-landowners 

renting on the manor at death were somewhat less prosperous, but 42 percent were 

wealthy, 28 percent upper middling, 17 percent lower middling, and only 14 percent 

poor. Tenants for whom probate records were found, all of whom stayed in the vicinity 

until death, were on the whole remarkably well off, regardless of whether they owned 

freehold land. 

While tenants who owned :freeholds were generally wealthier, many of the non

landowners renting on the manor when they died were extremely successful. Walter 

Davis, for example, began renting 100 acres in 1780 and was still a tenant when he died 

some twenty-five years later.22 His estate, including seven slaves, was valued at £759 

( deflated). Gabriel Thomas, who began renting in 1778, was also still a tenant when he 

died about 1808, and his estate was worth £1,067.23 Unlike Davis, Thomas (who was 

German) owned no slaves and had allocated his resources differently. His livestock was 

22Davis is listed with tenants on the 1 790 and 1800 federal census, and his 
administrators paid Carroll £30.0.8 "for rent due" (Frederick County Administration 
Accounts, Liber RB no. 1, fols. 332-35, MSA). Davis died about 1805, the year his 
estate was inventoried (Frederick County Inventories, Liber GM no. 4, fols. 414-17, 
MSA). 

23Thomas's administrators also paid Carroll for rent (Frederick County Administration 
Accounts, Liber RB no. 2, fols. 164-66). 
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Worth more than hr . 
t ee tunes as much as Davis's (£291 compared to £95), and he owned 

a 
st

ill, 
th

e products of which he undoubtedly sold, since his inventory included 150 

gallons of brand 
y. Thomas's assets also included £175 ( deflated) in debts owed him, 

p. . . 
fUnarily mterest bearing notes, indicating that like the Carrolls he invested his money in 

loans to others. 

Why men like Davis and Thomas did not purchase land is unknown, but both 

Were defini 1 
te Y tenants when they died, and there is no record that either owned 

treehold 
s. By the 1790s land purchased by tenants in Frederick County was selling for a 

llledian of £4. 75 current per acre, or £475 for 100 acres, and after 1800 the price 

lllcreas d 
e to over £6. But undeflated (as are land prices) Davis and Thomas's estates 

Werew 
Orth £1,484 and £2,003, so clearly they had the means to buy land if they had so 

chosen An . 
· d While these two were more prosperous than most non-landowners, 48 

Percent f h 0 t ose with inventories were wealthy, and 42 percent left estates worth over 

£Joo (d fl 
e ated), or more than £600 in current money. 

Only a handful of probated tenants, and only :five of those renting on the manor at 

death, Were poor. Philip Hill left an estate worth only £49 when he died in 1774, but 

ai
th0

ugh he owned no bound laborers he had four sons who were all between the ages of 

about sixteen and twenty-six when he died.24 Probably with their help his widow was 

able--nnJ:1-
.... ~e Sarah Toone--to keep his place for many years. Two of those who left small 

estates probably died young. When Jacob Toup died in 1771 , leaving an estate worth 

1\1 24The ages of Philip Hill's sons are recorded in L. P .. Hill, Jr., "He~ Hill of Frederick, 
ary1and and Two Great Grandsons," private manuscnpt, 1994, MdH1. , 17. 
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£44, his brother George took over his place on the manor. By the time George Toup 

died many years later, in 1798, he had acquired an estate valued at £605, suggesting that 

Jacob's poverty was due to an early death. James Mackey's place also went to his 

brother, with whom he jointly rented Carroll's mills on Tuscarora Creek, when he died 

about 1777. James Mackey's estate was worth only £27, in contrast to his brother 

William, whose estate was valued at £375 in 1784, less than a decade later. Poor tenants 

were the exception among those with probate records, and these examples suggest that 

their poverty was not due to their position as tenants. 

Although probated tenants were on the whole remarkably well off, no probate 

records were found for more than half (54 percent) of those who rented during 

Revolutionary period. Many were probably lower middling or poor, but at nearly half 

owned either land or slaves, and some of these tenants were clearly well off George 

Stricker, for example, a well-known figure in Frederick County history, was probably of 

at least upper middling status. Born in Virginia in 1732, Stricker first appears in the 

Frederick County records when he purchased land in 1765. Altogether he bought and 

sold about 350 acres in Frederick County, well above the median for upper middling 

tenants. He also owned at least one slave, whose children were baptized in the German 

Reformed church in 1785 and 1787. Stricker served on the Frederick County 

Committee of Observation in 1776 and in the Maryland legislature 1779-80. He was a 

captain in Smallwood's regiment in 1776 and lieutenant colonel of the German Battalion 

1776-77. No probate records were found for Stricker, who moved to (now West) 

Virginia by about 1790, where he owned some 400 acres around the Ohio River when he 
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died in 18 1 0. 
Both his public service and his landholdings indicate, however, that he was 

fl . 
azrly Well off. 2s 

0ther unprobated tenants also left the state. At least seventeen, or 23 percent of 

those for Wh 
om no probate records were found, left Maryland, and others probably did 

so as Well . . 
· Some were undoubtedly poor but others, like Stncker, were not. Several 

MoraVians . 
Who nugrated to the sect's settlement in North Carolina were motivated by 

religious r h 
at er than economic considerations. Some tenants, however, both who left 

<lndwho stayed, were certainly poor and do not appear in the probate records for that 

reason. J . 0 hn Deverbaugh ( or Devinbam), who rented on the manor bnefly from 1775 to 

1778 · 
' IS a case in point. 26 

Little is known about Deverbaugh, but in 1781 his wife Catherine and daughter 

Eliz,a 
beth, of Lower Monocacy Hundred, were indicted by the county court for hog 

steaJin . . . 
g. Cathenne was convicted in March 1782 and sentenced to the whippmg post 

anct Pillory b · k c · · , ut upon the recommendation of the Fredenc ounty Justices was pardoned 

by the go d 27 I h . . . h . Vemor, and the case against Elizabeth droppe . n t err pet1t10n t e Justices 

2s8 . 
info tn~ker's Frederick landownership is derived from the county land records; 
13· 11nation on his West Virginia holdings is .from Edward C. Papenfuse et al., eds., A 
~~ Dictionary of the Maryland Legislature, 1635-1789, vol. 2 (Baltimore: The 

IIopkins University Press, 1985), 791. 

~ . 
1) 0 hn Deverbaugh is almost certainly the tenant Carroll called John Devmbam. The 
aneverbaugh family lived in Lower Monocacy Hundred where the manor was located, 

C d no_ DeVinbams appear in any county records. In addition, in 1779-80 John, 
ather..... · · "vil ·t c. 1 d fo A,.ue, and Eliz.abeth Deverbaugh were litigants 111 c1 sm s--one 1or s an er and one 
r assault--involving other tenant families. 
27p 

rederick County Judgement Records, Mar. 1782, fols. 105-6, MSA. 
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reconun d 
en ed compassion for "this unhappy woman and her family of Children" because 

10hn Deverba h, . 
ug who was away from home at the tune, was "a poor old Man and has a 

largefami] . 
Y of Children and is about to leave the State. "28 The Deverbaughs 

subsequently disappear entirely from the county records, suggesting they did indeed 

leave the . state. It 1s also possible that Carroll evicted Deverbaugh, whose rent was two 

Years in 
arrears when he left the manor in 1778. 

Deverbaugh illustrates a characteristic common among unprobated tenants--their 

b· 
nef tenure on the manor. Evidence regarding tenure is incomplete but does suggest 

tha
t probated tenants, all of whom died in the vicinity, remained on the manor for longer 

Petiodsthan h . t ose who left no records. Tenure is known or can be estunated for 54 of 

~~ b . pro ated tenants, and they rented on the manor a median of fifteen years. In 

contrast th · d £", 62 f h , e median tenure ofunprobated tenants (known or estunate 1or o t e 75) 

Was only eight years. Definite dates ( excluding estimates) are known for fewer tenants--

about h~ 1~ • 
ua.u of both probated and unprobated--but show the same divergence. Probated 

tenants with known tenure rented a median of eight years and unprobated four. 

Probated tenants, who were on the whole quite wealthy, stayed in the vicinity and on the 

lllanor for longer periods. 

IV. Indebtedness and Wealthholding, 1768-1790 

An analysis of the debt suits prosecuted in the county court during the 

Revolutionary era suggests that more tenants experienced :financial difficulties leading to 

28
Govemor and Council, Pardon Papers, 1782, Box 28, MSA. 
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debt litigation than in earlier years. More tenants were involved in a greater number of 

suits involving higher amounts than previously, and these cases were no longer primarily 

against upper middling or wealthy tenants. Charles Carroll of Carrollton brought suits 

against several tenants, the court issued a number of attachments, at least three 

apparently fled the area to escape debts, and a few tenants apparently unable to satisfy 

their creditors were committed to the custody of the sheriff. On the whole, however, 

serious debt problems were confined to a few tenants, and the majority did not 

experience economic distress. It is also clear that suits were often entered as a means to 

publicly record debts, and that the role of the court was usually not to adjudge guilt or to 

determine who owed whom what, but simply to enforce contractual obligations between 

debtors and creditors. 

More than half (80 of the 138, or 58 percent) of the tenants who rented during 

the Revolutionary period may have been the defendants in 312 suits entered in the 

county court during these years.29 As in previous years, many of the suits did not reach 

trial, but the debt is recorded in a majority--274--ofthe cases against 71 defendants (see 

Table 6-2). About half of these suits were agreed or struck off before trial, and as 

before, in the overwhelming majority of cases that came before the court, the justices 

invariably ruled for the plaintiff Only three cases were tried by a jury, and seven others 

29 As in earlier chapters, in the absence of positive identification all suits involving 
litigants with tenant names are included, which has inevitably resulted in an 
overstatement of indebtedness, especially in the case of common names. There were, for 
example, at least two John Kennedys and at least two, possibly three, John Richardsons 
living in the county during this time, but as the tenant cannot usually be distinguished all 
cases are included. 
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TABLE 6-2 
CARROLL TON MANOR TENANTS, 1768-1790 

DEBTS SUED FOR IN DEFENDANT SUITS 
FREDERICK COUNTY COURT 

- TOTAL 
AMOUNT 

OWED #OF 

Y,.STNAME FIRST NAME ws SUITS £CURRENT 
3 

g§ARLE 0 1 
BASIL 4 

d2..._HNsoN 2 1 
JOHN 5 

!i9RRis BENJAMIN 2 1 

1 5 
fil!AFER 4 ADAM 

I 
5 

J!YGI-IEs 4 
JOHN 

I 
5 

~TIN 0 JOSHUA 
1 

6 
l_l-IOM.As JONATHAN 0 

I 
6 

~TES THOMAS 2 9 

J!!OM.As ELIZABETH 3 1 

1 !.Q 
~ARLE DANIEL 3 11 

1 
J:!9WARD CORNELIUS 2 12 

3 
~TZ GEORGE 5 12 

I 
]!LL ROBERT 

4 14 
I 

~lJTTERO RUBEN 
0 14 

I 
~GI-IEs LEVY 

1 15 
1 

~NEDAY JOSEPH 
0 16 
1 2 

k!!_CBAEL ANDREW 1 12 
&NEDAY FRANCIS 

0 17 
5 I 

~KEY JAMES 18 
0 3 

~AND MATHEW - I 
20 

~THING JAMES 
3 2__Q_ 

1 
~COT JACOB 

3 20 --- 2 0 
.tg_ARLE JOSEPH - - 22 - 0 3 
!½_YRA PETER - - 21 

0 2 
~T FRANCIS - 26 -- 3 
~VIS WALTER 

1_ 26 
- 2 

lQ!!NsoN JOSEPH 
2i.-- 30 

-~ 1 
MAR8HALL 

2 31 WILLIAM -~ 
~ALL ALEXAND__g__~~- 34 

..®RRis 
0 

PRISCILLA 
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TABLE 6-2, CONTD. 

TOTAL 
AMOUNT 

#OF OWED 

LAST NAME FIRST NAME ws SUITS £CURRENT 
36 

BOWER ADAM 0 2 
37 

~WIDMEYER JOHN MICH 0 3 
42 

2TEWART BENJAMIN 3 2 
42 

BILL JOSEPH 2 1 
42 

THOMAS WILLIAM 5 4 
2 43 

JEARLE SAMUEL 3 
2 44 

.KING PIIlLLIP 1 
2 50 

~ MARTIN 3 
5 54 

MACCARTY WILLIAM 0 
55 

NOLAND PHILIP 2 3 
5 58 

]JCHARDSON WILLIAM 0 
1 63 

JOHNSON THOMAS 1 
2 63 

BRUNER STEPHEN 0 
5 68 

~RICHARDSON THOMAS 2 
4 70 

HARDING GARAH 2 
4 72 

ROBINSON WILLIAM 0 
3 75 

JADGET JOSIAS 0 
4 75 

MOUNTS THOMAS 5 
78 

CARLETON 1 2 
BELT 

4 89 
5 HARGATE PETER 

6 89 
CHRISTIAN 0 EVERHARD 

1 100 
MICHAEL 0 STOKER 

0 7 l 16 
KENEDAY JOHN 

2 135 1 
DARNALL JOHN 167 

3 15 
RICHARDSON JOHN 

6 178 
0 HAGARTHY JOHN 

7 182 
2 NOLAND THOMAS 

9 200 
0 JOHNSON BASIL 

5 245 
SAMUEL 1 PERRY 

7 250 
0 BOSELY JAMES 297 

WILLIAM 2 4 
MACKEY 
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TABLE 6-2, CONTD. 

LAST NAME FIRST NAME ws 
COMPTON JOHN 

MARSHALL WILLIAM 
TUCKER WILLIAM 
HARGATE PETER 
MARSHALL JAMES 
HAGARTHY THOMAS 
JONES JOHN 
STOKES JEREMIAH 
PRISH DAVID 
STRICKER GEORGE 
TOTAL 

Note: WSO = wealth status unknown 
WS 1 = very wealthy 
WS2 = wealthy 

, ..... ,, ....... u- - -

0 
2 
0 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

TOTAL 
AMOUNT 

# OF OWED 
SUITS £CURRENT 

10 319 
5 324 
7 329 
3 385 

17 393 
13 404 
14 473 
1 478 
I 500 

30 730 
274 7908 

WS3 = upper middling 
WS4 = lower middling 
WS5 =poor 

Source: Frederick County Judgement Record, 1768-1790; Frederick County Court 
Docket 1768-1790; Frederick County Court Minutes, 1768-1790, Maryland 
State Archives, Annapolis, Md. 
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Were referr d . . . 
e to two or three JUStices--designated "referees" in the records--for a 

heann 
g. Apparently the court's role in the majority of suits was to enforce contractual 

obligations 
, not to detennine guilt or evaluate the merits of the case. 

Tenants at all wealth levels appear as defendants in these suits, but a majority of 

the debt 65 
s-- percent of the total--were owed by unprobated tenants who could not be 

classified T 
· able 6-2 lists the seventy-one defendants for whom debts are known, the 

number of . 
swts, the total amount owed, and the tenants' wealth status. As can be seen, 

~~ .. 
ants sued for amounts totaling £100 or more were all upper nnddling, wealthy, or 

of Unkn 
own status (that is, unprobated). Since many unprobated tenants probably left 

the are .. 
a, It IS possible that some fled to escape debts. In most cases there is no evidence 

for this h . . . 
' owever, and some of these suits are highly questionable. The largest smgle 

debt, for example, an action initiated against tenant David Prishe in 1775 for £500, was 

dropped after one writ was returned non est, which indicated that the sheriff had not 

been abl 
e to locate the defendant. The plaintiff had sued Prishe the previous year for 

assault (suggesting a history of bad relations), and the amount involved--briefly noted in 

a single docket entry--could not be verified and may have been a clerical error. Had 

J>· 
flshe been indebted for such a large swn, it is highly unlikely the case would have been 

dropped after one writ, especially as he continued to live in the area for many years. 

Another single suit, initiated in 1779 against tenant Jeremiah Stokes for £478, is also 

questionable. The amount may have been for paper currency, the value of which began 

to rapidly deteriorate in 1779, but in any case Stokes evidently satisfied the debt, which 

Was struck off before trial. The currency involved is also questionable in a suit for £175 
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against John H 
arnmond Jones the same year, and one for £200 against William Tucker in 

1780 30 

The largest single debtor, George Stricker, was sued for a total of £730, nearly 

IO 
percent of the total, in thirty different actions spanning the entire period, except 

dUzin 
g the war years, when Stricker was actively involved in the Revolutionary 

.movement and n t · 1 d. · · · d ed. · t him. Hi o a smg e ere 1tor IIlltiate proce mgs agams s exact wealth 

status is 11 .... 1~-
..... u\.uown, but his service in the lower house of the Maryland Assembly, which 

Carrj 
ed a property requirement of £500 real or personal property, is evidence that he was 

not a Poor man J1 S . . . 1 . . . . . tncker apparently had sufficient soc1a status to ment an mV1tat10n to 

break b . . . . 
read With Charles Carroll of Annapolis, who informed his son m August 1775 

that "C 
apn: Stricker Called & dined with me" at Doohoregan Manor.32 Stricker did 

leave th 
estate, evidently leaving unpaid debts, and in 1791 the court sold 57 acres of his 

Ianct to . satISfy a creditor. But he still owned 82 acres ofland in the county that he sold 

lllany Years later (in 1806), and he owned some 400 acres ofland in present West 

Vir · · 
glilla When he died in 1810. 

Two other large debtors, Basil Johnson and James Marshall, also left the state 

anct .may Well have done so m order to escape their creditors. What ultimately became of 

3oE 
Slft Xcept for these three cases currency depreciation did not pose a problem. Few 
ins: s ~ere prosecuted during the~e years, and most were either for tobacco or 

gllificant sums. 

i\K 
31

.R.onaid H ffinan, . . f . . . Economics Politics, and the Revolution m 
.!:!!._<lr\rJ,,~..1 o A Spmt o D1Ssens1on. • 
~ (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkms University Press, 1973), 179. 

32c 

CA. to CCC, Aug. 3, 1775, MdHi. 
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them is unkn . 
own, but therr debt problems did not stem from their status as Carroll 

tenants. 
Both were members oflarge, multigenerational, and prosperous families that 

had succes full 
s Y rented on the manor for many years. Johnson was the son of Thomas 

Johnson Sr., an upper middling tenant who rented on the manor until his death in 1767. 

Bis brothe 
rs John and Thomas Jr. were also tenants, and both were very wealthy when 

they ct· 
Ied. But although Basil inherited, with his mother, the bulk of Thomas Johnson 

Sr 1 

· s estat · . 
e, mcludmg five slaves, he did not replicate the success of his siblings. He 

appears frequently as a defendant in the court records beginning in 1780, and in 1784 he 

lllortg 
aged three slaves as security for a debt. Carroll brought suit against Johnson 

Goint1 · 
y With tenant Francis Cost) in 1786, but the writ was returned non est, with a 

notation th . 
at he had gone to Virginia, and he subsequently disappears from the county 

records . . 
' suggestmg that he had fled his creditors. The causes of Johnson's problems are 

Unknow-n, but the success of other family members indicates that they were not due to 

his statu 
s as a tenant. 

James Marshall also evidently left the state and several unpaid creditors about the 

samer 
une as Johnson. Like Johnson, Marshall, a mulatto, was a member of a 

Prosperous tenant family, including his grandfather Robert Pearle and his father William 

Aiarshall s · · be · · · 1773 M hall' r. The defendant in seventeen different actions gmrung m , ars s 

debts t . ik 0 taled £393, including two suits brought by Carron m 1786. L e Johnson, 

AiarshaU disappears from the county records, leaving not only unpaid debts but overdue 

rents "'hi . · 786 Willi" · d 
' rv ch his brother William agreed to pay Carron m 1 . am contmue to 

rent 
on the manor, probably until his death about 1810, and he left an estate valued at 
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£355 · 
' Including five slaves. Whatever the cause of James Marshall's problems, the 

successful 
careers of his brother, father, and grandfather demonstrate that they were due 

neither to hi . . 
s ongms nor to his status as a tenant. 

Alth0ugh Johnson and Marshall both left unpaid debts when they removed from 

the are . . 
a, m neither case did the court issue an attachment against their property. The 

coun d"d 1 ' however, grant attachments against four tenants, but all were for smail 

amounts thr 
' ee were not executed, and in only one case had the tenant left the area. In 

1769 te 
nant Jacob Toup sued tenant Rueben Duttero for a debt of £6.14.6, and the court 

issued a . 
wnt of attachment for the debt plus costs. Duttero, who was a tenant only 

btiefl . 
Y, and Who had sold two horses, his grain in the field, and unspecified household 

goods th . . 
e previous spring, had probably left the area when Toup brought smt. Duttero's 

departUr 
e does not seem to have been motivated by debt problems. This suit is the only 

one ag · 
amst him in the county records, and his creditor was paid the debt out of the 

good h 
s e left behind. 

During this period the court records also indicate that, for the first time, four 

defendant · fy h · d. · d b · s were committed to custody for inability to sat1s t err ere 1tors m e t smts. 

One of these, Thomas Richardson, who was incarcerated for a debt of £16, was almost 

Cert · 
ain!y not the tenant of that name, who was himself wealthy and the member of a 

WeaJthy family. The records also indicate that Christian Everhart was incarcerated in 

l 787 fc I or a debt of £l 4. The same year Everhart sold several horses, catt e, sheep, hogs, 

thr
ee Ploughs a harr and all his household furniture to Charles Carroll of , ow, a wagon, 

Carrollton for £104, presumably to settle the debt, though why he was then incarcerated 
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I 

I 
I 

lS not clear. F 
rancis Cost, who had been renting on the manor since 1768, was also 

according t h 0 t e court docket committed in 1787 after failing to pay two judgements 

awarded Ch 1 
ar es Carroll of Carrollton totaling £50. These are the only suits brought 

ag . 
am.st Cost, and he was co-defendant--in one case with Basil Johnson--in both of them, 

suggestin th 
g at he may have been security for the other defendants. What ultimately 

became of Cost, who is not listed as head of household in 1790, is unknown, but the 

record d 
oes not suggest a history of financial problems. 

The final defendant committed for nonpayment of debt--Thomas Hagarthy--was 

one ofth :fi . . . . 
e ew tenants who experienced persistent econom1c difficulties, although when 

his 
troubles began he had long since left the manor. Hagarthy was sued in thirteen 

Sep<tt t 
a e actions, totaling £404, between 1782, when he first appears in the court 

records, and 1791 , when the court docket indicates he was either dead or "Run to 

Virginj II 

a. He was probably kin to John Hagarthy, who had come to the manor in 1775, 

the Ye be . 
ar fore Thomas but otherwise little is known about him. Hagarthy was probably 

' 
Poor and obviously had debt problems, but they did not start until several years after his 

brieft . 
enure on the manor which he had left in 1777 after Just one year. 

' 
The number of Carroll suits against tenants also increased markedly but 

noneth 1 · · hm D · thi · d e ess does not suggest tenant evictions or unpovens ent. unng s peno 

Charles Carroll of Carrollton prosecuted thirteen tenants for debts totaling £464, in 

contrast to just one suit brought by his father between 1734 and 1768. All of Carroll of 

CarroUton's suits date from 1784 or later, not long after the death of both steward 

Joseph Johnson, who died in 1781 , and of Charles Carroll Sr., who kept the tenant 
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account bo k . . 0 until his death in 1782. Perhaps Johnson, who Carroll Jr. complained to 
hi s father wa "t . . 

s oo mdolent & mdulgent to the tenants, at our expence,"33 had been able 
t . 0 lilterced h . 

e on t err behalf, or possibly Carroll Sr. had allowed the tenants more leeway 

anct Was Jes . 
s qwck to prosecute for unpaid debts or rents. 

It is unclear if these suits were for overdue rents, but all but one were jointly 
ag. 

ainst a tenant and co-defendant, and most were for bonds. Two of the tenants--Basil 

10hnso 
n and James Marshall, discussed above--were problem debtors who left the area, 

anct Fran . 
c15 Cost was committed to custody. Otherwise these cases do not suggest 

:financial d;A:cwt· . ' · bili. t S al ..,;~,-,+ 11 t d .u.u 1es or tenants ma ty to pay ren . ever were aga..u.[.)L we - o- o 

tenants 
' and all were either paid or struck off. 

Tenants also brought suits to collect debts owed them. Sixty-four tenants may 

have been Plaintiffs in a total of 135 suits, and the amount is known in 112 cases 

lilVol · 
VUlg 60 plaintiffs. Upper middling or wealthy tenants sued for nearly half the debt, 

butpl . . 
amtiffs could be found at all wealth levels, even among the poor. Unprobated 

tenants al 
so sued for a large proportion--46 percent--ofthe debt. Unlike earlier years 

When both defendant and plaintiff debts were concentrated among upper middling and 

Wealthy t · · · d · th enants, there was a much more even d1stnbut1on urmg ese years. 

Tenants were more likely to bring suit against other tenants during this period. 

A.bout one-fifth (21 percent) of plaintiff suits were against other tenants. Sixteen 

tenants--12 percent of the total who rented during the Revolutionary period--brought 

suits against 17 other tenants. Wealthy tenants were the plaintiffs in 31 percent of these 

33
C dir CC to CCA, May 21 , 1781 , Carroll Papers, MS 206, M 1· 
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suits, but they were also the defendants in 24 percent of the cases. Unprobated tenants 

rnade up the largest proportion of both plaintiffs and defendants (50 and 59 percent, 

respectively). 

Debt suits involved a greater range of the tenant population during the 

Revolutionary era and led to the incarceration of debtors unable to satisfy their creditors 

for the first time. The court also issued a number of attachments, Carroll sued several 

tenants, and at least three tenants left the area leaving unpaid debts. On the whole, 

however, debt problems were confined to a tiny minority of the tenants who rented 

during these years, and the largest single debtor--George Stricker--was a man of some 

means. Close to half the tenants were never sued in court, and most of those who were 

do not seem to have suffered severe or long term :financial problems. 

V · Conclusions 

Cl I I Carrollton Manor was not the last resort of poor men 
ear y tenancy, at east on ' 

With no other options. A significant proportion of tenants were upper middling or 

Id affi d to purchase land off the manor but 
Wealthy, many of whom either owned or cou or 

h 
· 11s rofitable economic enterprise. Nor was 

w O evidently found renting from the Carro a P 

N 1 downers renting on the manor when 
prosperity confined to landholding tenants. on- an 

th . . an a median estate value well into the 
ey died were also quite prosperous, Wlth 

. ·er than all decedents elsewhere in the 
nuddling range, and they were much wealthi 

Chesapeake. 
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But While many tenants were quite prosperous, renting on Carrollton probably 

afforded fe . . 
Wer opporturuties to poor men during this period than it had in earlier 

decades . 
' especially prior to midcentury. In exchange for low rents and lease agreements, 

the · · 
onglllal tenants had developed their farms and created a transportation network to 

connect th 
em to markets to the east. After the original leases contracted before 

Illidcentury . . . . 
exprred, however, the Carrolls raised rents and dispensed with formal 

agree.me t . 
n s m favor of tenants at will. New entrants other than kin paid alienation fees 

' 
and at least 1 · th · be ·ct · some a so paid purchase money to e mcum nt res1 ents m order to obtain 
th . 

e1r places. After midcentury Carrollton afforded economic opportunities to men with 

th
e capital to acquire places and to kin who were able to inherit improvements made by 

th . 
err forebears, but it was probably Jess accessible to poor men without connections. 

The Carroll tenants were thus prosperous, and increasingly so over time, while 

~po f or Were largely excluded. Rather than resting at the lowest rung o the socio-

econo . la . . 
Ill1c dder just above servants and slaves, these tenants were prosperous mzddling 

Sorts, Illany of whom had access to bound labor and were able, had they chosen, to 

PUrchase land. Not all tenants in the colonial Chesapeake were well-to-do. Tenants on 

the pr · · · d ·1 1 0 Pnetazy manors studied by Gregory Stiverson were qmte poor, espi e very ow 

rents and long-tenn leases. 34 But the Carroll tenants suggest that tenants as a group-

even non-landholding tenants who did not enjoy long-term lease agreements--did not 

constitute a socioeconomic class between bound laborers and :freeholders. Tenancy was 

M 
34

Gregory A. Stiverson, Poverty in a Land_ of~lenty: Tenancy in Eighteenth-Century 
~ (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Uruvers1ty Press, 1977). 
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not simply a status reserved for the poor, but could afford prosperity to moderately well

off non-landowners who chose to rent rather than purchase land. 
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Chapter 7 

Plantation M 
anagement during the Revolutionary Era, 

1768-1790 

D· 
llnng the Revolutionary era both the Carrolls and the tenants who rented land 

:&olll th 
em Were remarkably successful in managing their respective interests on the 

lllanor. 
Before the war the Carrolls' diligent oversight rewarded them with an expanding 

tenant . 
Population, nearly complete rent payments, and increasing annual revenues that 

averaged over £600 sterling by the early 1770s. The outbreak of hostilities tenninated 
th . 

e1r lucr t· 
a IVe collection of tobacco rents, however, and confronted them with the need 

to estabij h 
s an alternative during a period of rampant inflation. They also needed to pay 

the hea 
"Y Wartime assessments on the manor and to replace tenants who left in search of 

Other o 
PP0 rtunities. Charles Carroll of Carrollton predicted that the Revolution would 

req · 
Utre sacrifices and, during the years of the worst inflation, the manor produced little, 

if 
any, Profit. But the Carrolls were able to make the manor rents pay their assessments, 

to repJ 
ace tenants who left and to increase the total number renting on the manor. They 

' 
easil 

y retained control of the land and at the end of the war were poised to resume rent 

COlJecf 10ns greater than those before the Revolution began. 

The Carrollton tenants, for the most part, also successfully managed their 

lllterest · · h d · al s. They were increasingly prosperous over time, wit me 1an estate v ues 

(deflated) growing from £125 for tenants who rented before midcentwy, to £173 for 
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those durin 
g the 1750s and 1760s, to £252 for those on the manor after 1768. Payments 

Varied fro 
m year to year, and some less successful tenants fell into arrears, but on the 

Whole they had no difficulty paying their rents until the Revolution. 

The break with Great Britain and the war's curtailment of foreign trade led the 

tenants to abandon their former staple, tobacco, but they successfully shifted their crop 

base t . 0 gram agriculture. Fewer tenants owned slaves by the end of the period, partly 

due to thi . . . 
s agricultural transition but mainly because of the growmg predommance of 

Germans 
on the manor. Because of the increasing proportion ofnon-slaveowners, who 

generally left smaller estates the median estate value did not increase after 1790. It did 
' 

not decline, however, and when considered separately the median estate values of both 

s1ave0 n,... . . 
••iiers and non-slaveowners actually continued to mcrease. Like the Carrolls, the 

tenant 
s successfully weathered the challenges of the Revolutionary era and managed to 

alter both their agricultural staple and their labor base without seriously impairing their 

Prosperity. 

I. LandI 0rd Management on the Eve of the Revolution 

By 1768 all but a handful of tenants paid tobacco rents and thus, until the 

0
Utbreak ofth R 

1 
. n, . from the manor depended to a large extent e evo ut10nmy vv ar, mcome 

0n the · 
Pnce the Carrolls received for the rent crop. 

As Charles Carroll of Carrollton 

explained t hi . . . . Gr in l 765 "our estates differ much from 0 s English friend William aves ' 

Y0 Urs--the . . . . d on the casual rise or fall in the price of 
mcome Is never certam It depen s up 
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Tobo."1 I 
ncome also depended on the number of tenants on the manor, which increased 

from forty . . 
-SJX m 1768 to sixty-six in 1776, and the amount they actually paid. Both the 

PaYment · 
s received and the price of tobacco fluctuated annually, but during the period 

from 1768 through 1775 the Carrolls received substantial, and generally increasing, 

revenues from the manor. 

In 1768, the first year in which the surviving Carroll account book records 

compl 
ete charges and payments, the forty-six tenants on the manor paid 39,286 pounds 

~~~ . . 
cco, £68 sterling, £56 current, and eighty-three capons, close to the full amount 

due for the year. Assuming the Carrolls received at least the average price in the colony 

tha
t Year for the tobacco--1.81 d. sterling per pound--total income would have amounted 

to about £400 sterling, 2 a considerable increase over the £250 Carroll Sr. had reported 

foury ears earlier. 

Income continued to rise, and in 1772 Carroll Sr. informed his son that "yr Estate 

at Monnoccasi has Produced this year upwards of £680 ster. "3 Carroll did not specify 

how he arrived at this total, but noted that payments included £72 sterling, £62 current 

-----------
1
Charles Carroll of Carrollton (CCC) to William Graves, Sept. 15, 1765, Letter Book 

~f Charles Carroll of Carrollton, 1765-1768, MS 203.1, Maryland Historical Society, 
.oaJf 

IInore, Md.(hereafter MdHi). 
2
Current money has been converted to sterling at the rate of 1 :667 to 1, the rate 

Carron used in Ledger MT (Charles Carroll of Annapolis, Account B_ook and Index, 
.1754-1784 [hereafter Ledger MT], MdHi). The value of the capons IS unknown and not 
Included in the total. 

3
Charles Carroll of Annapolis (CCA) to CCC, Sept. 10, 1772, Carroll Papers, MS 

206, MdHi. 
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money and 57 2 
' , 00 pounds oftobacco. 4 For these payments to have totaled £680 

sterling C 
arroll must have received a considerably higher price for the tobacco than the 

average-- I 64 . 
· d. sterling per pound--in the colony that year. Several tenant accounts are 

credited · 
With tobacco in exchange for current money at the rate of3.6 d. per pound,5 at 

Which · 
Pnce the tenants' crop would have sold for £515 sterling, and the total income 

&om the 
payments he recorded would have amounted to £624 sterling. It thus seems 

likely that C arroll received at least 3.6 d. current per pound, and while that was well 

above th 
e average, he had written on Sept. 2 that although the price was falling at Elk 

Ridge 1 d" · 
an mg, the best tobacco still sold for that price. 

Income from the manor fluctuated over the next few years because of variations 

lll 
th

e PaYlllents received from the tenants and in the price the Carrolls were paid for their 

tobacco Al · · · 1773 nI fi4h , · though the number of tenants remamed svcty-two m , o Y .u .... rseven 

are erect ·t d . . d 1 e with paying rent. Furthennore, in 1773 Carroll receive only 16s. 8d. 

Sterlin 
g per hundredweight for the tobacco, or 3.33 d. current per pound, and total 

lllcome from the manor in amounted to only £537 sterling. 

The following year both total payments and total income increased, although the 

Price p ·d in1 1 han · 1 a1 the Carrolls for their tenants' crop was almost certa y ower t m 773. 

-------------
Whi 

4

These figures correspond closely to payments credited in Ledger MT that year, 
Illo ch totaled 57,200 pounds of tobacco, £73 sterling, £32 c~ent and £~3 Marylan~ 
in ney. Payments in the ledger also included 159 capons which Carroll did not mention 

the letter to his son. 

rat 
5

These were credits for past due amounts--balanced by debits in current money--
her than paym t d t included in the 57 200 pounds of tobacco actually Paid en s, an are no ' 
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The Carro lls . . . . . . 
nutmlly hoped to receive a pistole (.83 sterling) per hundredweight, or 

about the sam . 
e pnce (3.33 d. current per pound) as 1773, but were willing to sell for 25 

s. current p h 
er undredweight, or 3 d. current per pound. When they failed to receive 

that am 
ount--the best offer made them was 20 s. current, or 2.4 d. per pound--the 

Carro11s detennined to ship, or consign, their tobacco, and the :final price they received is 

unknown 6 If hi . . . · s ppmg brought a return of a pistole per hundredweight, as they had 

Originally hoped, the manor income would have amounted to £775 sterling, and at 25 s. 

CllzTent, the price they had been willing to settle for, it would have been £724 sterling. 

Even at 20 . 
s. per hundredweight, the price they were offered m Maryland, the manor 

Incom . 
e Would have totaled £632 sterling ( excluding capons), considerably more than 

1773 
and close to that received in 1772. 

In 1775, on the eve of the independence struggle that would sever trade with 

Great B ·t · · f b · n am and terminate the Carrolls' lucrative collection o to acco rents, income 

&olllth · e lllanor ahnost certainly exceeded that of any previous year. Only fifty-two of 

the Sixt · · . hi h . 1 Y-two tenants charged rent are credited with making payments, w c me uded 

slight} han · Y lllore tobacco and capons, but Jess sterling and current money t m 1774. But 

With noneXportation set to take effect on Sept. 1 O, 1775, after shipment of the 1774 crop 

(whj . 
ch the Carrolls were then marketing), increases in tobacco pnces more than 

colllpensated for the difference. 

6 
CCA to CCC s 6 g 28 o t 10 21 1774· CCC to CCA, Sept. 12, 1774, 

Carr ' ept. ' ' ' C . ' ' ' 011 Papers, MS 206, MdHi. 
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In August 1775 Carroll Sr. reported that tobacco was selling at 40 s. current per 

hundred · h 
Weig t, or 4.8 d. per pound. The Carrolls nevertheless detennined to consign 

th
eir tobacco, though not without some misgivings that they might "loose by shipping. "7 

Carroll J · 
r. infonned Wallace, Davidson, and Johnson, the mercantile firm to whom they 

had cons· d . . 
igne therr tobacco, that although they could have sold "m the Country at 40/ 

Cuny pr Cwt.," they expected that "Tobacco must sell high in London" and that he did 

not Wish t "be . 0 a loser by Shipping." He had, he wrote, "favoured you with a large 

Consignme t " d . . . " tt t· & n , an he lectured them on therr obligation to spare no a en 10n 

diligence d. . T ,.s What . th · · · to ISpose of 1t on the most advantageous enns. pnce ey 

Ulf 
llllately received is unknown, but at 40 s. current per hundredweight total manor 

lllco.rne Would have amounted to £865 sterling. 

Although the price of tobacco fluctuated from year to year, Carrollton Manor 

Produced a substantial, and generally increasing, income in the decade before the 

becJaration ofindependence. Sterling revenues increased :from £250 in 1764 to £400 in 

I 768 to an average of over £600 annually during the early 1770s. This growth in income 

was due to a rising number of tenants renting on the manor, the increasing prices the 

Carro us were .d c. h , and their ability to collect almost everything due pa1 1or t e tenants crop, 

dUrin 
g these years. 

7 

CCA to CCC, Aug. 14, 1775, Carroll Papers, MS 206· 
8Ccc N 14 1775 Arents Tobacco Collection, 

New y to Wallace and Co., Oct. 4, 1775, ov. ' ' 
ork Public Library, New York, N. Y. 
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A precise accoWJt of the amoWJt actually due and paid each year is complicated 

by the Carro 11 ' 
s assessment of the rents and other charges in various fonns--current 

llloney tob 
' acco, capons, sterling, and Maryland money. Few tenants paid exactly what 

Was due in . 
any given year, and Carroll, after crediting their payments, routinely balanced 

the acco . . 
unts by debitmg one category and crediting another. Nevertheless, a comparison 

of 
th

e total owed with either the amount actually paid, or with the total credited after 

Carroll's con . . . 
versions to balance accounts, reveals that the tenants paid essentially 

everythin 
g due during these years. 

Table 7-1 summarizes the total due for rent and other charges and the total 

actUall . . . . 
Y Paid (not mcluding Carroll Sr.'s subsequent debits and credits to balance 

account)~ 
s 1or the period 1768-1775. The difference between the total due and the total 

PaYlllent · s credited shows an outstanding balance of seventy-three capons, 13,312 pounds 

Oftoba 
cco, and £1 Maryland money, and an overpayment of £230 current and £22 

sterJin 9 • 
g. Converting these balances to current money usmg the exchange rates Carroll 

UsedinL d d · hi · db e ger MT, the tenants actually overpaid the total due urmg t s per10 y £4. 

Including the debits and credits that Carroll made to balance the accounts, the 

~~dfi· . e cit for the period is £68 current, thirty-one capons, £10 sterling, and £2 

Maryland money, with an overpayment of3,483 pounds of tobacco. 
10 

Using the same 

conve · li h 1 h rs1on rates, the total deficit amounts to about £23 current, s g t y more t an an 

~rp d . 
aYlnent of £4, but still fairly negligible. Over a period of seven years, unng which 

9 

See Table 7-1 "Payment Deficit, 1768-1775." 

IOS 
ee Table 7.-1, "Total Deficit, 1768-1775." 
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TABLE 7-1 

~~OLLTON MANOR TENANTS 

1768-~~~VE AND PAYMENTS 

r--... 

DESCRIPTION £ 

TOTAL CURRENT 
~NT, 1768-1775 0 OTAL 
~TI-IER CHARGES, 1768-1775 292 

T!ABATED 
0 TOTALD 

p DE, 1768-1775 292 
~\'MENTs, 1768-1775 522 
f--YMENT DEFICIT, 1768-1775 -230 
~ARR.Ott DEBITS, 1768-75 298 

~~Ott CREDITS, 1768-75 0 
AL DEPICT, 1768-1775 68 I 

I 

CAPONS 

860 

35 

30 

865 

792 

73 

0 

42 

31 

POUNDS I 
£ 

OF £ CURRENT 
TOBACCO STERLING MD 

377,168 369 68 
26,669 29 0 
1,300 11 10 

402,537 387 58 
389,225 409 57 
13,312 -22 1 

0 32 1 

16,795 0 0 
-3,483 10 2 

SoUrce: C!1arles Carroll of Annapolis, Account Book and Index, 1754-1784, Maryland 
Fiistorical Society, Baltimore, Md. 
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the total owed 
amounted to £292 current, 865 capons, 402,357 pounds of tobacco, £387 

sterling and 
' £S8 Maryland money--or roughly £8,790 current--the tenants failed to pay 

Only £23 O 
' r about one quarter of 1 percent of the total due. 

A1though the tenants as a whole paid nearly all that was due over the period, 

PaYinents fJ. . 
uctuated considerably from year to year, 11 and a few tenants fell seriously into 

arrears. 
In addition, throughout these years the tenants continued to cany unpaid 

ba1 
ances that had accumulated before the ledger begins in 1768, during the period when 

the Carron 
shad devoted less attention to the management of the manor. Carroll 

colllpen d 
e new entrants to assume any outstanding sums due from the previous 

occup 
ant--part of the cost of obtaining a place on the manor--and most of the pre-1768 

balances had be · d · hi · d en accumulated by tenants no longer rentmg urmg t s per10 . The total 

<Unount Carried from before 1768 was not great--less than £500 current or 6 percent of 

the total d 
ue between 1768 and 1775. These outstanding balances do indicate, however, 

that alth . 
ough tenants during the Revolutionary era pmd what was due from them, they 

resisted · · Th ls hi PaYing overdue amounts inherited from earlier occupants. ey a o ghlight 

the izn aft hi h d · Proved management of the manor by the late 1760s, er w c no new efic1ts 

Were an 
owed to accrue. 

h 
Ill\ I 771 rent 11 c. 1 shows the tenants considerably in arrears. Much of 

t e ro , 1or examp e, . i1 aft h 1i 
co ~ 0 unt due was for the 1771 _ 72 rent, which was not pmd unt e~ t e st was 

lllpiled, but even after their payments were credited several tenants still had 
00

tstanding balan C 11 "erted the overdue amounts to current money, which ace ces. arro con v d 1 rued interest til "d d er the next two years the tenants ma e arge cash Pa)'ln un paz , an ov: 
ents that brought their accounts up to date. 
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The Carrolls' ability to coilect virtuaily all of the payments due from the manor 

dlJrin 
g 

th
ese Years attests to their very close oversight and evidently very shrewd 

Illanagement. Their increased attention after 1765 is evident not only in the remarkably 

complete 
payments they coilected from 1768 to 1775 (in contrast to earlier deficits) but 

also in the increa · th 1 · fr c. · · 1768 · · · se m e tenant popu at1on om 1orty-six m to sixty-six m 1776. 

The Carrolls were also evidently able to obtain premium prices for their tenants' tobacco 

crop. All of these factors combined to reward them with a very substantial income from 

the man 
or before the Revolution. 

II. Lanct1 
ord Management during the War Years 

The American Revolution brought an end to tobacco payments and confronted 

~c . . 
arro11s With the chailenge of establishing new rents that would proVIde stable 

retllnls . 
m the face of spiraling inflation. They also needed to replace tenants who 

eill.igrat d · fly e m search of new opportunities and to pay the he tax assessments on the 

lllanor. Although the Carroils made little if any profit from the manor during the worst 

Years of" · · · b · h mtlat1on, ultimately they were able not only to mamtam ut to mcrease t e 

0
llrnber of tenants, produce enough income to pay the assessments, and by the end of the 

war Years resume profitable rent collections as great as those before the Revolution, 

though 
no longer in tobacco. 

In anticipation of the nonexportation agreement set to take effect in the fail of 

1775 11 h c. ' the Carrons converted all but a handful of tobacco rents, as we as t e 1ew 

relllaining accounts charged in sterling, to current money beginning with payments due in 
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1776 R 
ents were charged on Sept. 29 and normally paid in August or September of the 

foUoWin . 
g Year, hence this change took place with the rents charged in September 1775 

and due by Sept. 29, 1776. The standard rent per 100 acres shifted from 1,000 pounds 

oftobacc t 0 0 £20 current money, plus the usual two capons and 4 s. sterling charged 

before and ft 
a er the change. In making this transition the Carrolls in effect raised the 

rents as 1 000 
' ' pounds of tobacco converts to £20 current at the rate of 4.8 d. per 

Pound . . 
' considerably more than they had generally received for the tenants' crop with the 

exce · 
Phon of 1775, when impending hostilities had driven prices up. 

The Carrolls' strategy of switching to cash rents was not initially successful. The 

tenant . . 
s, unable to market what had up until then been therr prunazy staple, were unable 

to come up with the cash to pay the new rents, which totaled approximately £861 

st
erJing. The Carrolls created four new tenements in 1775-76, but only fifteen of the 

total sixty-six tenants were credited with paying the equivalent of about £178 sterling, 

appr . 0 XUnately one-fifth of both the rent due for 1776 and of the total paid the previous 

Year.12 

Over the next few years the standard rent remained £20 current per 100 acres, 

an.ct PaYments improved considerably. During these years, however, inflation 

Increasingly undennined the value of the paper money that the Carrolls received in 

PaYment d · db Jaw In 1775 both the new state and an which they accepted as requrre Y · 

-------------
t 

12
A.ctua1 payments consisted of £164 current, forty-eight capons, 5,966 pounds of 

a~bacco, and less than £l sterling, which (except capons) have been converted to sterling 
rates Carron used in Ledger MT--current money at 1.667 t~ 1 and tobacco at 4.8 d. 

Per Pound Th . f · unknown and not included m the total. · e pnce o capons IS 
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Continental 
governments had begun issuing paper money to :finance the war against 

Great Brita. . . 
m, a practice that contmued throughout the Revolution. Both state and 

Continent 1 a paper money immediately began to depreciate, a process the Maryland 

AssembJ 
Y unsuccessfully attempted to prevent with the passage a legal tender law in 

February 1777 requiring that all money issued by Congress and the state was to be 

accepted fi or all debts and contracts, past as well as future, at their face value for current 

llloney 
' or at an advance of 66 213 per cent sterling. 13 

Although his father vehemently opposed the tender law throughout its existence, 

Charles c arroll of Carrollton, who was a member of the Assembly that passed the 

legislat· . . ion, recognized that it was extremely popular and a necessary pnce of revolution. 

"I 
t cannot be expected that such great revolutions should happen without much partial 

Iajustice & sufferings,"14 he wrote his father, whom he advised to "submit to the loss we 

Shau. 
m [the] mean time sustain." As a leader of the independence struggle the younger 

Carroll recognized that revolution would require sacrifices, writing that "I have long 

considered our personal estate, I mean the monied part ofit, to be in jeopardy. Ifwe can 

save a third of that, and all our lands & negroes I shall thmk our selves well off." 15 

The younger Carroll prevailed--at least insofar as the manor was concemed--and 

the tenants took advantage of spiraling inflation to pay off past due balances in deflated 

--------------
s 13!'-athryn Behrens, Paper Money in Maryland. 1727-1789. Johns Hopkins University 

tud1es in Historical and Political Science, 41st ser., no. 1. (1923), chaps. 6 and 7. 

14CCc to CCA, Mar. 15, 1777, Carroll Papers, MS 206, MdHi. 

is MdHi CCC to CCA, Apr. 4, 1777, Carroll Papers, MS 206, · 
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Paper. Charles Carr 11 S h k h . . 
o r., w o ept t e account book, did, however, mcrease the rates 

at Which h . 
e credited cash payments agamst outstanding tobacco balances. 16 The rate at 

Whi ch he co 
nverted tobacco payments to cash (and vice versa) increased from 5.4 d. 

CUrrent per d . 
poun m 1777 to 28.8 d. in 1779 and 144 d. in 1780. He could not legally 

r . 
aise the rat . 

e at which he converted cash to sterling and continued to use an exchange 

rate of 1 667 
· to 1 (the rate he had used since the ledger began in 1767) as late as 1777. 

But d · 
urmg the worst years of inflation he evidently skirted the law by not crediting any 

sterJin 
g PaYments at all. 17 After the repeal of the tender law went into effect in 1781 he 

did not a . . 
ccept any more paper money payments, but he did credit excess amounts paid in 

Prior Ye 
ars as sterling at the rate of 58 to 1. 

While Carron did raise the rates at which he credited cash payments against old 

tobacco baI . 
ances to reflect prevailing prices, the actual rents were charged m current 

llloneyand 
Were payable in depreciated paper. 18 Although paper money began to 

16Thr . 
w ?Ughout the period covered by Ledger MT tenants frequently did not pay what 
c as due m kind but in some alternate fonn, such as cash in lieu of tobacco and so forth. 
Pr:

0
.~ routinely converted these payments to credit what was owed, apparently using 

ailing rates at the time. · 
17 

th Although most rents were charged in tobacco before 1776 and current money after, 
a/

1 
Carrons continued to charge the 4s. sterling per 100 acres (the proprietary quitrent) 

ea.stun il t Ledger MT ended. 
1sI • 

p t IS clear from Ledger MT that the tenants paid their cash rents in depreciated 
s a~er money. After the repeal of the tender law took effect in 1781, the Carrolls 

eWitched from "current money" to "specie" rents. The specie rents and payments were 
ntered · · f h aft m a separate column from the earlier current money portion o t e accounts, and 

thee; l 781 the latter were closed out, with all outstanding balances converted to specie at 
ate of 40 to 1. Carroll also after 1781 occasionally wrote off small overdue current 

llloney balances as "profit & loss on continental cuny" (see for example Joseph Hill's 
accoun . 

t m Ledger MT, fol. 86). 
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depreciate a1m . 
ost as fast as It was printed, the Carrolls did not immediately raise the 

rents in an ffi 
e Ort to counter inflation. Not until 1779, when the value of paper money 

declined fr . 
om 5 for 1 m January, to 20 for 1 in September (when the rents were 

charged) 
'and to 40 for 1 by the end of the year, did the Carrolls raise the manor rents 

from £20 to £40 current per 100 acres. 19 The motivation behind this increase was not a 

futile atte 
mpt to keep up with inflation but rather a concern that the manor generate 

revenues 
needed to pay their state assessments. 

"~ e must make Carrollton more than Pay Our Assessments," Carroll Sr. wrote 

his . 
son m April 1779, when he was considering raising the rents to be charged in 

Septembe 21 . 
r of that year. 20 Carrollton in 1779 was valued at £43,949, which at the rate 

0[£5 
Per £ 100 of assessed property resulted in an assessment of £2,197. Although the 

tenants. . 
In 1779 paid nearly all that was due that year, therr payments amounted to only 

£J,967 C .d h full t d . urrent and 348 pounds of tobacco. Had they pm t e amoun ue It would 

~~ d Vered the assessment, but only just barely, and Carroll Jr. expresse concern 

about th e next year's assessment. "I had no doubt of our being able to pay our assesst. 

after I had sold 25 Tons [of iron]," he wrote his father in October 1779, "But I am sure 

We shall not be bl .. 22 a e to pay our next asst. 

4!n~~dWard c. Papenfuse, In Pursuit of Profit: he Annapolis ~erc~ts ~ the Era of the 

1975 
n) c~ Revolutio 1763_ 1805 (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Umversity Press, 
, 103-4. 

2oc dH. 
CA to CCC, Apr. 28, 1779, Carroll Papers, MS 206, M 1. 

21CCA to CCC, June 1, 1780, Carroll Papers, MS 206, Md.Hi. 
22

CCA to CCC, Oct. 23, 1779, Carroll Papers, MS 206, Md.Hi. 
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These considerations, as well as the spiraling depreciation of the currency, 

Undoubtedl 
Y prompted the elder Carroll to double the current money rents charged in 

September .. 
l 779, a decIS10n applauded by his son. "You did well to advance the rents" 

' 
he Wrote hi 

s father, "and the Tenants may pay them as easily, or more so, than the old 
rents n23 

· Carroll's attitude seems a bit cavalier, but he was in fact correct. The total 

aznoUnt charged sixty-one tenant accounts24 in September 1779, including the rents at the 

newrate f£ 0 40 per 100 acres plus various other charges (alienation, purchase, and so 

forth) w 
as £2,742 current, fourteen capons, 4,500 pounds of tobacco, and £12 sterling. 

Thete . 
Ilants actually paid £6,068 current money and 3,460 tobacco, considerably more 

than 
What they owed. Evidently the tenants were, as Carroll had predicted, easily able to 

PaYthe hi h g er rents. Their ovezpayments also suggest that they took advantage of 

soann . 
g mtlation to pay off overdue balances from previous years in deflated paper. 

The more than £6,000 current paid by the tenants in 1780 was more than 

SUfti. 
cient to pay the manor assessment that year, which in fact was lower than in 1779. 

Carroll Sr. wrote his son on June l , 1780, that "Carrollton & the Addition to it in the 

Year 1779 Were assessed at £43949;8.5, this Year it is assessed at £28659:0:0. "25 The 

tax d 
Ue Was only £1,433, 26 leaving the Carrolls a profit of over £4,500. The money was, 

23cc • 
C to CCA, Apr. 29, 1779, Carroll Papers, MS 206, MdH1. 

24 
tr Only sixty-one tenant accounts remained in MT because Carroll ~d begun 

¾sferring them t xt t 1 dger m· 1778 and the total number m Ledger MT steadiJ o a none an e , 
Y declined until all had been transferred by 17s5. 

isCCA to CCC, June 1, 1780, Carroll Papers, MS 206, MdHi. 

26Ccc to CCA, June 3, 1780, Carroll Papers, MS 206, MdHi. 
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however a1m 
. ' ost Worthless. At 58 to 1, the rate Carroll used to convert paper to sterling 

lil Ledger MT 
, £4,500 was worth only about £77 sterling, a far cry from the manor 

Profits in th 
e pre-Revolutionary years. 

But whil f li . e o ttle sterling value, the manor rents could be used to pay 

assessments 
on the Carrolls' other lands and other taxes as well. "We could easily 

enough pay this year's taxes, if it were not for the additional tax of recruits wh will be 

exceed· 
lllgly heavy," Carroll Jr. wrote his father on June 25, 1780. 27 Perhaps with this in 

1llin 
d, and aware that the tenants had, as predicted, easily paid the new amount charged 

In 1779 h 
' t e Carrolls again raised the rents in September 1780, more than doubling it to 

£100 
current per 100 acres, plus 4 s. sterling, and £3 current in lieu of the traditional two 

capons . . 
' Which the tenants had not paid in kind since before the Revolution. 

the Younger Carroll was critical of the rent collection made by steward Joseph 

Johns . 
on m November 1780 after the new rents had been charged, but his father 

' d" 
1Sagreed 28 "Y b h d · h · h · · ou do not consider that the Tenants have ut gat ei mt err crops, t err 

grain is . hink . r bns . 
not Yet all threshed I therefore differ Wlth You, & t His JO ons collection 

' 
a good One," he wrote on Dec. 9. "[I] have given Him directions to informe the Tenants 

than . . . 
Will have patience with them until the 1st: of March, to give them an opporturuty 

21cc 
C to CCA, Carroll Papers, MS 206, MdHi. 

th 2sPrior to the Revolution the rents were charged Sept. 29 and due by the same date 
e folloWing year b t aft ·t bing to cash rents the Carrolls advanced the 

co Ile . , u er SWl c h . d . h . 
ctions, with half due in the fall after it was charged, and t e remam er m t e sprmg. 
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Of Sen:_ 
!!Ulg the Pr d f · 0 uce o therr Fannes to the best advantage, but after that day Johnson 

lllust distra.in. 1129 

Des · 
pite Carroll's threats, there is no indication that there was any cause for 

distraints fl . 
' or m fact evidence from Ledger MT suggests that once again the tenants paid 

lllore than th
e amount due for the year, notwithstanding the higher rents. Exact figures 

are Unkno 
wn because by the fall of 1780 only thirty-one tenant accounts remained in 

MT, the re · 
Il1ainder having been transferred to a nonextant ledger. Those thirty-one, 

however Wh 
' 0 can be taken as a benchmark for the entire tenant population that year, 

Paida1zn 0st £1,500 more in current money than due for rent and other charges. About 

half th 
e total Was paid in November 1780 and the remainder in March the following year. 

Carroll's threats to distrain suggest that he was intent on wresting the maximum 
Profits 

Possible out of the manor. In reality, however, the Carrolls seem to have 

acknowled d . fi . 
ge that the manor simply could not yield the same pro ts dunng the war 

Years as . 
it had before the Revolution. In December 1779, concerned that "the money is 

in so fluctuat· I · · " h C 11 had mg a state, that no one can with safety dea m 1t, t e younger arro 

reco 
.llUnended reserving the rents in kind, at either 1,000 pounds tobacco or five bushels 

of Wheat . 31 b .d 1 
Per 1 00 acres. 30 His father may have considered domg so, ut evi ent y 

decided . . 
to increase the cash rents instead. Had he reverted to the pre-Revolut1onazy rate 

of 1,000 . . 
Pounds of tobacco the rents would have been considerably higher than £100 

' 

29c 

CA. to CCC, Dec. 9, 1780, Carroll Papers, MS 206, MdHi. 
Joe 

Cc to CCA, Dec. 4, 1779, Carroll Papers, MS 206, MdHi. 
3Jc 

CA. to CCC, Apr. 11, 1780, Carroll Papers, MS 206, MdHi. 
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CUrrent. C 
. arroll charged tenants who paid tobacco in current money at 144 d. per pound 
lZl 1780 -81 at hi 

' w ch rate 1,000 pounds of tobacco was equivalent to £600 current, six 
tiznes the 

amount he settled on in the fall of 1780. 

Although the Carrolls wanted to make the manor pay their wartime assessments 
' they did 

not attempt to make it generate the same profits that it had during the prewar 
Years. The · · 

Y msisted that the tenants pay the rents, but those rents were considerably 
lower . 

' lil real tenns, than before the Revolution. In pursuing this strategy the Carrolls 

Were not . ' . 
motivated by a charitable concern for the tenants well bemg but were merely 

reacting to . 
the constraints of a wartime economy. Their main concern was generating 

SU.fflcient 
revenue to pay the assessments, which remained the same regardless of the 

nllinber oft f · h hi enants living on the manor. The largest number o tenants paymg t e ghest 

antoUnt the · · h hi h · h Illarket would bear was thus the ideal, but raismg t e rents too g mig t 

drive the . 
Ill off m search of other opportunities, or worse yet encourage them to run off 

leavm 
g llnpaid balances. 

Carroll expressed concern in the spring of 1780 about tenant emigrations, but 

althou h . . 
g a number of tenements changed hands during the Revolution--a sub3ect 

discuss d · d T h 
e lil more detail below32 -his fears seem to have been unwarrante . enants w o 

left th 
e 11"\"'- d th umber on the manor actually 

• ~

4 ,q..uor Were replaced by new entrants, an en 

lllcreased . . . . dI f h th from sixty-two in 1774 to sixty-eight m 1778. But regar ess o w e er 

Carroll's cone al d't' ns his fear that tenants might be lured by em was based on actu con 1 10 , 
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the prospect of emigration if the landlord pushed too hard might have constrained his 

actions and limited the increases in rent that he believed they could demand. 

The Carrolls thus tolerated the exigencies of revolution, accepting deflated paper 

money in payment ofrents that were, in real terms, far lower than in pre-Revolutionary 

years and which went largely to pay their heavy wartime assessments. They did raise the 

cash rents twice during the war years, but never sufficiently to compensate for the 

declining value of the paper money they received in payment. 

After the tender law was repealed in 1781 the Carrolls shifted to a specie 

standard and "lowered" the rents to £20.150 specie (£20 plus .150 in lieu of the 

traditional two capons) and 4 s. sterling per 100 acres. The specie rents were actually 

much higher than the wartime rents, which had increased from £20 to £40 to £ 100 

current, but which were payable in almost worthless paper money. The specie rents, on 

the other hand, were due in hard currency or its equivalent. Carroll did not accept any 

more paper money payments after March 1781, but he did apply excess current money 

balances from previous years toward specie charges at the rate of 40 to 1. Several 

tenants also paid their specie rents in 1782 and 1783 with wheat certificates at the rate of 

5 s. specie per bushel. 

It is not possible to precisely compare prewar tobacco rents--which depended on 

the price received for tobacco--with postwar specie rents, but the latter were almost 

certainly higher. One thousand pounds of tobacco (the usual prewar rent) is equivalent 

to £20 (the postwar standard) at a price of 4.8 pence per pound, more than the Carrolls 

were paid in any year except possibly 1775, when the impending nonexportation 
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agreement drove tobacco prices up. It is also suggestive that sixty-eight tenants (the 

total number in 1778) at £20 specie each would have owed £1,360 specie, or £816 

sterling,33 more than the income received from the manor during the pre-Revolutionary 

years, again with the possible exception of 1775. 

The Carrolls were thus able, once the tender law had been repealed, to resume 

lucrative rent collections from the manor. Rents were as high or higher than before the 

war, and the number of tenants was probably greater.34 The war years had required 

sacrifices, just as the younger Carroll had predicted, and during the Revolution income 

from the manor did not begin to approach prewar levels. Carrollton had, however, 

generated sufficient revenues to pay its assessments and to contribute to the Carro lls' 

other taxes as well. Ultimately, the Carrolls' sacrifices were short lived. The war briefly 

undermined the manor income and precipitated a shift from tobacco to cash rents, but 

profits quickly returned to, and almost certainly exceeded, prewar levels. The Carrolls 

had retained possession of their lands and did not, as far as the manor was concerned, 

suffer any permanent losses. 

III. Tenant Management in the Era of the Revolution 

The tenants who rented on the manor during the Revolutionary period were, on 

the whole, evidently quite successful in managing their Carrollton plantations. Most 

33 At Carroll Sr.'s rate of 1.667 to 1. 

34The Carrolls had steadily increased the number of tenants both before and during 
the Revolution, and it seems likely this trend continued, especially as the 68 tenants in 
1778 occupied only half the manor's acreage. 
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Were able t . 0 pay therr rents without difficulty, and they had grown increasingly 

Prospe rous ov · er tlille. The Revolution brought new challenges, causing them to 

abandon th . 
err prewar staple crop, tobacco, in favor of grain agriculture. The tenants 

successfull 
Y weathered this transition and suffered no long-term adverse economic 

conse 
quences from the war. 

Although Frederick County had become a major exporter of wheat after 

Illidcentury 
' and some diversification had occurred on the manor as well, most tenants 

continued 
to grow tobacco as their primary staple until the Revolutionary War. 35 The 

Illajo . 
nty of tenants paid tobacco rents, but their crop choices were not dictated by the 

Carrolls 
· A Small proportion of tenants before 1776, mostly Germans who did not grow 

the sta 1 
P e, Were charged sterling rather than tobacco rents. 36 Most tenants charged 

tobacco "d. . . . . 
Pai m kind, but the Carrolls were evidently willing to accept cash mstead. 

Even had 
they not been willing to do so, tenants could have purchased tobacco notes to 

Pay their r d d" iii d h · ent or grown only enough for that purpose an IVers e on t e remainder of 

th . 
err tracts. 

Tenants who grew tobacco as their primary staple chose to do so because it best 

served th . . err interests. Despite the increasing presence of Germans, tenants of English 

o· 
ngins continued to dominate the manor prior to the Revolution, many of whom had 

3sy 
of te obacco accounted for 71 percent of the value of all crops found in the inventories 

Dants Who died before 1776 (see Table 7-2). 

36T 
c Wenty-one Germans were charged rent in Ledger MT before Carroll switched to 
st::h. rents in 1775. Twelve were charged tobacco, ~wo c~ent money, and seven 
tnonling. Only eight actually paid tobacco, seven prud sterling, one both, two current 

ey, and three made no payments until after 1775. 
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roots in th . 
e older tidewater tobacco counties to the southeast. Their parents had grown 

tobacco and 
' many owned slaves, 37 which were more profitably employed in the 

Product· 
Ion of tobacco than grain. Carrollton had exceptionally good soil--rated "first 

qUality" . 
m the 1798 federal assessment38--and its location in the southeastern corner of 

the count . 
Y Was easily accessible to the inspection station at Rock Creek, where tobacco 

Was ins 
pected and sold. The tenants were also familiar with its production, and they had 

connecf · 
Ions With merchant firms such as the Scottish firm of John Glassford and Co., 

Whichhact 
a store at Rock Creek. And probably most importantly, the tenants prospered 

Proctu · 
cmg that staple. Although wheat, and to a lesser extent other grains, made some 

encroacbm 
ents prior to 1776, these factors combined to keep tobacco the dominant crop 

Until the Revolution. 

As long as the tenants continued to prosper and the Carrolls, who profited 

greatly fr b · 0 m marketing their tenants' crop, continued to charge to acco rents, It seems 

likely that · h · · 1 most tenants would have continued to produce 1t as t err pnmary stap e. But 

th
e Conf · · d h rt ft b be · · mental Association adopted in 1774 prohib1te t e expo o o acco gmrung 

m September 1775, and the Carrolls shifted to cash rents with payments due in 

September 1776. The shift to cash rents did not necessarily mean that the tenants would 

aband . h ·ct h on tobacco, and not all immediately did so. The few tenants w o pru t e new 

----~------
ear/

1

As noted earlier, over half of the tenants of English origins owned slaves by the 
y 1770s (see Table 6-1). 

38p 
Lan ~ederick County Commissioners of the Tax, Assessment of 17~8, Account o~ 
Md ds m District No. 5 Lower Manococy [sic], Maryland State Archives, Annapolis, 
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cash 
rents in 1776 . . . . 

, m fact, actually paid ill tobacco, which the Carrolls credited as 
CUrz-

ent money. 

During the early years of the war, the Continental trade embargo coupled with 

the Brir h 18 
naval blockade of the Bay brought trade to a virtual halt in Baltimore, the 

dolllinan 
t commercial center of the Chesapeake during the Revolution. 39 The trade 

cessat· 10n see ha ms to ve affected the tenants, most of whom were unable to come up 

With the ca h 
s rents due in 1776. Commerce quickly revived, however, after Congress 

lifted the . 
embargo m the spring of 1776. Baltimore merchants devised ways to 

circumvent the British blockade, and large quantities of wheat and flour were shipped to 

the West I d" 
n 1es and to other parts of America. Baltimore merchants began supplying 

Vast 
amounts of wheat and wheat products to the Continental and French armies in 1778, 

and A-fa,..,1and · · · · 1779 40 
- J gram became crucial to the Contillental anny ill . 

Much of these foodstuffs came from Frederick County, and the tenants quickly 

respond d . 
e to these new opportunities. Tobacco declined from 71 percent of the total 

crop rep · d · h 0rted m tenant inventories before 1776 to 23 percent unng t e war and 

Postw 
ar Years (1776-1790). Wheat increased from 18 to 29 percent, corn from 5 to 20 

Percent, and rye, oats, and barley from 4 to 11 percent (see Table 7-2). The tenants 

ObViously prospered from this trade. Unable to pay but a fraction of their rents in 1776, 

th
ey more than paid the amounts due over the next few years, despite the fact that the 

Ph.~T~a Hirsch Sheller, "Artisans and the Evolution of Baltimore Town, 1765-1790," 
· diss. , University of Maryland, 1990, 120. 

4

°Ibid., 120-36. 
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Carrolls twice raised the rents. Th 1 e c earest evidence however that the t t ' , enan s were 

not adversely affected by wartime conditions is their increasing prosperity. The median 

estate value of tenants who died between 1775 and 1790 was £281 (defl t d) a e , compared 

to £110 for those who died before 1776. 41 

Once markets recovered for tobacco the tenants might have resumed growing 

that staple, but they did not do so, despite the fact that many still owned slaves. 42 

Tobacco declined even further, to only 7 percent of the total crops reported in tenant 

mventories after 1790 (see Table 7-2). Wheat became the preeminent crop, accounting 

for nearly 50 percent of the total, but never dominated to the same extent as tobacco, 

and com, rye, oats, and barley contributed a significant proportion to the total. 

The agricultural transformation of the manor was due in part to the increasing 

proportion of German tenants, who comprised a majority of the population by 1790 and 

Who did not grow tobacco. But the majority of those who rented on the manor between 

1776 and 1790 were not German, and as can be seen in Table 7-2, this agricultural shift 

Primarily affected English tenants. Between 1776 and 1790 at least 70 percent of the 

inventories that included crops belonged to men of English origins, and they show the 

same agricultural shift from tobacco to grain. Among the English, tobacco declined from 

75 p c. 1776 to 31 percent from 1776 to 1790, and then to 
ercent of the total crops be1ore , 

41T . ra tenants is discussed at greater length in 
he wealthholding of the Revolut10narJ e 

chapter six. 
42 t ho died after 1790, and 67 percent of 

th Forty-seven percent of all probated tenanl s wt death (see chapter six). 
ose of English origins, continued to owns aves a 
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TABLE 7-2 
CARROLLTON MANOR TENANTS, 1734-1790 
VALUE OF CROPS IN TENANT INVENTORIES 

# % 
TOTAL VALUE VALUE WITH WITH 
CROP VALUE TOBO VALUE W HEAT V ALUE CORN RYE&C RYE&C OTHER OTHER HEMP HEMP 

ESCRIPTION 
TOT VALUE TOBO % OF WHEAT % OF CORN % OF £ % OF £ % OF OR OR 

D # £ £ TOTAL £ TOTAL £ TOTAL D EFLATED TOTAL D EFLATED T OTAL FLAX FLAX 

A LL INVENTORIES 
WITH CROP 50 2,390 592 25 906 38 317 13 397 17 179 7 39 78 
DIED BEFORE 1776 15 583 415 71 106 18 27 5 23 4 12 2 10 67 
DIED 1776-1789 10 343 79 23 99 29 69 20 39 11 58 17 8 80 
DIED AFTER1790 25 1,463 99 7 701 48 220 15 335 23 108 7 21 84 

ENGLISH/MULATTO \ \ 
WlTHCROP 34 1,428 563 39 385 27 202 14 167 12 111 8 25 74 
DlED BEFORE \ 776 \ 12\ 556 415\ 75 84 15 27 5 19 3 11 2 8 67 
DIED 1776-89 

I 7' 252 79 31 48 19 58 23 22 9 45 18 5 71 
DlED AFTER 1790 15 620 69 11 253 41 118 19 126 20 54 9 12 80 

I 
SLA VEOWNERS AT 

DEATH WITH 
CROP 30 1,623 569 35 496 31 206 13 234 14 117 7 23 77 

DlED BEFORE 1776 9 522 404 77 77 15 21 4 11 2 9 2 5 56 
DIED 1776-89 8 299 79 26 74 25 58 19 34 11 55 18 6 75 

1 DIED 1790+ I 13 802 86 11 346 43 127 16 189 24 54 7 12 92 
Note: All values are deflated to 1700-1709 prices using the deflator created by P.M.G. Harris for the Historic St. Mary's City 

Commission. 

Source: Data files, tenant inventories. Compiled from probate inventories, Maryland State Archives, Annapolis, Md. 



11 
percent after 1790. The transition to grain was thus clearly precipitated by the break 

With Great B · · 
ntam and the disruption of prewar trade patterns. 

The tenants, even the English who continued to hold slaves, did not reswne 

Production f b 0 to acco after the war, and Charles Carroll of Carrollton (his father died in 

1782) did 
not attempt to reintroduce tobacco rents. He was undoubtedly aware of the 

agncultura1 J...;.a 
81111L that had occurred on the manor and had no reason to revert to tobacco 

rents, for 
cash rents were simpler to collect, and the postwar specie rents of £20 per 100 

acres We . . . . 
re not only more certam--income did not fluctuate with the pnce oftobacco--

they wer hi 
e gher than the pre-Revolutionary tobacco rents. 

Carroll also gave up attempting to collect capons--neutered roosters--from 

reluctant 
tenants. The early leases do not mention capons, but all of the accounts in 

Ledger MT · bar d his hai --mcluding those that carried sterling rents--were c ge t arc c form 

of rent a p · · · C l bar d ' roV1S10n common in English leases for centuries. apons were a so c ge 

as Part of the rent on some proprietary manors, though Gregory Stiverson found no 

ev:idenc ha bo · · e t t they were ever collected. 43 In contrast, the Carroll account ok md1cates 

that th · · · be~ h R 1 · e capons were not only paid, but paid m kind m the years 1ore t e evo ut1on, 

though What the Carrolls did with all these birds every year is unknown. After switching 

to cash 100 · rents in 1775 the Carrolls continued to charge two capons per acres, but the 

tenants simply stopped paying them. Capon payments fell to 48 of the 152 due in 1776, 

to 4 · 
In 1777, and thereafter the tenants never paid another capon. In 1779 Carroll 

M 43Gregory Stiverson, Poverty in a Land of Plenty: Tenancy in Eighteenth-Centwy 
~ (Baltimore, The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1977), 158, n.44. 
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began add" 
mg them to the current money portion of the rent at£. 75 each. The entirely 

cash rents h 
c arged by the end of the war were considerably more commercial and 

lZllpersonal than . . . 
the slightly feudalistic payments of crop and capons that prevailed in the 

Pre-ne., 1 . 
~ vO Utlonary years. 

Although rents were now in cash, tenants might nevertheless have resumed 

groWing tob 
acco when markets recovered, but they were prospering as grain producers 

and had no reason to do so. Not only did the median estate value increase over time, but 

the llledi 
an Value of crops found in inventories (deflated) rose as well. Table 7-3 

dem 
onstrates the rising median value of crops ( deflated), which increased from £23 

before 1776 
, to £40 during and after the war, to £43 after 1790. The crop values of 

decedent h 
s w o owned slaves at death was greater than that of those who relied on free 

~b . 
' ut not among those who were still renting on the manor when they died and who 

did 
not 0 Wn land. Among decedents whose entire crop was produced on the manor, 

there· . 15 virtually no difference after 179044 between the values of those who owned 

slaves d 
an those who employed free labor. The tenants had proved able to shift both 

th . 
e1r crop base and their source of labor without impairing their productivity. 

Although estate values of decedents measure total wealthholding at death, rather 

than 
annual income, the crops reported in tenant inventories suggest that most tenants 

Were e il" ,:,. t h d" as Y able to pay their rents. Crop values are known 1or twenty enants w o 1ed 

after 1776 h · Th d · 1 and who were still renting on the manor at t e time. e me 1an crop va ue 

17 
44

There are too few inventories for tenants renting at their deaths between 1776 and 
90 to n-. ... 1_ • d 

".ia.t\.e a valid comparison for that peno · 
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TABLE 7-3 
CARRo MEDI~L TON MANOR TENANTS, 1734-1790 

VALUE CROPS IN TENANT INVENTORIES 

r---
MEDIAN 

MEDIAN 
VALUE 

DESCRJPTION 

VALUE #DIED VALUE 
1776-89 

TOT £ BEFORE BEFORE # DIED £ 

# DEFLATED 1776 )776 1776-8 9 DEFLATED 

MEDIAN ALL INVEV ALUE CROPS 
~ NTORIES WITH 

46 35 13 23 9 40 

OWNED SLAVES AT DEATH 29 35 9 29 8 38 

NOSL ~ YES AT DEATH 17 32 4 14 l 40 

~ ~IAN VALUE CROPS 
AT D~TORIES OF TENANTS 

A TH WITH NO LAND 29 33 9 22 6 34 

~ 
23 5 29 

SLAVES AT DEATH 20 35 5 

~VESATDEATH 9 24 4 14 I 40 

MEDIAN 
VALUE 
AFTER 

#DIED 1790 
AFTER £ 

1790 DEFLATED 

24 43 

12 54 

12 38 

14 54 

10 54 

4 54 

SoUrce· T · b · · M 1 · enant data files, inventories. Compiled from pro ate roventor1es, ary and 

state Archives, Annapolis, Md. 
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in these twent . . 
Y mventones was £78 current (not deflated, in order to compare with 

CUrrent mone 
Y rents), or about four times the annual rent. It cannot be determined if the 

crop · s invent · d 
one comprise the annual amount produced on the manor. Crops in the 

grou.nd Wer . 
e often mcluded, but those already harvested and sold were not. A 

significant b 
num er--25 percent--of the tenant estates inventoried after 1776 include no 

crop at all eviden tha d . . . ain1 . 1 
' ce t crops reporte m mventones are cert y mcomp ete. Those 

Included should probably be considered a minimum, in which case the tenants were 

eVidently bl 
a e to produce substantially more than required to pay the annual rent. 

The changes in agricultural production on the manor after 1776 are reflected not 

OnJYcrops b t · · · 11 T h d" d ft ' u mother aspects of tenant mventones as we . enants w o 1e a er 

1776 Were m h . 1 . d . h . uc more likely to own agricultural unp ements associate wit gram 

Producti _ . 
on -plows, harrows, scythes, and sickles. The ownership of plows, for example, 

lllcreased fr aft 
om 43 to 73 percent. Wagons were also far more common er 1776, 

appearin . 
gm 59 percent of the inventories as compared to only 24 percent before the 

Revolution. 

Some of the changes reflected in inventories indicate greater diversification. In 

additio d b 1 h d · n to the crops discussed above--wheat, corn, .rye, oats, an ar ey--t e pro uctJon 

0fhem d k d P, flax, and hay also increased. The presence offowl--geese, uc s, an poult.ry--

lllore than doubled, as did the number of decedents who kept bees, though both of these 

changes d" · h f h · d 1d not occur until after 1790. And :finally, t e presence o c urns mcrease 

&om l O percent before 177 6, to 21 percent between 177 6-89, to 57 percent after 1790. 

All of these changes indicate that the tenants were growing a much wider variety of 
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crops and . 
Were more likely to raise fowl as well as livestock. Those who kept bees (30 

Percent aft 
er 1790) and the large nwnber who owned churns probably produced honey, 

butter and 
' cheese for sale or exchange as well as their own consumption. 

0th
er shifts in items reported in inventories indicate Jess diversification in some 

areas. B 
efore the Revolution nearly half the decedents owned at least one type of craft 

tooJ but this 
' proportion dropped to 37 percent during the Revolutionary period and to 

33 
Percent after 1790. The percentage of inventories with millstones declined from 

nearJy o fift 
ne h to less than 5 percent, undoubtedly due to the large nwnber of public 

Inill· 
s Ill the county, and to the fact that many farmers found in more economical to 

.lllarket llnprocessed wheat rather than having it milled before shipping it to Baltimore, 

Whi 
ch had be . 45 E .d f come the dominant export center for the reg10n. VI ence o yarn 

Process· . . 
mg-cards, looms, and spinning wheels--also declined, but not until after the end 

of t
h

e Revolutionary era. Whereas 81 percent of inventories before 1776 included at 

least on 
e of these items, only 67 percent did so after 1790. 

Because of the gradual decline in slaveholding after the Revolution, estate values, 

Which h d be · · . . ft 1790 a en generally increasing over tune, did not contmue to nse a er . As 

Sho\Vn · 
Ill Table 7-4, the median estate value declined slightly, from £281 for tenants who 

died be 
tween 1776 and 1789 (70 percent of whom owned slaves) to £276 for those who 

~aft ak 1 er 1790 (only 4S percent of whom owned slaves). When t en separate y, 

~ 1 bo ever, both the median estate values of slaveowners and non-s aveowners th rose. 

The· 
lllcrease in the estate values of non-slaveowners was much greater--nearly double--

4sSheller, "Artisans and the Evolution ofBaltimore Town," 41. 
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TABLE 7-4 
CARROLL TON MANOR TENANTS, 1734-1790 
MEDIAN ESTATE VALUE OF INVENTORIED TENANTS 

r--.._ 

MEDIAN 

# MEDIAN TOTAL 

~EATH 
WITH VALUE ESTATE 

INVEN INVEN VALVE 

~ENANTS 72 141 182 

___Q!§!? BEFORE 1776 21 78 llO 

~ 1776-1789 20 200 281 

~AFTER1790 31 165 276 

I---
WITH SLAVES IN 
~TORY 37 305 344 

~D BEFORE 1776 9 241 270 

DIED 1776-1789 14 314 339 

~AFTER1790 14 330 370 

t---
NO SLAVES 

~NTORY 35 58 94 

DIED BEFORE 1776 12 45 45 

~1776-1789 6 67 85 

~AFTER1790 17 64 158 

~ NANT AT DEATH 
~ND 43 136 158 

~BEFORE 1776 14 48 _Jj_ 

~ 776-1789 13 167 182 

DIED AFTER 1790 16 259 273 

S . iled from probate records, Maryland 

ource: Tenant data files, estate inventories. Comp 

State Archives, .Annapolis, Md. 
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and the ga be . . 
P tween the two decreased significantly. Before 1776 the median estate 

Value of 1 
s aveowners was six times greater than non-slaveowners, but less than double 

after 1790 
(see Table 7-4). 

Like the c 11 h . . . arro s, t e tenants had proved remarkably successful m managmg their 
lildiVidua] C 

arrollton plantations and weathering the challenges of the Revolutionary era. 
Travelin t 

g hrough the manor in 1785, George Washington was struck by the quality of 

the lands "N . 
· othing can well exceed them for fertility ofSoil--convenient levelness and 

luXUrient 
growth of Timber," he noted in his diary on Aug. 6. He was somewhat 

SIJr,,,. • 
-pflsect to find tha d 1 · · " ·d · t "the Farms seem to be under goo cu tivation, consi enng that 

"th 
e Possessors of them . . . are Tenants at will."46 Perhaps the Carroll tenants were 

Uni 
que. Part of their success was undoubtedly due to the fertility of the land, and it is 

also quite 1ik 
ely that the Carrolls did not long tolerate unsuccessful tenants. But there is 

no doubt tha · 1 d ff h t many did succeed as tenants, most of whom did not own an o t e 

lllanor T be 
enancy on Carrollton provided the opportunity for them to come 

autono 
Illous landholders who decided how to allocate their resources and how to 

~~~t . kbl fu1 0 the challenges posed by the Revolution. Many were remar a y success , 

anct it is 1 · · h · bili. c ear that their status as tenants did not infringe upon t err a ty to prosper. 

On the · · · · 
contrary, tenancy gave them access to land--an essential reqms1te m an 

agricu1 · bl hi tUral society--and thus provided the means by which they were a e to ac eve 

success. 

4 
46

DonaJd lack d D h T hig eds The Diaries of George Washington, vol. (Ch son an orot y wo , ., 
S<> 11 arlottesviJle V . U . ·t Press ofVirginia, 1978), 175-76. I want to thank "l.1.1)' M , a.. ruvers1 y 

ason for pointing out this reference. 
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for the C . 
ontmentaJ arm I J 1 . y. n u y 1775 the Maryland Convention resolved that "every 

abJe bod· 
Jed effective Freeman within this Province between Sixteen and fifty years of 

age 
'· · · before the fifteenth day of September next, shall enrol himself in some 

Co.rn Pany of 1.,c" · J 
~vlllltia." Records of men, especially privates, who enrolled in the local 

lllil.itia are sc 
attered and incomplete but do document the service of a handful of tenants, 

lllainJYofflc 
ers, Who served in the county. A small number of tenants who refused to 

Se,-. , 
•ve Were . h . . . . 

eit er fined by the Frederick Committee of Observation or tned m the county 
COUft T 

· he absence oflegal actions against the majority of tenants suggests that most 

Who Were of 
age probably mustered as required. 

Militiamen were part-time "citizen soldiers" intended primarily for service within 
th . 

e1r states d · · 1 .c. h h · ' an they often played a decisive role m ma1or batt es 1oug t on t err 
telli 

to.zy. Marylanders faced no such immediate danger, but the militia could be--and 

Occasfonall . 
Y Was--called on for service in neighbormg states. In December 1776, when 

the Bnr . 
ISh forced Washington to retreat into Pennsylvania, and Congress fled from 

PbiJadelphi 1 d 
a to Baltimore, militia from Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Mary an were 

caned u 
Pon to reinforce the Continental anny. Several hundred men marched from 

Fred . 
er1ck · h 

m late December, but it cannot be determined if any tenants were among t em. 

These Ill . . G al 
en did not actually engage in hostilities, for they did not 10m ener 

Washin 
gton until after his victories at Trenton and Princeton. 

4 

3w· . . 
l\.i illia.rn Rand B al d Ar hives of Maryland, 72 vols. (Baltimore, Md.: 

a.tyJand r.r:_ rowne, et ., e s., c . d Ar h Md) 
.!..iistorical Society, 1883-1972), 11: 19 (hereafter cite as c . . . 

4 

Cle.rnent · · · ··· 21 22 s and Wright, The Maryland Militia_,_ m, - · 
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The miJ.i · 
tia was frequently mobilized to meet British and loyalist attacks on the 

Chesapeake Bay. 
These raids reqwred a swift response, and most of this service fell to 

the Inilit · 
Ia companies in the immediate vicinity, not to residents of Frederick County who 

lived 

lllany miles to the west. Major incursions, as when the British fleet sailed up the 

Bay in JuJy 1777, resulted in a wider mobiliz,ation, but even then only part of the 

Frederick C . 
ounty militia was called up and not until October, after the British had 

disembark 
ed and successfully occupied Philadelphia. 5 

The War came closest to home for Western Marylanders in the spring of 1781, 

When Conn~allis· .c. • v· · · bin Ch 1 tt vi11 b s 1orces moved northward mto rrglilla, reac g ar o es e y 
early J 

Une. Fears of an invasion Jed to the mobiliz.ation of the Frederick, Montgomery, 
andp· 

flnce George's county militia, who were ordered to send, respectively, 500, 250, 

and 200 m . 
en lillinediately to Georgetown. The threat failed to materialize, however, and 

an the llli1i . 
ha Were discharged. 6 

The lllain task of the Western Maryland militia during the war was not to :fight 
theB .. 

ntish b · d · k d · hbo · ut to guard the prisoners of war housed m Fre enc an ne1g rmg 

~~ . . 
gton counties. Hundreds of British and Hessian pnsoners of war were held m 

Frede . 
flck ToWn and Fort Frederick (Washington County) during the war, and guard 

duty fl 11 . . . 
e Pl1lllarily to militia from Frederick, Montgomery, and Washington counties. 

¼ilir 
ia .&om other counties were occasionally called on for assistance. Units from Anne 

l\rundeJ, Prince George's, Baltimore, and Frederick counties were called up when some 

5fb• 
Id. , l3-J4, 19-21, 26-28, 31-33. 

6Ibid. , 28-31. 
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Assembly tried to meet its Continental quotas through voluntary enlistments, offering 

bounties as an inducement. An act of March 1778 imposed involuntary servitude on 

vagrants--able bodied, idle men above eighteen years of age who "hath no fixed 

habitation, nor family, nor any visible method of getting an honest livelihood." A man 

adjudged a vagrant by the county lieutenant or "any field officer" was to be "considered 

as a soldier enlisted, and have his choice whether he will serve for nine months, three 

years or for the duration of the war. "8 

Voluntary enlistments and the conscription of vagrants failed to meet the state's 

quota, and in October 1780 the assembly resorted to the draft. Indicative of the state's 

level of desperation, the same law stipulated that any able bodied slave who voluntarily 

enlisted with the consent of his master would be accepted as a recruit. Interestingly, free 

blacks and mulattos were not declared eligible for the draft until the following year. 
9 

Whether voluntarily or through conscription, the records of the Maryland Line, 

which, unlike militia lists, are fairly complete, suggest that few tenants served in the 

Continental army throughout the war years. Three tenants were drafted in 1783, but not 

selected for service. At most twelve tenants--eight almost certainly and four with 

common names (for example, John Jones)--were found in the records of men who served 

in the Maryland Line from Frederick County. Five tenants can be identified with some 

8Arch. Md., 18: 315-16. 

9 Arthur J. Alexander, "How Maryland Tried to Raise Her Continental Quotas," 
Maryland Historical Magazine 42 (1947): 191-92. 
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certainty as men who enlisted as privates in the Continental service--John Compton, 

Robert Farthing, Garah Harding, William Richardson, and William Robinson. 10 

One of these men, Robert Farthing, died in 1779, possibly as a result of his 

military service. Farthing, who had married the widow Ann Eason and took over her 

tenement in 1775, left the manor the following year when he enlisted in the Sixth 

Maryland Regiment. The muster rolls indicate that he was discharged in 1778 and 

"died," and an inventory of his estate was filed the following year. Farthing was almost 

certainly young--Ann was the mother of young children (born 1767-1771), and Robert's 

kinsmen James Farthing, also a tenant, remained on the manor until 1802. What became 

of Ann is unknown, but neither husband left her well provided for. Robert's estate was 

10Information on tenant military service was compiled from Arch. Md., vols. 11, 12, 
16, 18, 21, 43, 45, 47, 48, 71, and 72; "A List of Substitutes, [Frederick County]," 
Maryland Historical Magazine, 6 (1911): 256-61; "Journal of the Committee of 
Observation Frederick County," Ibid., 10 (1915): 301-21; 11 (1916): 50-66, 157-75, 
237-60, 304-21; 12 (1917): pp. 10-21; 142-63; Clements and Wright, The Maryland 
Militia_; National Genealogical Society, Index of Revolutionary War Pension Applications 
in the National Archives (Washington, D.C.: National Genealogical Society, 1976); 
Harry Wright Newman, Maryland Revolutionary Records (Baltimore: Genealogical 
Publishing, 1967); and Henry C. Peden, Revolutionary Patriots Frederick County, 
Maryland, 1775-1783 (Westminster, Md., Family Line Publications, 1995). Although 
less useful, a search was also made of Eward C. Papen.fuse et. al., An Inventory of 
Maryland State Papers: vol. 1, The Era of the American Revolution, 1775-1789 
(Annapolis, Md.: Hall of Records Commission, 1977) and Calendar of Maryland State 
Papers No. 3. The Brown Books (Annapolis: Hall of Records Commission, 1948); 
Calendar of Maryland State Papers No. 4. Part One. The Red Books (Annapolis: Hall 
of Records Commission, 1950); Calendar of Maryland State Papers No. 4. Part Two. 
The Red Books (Annapolis: Hall of Records Commission, 1953); and Calendar of 
Maryland State Papers No. 4. Part Three. The Red Books (Annapolis: Hall of Records 
Commission, 1955). 
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appraised at only £117 (£58 deflated), and his most precious possession was a horse 

valued at £100. 11 

John Compton had also married a tenant widow (Eleanor Loflin), was also 

probably fairly young (he married in 1769 and did not die until after 1810), and though 

he later purchased land near the manor, he did not own any at the time of the Revolution. 

William Richardson, although a member of a prosperous family, was young (he was 

underage in 1768), orphaned, unmarried, and landless when he enlisted in 1776 

(probably against the wishes of his Quaker family), and he did not begin renting on the 

manor until 1780, after his military service. Garah Harding was also young (b. 1749?), 

probably unmarried, and not yet a tenant when he enlisted in 1776. Harding almost 

certainly lived on the manor with his widowed mother, Elizabeth Barker, whose place he 

assumed beginning in 1779. Little is known about William Robinson, except that he did 

not own land in the county and that he also did not arrive on the manor until the latter 

years of the war, taking up his place in 1780. 

In sum, the few tenants known to have served as Continental privates were 

young, landless, and had probably not acquired much property at the time of their 

enlistments. Three were not yet tenants, and the two that had acquired places on the 

manor evidently lacked the resources to keep their farms operating in their absence. 

Their low economic status was not, however, necessarily a permanent condition. 

Farthing was poor when he died, but he was a young man whose life had ended 

11 Arch. Md., 18: 279; Frederick County Inventories, Liber GM no. 1, fols. 241-42, 
Maryland State Archives, Annapolis, Md. (hereafter MSA). 
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UNIV n c un ... _ , . _ 

prematurely O th h h d · n e ot er an , Compton probably returned to the manor after the 

war, 
12 

before purchasing land in the vicinity in 1787, and he owned eleven slaves by 

1790. G ah 
ar Harding was a wealthy man when he died in 1798, leaving an estate valued 

at £344 ( deflated), that included eight slaves. 13 

Overall, the majority of tenants do not seem to have participated directly in the 

Revolutionary War. At most about one-tenth of the approximately 10514 tenants who 

lived in the vicinity during the war years were found on the rolls of the Continental anny. 

Not all of those 105 tenants were eligible to enlist, however; about one-quarter were 

either women or men past the age of service. 15 Many tenants during the Revolutionary 

period who did not serve themselves (including women, men too old to serve, and men 

Who died before the war started) were related to men who did enlist in the Continental 

anny. Altogether about one-quarter of all the tenants who rented on the manor during 

these years probably either served themselves or had sons or other kin who served in the 

Maryland Line. 16 

12No Carroll account book survives to document his return, but Compton appears 
~equently in the Frederick County court records during the 1780s and in 1785 is 
1dentifi.ed as "of Carrolls Manor" (Frederick County Court Docket, Nov. 1785, MSA). 

13Frederick County Inventories, Liber GM no.3, fols. 112-14. 

14Tmrty of the total 138 who rented during this period (1768-17:0) had either died or 
left the state before the war began, and 3 did not take up places until the 1780s. 

15Eleven of the 105 tenants renting on the manor at the !ime of the Revolution were 
Women, and 18 were men known to be past the age of service. 

16Tw 1 ha ed themselves and another 23 were related (son, brother e ve may ve serv , . , 
spouse · 1 ) t meone whose name appears m the records of the Maryland , cousin, unc e o so d d · hi · 
Line (a total of 35, or 25 percent of the total 138 who rente unng t s penod). It 
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Nor did the war impose undue economic hardships on the tenants. During the 

early years of the war, the Continental trade embargo coupled with the British naval 

blockade of the Bay seriously curtailed foreign trade, and the tenants were unable to 

market their prewar staple, tobacco. The tenants quickly abandoned tobacco in favor of 

grain, however, and soon found new markets for their produce provisioning the 

Continental, and later the French, armies. 17 

Wartime taxation also fell less heavily on the tenants than other citizens. During 

the war, the Maryland Assembly passed several tax measures to raise revenues to 

support the military effort. Like other propertied citizens, the tenants were required to 

pay their share of taxes, but their status as tenants lowered their burden in comparison to 

landowners at similar wealth levels. An analysis of the tax assessment of I 782, for which 

detailed returns survive, reveals that the bulk of assessed property was in land. Land 

comprised more than half (58 percent) of the total value of assessed property in the state, 

slaves 24 percent, and the remainder--plate, horses, cattle, and other property subject to 

taxation--18 percent. All tenants owned horses and cattle, and about half slaves, but 

none owned their Carrollton tracts. The tax burden was heaviest on land, but it was the 

Carrolls, not the tenants, who paid the assessments on the manor. 

should be noted however that many tenants with a relation who served were related to 
' ' the same Continental. Six members of the Pearle family were related Jeremiah Pearle, 

Richard and Thomas Richardson were brothers of William, who enlisted, and so on. 

17See chapter seven for a fuller discussion of the agricultural transformation of the 
manor. 
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II. Tenant Attitudes toward the Revolution 

Most tenants either supported or at least did not actively oppose the break with 

Britain and the establislunent of a new order. Those who enlisted in the Continental 

army or who accepted commissions in the militia--rather than simply fulfilling their 

obligation to muster--demonstrate some degree of support for the Revolutionary cause. 

Tenants also joined the Continental Association and subscribed to the oath of :fidelity, 

actions which indicate at the very least a passive acceptance of the Revolutionary 

movement. There is also some evidence of dissent, but it never took an extreme form 

and did not result in any serious or long-term consequences. 

Approximately nineteen tenants probably either served in the Continental Army 

or held commissions in the state militia--altogether about one quarter of the male tenants 

still living in the vicinity at the time of the Revolution who were not known to be too old 

to enlist. Two tenants--both of whom served in the military as well--served on the 

Frederick County Committee of Observation. A surviving list of men who subscribed to 

the 1775 Association of Freemen includes the names of fourteen tenants. 18 Thirteen 

others also appear on a list of Frederick County men who took the Oath of Fidelity to 

the state in 1 778, a list that is obviously incomplete. 19 

18
"A List of Associators returned," printed in "Journal of the Committee of 

Observation of the Middle District of Frederick County, Maryland," Maryland Historical 
Magazine 11 (1916): 163-75. Four of these fourteen also served in the military, two of 
whom were also members of the Committee of Observation. 

19
Surviving lists include the names of 1,598 men who took the oath in Montgomery 

and 1,485 in Washington, but only 337 in Frederick County (Gaius Marcus Brumbaugh 
and Margaret Roberts Hodges, Revolutionary Records of Maryland [Baltimore: 
Genealogical Publishing Co., 1967], I, 12, 22). I have consulted the original Frederick 
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It is impossible to quantify tenant support for the Revolution. Lists are 

incomplete, and in many cases there is no way to determine if the names that do appear-

especially common ones--belong to tenants. Nor did signing the Association or 

subscribing to the Oath of Fidelity or even serving in the military always signify support. 

People who opposed or who were apathetic towards the new order may have signed or 

mustered to avoid fines or harassment. Nevertheless, despite incomplete records and 

other difficulties, it is worth noting that the names of roughly 40 percent of male tenants 

living in the area appear either as Associators, as subscribers to the Oath of Fidelity, or 

as men who served in the Continental army or held commissions in the county militia. 20 

On the other hand, scattered evidence also indicates some tenant opposition to 

the Revolution. Six tenants were fined sums ranging from £4 to £8 by the Frederick 

County Committee of Observation in March 1776 for refusing to enroll in the militia. 

Other tenants appear in the county court records on various charges. David Prishe was 

tried under the militia law in March 1778 but claimed exemption, being fifty-two years of 

age, and was acquitted by a jury. Gabriel Thomas, who "alledges compliance with the 

law," was also acquitted, but Simon Grossman was found guilty and fined £40 current in 

November 1779. Thomas Richardson (whose brother Richard was a nonenroller) was 

fined £3 .15 in August 1778 for "refusing to yield the service of his team after being 

County list, which is in the Frederick County Court Minutes, Mar. 1778, fols. 263-67, 
MSA. Five of the Frederick County subscribers also served in the military. 

20Thirty-seven of the 94 male tenants still living in the vicinity. 
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unpressed." John Hagarthy was fined £6 by the court the following year for preaching 

and being a noajuror. 21 

Several cases involved the mixed-race Marshall family. William Marshall, it may 

be recalled, had defied the law and risked severe penalties in order to marry the mulatto 

Ann Pearle, daughter of tenant Robert Pearle, in 1742.22 That union had resulted in the 

birth of several children, two of whom, William Jr. and James, had established their own 

places on the manor by the time of the Revolution.23 Marshall's defiance does not seem 

to have abated with age, and in March 1778 the court, on complaint of William Jacobs, 

issued a bench warrant against him "for refusing to let his waggon come into service 

notwithstanding he [Jacobs] impressed it according to law." In what must surely have 

been related incidents, the court also brought charges against William Marshall Jr., and in 

August against James Marshall, for assaulting William Jacobs, the man who attempted to 

nnpress their father's wagon. 24 

William Marshall Sr., who died in June, never appeared before the magistrates. 

The case nevertheless illuminates some of the opposition to the Revolution and tensions 

21
Frederick County Court Minutes, Mar. 1778, fol. 235, Aug. 1778, fol. 319; 

Frederick County Court Docket, Aug. 1778, Mar. 1779, and Nov. 1779. 

228 ee chapter one. 

23
James began renting in 1769 and William Jr. in 1775. William Sr. remained on the_ 

Illanor until his death in 1778. Ann Pearle-Marshall was living when her father wrote his 
will in 1765 and was presumably the mother of William Sr. 's children, all but one of 
Whom were of age when he died. 

24
Frederick County Court Minutes, Mar. 1778, fols. 207, 241; Frederick County 

Court Docket, Aug. 1778. 
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existing between different tenant families. Marshall's family evinced no great support for 

the independence struggle. Not only did they resist impressment of their wagon, but 

James Marshall, also in March 1778, was tried under the militia law, presumably for 

refusing to serve. Marshall, who is identified as a mulatto in the court record, may have 

believed that his race exempted him from service. Not until 1781 did the state 

government declare free blacks and mulattoes eligible for the draft, but apparently the 

county militia had different rules, for James Marshall was found guilty. It is unknown 

whether Marshall or any of his brothers ever served in the county militia (those records 

are very incomplete), but there is no evidence that any enlisted in the Continental army. 

The Marshalls were quite prosperous. William Marshall Sr. 's personal estate, 

appraised in 1778, included five slaves and was worth nearly £350 ( deflated). 25 But the 

Marshalls did not own land, and their race made them vulnerable in a society in which 

the overwhelming majority of blacks were slaves. Evidence of their tenuous position 

was immediately at hand, in the person of Jeremiah Pearle, nephew and cousin to 

William Marshall Sr. and his sons. 

Jeremiah Pearle was, like James and William Marshall Jr., the grandson of Robert 

Pearle, a prosperous mulatto tenant who rented on the manor from 1744 until his death 

in 1765. Jeremiah's father Daniel Pearle, a tenant until he died in 1774, was not as 

prosperous as his father Robert or his brother James (whose personal estate was worth 

nearly £600) but does seem to have been moderately well off. After his death, however, 

Daniel Pearle's family evidently went into decline. His son Joseph took over his place on 

25
Frederick County Inventories, Liber GM no. 1, fols. 142-44, 567. 
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Carrollton but did not pay any rent, and the place went to a new entrant in 1776. 

Jeremiah Pearle evidently remained on the manor, working as a hired laborer for other 

tenants, and in 1778 he was conscripted into the army as a vagrant. 

In a petition to the governor and Council for relief, Jeremiah asserted that "the 

Subscribers here of will Certifie that I am no Vagabond" but was born and "raised from 

an Infant ... on Mr. Carrols Manner." His parents both deceased, he had "set in with 

one of my Near Neigbours to work for 6 Months, but a Constable took upon him to take 

me from my work under the name of a Vagabond." Jeremiah was "very Ready to serve 

the Country" in his "proper turn," but he had "been already out at the Camp, & Returned 

Last fall" and so prayed a discharge, and perhaps equally important, requested the 

magistrates to "clear him of that Scandal of a Vagrant." Jeremiah's captain provided a 

certificate attesting to his military service under General Smallwood,26 tenant Francis 

Cost signed a statement verifying that he had engaged Pearle for six months, and several 

others, including tenants Simon Grossman, William and James Marshall, William 

Thomas, William Tucker, and William Graves, signed the petition. Thanks primarily to 

Cost--the petition was initially rejected because his testament had not been received--

J ·ah d. · d 21 erenn was 1snusse . 

26 Although the Maryland legislature did not decree free blacks or mulattos eligible for 
the draft until 1 781, they evidently ~ere allowed to enlist earlier. Pearle apparently did 
so, and Benjamin Quarles found evidence that draftees procured black substitutes in 
1778 (Quarles, The Negro in the American Revolution, [Chapel Hill: University ofNorth 
Carolina Press for the Institute of Early American History and Culture, 1961; reprint ed., 
New York: W.W. Norton & Co., 1973], 58-59). 

27Maryland State Papers, Blue Books, MSA; Arch. Md., 21: 133. 
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Jeremiah Pearle's petition offers a number of insights into the tenants, their place 

in Maryland society, and their role in the Revolution. The contrast between Jeremiah 

Pearle, a free but not independent laborer who could be arbitrarily conscripted as a 

vagrant, and the tenants for whom he worked and who came to his rescue, is striking. 

On his own Jeremiah Pearle was a nobody; he neither owned nor controlled access to 

land and evidently could be taken for someone who "hath no fixed habitation, nor family, 

nor any visible method of getting an honest livelih?od." His own statement that he lived 

on the manor and had contracted to work for Cost was insufficient. The tenants, on the 

other hand, whether or not they owned the land they worked, were landholders, 

substantial citizens with a fixed abode and a means of earning a livelihood, men who 

hired landless laborers like Pearle--not to mention purchased slaves--to work for them. 

The tenants enjoyed an independence that is put into stark relief by Pearle's dependent 

status. Fortunately for Pearle he had neighbors and kin willing to vouch for him, but he 

was clearly relegated to an inferior, subordinate status. 

Pearle's case also supports the work of historians who have argued that it was 

men like him, poor, young, landless laborers, who served in the Continental Army. 

There is no indication that Francis Cost, who was evidently busy tending his farm, nor 

any of the other tenants who signed Jeremiah's petition, served in the Continental forces. 

The five tenants known to have served as privates in the Maryland Line were likewise 

young, relatively poor, and landless at the time. Such service seems to have been the 

exception, however, rather than the norm among tenants. 
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The decline of Daniel Pearle's family can be traced to several factors. Although 

moderately well off, Pearle was not wealthy, and he had a large family of five sons and 

two daughters. Rather than following a pattern of primogeniture, channeling his 

resources to the eldest son, he freed one slave, left another to a daughter, and decreed 

that the remainder of his estate, after his debts were paid, be divided among three of his 

sons and one daughter. His estate was also burdened by debts, which were to be 

discharged by the sale of two slaves and "as much other effects" as necessary. Pearle's 

son Joseph was able to take over his tenement, but either gave it up or was evicted after 

a short term. 

Perhaps Joseph Pearle left voluntarily, but his rent was two years in arrears, and 

he was unable to pass the place on to another family member, such as Jeremiah. The 

Carrolls were evidently not biased against the Pearle's because of their race--several 

mulattos had rented and continued to rent on the manor. It seems more likely that none 

of Daniel's children had the resources to succeed as landholders and so were reduced to 

the status of dependent laborers. While the Pearle's race may not have figured in this 

decline--many of the tenant mulattos were quite prosperous--it certainly made them 

vulnerable. If Jeremiah could be arbitrarily conscripted, what was to stop him being 

taken up as a runaway slave? The network of relations and neighbors on the manor 

might have rescued him, just as they prevented his conscription, but these conditions 

severely limited his options, making it risky for him to strike out in search of greater 

opportunities and increasing his dependence on those who employed him in the 

neighborhood. 
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Pearle's prosperous relations, the Marshalls, were undoubtedly cognizant of his 

position and of the decline in status that had occurred between their mutual relation , 

Robert Pearle, a well-to-do, independent, land- and slaveholder, and their cousin 

Jeremiah. The Marshall family may not have felt threatened. William Marshall Sr. was 

white and probably raised his sons to think of themselves as white, though clearly their 

race was known, even if not by appearance.28 Nevertheless, it was their prosperity that 

distinguished the Marshalls from Jeremiah Pearle. Although not landowners, they were 

prosperous landholders, autonomous men who controlled their own lives and the lives of 

others who worked for them, especially their five slaves. 

It seems likely that the Marshalls would have opposed anything that threatened 

that prosperity. While they might not necessarily have opposed the Revolution, they 

might have been reluctant to leave their plantations to serve in the war, to risk losing 

their slaves to the British or to military enlistment, or to yield the service of a wagon that 

could be used to transport their crops to Baltimore, where there was a ready market for 

their produce. Speculations regarding the Marshall family's attitudes and motivations 

are, of course, largely hypothetical. Nevertheless, the evidence suggests that they were 

less than enthusiastic in their support for the war. 

28
Since their father was white and their mother mulatto, William Jr. and James were at 

most one quarter black. Interestingly, neither the Pearles nor William Marshall Jr. are 
identified as mulattoes in the court records, but James Marshall almost always is. This 
was probably to distinguish James Marshall, the mulatto, from James Marshall, Esq., 
who lived nearby and also frequently appears in the records. It was not necessary to 
identify the Pearles and William Marshall Jr. as mulattoes because their were no other 
men of the same names with whom they could be confused. 
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Evidence regarding tenant support for or opposition to the war is, like that 

pertaining to the Marshalls, indirect and impressionistic. Nevertheless, what evidence 

there is suggests that most tenants supported or at least did not actively oppose the war. 

More importantly, however, a survey of tenants who stand out either for their support or 

opposition reveals that there is no clear pattern to their actions, no simple way to classify 

their responses. Individual motives will always remain--as with the Marshalls--a matter 

of speculation. It is possible to explore possible sources of motivation, such as wealth, 

religion, or ethnicity, but none of these factors seems to explain the responses of 

individual tenants. What seems clear, in fact, is that tenant support for or opposition to 

the Revolution cut across lines of class, ethnicity, and religion. Tenants at all wealth 

levels, those of both German and English ethnicity, and those of various religious 

persuasions both opposed and supported the Revolutionary struggle. 

Several examples illustrate the variety of tenant responses to the Revolution. In 

contrast to the Marshalls, William Jacobs, the man who attempted to impress their 

wagon, actively supported the independence movement. Though not a tenant himself, 

William Jacobs was the son ofwealthy,29 non-landowning tenants--John Jacobs(d. 1769) 

and his wife Elizabeth (a tenant until her death in 1790)--and he probably lived on the 

manor with his mother. William, who was constable of Lower Monocacy Hundred when 

he attempted to seize Marshall's wagon, had enlisted in the Maryland Line under Capt. 

Philip Maroney (son of an earlier tenant) in 1776, and he petitioned (with Maroney, 

29John Jacobs 1769 estate was valued at £384 (deflated), while Elizabeth's was worth 
£299 ( deflated) two decades later. 
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tenant Thomas Noland, and other tenant relations) to form a troop of light dragoons in 

1781. He served as a private in that troop in 1781, and his brother George ( who took 

over Elizabeth's place when she died) may have served as an ensign in the Sixth 

Maryland Regiment under Lt. John Jeremiah Jacobs. 30 

The well-to-do Richardson brothers--John, Richard, Thomas, and William--all of 

whom rented on the manor, illustrate the divisions that could occur within families. The 

Richardsons came from a family whose ties to the Society of Friends extended back 

generations, with their father (Richard, d.17 61 ), grandfather (William, 1668-1744 ), and 

great grandfather (William, d.1697) all having been members in good standing. After the 

Revolution, however, only the eldest brother, Richard, remained within the fold. True to 

his religious ideals, Richard refused to enroll in the militia and was fined £8 by the 

Committee of Observation in 1776.31 Thomas, who had been disowned by the Society in 

1768 for showing a "light & airy disposition," dancing, and purchasing a slave, was also 

fined by the Committee, as noted earlier, for refusing to yield his team to impressment in 

1778. On the other hand, Williamjoined the Continental service in 1776, marched to 

Philadelphia, and was disowned by the Society for "enlisting in active war." John, who 

had been dismissed in 1775 (possibly for dallying with the Baptists), probably also 

served. John left the manor in 1776 and is probably the John Richardson who in July of 

30Arch. Md., 18: 219, 47: 12, 314. 

31Richard Richardson also freed his slaves; four of them are listed as "other free 
persons" living with him in 1790. 
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that year was commissioned an ensign in Capt. Philip Maroney's company of the Flying 

Camp--the same unit in which William Jacobs ( and tenant Garah Harding) served. 32 

The Richardson family's experience suggests a variety of conflicting motivations. 

Richard Richardson may not have opposed the independence movement, but his religious 

beliefs prohibited him from :fighting. His brothers John and William, however, evidently 

felt a greater allegiance to the patriot cause than to the religion of their forebears. 

Thomas, on the other hand, did not, as did Richard, refuse to fight because of his 

religious principles--he had already been disowned by the Quakers in any case--but 

refused yield the service of his team, possibly for economic reasons. 

German tenants Tobias Whip and his brother-in-law Daniel Hardman were also 

nonenrollers but not, as far as can be ascertained, for religious reasons. Tobias Whip's 

parents, Martin ( d.1780?) and Barbara Whip, were also both tenants, and Tobias's 

brother, Martin Whip Jr., was also :fined as a nonenroller. The Whips were affiliated 

with the German Lutheran Church, which did not prohibit military enlistment, and in fact 

the zealous tenant-patriot George Stricker, also of German origins, was associated with 

the same church. Tobias Whip was quite wealthy by the time he died in 1804, leaving 

nearly 200 acres ofland near the manor, at least part of which was rated "good" in 1798, 

and a personal estate worth nearly £400 (deflated). At the time of the Revolution the 

family was not quite so well-to-do, but Martin Whip Sr. 's personal estate, appraised in 

32Arch. Md., 18: 44, 47; William Wade Hinshaw, Encyclopedia of American Quaker 
Genealogy (Ann Arbor, Mich.: Edwards Brothers, 1936), vol. 4, 552-53. 
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1781 at £182 (deflated), did place them solidly within the ranks of the upper middle 

class. 

Whereas some tenants of German origins--the Whips, Daniel Hardman, and, as 

noted earlier, Simon Grossman, who was fined £40 in 1779--refused to serve, George 

Stricker was a zealous patriot from the beginning. Elected to the Frederick County 

Committee of Observation in September 1775, he attended all meetings and performed 

numerous duties before resigning in 1776 in order to accept a commission as captain of a 

company of light infantry in the Continental army. In July 1776 he was made a lieutenant 

colonel in the German Battalion, but resigned in April 1777 after George Washington 

wrote to the Maryland leaders stating that Stricker's "Character ... as an Officer will not 

justify such an appointment." Washington went on to say that Stricker had obtained 

"leave to resign, complaining that his private Affairs indispensably require his presence at 

home for several Months. "33 Stricker's private affairs probably did require attention, for 

he had not paid Carroll any rent since taking over John Richardson's tenement in 1776, 

and did not begin doing so until April 1778. 

Stricker held no official position for the next few years, and in 1778 procured a 

substitute to help fill Frederick County's quota for the Continental service. In 1779 he 

was elected to the lower house of the Maryland legislature, and in 1781 he became 

commissary for horses, a job that he performed with a zealousness that probably did not 

engender any popularity with the unfortunate people who lost their work animals. In 

July 1781 he wrote the Council that he had seized thirty-six, mostly draft horses, for the 

33Washington to [Gov. Johnson?], Apr. 9, 1777, printed in Arch. Md .. 18:205. 
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use of the county. In August he informed the Council that "he could have easily seized 

wagons if empowered to do so," but fortunately for his neighbors, the state leaders did 

not act on this suggestion. 34 

Other tenants of German origin also served. Powell Lashorn and Adam Shaver 

were commissioned sergeant and second lieutenant, respectively, in Capt. Ludowick 

Kemp's company of militia in 1775. Paul Hargate Sr., John Leather, and Christian 

Everhard were all past the age of service, and Godfrey Kephart had died in 1771, but all 

had sons who distinguished themselves in the service of their adopted country. John 

Leather Jr. (who is listed on an 1824 Carrollton rent roll and who died in 1831 at age 76) 

was wounded at Brandywine, and in 1816 the state awarded him a lifetime pension as 

compensation for his Revolutionary War services. Abraham Hargate (also a tenant in 

1824) was a lieutenant in the Tenth Pennsylvania Regiment, and two of Godfrey and 

Margaret Kephart's sons served, both in the Continental and state forces. Christian 

Everhard's son Lawrence served as a Continental soldier, and many secondary accounts 

laud him as a hero who, according to legend, once saved the life of George Washington, 

with whom--so the story goes--he remained friends for many years. 35 

The wealthholding of tenants who served in the military varied, but the few who 

served as Continental privates were, as discussed earlier, probably at the lower end of the 

scale at the time they enlisted. Men who served as officers in either the Continental or 

34
Arch. Md., 45: 531, 47: 332, 350, 398, 520, 574; quotation at 47: 398. 

35
Dieter Cunz, The Maryland Germans: A History (Princeton: Princeton University 

Press, 1948), 138. 
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state forces were of somewhat higher economic status, but there were variations. Both 

Garah Harding and John Compton, who had enlisted as Continental privates in 1776, 

were later commissioned officers in the county militia. In 1780 Harding was 

commissioned captain of a Frederick Town battalion of militia in the room of Peter 

Kephart (tenant Godfrey Kephart's son), who had left the state. Compton was made his 

first lieutenant, while John Johnson and Thomas Hill, both probably sons of deceased 

tenants and members of kin groups still living on the manor, were commissioned second 

lieutenant and ensign. 

At least one tenant who supported the Revolution, William Luckett ( d.1783), had 

attained the ranks of the very wealthy before hostilities commenced. A large land- and 

slaveowner who had been a justice of the peace and a member of the General Assembly 

before the war, Luckett served on the county Committee of Observation, as an election 

judge, and held the title of colonel. His son, William Luckett Jr., was a captain of militia 

and also held many offices.36 Carlton Belt, ensign of a Montgomery County militia 

company, was also ranked among the very wealthy when he died in 1802, at which time 

he owned over 1,000 acres ofland and left an estate worth nearly £1,500 (deflated), 

including 37 slaves.37 But Belt was only thirty-two in 1776, and though he did own land, 

his economic status at the time was probably much lower. 

36Both primary and secondary sources offer conflicting evidence as to whether Sr. or 
Jr. held various positions, but it is clear that both strongly supported the Revolution. 

37Montgomery County Inventories, Liber E, fols. 2-33, MSA. 
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As with Carlton Belt, it is difficult to determine the economic status of most 

officers at the time of the war. William Mackey and Joseph Hill, commissioned first and 

second lieutenants of a militia company in 1776, both left estates worth nearly £400 

(deflated), but neither died until years later. George Stricker was evidently a man of 

some stature but :financially was probably of upper middling status. Two other Germans, 

Adam Shaver and Powell Lashorn, were men oflower middling wealth when they died 

and almost certainly had not attained a higher status at the time of the Revolution. 

Men who signed the Oath of Fidelity in 1778 also represented a cross section of 

the tenant population. The surviving returns are very incomplete and thus hardly 

definitive but suggest a wide range of support. John Deverbaugh, a "poor old Man" 

whose wife was convicted of hog stealing in 1782, subscribed, as did Thomas Johnson, 

who though ill and unable to leave home (he died shortly thereafter) was permitted to 

take the oath before Col. William Luckett. Johnson's personal estate, appraised later that 

year, was valued at over £800 ( deflated), placing him among the wealthiest decedents in 

the state. Both German and English tenant names also appear on the list. 

In general, the majority of tenants seem to have either supported or did not 

actively oppose the Revolution. Most probably enrolled in the local militia (few were 

fined or tried for failing do so), which did not, however, entail great hardships and 

probably indicates more a lack of opposition than active support. Several demonstrated 

a more positive commitment to the Revolutionary movement by enlisting as privates in 

the Maryland Line or accepting commissions either in the state or Continental forces. 

Two tenants served on the Committee of Observation. Several tenant names also appear 
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on lists of Associators returned and as subscribers to the Oath of Fidelity in 1778. These 

lists are problematic, however, because they are incomplete and lack any information 

about the signers ( even what Hundreds they came from), making it impossible to 

positively identify tenants with common names. 

Evidence regarding the men who demonstrated the most active support for the 

Revolution--as members of the Committee of Observation or serving either in the 

Continental army or as officers in the militia--indicates that such support came from a 

wide cross section of the tenant population. Men of both English and German origins, of 

wealthy, middling, and poor economic status, Anglicans and Lutherans, even Quakers all 

supported the Revolution to one degree or another. 

Although most tenants probably supported the Revolution, there is also some 

evidence of opposition. Tenants fined as nonenrollers or brought before the court on 

various charges all manifested less than whole hearted enthusiasm for the war. Just over 

10 percent of the tenants still living in the vicinity either refused to enroll in the militia or 

in some other way demonstrated a lack of support for the independence movement. 38 

Like those who supported the Revolution, these tenants were of varying ethnicity, race, 

and wealth status. But although they exhibited some dissent, none were loyalists, none 

committed any overt or violent acts in opposition to the Revolution, and there is no 

evidence that any suffered any long term consequences. Richard and Thomas 

38A total of 138 tenants rented on the manor during the Revolutionary period, but 33 
had either died or left the state before the war began. Twelve of the remaining 105 (11 
percent) demonstrated some opposition to the Revolutionary movement. 
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Richardson, Tobias Whip, and William Marshall Jr., who stayed on the manor until his 

death about 1810, were all wealthy men when they died years later. 

III. Transformations of the Revolutionary Period 

Although the war itself had little direct impact on the tenants, the Revolution did 

transform the world in which they lived, with potential long-term social, political, and 

economic consequences. Some of the changes that occurred on the manor during this 

period, such as the increasing preponderance of tenants of German origins and a decline 

in slaveholding, had little or no direct relation to the independence movement. On the 

other hand the Revolution did precipitate the agricultural transition on the manor from 

tobacco to grain. But on the whole, while the Revolution transformed the contours of 

the world in which the tenants lived, it did not radically not alter their place in it. They 

remained, as before the war, generally prosperous landholders whose access to land 

(through their agreements with the Carrolls) and labor gave them a degree of autonomy 

and the ability to determine how to allocate their economic resources. 

The Revolution did not result in any significant redistribution of landholding 

within the state, and tenants were no more likely to own land after than before the war. 

Certainly none had the opportunity to become owners of their tracts on the manor, with 

the Carrolls easily retaining ownership during the war years. There was actually a slight 

decline in land ownership in Frederick County and vicinity during and after the 

Revolution, and in the median size oflandholdings. Presumably the greatest 

opportunities for men of modest means were not, however, in settled areas like Frederick 
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County, but in the western lands opened to settlement by the defeat of the British and 

their Indian allies. 

Thousands of Marylanders migrated across the Allegheny mountains, primarily 

into Kentucky and Ohio, in search of new opportunities. In 1785 a Maryland farmer 

writing in the Maryland Gazette warned that "boundless settlements open a door for our 

citizens to run off and leave us, depreciating all our landed property and disabling us 

from paying taxes. "39 In the spring of 1780 Charles Carroll Sr. expressed concern about 

tenant emigrations. "I have prohibited the Sale of Tenements to prevent Emigrations," 

he wrote; "that Spirit prevails greatly. "40 

Some tenants undoubtedly joined the westward exodus, but despite Carroll's 

fears, out migration actually declined in the years after 1775. Carroll was evidently 

alarmed by the departure of 18 tenants in 1779 and 1780, and the rate at which 

tenements changed hands accelerated slightly during the war years, at least until 1780. 

The increase in the turnover rate seems to have been short lived, however, and those 

tenants who left the manor were replaced by new entrants. From 1768 to the end of 

1775 some 47 tenants gave up their places on the manor, with an average of six 

tenements changing hands each year. From 1776 until 1780, the year Carroll prohibited 

sales, another 39 left, an average of 8 tenants annually. 

39Quoted in James A. Henretta et al., America's History, 2d ed. (New York: Worth 
Publishers, 1993), vol. I, 225. 

4°Charles Carroll of Annapolis to Charles Carroll of Carrollton, Apr. 11, 1780, 
Carroll Papers, MS 206, Maryland Historical Society, Baltimore, Md. 
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While the rate of out migration increased slightly during the war, it seems to have 

slowed after Carroll prohibited the sale of tenements in 1780. Precise data on the 

turnover of tenements is unavailable after 1780 because Carroll shifted about half the 

tenant accounts to a nonextant ledger that year, and the remainder by 1785. Scattered 

evidence indicates, however, that about 35 of the 61 tenants on the manor in 1779-80 

were gone by 1790, an average turnover rate of3.5 tenements per year. This figure does 

not include new entrants after 1780 but does suggest a smaller turnover than in 1779 and 

1780. 

Data on the place of death of Carrollton tenants provides more conclusive 

evidence that not only was there no major exodus, but there was actually a decline in out 

migration during and after the war. Tenants did leave the manor, of course, and many 

undoubtedly moved west in search of new opportunities. Evidence regarding the tenants' 

place of death derives largely from probate records, but church records and other 

sources also provide infonnation. For example, it seems likely that Benjamin Chitty, a 

1744 leaseholder who gave up his place the following year, probably died in the vicinity 

(though no records survive), because his son Benjamin lived in the area and became a 

tenant himself in 1765. Others who left no records probably died in the vicinity as well, 

but many probably out migrated, and scattered bits of evidence occasionally document 

their departure. The Quaker James Wright, for example, a 1734 leaseholder, received a 

certificate of transfer to Virginia in 1759, and from thence to North Carolina the 

following decade. Records also survive concerning the exodus of Moravian tenants to 

North Carolina during the early 1770s. While such evidence is rare, at least 18 percent 
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of the tenants who left the manor before 1776 are known to have left the state, while the 

departure of only 5 percent of those who rented during or after the war can be 

documented. 

About 47 percent of all tenants who rented land on Carrollton before, but not 

during or after the Revolutionary War--that is, from 1734 until the end of 1775--died in 

Maryland. 41 In contrast, at least 64 percent of those who rented on the manor after 1775 

died in the state. 42 At most, even had all tenants not known to have died in the state left 
' 

only 36 percent of the tenants on the manor during or after the war could have out 

migrated, compared to 53 percent of those who rented before the Revolution. 

In short, although the Revolution did open up new opportunities in the West, 

they were insufficient to entice tenants away from the manor in greater numbers than in 

previous decades. Tenants continued to leave, and those who did may have fared better 

than those who had out migrated in earlier years. But a smaller proportion were lured 

off by the prospect of better opportunities elsewhere than before the war. Carroll's 1780 

prohibition on the sale of tenements may have persuaded tenants to remain, but it is 

unknown how long, if at all, he enforced this ban. In any event, Carroll apparently 

believed that the tenants possessed a valuable asset that they would not readily part with, 

and evidently the tenants thought so as well. 

41
Seventy-eight of the total 189 tenants left the manor before 1776, 37 of whom died 

in Maryland. 

42
0f the total 189 tenants, 111 rented in 1776 or later, 71 of whom died in the state. 

The majority of these had come to the manor before 1776; the comparison is between 
those who left before the Revolution, and those who remained during and after the war. 
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Tenants did not leave the manor in greater numbers during or after the war for 

the simple reason that those who remained were quite prosperous. The wealthholding of 

the Carroll tenants had risen markedly over time, with an increase in the median total 

estate value ( deflated) from £ 125 for early leaseholders before midcentury, to £ 173 for 

those who rented during the 1750s and 1760s, to £252 for those on the manor during the 

Revolutionary period. 

The contrast in wealthholding between tenants who rented before and after 1776 

is striking. The median estate value rose from £110 for tenants who had died or left the 

manor by 1776, to an astonishing £281 for those who remained during and after the 

war.
43 

Tenants who rented on the manor during and after the Revolution were 

remarkably prosperous, especially those who did not leave the state. All estate values 

are for men and women who died in Maryland, and almost all tenants who could be 

classified by wealth status died in state as well. Close to half the post-1775 tenants who 

died in the state were wealthy or very wealthy, 3 7 percent middling, and only 7 percent 

poor. 44 As in previous decades, the majority of tenants who rented during or after the 

war did not own land, but they prospered nonetheless. Considering their :flourishing 

condition, it is hardly surprising they were reluctant to give up their places on the manor 

to pursue uncertain opportunities in the West. 

43
Many of those renting after 1776 had come to the manor before the war. The 

comparison is between those who left or died before the war, and those who either 
remained or who began renting during or after the Revolution. 

44
The remainder could not be classified. 
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The dichotomy between the wealth of tenants before and after 1776 should not 
' 

however, be exaggerated. Tenants on the manor after 1775 were on the whole more 

prosperous, but most had begun renting before the war, and there is no sharp delineation 

that occurred in 1776 or any given year. Estate values did not suddenly escalate after 

1 77 5 but rather gradually increased over time, and there were wide variations in wealth 

above and below the median. Table 8-1 , a chronological list of estate values for tenants 

who died between 1760 and 1800, demonstrates that there was no sharp break in 1775-

76. The table also clearly shows the wide variations, with both very wealthy and poor 

estates in both periods, although the trend is clearly upward. 

The Revolution also brought few changes to other aspects of the tenants' lives. 

Probably more were qualified to vote, though this increase was due more to their 

growing prosperity than to changes brought about by the Revolution. Maryland's 

conservative constitution adopted in 1776 only slightly reduced suffrage requirements, 

Which under the proprietary were either a 50-acre :freehold or a visible estate worth £40 

sterling. Under the new constitution requirements consisted of a 50-acre freehold or 

property worth £30 current. 45 Assuming that tenants ranked lower middling or better 

Were qualified to vote, 46 at least one-third of those who rented before the Revolution 

Were qualified, compared to at least 55 percent of those after 1775, an increase based 

45
Ronald Ho:ffinan, A Spirit of Dissension: Economics, Politics, and the Revolution in 

Maryland (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1973), 180-81. 

46
Tenants ranked lower middling had estates worth at least £50 (deflated to 1700 

values) which was probably close to £40 sterling, and far greater than £30 current. Not 
a single inventoried tenant after 1775 had an estate worth less than £30, even those 
ranked poor. 
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TABLE 8-1 
CARROLLTON MANOR TENANTS 
TOTAL ESTATE VALUES, 1760-1800 

DATE 
LAST NAME FIRST NAME DEATH 

PEDDYCOARD NATHAN 1760 
DUCKETT JACOB 1764 
DICKSON JAMES 1766 
THOMAS DANIEL 1766 
JOHNSON THOMAS 1767 
COST GEORGE 1768 
JACOBS JOHN 1769 
LOFLIN RICHARD 1769 
WILLIAMS WILLIAM 1769 
BARKER WILLIAM 1770 
THOMAS WILLIAM 1110 · 

KEPHART GODFREY 1771 
TOUP JACOB 1771 
EASON JOHN 1772 
HILL PHILIP 1774 
PEARLE JAMES 1774 
MACKEY JAMES 1777 
JOHNSON JOHN 1778 
JOHNSON THOMAS 1778 
MARSHALL WILLIAM 1778 
NORRIS BENJAMIN 1778 
FARTHING ROBERT 1779 
KING PHILLIP 1779 
HUGHES JOHN 1780 
PERRY SAMUEL 1781 
WHIP MARTIN 1781 
JOHNSON JOSEPH 1782 
MACCLAIN JOHN 1782 
GRAVES WILLIAM 1783 
NORWOOD RICHARD 1783 
RICHARDSON THOMAS 1783 
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TOTAL 
ESTATE 
VALUE 

£ 
DEFLATED 

111 
270 
427 
176 
44 

131 
384 
156 

2,085 
44 

42 
46 
44 

103 
49 

590 
27 

434 
841 
343 
334 
58 

899 
93 

705 
182 
318 
173 
126 
86 
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TABLE 8-1, CONTD. 

TOTAL 
ESTATE 
VALUE 

DATE £ 
LAST NAME FIRSTNAME DEATH DEFLATED 

FIVECOAT JACOB 1784 96 
MACKEY WILLIAM 1784 375 
KILE ADAM 1785 252 
KILE ELIZABETH 1785 84 
YATES THOMAS 1788 311 
HOWARD CORNELIUS 1791 246 
JACOBS ELIZABETH 1791 299 
WINPIGLER GEORGE 1791 94 
HILL JOSEPH 1792 386 
THOMAS WILLIAM 1792 28 
MOUNTS THOMAS 1794 27 
NOLAND PHILIP 1794 316 
HILL ROBERT 1795 55 
JACOBS BENJAMIN 1795 219 
RICHARDSON JOHN 1795 198 
HARDING GARAH 1798 344 
JACOBS GEORGE 1798 99 
TOUP GEORGE 1798 605 

Source: Tenant data files, estate values. Compiled from probate records, Maryland State 
Archives, Annapolis, Md. 
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solely on greater tenant wealthholding over time. Reduced suffrage requirements 

probably widened the gap, but again most of the difference was due to increasing tenant 

prosperity. 

The new constitution also made extensive property the basis of high office. 

Some very wealthy tenants were qualified to hold office, and as the proportion of very 

wealthy increased after 1775, so too did those who were eligible. But more tenants 

actually held high office before the war, serving as justices, sheriff, clerk of the court, 

and in the General Assembly. Only one tenant held high office after the war, George 

Stricker, who served in the state House of Delegates in 1779-80. Part of this decline in 

office holding was probably due to the increase in the county population, which meant 

considerably more qualified men were available to hold office. 

For the same reason, fewer tenants on the manor during and after the Revolution 

held a smaller variety of minor local offices than those who rented before the war. Just 

over one-fifth of the tenants who lived on the manor before 1776 held some type of 

office, mostly as road overseers, but several also served as constable, and one served as 

bailiff and another as coroner.47 Only 14 percent of those who rented during or after the 

war held office, again mostly as road overseers. 48 Only four ( compared to nine before 

1776) served as constable, and none held any other office. Since tenants who lived on 

the manor during and after the war were more prosperous, this decline must be due to 

47
Thirty-three of the 150 tenants who lived on the manor before the Revolution (78 of 

whom died or left before the war began) held some type of office. 

48
Sixteen of the 111 tenants who lived on the manor after 1776 served either as road 

overseer (12 percent) or constable (4 percent). 
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the larger population base and the greater pool of officeholders. In any event, clearly the 

Revolution did not result in greater tenant participation in government at the local level. 

All in all, the Revolution made little direct impact on Carrollton Manor and its 

tenant population. The war itself helped precipitate an agricultural shift from tobacco to 

grain but otherwise did not directly involve most tenants. The Revolution did not result 

in any immediate economic or social changes, there was no redistribution ofland or 

Wealth, and the Carrolls, like other elite Marylanders ( other than loyalists), retained 

possession of their lands, their wealth, and their position in society. The tenants did not 

attempt--or even consider--overthrowing the landlord, and their relationship with the 

Carrolls had not significantly altered. Attitudes may have changed, making the tenants 

less deferential towards the Carrolls, but are more difficult to document. Nor did a 

democratic revolution sweep the manor. While more tenants could probably vote 

because they were more prosperous, fewer held local office and were actively involved in 

government than before the war. 
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Conclusion 

During the early decades after its settlement, Carrollton provided opportunities 

for poor men with few resources who were willing to build farms out of the wilderness in 

exchange for low rents and the opportunity to become landholders. Over the years, as 

the tenants developed the manor, the county grew and prospered as well. The frontier 

receded, population increased, a network of roads crisscrossed the Monocacy Valley and 

connected it to markets in the east, land prices rose, and wheat became a profitable 

commercial crop. Carrollton became more valuable, both for the Carrolls, who increased 

the rents, and for the tenants who owned the equity in the improvements they had made. 

By the late 1760s most of the original leaseholders had either died or long since 

moved on, and the men and women who replaced them were more prosperous. Some 

had the advantage of inheriting improvements made by their forebears. More 

importantly, many were able to meet the financial costs now required--purchase price, 

alienation fines, and higher rents--to secure a place on the manor. Carrollton, with its 

exceptionally fertile lands, was situated in the heart of the Monocacy Valley, connected 

by roads to thriving markets for wheat and grain in Frederick Town and the growing 

port of Baltimore, and within easy reach of the tobacco inspection station at Rock Creek. 

Access to the manor required capital resources, however, and offered fewer 

opportunities to poor men. Ex-servants like Thomas Jaco--a 1744 leaseholder--would 

find it more difficult to acquire a place on Carrollton and would more likely find 
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opportunities to become, like Jeremiah Pearle, dependent laborers in the employ of 

prosperous manor tenants. 

nwzrmFF 

By the time of the Revolution, then, the manor was populated by tenants who, 

while not all well to do, were generally more prosperous than in earlier decades. Many 

owned slaves, and although some agricultural diversification had occurred, most still 

concentrated on tobacco as their primary staple. During the war the tenants shifted 

permanently to grain agriculture, and slaveholding declined, partly as a result of this 

transition but primarily due to the increased numbers of German tenants who did not 

own slaves. The tenants successfully weathered the transition in both their agricultural 

staple and their labor force. It is significant that the Revolution did not seriously impair 

tenant prosperity. Economic historians have concluded that something "truly 

disastrous" happened to the American economy between 1775 and 1790. 1 According to 

one estimate per capita gross national product decreased nearly 50 percent between 1774 

and 1790.2 The tenants had been extremely fortunate. Their homes and fields were 

spared the ravages of warfare, and they had proved able to shift their agricultural base, 

find new markets for their produce, and survive the disruptions of the Revolutionary era 

with no adverse economic consequences. 

Less tangible consequences of the Revolution are more difficult to assess. 

Gordon Wood has argued that the Revolution radically transformed American society by 

1John J. Mccusker and Russell R. Menard, The Economy of British American, 1607-
1789 (Chapel Hill, University ofNorth Carolina Press for the Institute of Early American 
History and Culture, 1985), 369-77; quotation at 373. 

2Ibid. 
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the early nineteenth century. This transformation did not involve the overthrow of one 

class by another or a radical redistribution ofwealth--certainly neither of which occurred 

between the Carrolls and their tenants. Rather, it transformed Americans from 

"monarchical, hierarchy-ridden subjects on the margin of civilization" into "the most 

liberal, the most democratic, the most commercially minded, and the most modem 

people in the world. "3 These broader changes are very difficult to assess in terms of the 

tenants, in part because a lack of records makes it impossible to carry this study beyond 

about 1790, and also because little evidence survives to reveal their attitudes. But the 

men and women who rented on Carrollton in 1790 do seem very different people from 

those who rented before the Revolution. Earlier tenants employed ( or aspired to 

employ) slave laborers, they produced tobacco for markets dictated by the British 

mercantile system, and they paid rents in kind-- tobacco and capons--which, especially 

the capons, carried a faint air of feudalism. In contrast, tenants in 1790 used primarily 

free labor (by choice rather than economic restraint), they grew diversified crops for 

commercial markets, and they paid rents in cash. 

But if the Revolution broadly transformed the world in which the tenants lived, it 

did not radically alter their relative place in society. The majority of tenants never owned 

freehold land, although their access to the means of production--land and labor--had 

always provided them with a degree of autonomy. Their independence was perhaps 

more precarious than that of landowners, and those who did not succeed might more 

3Gordon S. Wood, The Radicalism of the American Revolution (New York: Alfred 
A Knopf, 1992), 6-7. 
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easily slip--like Jeremiah Pearle--into the ranks of dependent laborers. But as long as 

they were able to maintain their status as tenants they remained autonomous men and 

women who controlled their own lives. They made decisions about what crops to grow, 

where--within the restraints of the economic system--to market them, what labor to 

employ, what to do with their improvements on the manor, and how to structure their 

daily lives. Not all tenants succeeded, but their status as landholders gave them the 

opportunity to be autonomous, and often prosperous, members of society. 
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